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Estimation and Control of Nonlinear and Hybrid Systems 
with Applications to Air-to-Air Guidance 

Progress Report 

During the past six months the research continued in the directions 

established and developed under the earlier project supported by the US Air 

Force Armament Laboratories at Eglin Air Force Base. Four major areas of 

research were undertaken. While we continued the effort to develop models for 

an air-to-air encounter that will be suitable for simulating the filtering and 

control schemes developed for nonlinear and hybrid models, the primary focus 

during the period was the derivation of the theoretical basis for these 

methods. The four areas are involved with the nonlinear filtering 

approximation and implementation problem, the control and stabilization of 

hybrid stochastic system models, the approximate analysis and implementation 

of controllers for quantized and piecewise linear systems subject to fast and 

slow dynamics, and realization theory for minimum sensitivity sensor and 

actuator placement for the guidance of uncertain systems. These topics are 

directly applicable to the basic approximation involved in the switched Markov 

approximation used for the nonlinear model in the air-to-air scenario. 

The nonlinear filtering scheme developed earlier (see Reference 1) is 

continued to be evaluated for a more complex assumptions such as a higher 

dimensionality and longer memory for the number of multiple models involved. 

In addition an alternative approach to the modeling of target maneuvers via 

self-exciting Poisson inputs into the system model has yielded a new filtering 

scheme that is still under evaluation (see Reference 2). A preliminary 

simulation indicates the potential benefit of the scheme, and a more rigorous 

bound on the resulting error is being derived. Future studies will focus on 
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relaxing the assumptions on the model of the Poisson input and in combining 

the resulting scheme with the switched Markov model filter for the slow 

switching case since it is based on a combined detection and estimation 

approach. 

The hybrid system models considered in this research assume a model that 

is switching among several linear models. During the early phase we 

concentrated on the properties of the deterministic hybrid models where the 

transitions are not random. We derived controllability, observability, and 

stability properties for such systems (see Reference 3). These properties 

were then used to design control algorithms for stabilizing such systems and 

for feedback control of such systems. The second phase was concerned with the 

stochastic case which the appropriate model for the switched Markov 

approximation used for our original nonlinear system. In this case an average 

system has been defined and is used to derive stochastic stability and 

controllability properties for the model(see Reference 4) and obtain 

conditions for the design of optimal control algorithms. Our final objective 

is to relate the results to the guidance and control of the original problem 

when combined with the appropriate nonlinear filter. 

The third area of research was involved with the two-time scale design and 

implementation of nonlinear control systems with fast and slow dynamics. Such 

models may occur in the slow and fast switching in the switched Markov model. 

In considering nonlinearities we first concentrated on deterministic cases 

that involve both quantized inputs and piecewise linear nonlinearities. The 

approximate reduced order two-time scales design was shown to be simpler and 

requires one third the computing time as the exact nonlinear model without 

affecting the desired behavior of the controlled system (see References 5 and 
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6). In order to apply the results to the uncertain case the emphasis in the 

next phase has been on such models with stochastic inputs (see Reference 7). 

Other efforts concentrated on modelling (the Willems' formalism), 

parameterization, and realization schemes (see References 8 through 14). This 

included an application of our minimal sensitivity design problem to the 

optimal sensor/actuator placement or design in multivariable systems. A case 

study for the linearization scheme of the Fokker-Planck equation was studied 

but the results concerning the validity of the approach were rather 

discouraging. Two major subproblems in the sensor placement area were 

considered. The actuator related problems will not be discussed because of an 

obvious "duality". The first part of the sensor placement problem is 

deterministic in nature and deals with whether or not a physical system with 

some specific arrangement of sensors is simply observable. That is, if all 

the parameters of the system are known exactly and the measurement is perfect, 

can we determine the state of the system at some point in the past given 

enough data? Although this problem has been addressed, the picture is not yet 

complete. A related question is whether some observable sensor 

configurations have certain optimality properties not universal to the whole 

class of observable configurations. Our work to date seems to indicate that 

such is the case, especially in view of the next part of the sensor location 

problem: the introduction of plant and measurement uncertainty. In the 

stochastic framework one talks about optimal sensor location in the sense of 

minimizing some type of error in the state estimation. It seems that the 

results in the deterministic problems shed light on the stochastic case. 

Another interesting aspect of the sensor problem that was pursued with success 

is its relation to design sensitivity and robustness. The optimal sensor 
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problem can be cast in to a geometric framework that was researched earlier 

(see Reference 15). 

The future directions in all four areas are as outlined above with an 

emphasis on relating the primary approaches to the solution of the general 

problem of guidance and control of nonlinear stochastic systems with 

applications to scenarios that reflect an air-to-air encounter. 
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Extensions of Singular Perturbation Analysis in 
Piecewise-Linear Systems 

B.S. Heck and A.H. Haddad 
School of Electrical Engineering 
Georgia Institute of Technology 

Atlanta, GA 30332-0250 

Summary 

This paper addresses problems in piecewise-linear systems which are 
singularly perturbed. Such systems are found in many applications including 
electrical circuits and in flight controls. The piecewise-linearity may be 
due to nonlinear elements such as saturation or may result from a 
linearization about various operating points of a nonlinear plant. Singular 
perturbation theory is used to separate the system into reduced-order 
models, one containing the slow dynamics and one containing the fast 
dynamics. Standard singular perturbation techniques, however, are limited 
to systems which are smooth (1). Recently, it has been extended by these 
authors to certain types of piecewise-linear systems [2,3). 

This paper extends the previous work done in singularly perturbed 
piecewise-linear systems. Specifically, new theorems are presented allowing 
for the application of this theory to a broader range of systems. The 
previous work was based on geometric ideas and the resulting theorems 
difficult to use. 

The two types of systems analyzed are those which are continuous and 
those which are the result of a quantized control. Both types of systems 
may be expressed in the following form. 

= f 1 (x , z) 

pi = f
2
(x

'
z) 

where p is a small positive parameter and fl and f2 are piecewise-linear 

functions mapping from R
r+p 

to Rr  and RP, respectively. The state space is 

partitioned into nonintersecting regions of the form S i 	((x,z): 

di:Xxx+Ke<di4.1) (where Kx  and 	are row vectors) so that both fl and f2 

are affine in the interior of each region. 

Reduced-order models are given for the quantized control case in [2) 
and for the continuous piecewise-linear case in [3]. Conditions 
guaranteeing that the solutions of the reduced-order models match the 
solution of the actual system with an error on the order of 0(p) are given 
in these papers. The conditions given are restrictive in their application 
and are difficult use. 



A discussion of the limitations in applying these previous conditions 
to physical systems will be included in the full paper. Also, the results 
are extended to include the occurance of a sliding mode in the quantized 
control case. A new nongeometric criterion is introduced for using singular 
perturbation in the continuous piecewise-linear case. This criterion is 
easy to use and the proof is straightforward. Finally, the effect of a 
random input will be examined. 
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ON THE STABILIZABILITY OF TWO-FORM HYBRID SYSTEMS 

VIA AVERAGING 

Jelel Ezzine and A. H. Haddad 

School of Electrical Engineering 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Atlanta, Georgia; 30332-0250 

SUMMARY 

The paper discusses some practical methods of analysis and control of two-
form hybrid systems. The main tools in simplifying the analysis and 
stabilizability of such systems will be some basic ideas from Lie algebras, 
linear algebra and a tool from stability theory of ordinary differential 
equations. These systems are called hybrid systems because the set of linear 
time-invariant systems among which the system is switching is finite. This 
kind of model can be used to represent systems subject to known abrupt 
parameter variations such as commutated networks or to approximate certain 
time-varying systems. This can be done by Imposing a "deterministic" switching 
rule on the time behavior of the form index. However, to model unknown abrupt 
phenomena such as component and interconnection failures the form index can be 
modeled, for example, as a finite-state Markov chain (FSMC). 

The class of hybrid systems considered in this paper are assumed to have 
the form 

dx/dt = A(r(t))x(t) + B(r(t))u(t) 	 (1) 

Y(t) = C(r(t))x(t); 	 (2) 

where x is the plant state vector of dimension n, u is the plant control input 
vector of dimension p, y is the plant output vector of dimension m, and r(t) 
is the "form index" which is a scalar sequence taking values in the finite 
index set N=(1, 2, ..., N). 

In the first part of the paper a practical averaging technique is 
introduced which will be the key step in the analysis and control 
(stabilization) of two-form hybrid systems. The proposed averaging method 
applies to multi-form hybrid systems as well. 

The averaging methodology used in the paper is based on a formula from Lie 
algebras known as the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff Formula [1]: Given two real 
matrices A and B there is no guarantee that there exists a real setrix C such 
that 

Exp(A)Exp(B) = Exp(C). 	 (3) 



This will be the case, however, if IAN+IBIS1n(2) [2], and then C will be given 
by a convergent infinite expression 

C = A + B + (1/12)[[A,B],B) + (1/12)[1B,ALA] + 	 (4) 

where the symbol [A,B]=AB-BA (i.e., the commutator product.) This expression 
is the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula (BCH). 

There are two very important issues in using such a formula and averages 
derived from it. The first one is the error introduced by only using few terms 
in the BCH expression while computing the average matrix. The second one is 
the difference between the average system and the actual system. In the paper 
we present what we beleive is the first treatment of such problems related to 
the accuracy of the usage of a truncated BCH formula. In the first part upper 
bounds of the errors introduced by using a truncated BCH formula are derived. 
The analysis of the difference between the F2-system and its average is 
delayed to the section which deals with the stability of hybrid systems. 

Using the BCH formula, one can obtain an approximation C of C, to any 
order he wishes. Consequently, C can be written as C=C+C, where C is the 
unknown error due to the approximation. Therefore, the induced error in 
computing Exp(C) by using the approximate matrix C is 

E E Exp(CT)-Exp(CT) 	 (5) 

The known formula for the solution of inhomogenious differential equations 
can be elegantly used to derive an exact expression of E. In the same section 
a useful approximate expression for E is derived using perturbation 
techniques. The results of the section is summarized in the following two 
propositions: 

Proposition 1 [3]: Let E l  denote the first order approximation in c to E, 
then E 1  satisfies the following matric D.E. 

dY/dt = CY + ctpExp(tt), Y(0) = 0. 	 (6) 

where CEct
P'  and c is a scalar. 

Proposition 2: Assume that NExp(tt)11M(t)Exp(0(t)t), with OW a scalar 
function, then 

(11t0/20tN)MWExp{0(t)t)(Exp(21tOt)-1). 	(7) 

Using other means [3], and the added assumption that M(t) is monotone one gets 

IEN S tICOM 2 (t)Exp(03(t) + M(01C11)t). 	 (8) 

It is also shown that it is possible, sometimes, to avoid the computation 
of A-"average". That is, under certain conditions, it is possible, via state 
feedback, to make the F2 system time-invariant in A. Necessary and sufficient 
conditions are derived for the existence of K and a compact computation recipe 
based on the Kronecker-product and the generelized-inverserethniques is 
given. 



One of the key assumptions made to design the regulator via averaging is 
the controllability of the average system. This assumption is not unreasonable 
since the controllability property of linear time invariant systems is 
generic.  However, one can construct hybrid systems such that their averages 
are not controllable. 

The following theorem singles out a class of hybrid systems for which the 
average system is controllable too. 

THEOREM Cl:  The average system of a hybrid system is controllable if 
1-rank [C1, C2, ..., CN] = n; Ci is the controllability matrix of El, i in N, 
2-All forms are simultaneously diagonalizable, 

The first condition in the theorem is a very interesting one, it was shown 
in [4] that it is a necessary condition for a hybrid system to i)e 
controllable, moreover it is very close to be a sufficient condition too! 

Moreover, Theorem Cl is interesting in its owne right. It says that given 
a set of simultaniously diagonalizable systems then any element in the convex 
hull (or cover) of these systems is controllable. 

The last part of the paper is based on the previous parts, it deals with 
the stabilizability of two-form hybrid systems. A stabilizability theorem 
based on the proposed averaging technique is given. The theorem requires that 
the average system be stabilizable and that the dynamics of the error between 
the actual system and the average one be stable. To check for the stability of 
the error a simple sufficient stability test based on the mathematical notion 
of Logarithmic norm [3] is derived. 

Discussions, proofs and examples supporting the above summary are given 
in the paper. 
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A UNIFIED THEORY OF MODEL REDUCTION VIA GLEASON MEASURES 

E.I. Verriest 
(School of Electrical Engineering, 

Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, Georgia) 

ABSTRACT 

Earlier work has cast the stochastic realization and 
approximation problem in the framework of the RV-coefficient. 
This allowed the introduction of a common measure for the 
"goodness of fit" for the different realization algorithms. 
This paper explores the deeper geometrical basis for this 
common measure in a unified theory for the data driven and 
exact covariance approaches. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Scope of the Paper 

In the theory of identification, signal processing, and 
digital filtering, a problem of fundamental importance is that 
of finding a finite dimensional Markovian representation of a 
stochastic process from the covariance information. This 
problem is known as the Stochastic Realization Problem, and 
has received a great deal of attention. Whenever a finite set 
of real data is gathered, all processing is done over finite 
sets, and an underlying probabilistic description is absent in 
most cases. As a result, covariances must be estimated by 
sample covariances, and a "degradation" of the theoretical 
realization solutions results. A more direct, data driven 
approach is needed. Moreover, for many applications, the 
Markovian representation or state space model may be too 
complex, due to its high dimensionality, thus barring efficient 
computational management. This motivates the quest for 
approximate lower order models, and the need for common 
measures to evaluate and compare different approaches. 
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1.2 Historical Background 

Akaike (1975), Faurre (1976), and Baram (1981) developed a 
stochastic realization theory based on the information interface 
between the past and the future of a time series and the 
concepts of canonical correlation analysis (CCA). Desai and 
Pal (1982) extended the results. They obtain forward-backward 
dual models with state covariances which are equal and diagonal. 
They are the stochastic counterpart of the deterministic 
balanced realizations. See Moore (1981) and Verriest and 
Kailath (1983). 

Arun and Kung (1983) proposed the Karhunen-Loeve method (KLM) 
as a basis for the stochastic realization. 

Ramos and Verriest (1984) unified the theory by showing 
that both CRA and KLM, given the exact covariances, are special 
cases of a more general optimization problem, using the RV-
coefficient introduced by Escoufier (1973). Verriest (1985) 
explored the connection of the exact covariance and real data 
case further by relating the RV-coefficient to certain 
operators in a tensor product space. 

2. STOCHASTIC REALIZATION PROBLEM 

2.1 Problem Formulation 

Given the covariance sequence A(k) of a rational stationary, 
zero mean, discrete time vector sequence (yk}, the stochastic 

realization problem consists in finding a Markovian 
representation of the form 

where {wk }  and (v
k 

v
k 

w
ki  

xk+1 e 

ma 
yk 

) are White 

we 
	v'l 	e 

e 

Fx
k 

+ w
k 

Kick  4. v
k 

Gaussian noises with 

Q 	S 

	

, 	Vkdi 
SI 	R 	"' 

(2.1.1) 

(2.1.2) 

(2.1.3) 

such that
k+n k y'l • A(k). 6(k,t) is the Kronecker delta. 

The solution to this problem is described by Faurre (1976). 

2.2 Information Interface Between Past and Future 

Assume that the stochastic time-series {y id is Gaussian 

(with zero mean). The relevant random variables are then in 
the Hilbert space L2 (0,B,P) and conditional expectations can 

be interpreted as orthogonal projections onto subspaces 

(Yk ) 
 L2 (A, Fk  

For the 

Yk 

and define 

A . E(Y 

,p). 

time-series 

Yk 

Yk+1 

:(Y;)'), 

I 
the semi-infinite 

(yid define the infinite 

the future 	Yk 

covariance 

- E(Y:(YZ) l ) 

k-1 

k -2 

matrices 

I 
R 	e E{Y;(Y;) . } 

vectors 

the past 

(2.2.1) 

. 

(2.2.2) 

Within this representation, the forward and backward predictor 
subspaces are 

spanned by the components of B. These two spaces form the 

information interface between R
+ 

and R R. Either one can be 
used to define a minimal Markovian representation (forwards or 
backwards). The canonical correlations lead to a natural 
distance measure between the past and the future, which for the 
Gaussian case is exactly the Kullback-Leibler information. 

Alternatively, the past can be treated as the instrumental 
variables for predicting the future. See Arun and Kung (1983). 

Ramos and Verriest (1984) and Ramos (1985) resolved the two 
methods by putting them in a common framework, optimizing 
Escoufier's RV-coefficient (1973) under different constraints. 
If for random vectors X and Y 

I 
	 1 	+ 

Xk  e Span(Yk 	Yk), Zk..1  e Span(Y k  1 Yk
) 	(2.2.3) 

(AIR) denotes the projection of span (A) onto the Hilbert space 
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cov(X,Y)■ 

i t11 I 12 
E2122 	 (Ell) 	

3 0 

	

, then RV(X,Y) ■ 	  

(E21 
	2 ) Tr(E 2 2  ) 

Tr(E
12

E
21 

(2.2.4) 

This measure also allows the computation of a "figure of merit" 
for each algorithm in a consistent way. Our new Gleason 
approach gives a natural interpretation for (2.2.4) (and other) 
measures. 

3. THE LATTICE OF SUBSPACES AND GLEASON MEASURES 

Let H be a Hilbert space. The set of all closed subspaces 
of H has the structure of an orthocomplemented complete lattice, 
also called a logic. A one-to-one correspondence exists 
between the lattice of all closed subspaces of H and the lattice 
Proj H of all orthoprojectors on H. 

In his study of the mathematical foundations of quantum 
mechanics, Mackey posed the problem of finding all positive 
measures on the closed subspaces of a Hilbert space. Such a 
measure must have the property that for any countable collection 
{Si } of mutually orthogonal closed subspaces the mapping is 

o-additive, i.e., 

E p(S i ) ■ p(I Si ) 	 (3.1) 

A measure satisfying the above property is for instance 
obtained by selecting a vector v in the Hilbert space H, and 
for each subspace A of H defining 

Pv (A) ■ IPA (v)I 2 	 (3.2) 

where P
A 

is the projection operation on A. Clearly, finite 
convex conbinations of such measures also satisfy the conditions 
for such measures, and passing to the limit, any positive 
semidefinite trace class operator T also defines such a measure 
via 

	

P(A) ■ Tr(TPA) 	 (3.3) 

Gleason (1957) has shown that in a separable Hilbert space of 
dimension at least three, every measure on the closed subspaces 
can be represented as above, with T a positive definite 
operator of trace class. Further extensions of Gleason 

measures which are vector and operator valued, have been 
surveyed by Jajte (1979). 

Let H be a separable Hilbert space, and Proj H the lattice 
of all orthogonal projectors in H. Let also B be some Banach 
space, then: 

Definitions  A mapping E Proj H ■ E is said to be an 8-valued 
Gleason measure if 

(1) For any sequence of pairwise orthogonal projectors 
P
1
, P

2
, ... from Proj H 

E EPi 
■ C(E Pi ) 
	

(3.4) 

the series on the left hand side being weakly 
convergent, 

(2) sup{ICPi  I s P
ic Proj H} < ■ 
	

(3.5) 

An important class of Gleason measures taking values in a 
Hilbert space are the Orthogonally Scattered Measures (OSG). 
Let H and K be two Hilbert spaces, with dimension at least 
three. 

Definition:  A Gleason measure E : Proj H + K is said to be an 
orthogonally scattered measure (OSG-measure) if for any 
orthogonal projectors P,Q in Proj H the following implication 
holds. 

P 	EP cQ 	 (3.6) 

Note that automatically for all P !CPI ( ICI' is implied, where 
I is the identity operator, corresponding with the (sub) space 
H. 

Any OSG-measure defines a positive Gleason measure by 

UP 	ICp1 2 , Pc Proj H 	 (3.7) 

By Gleason's theorem, there exists then a nonnegative self-
adjoint trace-class operator T such that 

pP ■ Tr TP , P c Proj H 	 (3.8) 

The above can be interpreted as a "variance": if we similarly, 
define a "covariance" by COV{PA)} ■ (0.4Q) K , then for any 
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commuting projectors P, Q c Proj H one has 

(EPAQ) K  • Tr TPQ 	 (3.9) 

This formula is not true in general for arbitrary projectors 
in a complex Hilbert space. However, if H and K are real 
Hilbert spaces, then it can be shown that (for T given by 
Gleason's theorem (3.9)) 

subspaces of G, it follows that 

P x (R) • Tr Txp
A 

where 

T
x 
•Elx > <x l• xx' 

is interpreted as a gramian or covariance operator. 

(4.1.5) 

(4.1.6) 

(EP,CQ) K  • Tr TPQ • Tr TQP, all P, Q c Proj H (3.10) 

4. APPLICATIONS TO REALIZATION THEORY 

The measure p
x
(A) gives a numeric value to the closeness of 

A to G, given the prior x. 

4.1 A Correlation Measure for Subspaces 

As shown by Verriest (1985), the (exact) stochastic 
realization and the (real) signal modelling benefit from the 
use of the RV-coefficient. In the first case, the formalism 
is used in the comparison of random variables, while in the 
second it compares data matrices. We present here a geometric 
point of view, motivated by the observation that for the 

stochastic realization problem, the underlying space L2( 11 . 9 .m) 

and in the real data case, the space RPxN  are isomorphic with 
the tensor product spaces, respectively 

0123 (1),B,m) 	RP ® L2 (1),B,m) 
	

(4.1.1) 

RPxN 	RP 0  RN 
	

(4.1.2) 

In general, let G and H be separable Hilbert spaces. Let {* i } 

be a Complete Orthonormal Set (CONS) in G, and {# 1. } a CONS in 

H. Any vector x in the tensor product space Gall has a 
decomposition 

The problem of finding the subspace of fixed dimension 
which "looks most like H from the point of view of x" is then 

solved by letting P
A 

be the projector on the eigenspace of T
x 

with the largest principal components. See Aragon and Couot 
(1976), who also stated several equivalent problems relating 
to the principal component analysis. Note that p x (H) • Tr Tx . 

However, this measure does not lead to a useful definition 
of the correlation between subspaces. Indeed, consistent with 
the above "variance" px  we have the covariance (using 3.10) 

(Ex (A). Ex  (B))Tr TxPAPB 
	

(4.1.7) 

But for A B, we get (Ex (A), Cx(B)) • O. There is no interface 

between A and B. This situation is displeasing, but can be 
resolved. The operator Tx  s G G is a characteristic for the 

given x in GOS,H (in fact, a "sufficient statistic"), and one 
can think of T (or p) as conditioned by the vector x r 	H. 

- 
In this sense, the extended projectors P c Proj Gap H defined 
by 

x ■ E I x
i 
> < *

i 
I 

i 
(4.1.3) 

13 
Px ■ EP

B 
 I x > < •I ■ EC 

x
(B) < •

i 	
(4.1.8) 

where x
i c G. The vector x in the tensor product space will be 

referred to as a "prior." Introduce now the superposition of 
measures on Proj G induced by the prior. 

yield a "coherent" addition of OSG measures, conditioned on x 
(i.e., a posterior measure). The posterior variance of 
A c Proj G, given x is then the operator from G i G 

Px 0  E Pi 

A 	' 	 I A 
(P x)(P x) 	1. EP

A
lx>cici IP

A 
 "P

A
TP (4.1.4) 

(4.1.9) 

The p i are the Gleason measures corresponding to x. For all 



P(A,B1x) 

 

IP AT P 
 B. 

x 
 

(4.1.11) 
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and the covariance 

8 	A ' 	 IA 	BA 
(P x)(P x) 	E

▪ 	

> ,cx
i
IP as P T

x
P 	(4.1.10) 

i 

This displays the coupling or interface between A and B given 
x. In order to attach a numerical value to this interface, 

any norm on the various restrictions P BT
x
P
A 

can be chosen. 

The following natural definition follows. 

Definitions The "Correlation" between subspaces A and 8 in 
Proj G is 

Tr (MT
12
NN'T

21
Ms) 

CCA : max 	 (4.1.13) 

N c 0(K) 	/Tr (MT11M') 2 Tr (NT22N')
2 

N E 00() 

which are the formulas obtained by Robert and Escoufier (1976). 

If GeklaBL:(11,11,m) or RPIN  then T is respectively the covariance 

E or sample covariance S. 

4.2 Data Driven Stochastic Realization Solution 

Assuming that a data stream {yk,IkI * N} is observed, a data 

matrix Y can be formed by considering (Y_ N,0,... 10) 1 . 

(Y-N+1 	 ((YNN-1- 
.....Y

-N 	OS., (O, 
	0  Y

N
)' 

as consecutive samples of the vector in G R2N+1 
(the "pure 

states"). In order to avoid the nasty end effects due to the 
substitution of zeros where data is missing, a linear 
superposition of these states, weighted by the sequence 
{q

j 
0, j=1,...,4N+1} may be used. Let Q diag{q }. The 

Gleason operator is 
T(Y,q) 

YQY'. The "past" is span 

(14_N>...14_2}, and the future span {140, ...1,11>)• A recursive 

realization algorithm, which optimally uses all the data (in 
real time) would necessarily involve the update of T 

(Y,q) 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

By determining well motivated measures for the correlation 
between subspaces of a Hilbert space, based on the available 
prior information, it was possible to unify several tools from 
multivariate analysis, and introduce common measures for their 
evaluation. We have only discussed the principal component 
and the canonical correlation analyses. Discriminant analysis 
and a rational way for discarding variables can also be treated. 
Our inspiration for this work came from the desire to better 
motivate and explain the use of the RV-statistic 
problems. In particular, exact realization theory and its 
signal processing counterpart (i.e., the real data case) are 
unified. The fact that the data should come first looks 
natural from this viewpoint. Deterministic modelling, cluster 
analysis (in pattern recognition), and quantization of random 
fields are other applications of our abstract framework. The 
variation lies in the choice of the spaces G and H, and the 
constraints that are natural for the problem. 
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A FRESH APPROACH TO THE DERIVATIVE SAMPLING THEOREM 

J.R. Higgins 
(Department of Science, 

Cambridgeshire College of Arts and Technology, Cambridge) 

ABSTRACT 

Convergence properties of the derivative sampling series are 
addressed. Two forms of the series are discussed, one which 
allows for over-sampling, the other in which sampling is at 
Nyquist rate. Some attention is given to the way in which the 
two parts of the series partition the signal to be reconstructed, 
and to which subsets of the Hilbert space of finite energy 
band-limited signals these parts belong. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The reconstruction of a band-limited signal from knowledge 
of its samples together with samples of its derivatives was 
suggested by C.E. Shannon (see, e.g., Higgins (1985) p. 60 and 
the references cited there). The formula 

f(t) - E 	
f 1 (n) sin

2
w(t - n)/2 	f(n) [sinw(t - n1/1 

n=-• 	

21 
w 	m(t - n)/2 	2 	w(t -n) 

is known to hold for every f belonging to the Hilbert space PW 
of Paley-wiener functions, that is, the class of finite energy 
signals band-limited to 1-w,w 1. The convergence is in the 
norm of PW and also pointwise, uniformly over all of R. 

For the sake of brevity let 

Sq(t) 	121211121.  • 0<p4 q. p 	 (wt/q)13 

/2 



Matrix Triangularization 
Using Arrays of Integrated 

Optical Givens Rotation 
Devices 

Thomas K. Gaylord and Erik I. Verriest 

Georgia Institute of Technology 

S olving linear equations is centrally 
important in many large-scale data 
processing problems. For example, 

problems such as weather prediction and 
the aerodynamic design of aircraft require 
repeated solution of the Navier-Stokes 
equation. The describing nonlinear sys-
tems of equations can be linearized at each 
time step to produce a linear system of 
equations that simplifies the problem-
solving process. 

In general, there are two approaches to 
solving sets of linear equations—direct 
methods and iterative methods. Perhaps 
the best known of the direct methods is 
Gaussian elimination. This method is 
generally sequential in nature. It also has 
the potential for being unstable: small 
errors in the intermediate steps may pro-
duce large errors in the final results. Iter-
ative methods, on the other hand, are 
generally parallel and stable. However, 
they require an approximate matrix 
inverse as a starting point. 

Optics-based devices and systems offer 
one means of solving sets of linear equa-
tions using a stable, direct method. These 
devices can employ Givens rotations' to 
perform matrix triangularization. In this 
article, we describe how to solve linear 
equations using an electro-optical system 
that employs arrays of optical Givens rota- 

Integrated optical 
chips, implemented 

using waveguides and 
voltage-tunable 

diffraction gratings, 
can be used to solve 

sets of linear 
equations. 

tion devices. We examine how to imple-
ment this system using two different 
configurations, parallel and pipelined, and 
how to calibrate the system to minimize 
errors. 

Attributes of optics 

In telecommunications, fiber optics has 
played a dramatically increasing role in  

recent years. In addition, the role of 
guided wave optics (consisting of both 
fiber optics and integrated optical circuits) 
is expected to continue to grow at a rapid 
rate. This activity is largely oriented to 
switching networks. However, it will have 
a direct impact on signal and data process-
ing as well. 

The use of optics in computation is an 
exciting field offering great potential for 
large-scale, high-speed computing power. 
However, the nature of this potential must 
be well understood before it can be suc-
cessfully utilized. The favorable and 
unfavorable characteristics of optics must 
be understood in relation to those of elec-
tronics so that overall optoelectronic sys-
tems can be designed to maximize the 
desirable features of each. Optics inher-
ently has four powerful attributes: 

• Large bandwidth. The high carrier 
frequency (10 14  Hz) offers the potential 
for very high speed operation. This attri-
bute is primarily responsible for the success 
of fiber optics. 

• Parallelism. Integrated optical (two-
dimensional) and bulk optical (three-
dimensional) systems are capable of han-
dling and processing many channels of 
data simultaneously. 

• Interoannectivity. In optical form, 
channels of data can physically pass 
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through each other without altering the 
data. This property distinguishes optical 
signals significantly from the charge-based 
signals in metallic conductors, which must 
remain separate from each other. Inter-
connectivity allows the switching (inter-
changing or broadcasting) of data 
channels in any arbitrary pattern. 

• Special functions. Numerous analytic 
functions can be implemented directly 
with optics. The best known of these is the 
Fourier transform, which gave rise to the 
field of "Fourier optics." 2  Other trans-
forms (the Hadamard, the Hartley, the 
Mellin, the Radon, etc.) can also have 
direct optical implementations. Similarly, 
the sine and cosine can be implemented in 
optical form and are central to the type of 
processing described in this article. 

A primary disadvantage of analog 
optics is low accuracy. This shortcoming 
makes these systems appropriate for fast, 
first-pass processors used in applications 
that do not require high accuracy. The 
attributes of optics thus differ dramati-
cally from those of electronics. In general, 
a one-for-one substitution of optical 
devices for electronic devices in comput-
ing architectures should not be attempted. 
Such a strategy can be a fundamental mis-
take, as evidenced by some notable failures 
in the past. 

Hybrid optical-electronic processing 
systems must efficiently use the inherent 
attributes of both optics and electronics in 
order to provide the advantage needed for 
large-scale complex processing problems. 
In this article, we describe a hybrid system 
that requires optical-electronic phase-
sensitive detection and electronic feed-
back. Our discussion concentrates on the 
new technology involved in the optical 
component of this system. 

The Givens rotation 

The plane rotation operation for a rota-
tion can be expressed as 

[y] [cosw — sines [x] 
414 

.V2 	sines cosw 	x2 

This equation can be written compactly as 
"II= RI, where the output vector y= [y i , 

R is the rotation matrix, the input 
vector Ft= [x l ,x2]T, and T denotes "trans- 
pose." (Throughout this article, a symbol 
in boldface type denotes a matrix.) The 
Givens orthogonalization l  is obtained 
when sines and cosw are found such that 

yl  = 0. This operation can be used to 
make any specific element of a vector a 
zero. In fact, all but one entry of a vector 
can be zeroed by successive Givens rota-
tions (involving different entries of the vec-
tor). For an N x N matrix, the 
triangularization process zeros all the ele-
ments above the diagonal (producing a 
lower triangular matrix L) or zeros all the 
elements below the diagonal (producing an 
upper triangular matrix U). The process of 
producing a lower triangular matrix for 
the case of N=5 can be represented sche-
matically as 

{ all a12 a13 014 0 15 
02 , 022  023 au 035 

031 032 033 034 033  
041 042 ao 044 045 
as t 052 053 034 055 

{ b„ 0 0 0 0 - 
b2, b22  0 0 0 
b3, b32 b33 0 0 
bo bo bo b44 0 
b5 , b52  b 53  1)54  b55  

To start the process of lower matrix trian-
gularization, N— 1 rotations involving 
entries 1=1, . ,N and j =N are applied 
to transform the Nth column into the vec-
tor [0, . . 0, bNNJT. The same rotations 
(in the same order) are used to transform 
columns 1 to N— 1. The triangularization 
of the N x N matrix is accomplished recur-
sively by zeroing the N —1 column of the 
resulting upper left N— I x N— 1 sub-
matrix, and so forth. Subsequent opera-
tions do not change the values in 
previously zeroed columns. 

This algorithm lends itself naturally to 
cascaded or pipelined hardware 
implementations. Due to the nonlinear 
sines and costa functions, the Givens rota-
tion operation consumes a significant 
amount of time and/or semiconductor 
material when implemented in digital elec-
tronics, even though efficient bit-recursive 
methods using simple shift and add oper-
ations known as coordinate rotation digi-
tal computing (Cordic) have been 
developed. 3  

Integrated optical 
Givens rotation device 

The Givens rotation operation simulates 
a form of wave propagation and can be 
modeled as a lossless transmission line 
structure. Thus, wave propagation effects 
area relevant design factor in the construe- 

tion of this device. In a recent article, we 
reported on a coherent integrated optical 
implementation of an elementary rotation 
matrix device that operates on optical 
amplitude! This device uses electro-optic 
grating diffraction and phase shifting to 
achieve the required sine evaluation, 
cosine evaluation, multiplications, addi-
tion, and subtraction in the Givens rota-
tion operation. 

The evaluation of sine and cosine is 
accomplished naturally and straightfor-
wardly via diffraction by a thick transmis-
sion phase grating' induced by a voltage 
applied to periodic metallic electrodes on 
the surface of the device. The multiplica-
tion of the input amplitudes by the sine and 
cosine is accomplished as part of the 
diffraction process. 

The summations in the Givens rotation 
are achieved by coherently combining the 
output waves from the grating. The phases 
of the waves are adjusted with electro-
optic phase shifters to achieve the required 
addition and subtraction indicated in 
Equation 1. The subtraction process (for 
the y i  output) is equivalent to coherent 
image subtraction. This operation may be 
performed using thick holograms and has 
been analyzed and experimentally demon-
strated by Guest, Mirsalehi, and Gay-
lord.6  The coherent addition process (for 
the y2 output), likewise, is well estab-
lished. 

All of these functions can be combined 
into a single Givens rotation device as illus-
trated schematically in Figure la. A top 
view of an integrated optical implementa-
tion of this device is shown in Figure lb. 
The optic axis is perpendicular to the sur-
face. The crystalline material is Z-cut 
lithium niobate. The input light signals of 
amplitudes x, and x2  are guided as trans-
verse magnetic (TM) modes in channel 
waveguides (r- 8 gm wide). The interdigi-
tated electrodes on this electro-optic mate-
rial have a period, A, and an orientation 
such that the Bragg condition for diffrac-
tion is satisfied for both input waves for 
the freespace optical wavelength, A. The 
angle of rotation, w, in Equation 1 is the 
grating strength parameter. It is propor-
tional to the voltage, V1, applied to the 
interdigitated electrodes and is given 
approximately by 

W =IndinE 3r3 3 Vs)/PAcos(0/2)) 	(3) 

where de  is the thickness of the grating, nE 
is the index of refraction for the TM mode 
polarization, r3  3 is the electro-optic 

(1) 

(2) 
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(a) 

y2  ■ xisin tif • x2cos tfr 

y, x,cos tit x 2 sin 

=> t=> 

coefficient for this configuration, and a is 
the angle between the waveguides. One 
arm of the device contains electro-optic 
phase shifters to which static voltages are 
applied to produce the correct phase rela-
tionships between the input waves and 
between the output waves. 4  

This Givens rotation device is poten-
tially simple to fabricate. It can be con- 

structed by (1) fabricating (by diffusion or 
proton exchange) the channel waveguides, 
(2) growing a SiO2 buffer layer over the 
surface, and (3) depositing the metal elec-
trodes. In fact, this general type of device 
has been developed and fabricated for 
intensity modulation and switching 
applications" and recently analyzed for 
Givens rotation-type applications. 9  

Arrays of Givens 
rotation devices for 
matrix triangularization 

In 1958, Giveps' pointed out that plane 
rotations could be used to triangularize a 
matrix by applying elementary rotation 
operations repeatedly over pairs of ele- 

y2 

yl  

Figure 1. (a) The implementation of the elementary rotation operation. The optical input amplitudes xi  sod x2  are diffracted 
by the thick grating and coherently combined to produce the output amplitudes y, and y2. The external phase shifters (-, and 
1-1) have fixed values so that the transmitted and diffracted waves combine in phase (addition) for the y 2  output and combine 
180 degrees out of phase (subtraction) for the y, output. (b) Schematic physical configuration of integrated optical elementary 
rotation device. A refractive index grating is formed at the intersection of the channel waveguides through the electro-optic 
effect by applying a voltage (Vs) to the lotertitgitsted electrodes. 
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Figure 2. Parallel architecture for matrix triangularization. The solid lines are optical channel waveguides. A rotation device is 
located at each intersection of the channel waveguides. All rotation devices in a vertical column are electrically connected in 
parallel as indicated by the dashed lines. The squares represent photodetectors used to detect the nulling of matrix elements. 
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Figure 3. Pipelined architecture for matrix triangularization. The solid lines represent optical channel waveguides. A rotation 
device is located at each intersection of the channel waveguides. The squares represent photodetectors. 
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ments within the matrix. The integrated 
optical Givens rotation device described in 
the previous section has the capability of 
performing this operation. In principle, a 
single device could be used many times to 
accomplish the matrix triangularization. 
However, a more practical application is 
to integrate many Givens rotation devices 
on a single dielectric substrate in a manner 
analogous to integrating transistors on a 
single semiconductor substrate. Matrix tri-
angularization can be accomplished by a 
parallel architecture or a pipelined archi-
tecture. 

Figure 2 illustrates a parallel architec-
ture implementation for the N= 5 matrix 
triangularization that we used as an exam-
ple above (see Equation 2). In this config-
uration, all N2  matrix elements are 
entered into the system simultaneously. 
The solid lines in Figure 2 represent chan-
nel waveguides. At each intersection of 
channel waveguides is a rotation device as 
described in the previous section. Each 
dashed line represents a pair of metal con-
ductors. All Givens rotation devices in a 
vertical column are connected together in 
parallel as shown. The optical amplitudes 
corresponding to the elements of the Nth 
column of the matrix enter the N channel 
waveguides at the top of the diagram. 
Detectors are represented by squares at the 
right. A detector at the end of each chan-
nel waveguide corresponds to matrix ele-
ments to be zeroed in the triangularization 
process. 

The time steps associated with the trian-
gularization process are labeled t, (in this 
case, t i  to t io). In the first time interval, t i , 
the value of as  5 is initially detected (by the 
detector labeled 1 1 ). The voltage applied 
to the leftmost column of rotators is swept 
until the amplitude detected is zero. This 
step zeros the 04  5 element and changes the 
as s  element according to Equation 1. 
Simultaneously, the elements a 4., and as, 
(j..1 to 4) are changed by the same rota-
tion. The voltage on this column of rota-
tors remains at this value for the remainder 
of the triangularization process. In the sec-
ond time interval, t2, the value of 03 5 IS 
detected (by the detector labeled 12). The 
voltage applied to the second column of 
rotators is swept until the detected ampli-
tude of 03 3 is zero. The as s element is cor-
respondingly changed. At the same time, 
the elements at, and as; Li 1 to 4) are 
similarly transformed. After the time 
interval Ls, the fifth column has been 
entirely zeroed except for one element. 
This element has been transformed four 
times and is now bs s, an element of the  

final triangularized matrix. All elements of 
the other columns experience the same 
transformations that zeroed the fifth 
column since the rotators in a vertical 
column are connected in parallel. In the 
fifth time interval, ts, the new value of 03 4 
is detected. The voltage applied to the fifth 
column of rotators is set so as to zero this 
amplitude. This step correspondingly 
changes the value of the 04  4 element and 
the other elements in this column of rota-
tors. These operations continue through 
all time intervals. The output amplitudes 
shown in Figure 2 (b 1 1  through bs  s) are 
the element values of the triangularized 
matrix. The total number of time steps and 
number of detectors is (N 2  — N)/2. The 
total number of rotators required is 
(N3 — N)/3. 

The a,, input elements and the b, ;out-
put elements may be positive or negative 
real numbers. The detected optical wave 
associated with a negative number is 
shifted in phase by 180 degrees relative to 
the phase of a positive number. Therefore, 
the values of the triangularized matrix 
must be detected using phase-sensitive 
techniques such as heterodyne or homo-
dyne detection.' °  Thus the output ampli-
tudes are detected in both magnitude and 
phase. 

A pipelined architecture implementa-
tion for matrix triangularization using 
integrated optical Givens rotation devices 
is shown in Figure 3. Again, this architec-
ture implements a triangular matrix of 
N = 5. In this configuration, one column 
of Nmatrix elements is entered in parallel 
into the system. The optical amplitudes 
corresponding to the elements of the Nth 
column of the matrix enter first. This pipe-
lined architecture includes a detector for 
each rotation device. 

In the first time interval, t,, the value of 
04  5 is detected (by the detector labeled 1 1) 
and the voltage applied to the first rotator 
is swept until the amplitude detected is 
zero. This step transforms the a s  5 element 
according to Equation 1. The voltage on 
this rotator remains at this value for the 
remainder of the triangularization process. 
Later, when the N — 1 column arrives, the 
elements 04  4 and as  4 are transformed by 
the same rotation. In the second time inter-
val, 12, the value of 03 5 is detected (by the 
detector labeled 12). The voltage applied 
to this rotator is swept until the detected 
amplitude is zero. This step changes the 
as 3 element correspondingly. After the 
time interval 14 , the fifth column has been 
entirely zeroed except for the bs  5 element 
of the final triangularized matrix. One  

after another, the elements of the other 
columns experience the same transforma-
tions that zeroed the fifth column. It 
experiences no further changes as shown 
by the straight section of waveguide in Fig-
ure 3. In the fifthlime interval, t 3 , the new 
value of 134  is detected. The voltage 
applied to this rotator is set so as to zero 
this amplitude. The value of 04 4 is cor-
respondingly transformed. This mode of 
operation continues. Finally, the first 
column enters and experiences all of the 
previously set rotations. The output ampli-
tudes shown (b 11  through bs s) are the ele-
ment values of the triangularized matrix. 

The total number of time steps is 
(N2 + N— 2)/2. The number of detectors 
is again (N2  — N)/2. The total number of 
rotators required is (N2  — M/2, making 
the pipelined architectures more practical 
configuration than the parallel architec-
ture. However, the stricter timing and the 
required delays create more complexity for 
signal flow control. 

Inaccuracies, detection, 
and calibration 

In the above discussion, we have 
described the transformation produced by 
the ideal Givens rotation. In practice, a 
variety of errors are possible during device 
operation. First, errors may be induced by 
inaccuracies in the construction of the 
device. Second, errors may be induced by 
inaccurate control settings (the voltages 
applied to the interdigitated electrodes and 
to the phase shifters). Third, at the detec-
tion stage, inaccuracies may occur due to 
the shot noise in the optical signal and ther-
mal noise in the electronic amplifiers fol-
lowing the detectors. The first two types of 
errors can be minimized by proper calibra-
tion before operation. In fact, the values 
of the needed rotation angles are "hidden 
variables": their values are not explicitly 
required if the devices are used in an adap-
tive mode such as that of the architectures 
described in the previous section. 

An analysis of the device physics reveals 
several possible deviations from the 
desired rotation transformation matrix 
given in Equation 1. The bends in the 
waveguides may produce small losses. Any 
deviation from the design value in the 
angle between the crossing waveguides 
may induce crosstalk between the chan-
nels. Such losses result in an additional 
rotation, small losses, and phase shifts in 
the beams. Inaccuracies in the device 
parameters and small drifts in the operat- 
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ing frequencies induce further deviations 
in the grating strength as given by Equa-
tion 3. These produce a further additive 
component in the rotation angle. As a 
result, the actual transformation matrix 
before calibration is not given by Equation 
1, but in phasor notation by 

exporo ro,expari) 0 

	

L o 	02 -1 
cosw 	exp(jtasinw 

	

C exp(itb)sinw 	coswJ 

r°
3exporo o 

o 0, -I 

(4) 

where 1-0  is the overall phase shift of the 
output with respect to the local oscillator 
(in the detection process), o's are attenu-
ation coefficients, 1, and 1 2  are each a 
tunable phase shift plus a phase shift due 
to inaccuracies, /„ and Cb  are phase shifts 
inherent in the diffraction process, 9  and w 
is the grating strength parameter. The 
attenuations are typically very small, so the 
attenuation coefficients can be given as 
o,=1 — y,2  with y,41. The grating strength 
parameter is w = KV:, where V8  is the 
voltage applied to the interdigitated elec-
trodes and Kis an effective gain. The con-
trollable parameters are V, and r,. As 
shown below, the calibration procedure 
can eliminate most of the errors by a suit-
able choice of V, and r,. However, small 
inaccuracies may still exist. These persis-
tent errors occur because the calibration 
procedure (in the same manner as the sys-
tem operation) involves detection of the 
output. 

The coherent detection in the present 
case is like that commonly used in coher-
ent fiber-optic communication systems. A 
received signal amplitude is coherently 
added with a stronger signal from a local 
oscillator (a reference beam). The com-
bined optical signal impinges on a photodi-
ode. In homodyne detection, the signal 
and the reference beam have the same 
wavelength. Two photodiodes are used to 
fotablish a balanced detection scheme. 
One receives the sum signal and the other 
the difference signal. To obtain the sum 
and difference signals, the beams (typically 
with a 90 degree angle between them) inter-
sect at a beamsplitter (each beam having 
a 45 degree angle of incidence). For ampli-
tudes of the transmitted reference and sig-
nal beams measuring AR and As 
respectively and a relative phase shift 
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between the beams of fo, the difference of 
the photo detector currents Al is'' 

di a,  (2,1qA/hc)A RA scos1-0 	(5) 

where ri is the photodetector quantum effi-
ciency, q is the electronic charge, A is the 
wavelength, h is Planck's constant, and c 
is the speed of light. 

Inaccuracies may occur at the detection 
stage due to the quantization of the opti-
cal field. These inaccuracies are equivalent 
to the presence of noise usually called 
"shot noise," which is a manifestation of 
the discrete nature of photons) !  Noise 
also occurs as thermal noise in the elec-
tronic amplifiers. Cooling the amplifiers 
minimizes the latter. Integration of the sig-
nal in time also decreases these uncertain-
ties, but at the expense of slower system 
operation. The shot noise increases with 
local oscillator power level, so that if the 
reference amplitude is made sufficiently 
large, the thermal component becomes 
negligible. The shot-noise-limited signal-
to-noise ratio (achievable, for instance, 
with a low capacitance p-i-n diode fol-
lowed by a microwave field-effect transis-
tor amplifier) is" 

SNR =(2.1)A1Bhc)A 52cos2r 0 	(6) 

where B is the bandwidth of the detector. 
The overall effect is that a signal amplitude 
A (in phase with the reference beam) is 
detected as A + as, where c can be modeled 
as a standard normally distributed error 
with variance cr2 = 2 [Bk T + (nA/Bhc)]/r, 
where T is the absolute temperature, k is 
Boltzrnares constant, and T is the integra-
tion time of the detector amplifier. 

Calibration before operation eliminates 
most of these errors. This procedure uses 
relatively long integration times and slowly 
ramped voltages to eliminate noise effects. 
The calibration procedure has three steps. 
For the first two steps, the x2 input ampli-
tude (sec Equation 4) is set to unity and the 
xi  amplitude to zero. In this case, the 
detectable output signalsli and y 2 are 

1 1 = o lo.cos(To +1-2 + Casinw 

and 

2 = 0204C0SrOCOSW . 

First, the grating voltage Vs  is applied so 
that the detected signal 1 1  is zero. The 
phase shift 1-0 is adjusted so that the 
detected signal y 2 is maximum. The 
product 0204 is measured. Second, using 
the same configuration, Vs  is tuned so 
that 12 is zero, and r2  is adjusted to min- 

imize1 I . The product 0104 is measured. 
Third, keeping a fixed voltage applied to 
the grating, the first input beam is set to 
unity and the_second input beam to zero. 
Now the detectable signals are 

11E4 
and 	 (8) 

02001+ CO 
The phase shift r1 is adjusted to maximize 
the detected signal /2 . The system is now 
calibrated. A small error remains due to 
the residual individually unadjustable 
attenuation factors o,. Therefore, with 
system calibration, the rotation transfor-
mation matrix is 

C
0, oir cosw  —sing03  

o er.ILsimp com ►Jlo o4 
(9) 

Tuning the gains in the detection ampli-
fiers compensates for the effects of some 
of the products of o,. For one device, this 
procedure only gives two degrees of free-
dom. Fortunately, with proper fabrication 
these attenuations can be very small. (For 
example, Becker and Johnson recently 
reported a loss of 0.08 decibel per one 
degree bend .' 2) 

Processor accuracy 

The accuracy of this type-of matrix tri-
angularization processor is an issue of fun-
damental importance. In this section, we 
evaluate accuracy in three stages. First, we 
examine the accuracy in one elementary 
rotation transformation. Second, we 
examine the process of nulling all but one 
element of a given N-dimensional vector. 
Third, we assess the accuracy of the solu-
tion of a set of linear equations using the 
pipelined matrix triangularization archi-
tecture in a hybrid configuration that 
employs backsubstitution. 

Accuracy of the elementary rotation 
transformation. In operation, the integra-
tion time of the detector amplifier is not as 
large as during calibration. If a rotation is 
to null the element y, in Equation 1, the 
actual detection will terminate when the 
signal plus noise are zero ( .0). The 
nonzero y2  output also contains noise. 
The detected output c's2 is described by 

Cy 	cosii, 

L.1 2J 

j 

Lanw 	LxiLe (10)  
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The two detector noises, e l  and e2, are 
independent and identically distributed. 
The correct rotation angle w must satisfy 
tanw = x i /x2. However, the actual rota-
tion angle produced in the presence of the 
noise is ip ' w — sin I  le,/(x1 2  + x22)0], 
where it is assumed that the total signal 
power in the vector z far exceeds the noise 
power. Letting r,../  equal (x,2  + x.,2)3  and 
using ve for the ratio of the standard devi-
ation o of the independent identically dis-
tributed errors to r 1 ,2, we can write the 
actual angle of rotation as w ' = w — sin -' 
(cA), where el  = or 1 , and t i  is modeled by 
a standard Gaussian distribution. The 
small noise assumption corresponds to 
eo.i. As noted earlier, this rotation angle 
is not explicitly needed. 

The detected output signal Y 2  is also a 
random variable given by 12 = e2 + 
(x12 + x22_ e1 2)X 

012 + 	
_52/42). 

Using the same low noise approximation, 
the average value of the detected output is 

<12> = ro(1 — 1/Z2 2) (11) 

The average output <Y2> is the norm of 
the vector [x i , x2] T  as computed optically. 
It contains bias. The normalized variance 
in this quantity is 02(1 + 1/242 2), assuming 
a Gaussian distribution. Note that these 
error statistics are the same if the Y 2 is 
zeroed, and the norm of 1 1  is detected. 
The attenuations left after calibration are 
negligible compared to the detector-
induced errors. 

Accuracy of zeroing all of the elements 
but one in an N-dimensional vector. In the 
pipelined implementation shown in Figure 
3, zeroing all of the elements but one in a 
column is equivalent to computing the 
norm of an N-dimensional vector. Detec-
tion of the output signal S'  N (the norm of 
the Nth column vector) occurs after N — 1 
rotation steps. An error is introduced at 
detector ti as the oN_, component of the 
vector is zeroed. The first resultant signal, 
gN., (a "partial" norm), at the upper 
output branch of this rotation device is 
then y N.l = rN, N _ 1 (1— e 1 2 /rN , N _ 1 2 ) 
Since this signal does not need to be 
detected, there is no additional noise 
except for that induced by the nulling 
method. This relation can be rewritten 

N.? api- 1 2 + aN2 e12. Proceeding 
diagonally along the pipeline, an addi-
tional error e2  is introduced, giving a sec- 
ond resultant signal of F N  aiv_ 22 
9N-12 + 0s2 — e ,2 	2 e 	e2-  . Iterating through 
N— I steps and adding the final detection 
error eN  yields the detected norm b N for 

the entire Nth column of 

N ic bNI 1 — I (e./6)21 1/2  + 	(12) 

The quantity Q for this case is bN/o, where 
kJ is the exact norm of the vector. The 
average value is <S' N > = bhp — 
(N— 1)12021 with variance (22 [1 + (N-1) 
/42]. In the presence of noise, the pro-
cess of zeroing all of the elements but one 
in a column vector of length N can be 
expressed as 

{ 

0 

(13) 

11 al  al 	e i+  fe121 

 

aN 	eN 

where RN is the overall orthogonal 
column transformation that has produced 
the detected output vector [0, . . . , 0, 

Accuracy of linear equation solving via 
triangularization. A nested series of the 
orthogonal column transformations 
described by Equation 13 is needed to ana-
lyze the accuracy in triangularizing a 
matrix. After N- 1 sets of rotation 
devices, a lower triangular matrix of 
processed elements is produced together 
with independent and identically dis-
tributed error elements in the upper trian-
gular portion of the matrix. This process 
can be represented by 

[  Eu 
(R2. • •R N _ IRN}A = 	\ 	(14) 

L 

where L represents the processed elements 
in the triangularized matrix and Eu 
represents the errors in the upper portion 
of the matrix. Detection of the processed 
elements in L adds another lower triangu-
lar matrix EL of independent and identi-
cally distributed detection errors. 

The solution of the system of equations 
V= AV proceeds by entering the columns 
of the A matrix followed by V, the vector 
of constants. If the resulting matrix were 
perfectly triangular, the solution for 
would follow easily by backsubstitution. 
However, only a perturbed version of the  

lower triangular matrix {R2 . . . R N_ , 
• and the processed I; elements, 
namely {R2 • . . RN- 	are available 
for detection_ From these values, elec-
tronic backlubstitution can proceed to 
obtain a solution. The solution vector Ls 

 is described by (L + EL)Ls  {R2 • • • • I Rs}i + t., where e, and EL are 
respectively a vector and an upper triangu-
lar matrix of independent and identically 
distributed errors introduced in the detec-
tion process. The computed solution vec-
tor 17 can be expressed to first-order in 
terms of the exact solution vector V as 

i+L -1(e w +Eii) 	 (15) 

where E - Eu — EL. For a single pipeline, 
the errors EL, Eu, and E are all fixed by 
the initial triangularization process. There-
fore, averaging over i reveals a bias. The 
ensemble average over numerous pipelines 
solving the same problem is zero with a 
corresponding covariance matrix of 
02(1 + 111411 2)A- r, where uuII is the 
norm of id and L IL - T  is approximated 
by A -1A - T. It is possible to eliminate this 
bias by iterating alternately between an 
optical pipeline and an electronic proces-
sor (performing only additions and mul-
tiplications). Thus a processing system 
solving the same problem repetitively con-
verges to a statistical steady state whose 
average is the exact solution Tr. 

T he arrays of Givens rotation 
devices that we have described 
utilize several of the favorable 

attributes of optics. They utilize parallel-
ism (in one dimension) by allowing a 
simultaneous input into arrays of devices. 
They utilize interconnectivity by the inter-
section and modification of the channels 
of data. Finally, they utilize the special 
functions capability of optics by evaluat-
ing sine and cosine directly (without the 
use of a sequential algorithm). 

Beyond solving sets of linear equations, 
matrix triangularization can be used to 
implement various square-root algorithms 
(in Kalman filtering and solving the 
Lyapunov and Riccati equations). Fur-
thermore, a form of the lattice (or ladder) 
filter structure, described by the square-
root-normalized lattice equations, has a 
natural interpretation in terms of rota-
tions. These structures can also be imple-
mented with arrays of other types of 
integrated optical devices." Lattice filters 
are widely used for prediction and filter-
ing in the areas of speech processing, chan-
nel equalization, seismic data interprets- 
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tion, and electroencephalogram (EEG) 	3. 
analysis. This range of possible uses sug-
gests that arrays of integrated optical 
Givens rotation devices may have many 
applications in the future, not only in solv-
ing sets of linear equations, but also in per-
forming other critical signal-processing 
fttoctions. 0 3. 
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1 Introduction 
The purpose of this report is to summarize my research progress on the optimal 
sensor placement problem at the Georgia Institute of Technology during 1987 
and to outline the future research to be conducted in this area during 1988. 

The specific research topic being investigated is the optimal placement of 
sensors or transducers in physical systems which are best modelled by a set 
of partial differential equations. The most common example of such a system 
cited in the engineering literature is the process of heat conduction in a one-
dimensional metal beam 12,3,6,7,8,111. This example is popular because of the 
relatively simple dynamics of the heat equation and the utility of the results in 
industry. 

Thermal conduction is often modelled by a spatially distributed system with 
a forcing function on one end representing the thermal energy input from the 
furnace and a disturbance input representing the beam's thermal interaction 
with the environment. The optimal sensor placement problem herein is to se-
lect a finite number of locations along the length of the beam where temperature 
sensors are to be placed so that the temperature profile of the beam can be accu-
rately measured and controlled. The major difficultly in the practical problem 
is that both the behavior of the furnace and the environment are uncertain. 
Thus, the system must be modelled stochastically. 

2 Research Progress for 1987 
To put my research efforts in the proper perspective it helps to survey the history 
of the optimal sensor placement problem. The problem was first studied In the 
mid-1960's with relatively little success 114 Among the major obstacles were 
the lack of addressing the observability question, the need for solving partial 
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differential equations in real-time, and the inability to establish error bounds 
on the resulting solutions 12]. 

With the success of the Kalman filtering method in the early 1970's, a vast 
number of optimal sensor placement algorithms began to appear based on ap-
proximating the true solution to the state equation by various eigenfunction 
expansions. The idea was then to place the system's sensors by minimizing the 
error between the approximation (whose parameters were determined through 
measurement) and the true solution (see for example 11,2,11]). Such an approach 
had a major weakness in that an eigenfunction approximation of the solution 
could only be justified for a limited class of systems. Furthermore, it had not 
been demonstrated rigorously that such an optimality problem had a theoreti-
cal solution. The solution existence problem was later addressed by Omatu et 
al. 18] where the sufficient condition derived gave the intuitive meaning that 
'the optimal sensor location should be allocated at the points where the maxi-
mum value of the amplitude of the state with respect to the spatial coordinate is 
attained... . 

Over the past ten years some reseachers have abandoned the optimal filtering 
approach to the sensor placement problem and have introduced new mathemat-
ical tools with which to attack the problem. For example, Nakarnori et-al. 17] 
have extended some concepts from information theory which give a new per-
spective on the problem, as have the function-theoretic methods of Jai and 
Pritchard 15]. My research concerning this problem can also be classified in the 
'new perspective' catagory. In the paragraphs that follow I will summarize the 
results of my efforts. 

Part of my research work has been in the problem formulation stage. It is 
not apparent to me that the general optimal sensor placement problem is well 
posed. Most researchers circumvent this fault by introducing various restrictions 
on the problem which in the final analysis are either over-restrictive or artificial. 
I have taken the perspective that the sensor placement problem can be divided 
into two parts. 

The first part of the sensor placement problem is deterministic in nature and 
deals with whether or not a physical system with some specific arrangement of 
sensors is simply observable. That is, if all the parameters of the system are 
known exactly and the measurements are perfect, can we determine the state 
of the system at some point in the past given enough data? Although such a 
question has been addressed to some degree in the literature (see for example 
1111), the picture is not complete. A related question is whether some observable 
sensor configurations have certain optimality properties not universal to the 
whole class of observable configurations. My research to date indicates that 
this is the case, especially in view of the second part of the sensor problem: the 
introduction dplant and measurement uncertainty. In the stochastic framework 
one talks about optimal sensor location in the sense of minimizing some type of 
error in the state estimation. My Investigation indicates that one can use the 
results in the deterministic problem to get insight into the stochastic version. 
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Another interesting aspect of the sensor problem that I have pursued with 
some success is linking it to the seemingly unrelated area of design sensitivity 
and robustness. Preliminary indications are that the optimal sensor problem, 
at least a lumped system approximation of it, can be cast into a geometric 
framework that has been used successfully to study the parametric sensitivity 
of state apace realizations [4,9]. It is believed that such a link could lead to 
results complementary to both areas of study. 

3 Future Research 
Much of my future research work on the optimal sensor location problem will 
be focused on three subprojects. First, I will continue to investigate the link 
between optimal sensor placement and the geometric approach to robust design. 
Second, I will derive a better understanding of how to best use the theoretical 
results of my research in the practical design problem (i.e. design algorithms). 
Finally, I plan to explore the relationship between my approach to the sensor 
problem and those of other investigators. Success on any of these three projects 
will lead to an execellent research paper. 

4 Conclusions 
In this report I have briefly presented my research progress on the optimal 
sensor location problem during 1987. The goal was to present the results in a 
form appropriate for the non-specialist in the area and to provide a historical 
context in which to better understand the problem and the research results. 
Furthermore, future research work was briefly outlined. 
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SECTION I 

INTRODUCTION 

The objective of this research was to develop nonlinear filtering and tracking 
algorithms for systems subject to complex geometries and uncertainties. These attributes 
characterize the air-to-air engagement scenario. The approach was based on the 
approximation of the original nonlinear stochastic model with a piecewise linear model. 
Then the resulting model was further approximated by a switched Markov linear model. 
The result is a dynamic system of the form 

X(t) = A[r(t)] X(t) + B[(r(t)] U(t) 

Y(t) = C[r(t)] X(t) + V(t) 

where the sate vector is X(t), the observation vector is Y(t), U(t) can serve as the control 
vector when the control problem is considered, or can serve as the process noise model for 
the filtering problem, V(t) is the observation noise vector. The noise processes are assumed 
to be white and Gaussian. The process r(t) is called either as the form index, the switching 
process, or the macro-state process, and is assumed to be a finite state Markov process 
taking the values in {1,2,...,N}. The approximation is via what is known as either switched 
Markov models or hybrid systems. The linear system in such a case switches among the 
forms (A[i],B[i],C[i]) according to the value of r(t), i.e., when the macro-state is equal to 
i. 

In earlier reports the validity of the approximation has been analyzed as discussed 
in reference 1, and its applications to nonlinear filtering have been investigated as provided 
in References 2 and 3. This report addresses several aspects of the resulting approximate 
model and general approaches to its estimation, realization, and control. The main report 
is subdivided into four major sections. Section II addresses the general properties of hybrid 
systems from the point of view of control and stabilization. Section III addresses fast and 
slow decomposition of the original piecewise linear approximation with the view of 
simplifying the resulting algorithms. Section IV addresses an alternative model for the 
jumps representing the maneuvers and develops approximate nonlinear filtering algorithms 
for these models. Section V discusses several issues resulting from the realization of such 
systems as they affect sensitivity, robustness, and identification. The body of each section 
will be relatively short, as the results are provided in appropriate appendices. 
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SECTION II 

HYBRID SYSTEM MODELS 

Since the approximation to the original nonlinear model is represented by the hybrid 
model (1), a major part of the study dealt with control and stabilization properties of hybrid 
systems. General properties of controllability and observability of such models are given 
in Reference 4 and provided also in Appendix A. These properties carry over from the 
linear time-invariant case and stress the simplification of the algorithms used for 
controllability, observability, and stability. Usually, these system models switch among 
several realization. An important issue to consider is the ability to represent such models. 
by an average model. Such an average model may be suitable under certain condition, or 
under cases where the switches may be fast. The use of such averaging methods can 
simplify the resulting control and filtering algorithm. Several averaging procedures for the 
stabilization of hybrid systems are reported in Reference 5 and provided in Appendix B. 
Two properties of the average system are investigated in References 6 and 7, and are given 
in Appendix C and D. The first considers the error that results from averaging and how 
to determine the validity of the use of the average model. The second considers the 
minimality properties of the average systems that would allow the stabilization of the 
original system by using the average model. The main advantage for using average models 
is that there is no need to identify the macro-state and the resulting algorithms are rather 
simple. Of course, the average model can replace the original system only under restricted 
conditions. The last aspect of hybrid systems considered in this problem is concerned with 
eigenvalue assignment for hybrid system models, which in this case deals with the Lyapunov 
exponents. The result is given in Reference 8 and Appendix E. The largest Lyapunov 
exponent determine the stability of such systems, and its assignment using control gains 
determines the ability to stabilize such systems. 

Other aspects of hybrid systems dealing with realization and its relationship to 
implementation and filtering is provided in Section V. 
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SECTION III 

FAST AND SLOW DECOMPOSITION 

The approximation used to model the nonlinear systems exhibited fast and slow 
behavior both in the switching process and in each individual realization. Such fast ad slow 
behavior can lead to simplification of the resulting algorithms due to two-time scales 
decomposition and to reduced order of the filters-controllers via aggregation. The theory 
of singular perturbation which has been developed to deal with such behavior has been 
restricted to smooth systems. In our case the switches and the piecewise linear models lead 
to difficulties that require an extension to the standard linear theory. This section treats 
the singular perturbation theory for non-smooth systems with fast and slow modes. In 
particular it extends the theory developed in Reference 9 for quantized systems to general 
piecewise linear models. The piecewise linear models is considered in Reference 10 and 
provided also in Appendix F. Usually sliding modes occur in such models in both the fast 
and slow dynamics. Reference 11 (also given in Appendix G) discusses the conditions for 
the existence of the sliding modes and how the algorithm can handle the resulting 
complications. Two additional extensions of the theory are given in References 12 and 13, 
which are also provided in Appendix H and I respectively. The first extends the theory to 
the case of stochastic input as most of our models are subject to random inputs. The 
second extends the quantized system to the vector quantization case. The quantization 
problem is of interest in this case due to the fact that with the high order of the filter used 
in the original filtering problem, it is appropriate to use only a few quantization levels to 
reduce the computational complexity of the problem. In earlier reports the quantization 
aspect was covered by an approximate stochastic differential equation model with state 
dependent noise. 
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SECTION IV 

FILTERS FOR POISSON DRIVEN MODELS 

This section considers an alternative approach to the modeling of the switching 
jumps that affects the systems. In particular it considers a self-excited Poisson model as an 
input to the system. These self-excited inputs may represent varying maneuvers and or 
control actions that affects the target. It is well-known that the linear filter for such models 
is not optimal. It is difficult to derive such a linear filter for the case where the average 
of the input jumps is not zero. The study first considered several alternatives as suboptimal 
nonlinear detection-estimation schemes to solve the problem. These are summarized in 
References 14 and 15 and provided in Appendix J and K. The properties of the model and 
the derivation of the appropriate linear filters for such models are considered in References 
16 and 17 and provided in Appendix L and M. Simulation results and the derivation of the 
error properties of the resulting approximate filters are still being investigated. 
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SECTION V 

REALIZATION, ROBUSTNESS, AND SENSITIVITY 

This section addresses several aspects of hybrid systems modeling with particular 
emphasis to realization and robustness as they affect the accuracy and sensitivity of the 
implementation used for the filter. 

Work on optimal realizations of such systems progressed in two directions: earlier 
results showing the optimality of the balanced realizations (see Reference 18), in the 
discrete time case have been extended to the continuous time case and is given in 
Reference 19 and Appendix N. The results have also been extended to multi-mode systems 
(see Reference 20 and Appendix 0), and general time-varying systems as given in 
Reference 21 and Appendix P. In these references applications to filtering have been 
analyzed, and Reference 20 also addressed the optimal implementations of the suboptimal 
nonlinear filters for the switched Markov models. Optimality conditions for non-
infinitesimal perturbations have been given as well. Conditions for optimality over finite 
sets have been applied to the parameterization of 3-D rotations in Reference 22 and 
Appendix Q. 

Realization problems for hybrid systems (reachability and observability) for 
generalized systems have been solved. More specifically, results for N-periodic systems have 
been reported in References 23 and 24 and are provided in Appendix R and S. 

In addition to the realization point of view the sensitivity of analog algorithms were 
investigated from a parameter sensitivity point of view. In particular, a discussion of optical 
analog computing devices, for matrix computations was presented in Reference 25, and a 
wider collection of devices were analyzed in Reference 26. 
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SECTION VI 

CONCLUSION 

The research addressed several basic aspects of filtering, and control for nonlinear 
and hybrid models. These models may be used to approximate the nonlinear environment 
and other uncertainties in air-to-air engagement. Research is continuing on the integration 
of these approaches and in the implementation algorithms that could lead to a filter tat is 
applicable to a realistic system. 
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ABSTRACT  

This paper considers a special class of 
hybrid systems, whose state space is a cross-
product space of an Euclidean space and a finite-
state space. Such models may be used to rep-
resent systems subject to known abrupt parameter 
variations, such as commutated networks. They 
may also be used to approximate some types of 
time-varying systems. The paper investigates 
controllability, observability, and stability of 
hybrid systems. In particular, it derives a 
necessary and sufficient algebraic condition, a 
simple algebraic criterion, and a computationally 
simple algebraic sufficient test for controll-
ability and observability. Moreover, it provides 
a simple sufficient stability condition. 

1. Introduction and Problem Formulation 

This paper examines the controllability, 
observability and related issues of a special 
class of hybrid systems [1, 2]. The state space 
of a hybrid system is a cross-product space of an 
euclidien space and a finite-state space. 
Basically, hybrid systems are linear piece-wise 
constant time-varying systems, which are swit-
ching among a finite number of constant reali-
zations. Systems of this type can be used to 
model synchronously switched linear systems [3], 
networks with periodically varying switches [4], 
and systems subject to failures [1]. Even though 
hybrid systems are time-varying they lend 
themselves to a precise and complete qualitative 
and quantitative analysis. Among such results we 
mention the possibility to explicitly compute 
their transition matrices, to derive and state 
necessary and sufficient conditions for their 
stability, and the possibility to derive an 
algebraic controllability/observability tests 
similar to the usual one for linear time-in-
variant systems. This is possible due to the 
many features hybrid systems share with time-
invariant systems. Moreover, because they are 
time -varying, they offer many useful features due 
to their variable structure property. In other 
words, hybrid systems are a mixture of time- 
invariant systems with which they share the 
algebraic and geometric structures, and time- 
varying systems with which they share their 
variable structure property that will be useful 
is their control and stabilization. 

The hybrid systems considered in this paper 
are assumed to have the form  

x(t) = A(r(t))x(t) + B(r(t))u(t) 	(1.1) 

y(t) = C(r(t))x(t) 	 (1.2) 

where x is the system state vector of dimension 
n, u is the control input vector of dimension p, 
y is the output vector of dimension m, and r(t) 
is the "form index" which is a deterministic 
scalar sequence taking values in the finite index 
set N={1, 2, ..., N}. 

This type of model can be used to represent 
systems subject to known abrupt parameter 
variations such as commutated networks or to 
approximate some types of time-varying systems. 
This is done by imposing a "deterministic" 
switching rule on the time behavior of the form 
index. However, in order to model unknown abrupt 
phenomena such as component and interconnection 
failures the form index can be modeled, for 
example, as a finite-state Markov chain. 

The latter problem has received considerable 
attention within the control community, but many 
important generalizations remain to be worked 
out. Chizeck et al [1] denote such a control 
problem the Jump Linear Quadratic (JLQ) problem 
since they view it as an extention of the 
standard Linear Quadratic (LQ) problem. However, 
very little attention was given to the deter-
ministic version of the problem, even though it 
shares many features with the JLQ problem. This 
paper is concerned with the deterministic version 
of the problem. 

Let SM  denotes any sequence of length M of 
the values taken by r(t), and let 154 denotes the 
time interval during which r(t) = i. Throughout 
the paper the following assumption is made, that 
SN contains all the values that r(t) takes. In 
this case we define 

N 
T a E dti 
	 (2) 

i=1 

as the period of the system. If in addition the 
sequence in every SN is the same the system is 
called a periodic hybrid system. It will be 
obvious that the assumption that PUN in SM will 
not affect the results. Hence, the assumption 
that M = N will be made to simplify the nota-
tions. 

This research is supported by the U.S. Air Force under contract 
100463544-0-0273 (with the Armament Laboratory) and grant AFOSR-87-0308. 
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The 	system 	takes- 	the 	realization 
Ei=(Ai • Bi ,Ci) when r(t) • i, with Jell. This 
realization is called the ith form. 

The following is an outline of the paper. 
Section 2 discusses the stability of hybrid 
systems where a simple sufficient stability 
criterion is derived. The observability and 
controllability of periodic hybrid systems are 
treated in Sections 3 and 4, respectively. 
Algebraic -observability and controllability tests 
are obtained. Section 5 extends the results of 
Sections 3 and 4 to general hybrid systems. In 
section 6 the stabilizability of hybrid systems 
is addressed and a simple application is used for 
illustration purposes. Section 7 concludes the 
paper. 

2. Stability  

Even though hybrid systems are time-varying 
systems it is possible to obtain necessary and 
sufficient asymptotic stability conditions. We 
start by studying the stability of periodic 
hybrid systems. To this end we recall a theorem 
by Willems [5] that provides a necessary and 
sufficient conditions under which piece-wise 
constant periodic systems are uniformly asympto-
tically stable. Basically, the theorem states 
that for the system to be asymptotically stable 
its transition matrix over one period of time has 
to be a contraction.  This theorem can be 
obviously modified to derive a similar one for 
hybrid systems which are not necessarily period-
ic. However the resulting theorem will be 
difficult to use, since one has to compute 
(N-1)N1 products of exponential matrices and 
check their eigenvalues. 

In order to derive simpler conditions to test 
for the stability of such systems, a different 
norm is defined, namely the logarithmic norm  [6, 
7]. The result is a simpler condition that is 
sufficient only. 

Definition 

The logarithmic norm of a matrix A associated 
with the matrix norm 1.1 is defined by 

u(A) = ltm (II + hAl - 1)/h 	 (3) 
h+0+ 

The norm satisfies the following inequality 

lExp(A01 1 Exp(p(A)t). 	 (4) 

This norm is now used to derive the stability 
condition. 

Theorem 1  

For the null solution of the hybrid system 
(1) to be uniformly asymptotically stable, it is 
sufficient  to have 

E p(Ai)pi < 0, pi = dti/T • (ti-ti_1)/T, icN. (5) 

The proof is a simple application of the 
logarithmic norm to Willems' theorem. 	It is  

3. Observability 

Since hybrid systems are a special class of 
time-varying systems they display interesting 
properties relative to controllability and 
observability. It would be appropriate to define 
the latter properties while keeping in mind the 
fact that these systems are variable structure 
systems. We start with the observability 
criterion since it is simpler to prove. Conse-
quently, the dual controllability criterion is 
stated by appealing to the duality principle. 

Definition 

A periodic hybrid system is said to be 
observable if there exists some finite tf = t o+T 
such that the initial state x(t o ) of the unforced 
system can be determined from the knowledge of 
y(t) on [t o ,tf]. 

Using the above definition it is possible to 
state an algebraic  necessary and sufficient 
observability criterion very similar to the usual 
algebraic test. Moreover this algebraic test is 
expressed as a function of the observability 
matrices of the different forms. This condition 
is a generalization of the well known algebraic 
observability test. 

Theorem 2 

A periodic N-form hybrid system is observable 
if and only if the 	 observability 
matrix 

O1 
02Exp(A1(5t1)) 

(6) 

ONExp(AN_1(dtN..1))...Exp(A1(84)) 

has full rank, where Oi is the observability 
matrix of the ith form, icN. 

Proof 

Let us assume that the system is in its ith 
form at time te[t i ,ti+1] then the output is given 
by the following expression 

1 
y(t) = CiExp(Ai(t-ti)) II Exp(Aj Otpx(t o ). 	(7) 

j=i-1 

We now take n-1 derivatives of y(t) in (7) 9.n4 
arrange them in a column vector Y i(t) = [y y‘li 
y( 2 ) ...y 01-1) ) 1  which may be expressed as 

1 
Yi (t) = o inxp(Ai (t - t i )) II Exp(Ai (dtpx(t o ) 	(8) 

j=1-1 

important to note that the above theorem is 
stated not only for periodic hybrid systems but 
it applies to the more general hybrid systems as 
defined above too. 
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OlExp(A1(t-t 0 )) 
02Exp(A2(t-t1))Exp(A16t1) 

x(t o ). (9) 

ONExp(AN(t-tN..1))...Exp(Al6t1) 

From this point on the proof is identical to a 
standard textbook [8; pp. 354]. 

4. Controllability 

At this point the dual algebraic controll-
ability test is introduced. First a dual 
definition for controllability is proposed and 
used along with the algebraic observability test 
to prove the result via the duality principle. 

Definition 

A hybrid system is said to be state-controll-
able if for any t o  each state x(t o ) can be 
transferred to any final state xf after one 
period. Thus there exists a tf, t o+T 5 tf < 
such that x(tf) xf. 

Before presenting the algebraic controll-
ability criterion, the dual to the observability 
criterion given above, the usual controllability 
test for time-varying systems is used. This is 
done in order to display certain interesting 
properties of hybrid systems. If we compute the 
controllability grammian and use the fact that 
the system is piece-wise constant we obtain the 
following theorem. 

Theorem 3 

A periodic hybrid system of N forms is 
controllable if and only if 

N ti 
W(t o ,t o+T) = E 	f Oi(t,t 0 )BiB101(t,t 0 )dt 	(10) 

1=1 ti-1 

has full rank. 

Corollary  

A periodic hybrid system is completely 
controllable if and only if it is controllable. 

Proof 

See Remark (2.18) in [9], then use the 
Theorem 3. 

Befor proceeding any further, a necessary and 
sufficient condition for a periodic hybrid system 
to be uniformly completely controllable is 
stated. This result will be of importance when 
stabilizability of such systems is in question. 

Yll 
y2 

YN 

1 

where 0i  is the observability matrix of the ith 
form. If the same procedure is repeated for all 
icN and combined together the following equation 
results 

Theorem 4  

A periodic 	hybrid 	system 	is uniformly 
completely controllable if and only if it is 
completely controllable. 

Proof 

If the periodic system is completely con- 
trollable, there must exist a finite time 	T 
such that W(0,$) 2 cI > 0. 	Therefore the result 
is proved by using Lemma 1 from Silverman et al 
[10] and Remark (2.18) in [9]. 

Having used the usual test we are ready to 
present an algebraic controllability test similar 
to the one used in linear time-invariant systems. 
The following criterion applies for periodic 
hybrid systems. A similar criterion for general 
hybrid systems will be introduced in a later 
section. 

Theorem 5  

A periodic hybrid system of N forms is 
controllable if and only if the controllability 
matrix 

[CN, Exp(AN(6tN))CN_ 1• 

 Exp(AN(6tN_I))...Exp(A2(6t2))C1] 	(11) 

has full rank, where Ci is the usual controll-
ability matrix of the ith form, icN. 

Proof 

Using the principle of duality and the 
algebraic observability theorem presented above 
proves the theorem. 

For computational purposes, it is better to 
rewrite the above controllability matrix as 
follows 

[CN, Exp(AN(6tN))(CN...1, ...(C4, 

Exp(A3(6t3))(C2, Exp(A2(6t2))C 1 )]. 	(12) 

This way one does not have to compute all of the 
matrices needed to express (11) and compute its 
rank. That is the rank is checked sequentially 
and (12) is augmented appropriately until full 
rank is achieved. If full rank can not be 
achieved throughout this sequential test then the 
system is not Controllable. The same observation 
applies to the observability criterion. 

In addition to the above algebraic criteria 
for controllability and observability, two more 
tests are introduced. The first test is a simple 
and geometrically and computationally attractive 
necessary algebraic test. The second one is a 
simple algebraic sufficient condition. 

Theorem 6 

A necessary algebraic condition for a hybrid 
system to be controllable is 

rank[C1, C2, ..., CN] E rank C = n. 	(13) 
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Where C i  is the controllability matrix for the 
ith form, ieN. 

Proof 

We write the state of the system at time s, 
for x(t o ) = 0: 

x(s) = I 0(s,T)13(m)dt. 
	 (14) 

t o  

We now use the fact that the system is piece-wise 
constant and the linearity property of the 
integral operator to obtain for s = tN  

x(tN) = Exp(AN6tN)...Exp(A26t2) 

ti 
I Exp(Al(ti-t))Biu(s)dt +... 
to  

Proof 

Since C has full rank then CC' > 0, i.e. it 
is positive definite. Also 

e(s 1 ,s2P — P sN)ei(s 1 ,82. — P sN )  

N 
E •(sk,t o )BkB1er(sk,t 0 ) 
	

(18) 
k=1 

where ske[tk,tk_1]. Then we have 

tN  
W(t„tN) = f 0(s,t 0 )B(s)W(s)0(s,t o )ds 

t o  

N sk±a 
E (± I 0(s,t 0 )8(s)B 1 (s)0(s,t o )ds) 
k=1 sk 

aC(si,s2,...,sN,t o )C'(si,s2,...,sN ,t o ) 

+ Exp(AN6tN)t f
N 
 _1 Exp(AN_1(tN..1-T))BN_Iu(I)dt 

tN-2 

tN 
+ I Exp(AN(tN- -0)BNu(I)dt. 

tN-1  

+ o(a), 	 (19) 

for a sufficiently small. 	If we assume that C 
has full rank then for a small enough (19) is 

(15) 	positive definite. But then (19) implies that 
W(tn ,t o ) > 0 which proves the theorem. 

After expanding the exponential matrices inside 
every integral, it is found that x(tN) is an 
element of the column range space of the control-
lability matrix C given in Theorem 5. Moreover, 
it is easy to see that 

rank C 5 rank C 5 n 	 (16) 

an inequality that dictates that full rankness of 
C is a necessary condition for our system to be 
controllable. 

The above proof gives an alternate way to 
prove the necessity part in Theorem 5. It is 
also interesting to note that this latter test is 
independent of the E i 's order. This order 
independence would have been very beneficial, 
however it does not hold in the sufficiency part 
of the proof. 

Now we state a theorem that gives a simple 
sufficient algebraic test. With the above simple 
necessary test this condition will provide an 
efficient algebraic method to test for the 
controllability/observability of hybrid systems. 
This theorem is adapted from a theorem given in 
[11]. 

Theorem 7  

A sufficient condition for a periodic hybrid 
system to be controllable is 

rank(BN, Exp(AN(OtN))BN_I, 

Exp(AN(dtN_I))...Exp(A2(6t2))131] 

E rank C = n. 
	 (17)  

5. Aperiodic Hybrid Systems  

In this section we generalize the above 
results stated for periodic hybrid systems to 
more general aperiodic hybrid systems. Neverthe-
less, many of these results apply to general 
hybrid systems without modification. Therefore 
we will state only the most important results. 

Theorem 8 

A hybrid system is controllable if and only 
if Theorem 5 holds for all possible NI permuta-
tions of the form-index set N. 

Theorem 9  

A hybrid system is controllable if Theorem 7 
holds for all possible NI permutations of the 
index-set N. 

It is obvious that Theorem 6 applies for 
general hybrid systems too. Moreover, Theorem 6 
may also be sufficient under very general 
conditions. A heuristic argument can be given as 
follows: Since any matrix exponential is a 
perturbation of the identity matrix it follows 
that multiplying any matrix with matrix exponen-
tials will not change its range space dramatical-
ly. That is if, for example, C1 and C2 have 
algebraic complementery range spaces (i.e, 
range(C1) is perpendicular to range(C2)) then 
range(Exp(AT)C1) will almost always remain an 
algebraic complement but not necessarily perpen-
dicular to range(C2). As a matter of fact, 
Mariton [2] states that he has proved that 
Theorem 6 is also a sufficient condition. 
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.4„ 

6. Stabilizability 

This section presents some results concerning 
the control and stabilization of hybrid systems. 
These results use standard techniques to control 
and stabilize hybrid systems. 

Ikeda et al [12] looked at the relation 
between controllability properties of the system 
and various degrees of stability of the closed 
loop system resulting from linear state variable 
feedback. Their results are as follows: For any 
initial time t o , and any continuous and monotoni-
cally nondecreasing function 6(.,t,) such that 
6(t o ,t 0 )=0, the transition matrix 4(.,.) of the 
closed loop system can be made to satisfy 

Ickt,t 0 )1 5 a(t o )Exp{-6(t,t 0 )1 for all tat o , 

if and only if the system is completely controll-
able. Furthermore, in case of a bounded system, 
for any m 5 0, a bounded feedback matrix can be 
found such that the transition matrix of the 
closed loop system is made to satisfy 

116(t 2 ,t 1 )11 5 aExp{-m(t 2 -t 1 )} for all t 1 , t 2 at 1 , 

if and only if the system is uniformly completely 
controllable. Thus, their results can be 
regarded, in some sense, as extensions of the 
well known results of closed loop pole assignment 
for time-invariant systems. 

Therefore there is a high degree of flexibi-
lity in the stabilization of hybrid systems if 
they are either completely controllable or 
uniformly completely controllable. 

As an illustration of the above result, a 
procedure is proposed to stabilize a periodic 
hybrid system via state feedback when all of the 
forms are minimal. This design procedure allows 
the designer to impose or choose an upper bound 
on the norm of the transition matrix of the 
hybrid system to be stabilized. Thus the norm of 
the transition matrix for hybrid systems plays a 
role similar to the maximum overshoot and time 
constants in linear time-invariant systems. 

In order to impose an upper bound on the norm 
of the transition matrix a known stability 
criterion [5] is used: The null solution of (1) 
is uniformly asymptotically stable if and only if 
there exists two positive constant cl and c2 
such that 

10(t,t 0 )11 5 c1Exp(-c2(t-t o )) 	(20) 

or all t Z 0. Therefore the use of Theorem 1 
leads to the following design criterion 

E p(Ai )6t i  S kl - k2T 
i 

where kl = ln(c1) and T is the period of the 
hybrid system. The kies, i=1, 2, are the design 
parameters that are chosen according to the 
specifications on the upper bound of the transi-
tion matrix of the closed loop system and 
consequently reflect the desired time response of 
the system. This is possible whenever (21) is 

achievable. 	Consequently, (21) can be always 
obtained via state feedback since every form is 
observable. It is important to note that this 
design procedure applies to both periodic and 
aperiodic hybrid systems. It should be noted 
that the minimality condition for every form is 
not necessary to achieve such a design. 

7. Conclusion 

This paper considered a special class of 
linear piece-wise constant time-varying systems. 
These systems are called hybrid systems because 
the set of linear time-invariant systems among 
which the systems are switching is finite. Their 
state space thus contains both continuous and 
discrete components. 

Since hybrid systems share several features 
with linear time-invariant systems it was 
possible to derive the following results: A 
necessary and sufficient stability condition and 
a simple sufficient criterion. Algebraic 
necessary and sufficient controllability-
observability tests similar to the usual time-
invariant tests. An interesting necessary 
controllability-observability condition which may 
also be sufficient, along with a simple suffi-
cient condition. 

The necessary controllability/observability 
condition is a flat block matrix composed from 
the controllability/observability matrices of 
every form which makes it independent of the 
switching order. This order independence along 
with the fact that the condition is "almost" 
sufficient make it a very useful test. Therefore 
identifying the class of hybrid systems for which 
this condition is necessary and sufficient would 
be an interesting problem. 

Additional work is needed concerning stabil-
ity theory of this class of systems. The 
variable structure property seems to be a 
promising feature in this direction. In addition 
if one thinks of every system Ei=(A i ,Bi,Ci) with 
104 as an operator acting on the state x during 
6ti, and these operators are applied in a 
successive manner, then this process can be 
viewed as an iterative process  [13]. Viewing a 
hybrid system as an iterative process sheds some 
light on some complicated issues such as the 
stability of such systems. 

Finally adapting the results of this paper to 
hybrid systems where the switching is a stochas-
tic process such as a Markov chain may be useful. 
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ON THE STABILIZATION OF TWO-FORM HYBRID SYSTEMS VIA AVERAGING 1  
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ABSTRACT 

This paper discusses some practical methods of 
analysis and control of two-form hybrid systems. 
These systems are called hybrid because their state 
space contains both continuous .and discrete 
components. These are systems that switch among a 
finite number of linear time-invariant realiza-
tions. Such models may be used to represent 
systems subject to known abrupt parameter varia-
tions such as commutated networks or to approximate 
some types of time-varying systems. This paper 
restricts the analysis to systems that switch among 
only two possible linear models. 

1. Introduction and Problem Formulation 

This paper discusses some practical methods of 
analysis and control of two-form hybrid systems. 
Hybrid systems denote a special class of piece-wise 
constant time-varying systems. The set of constant 
realizations among which the model is switching is 
finite and in this paper is restricted to two. 
Such systems can be used to model synchronously 
switched linear systems [1], networks with period-
ically varying switches [2], and systems subject to 
failures [3]. In particular we examine the 
stabilization and related issues of two-form hybrid 
systems via a special averaging technique. 
Averaging theory may be used in either determinis-
tic or probabilistic contexts. In the probabilis-
tic case averaging is introduced in a natural way 
by taking expected values. In the deterministic 
case, however, averaging is introduced via perturb-
ation techniques. Averaging methods have received 
considerable attention. Brockett and Wood [2] used 
a deterministic averaging technique to analyse and 
stabilize a class of bilinear systems which are 
difficult to analyse or control otherwise. Geman 
[4] used probabilistic averaging techniques to 
study the stability of random differential equa-
tions. His main interest was to explore the 
relation between asymptotic stability in the 
average equation, and asymptotic stability in the 
random equation: Specifically, when does the first 
imply the second? Kosut et al [5] applied the 
theory of averaging to the analysis of the stabil-
ity of adaptive systems. 

Even though hybrid systems are time-varying 
they land themselves to a precise and complete 
qualitative and quantitative analysis. Among such 
results we mention the possibility to explicitly 
compute their transition matrices, to derive and 
state necessary and sufficient conditions for their 
stability (6), and most interestingly the poss-
ibility to derive algebraic controllability and 
observability tests similar to the usual ones found 
in the theory of linear time-invariant systems [6]. 
This is possible due to the many features hybrid 
systems share with time-invariant systems. 
Moreover, because they are time-varying, they offer 

I This work is supported by the U.S. Air 
Force under grant AFOSR-87-0308.  

many useful features 	due to their variable 
structure property. 

The hybrid systems under consideration are 
assumed to have the form 

i(t) ■ A(r(t))x(t) + B(r(t))u(t) 
	

(1.1) 

Y(t) 	c(r(t))x(t) 	 (1.2) 

where x is the system state vector of dimension n, 
u is the control input vector of dimension p, y is 
the output vector of dimension m, and r(t) is the 
"form index" which is a deterministic scalar 
sequence taking values in the finite index set 
Safi, 2, ..., NJ. 

Such model may be used to represent systems 
subject to known abrupt parameter variations such 
as commutated networks or to approximate some types 
of time-varying systems [7]. The latter can be 
done by imposing a "deterministic" switching rule 
on the time behavior of the form index. However, to 
model unknown abrupt phenomena such as component 
and interconnection failures the form index can be 
modeled, for example, as a finite-state Markov 
chain (FSMC) [3]. 

The latter problem has received considerable 
attention within the control community but much 
work still remains to be done. Chizeck et al [3] 
denotes the optimal control problem of such systems 
the Jump Linear Quadratic (JLQ) problem since they 
view it as an extention of the standard Linear 
Quadratic (LQ) problem. However, very little 
attention was given to the stabilization and 
control of the deterministic version of the 
problem, even though it shares many features with 
the JLQ problem. This paper is concerned with the 
latter problem. 

Let SM denotes any sequence of length M of the 
values taken by r(t), and let 6ti denotes the time 
interval during which r(t) Throughout the 
paper the following assumption is made, that SN 
contains all the values that r(t) takes. In this 
case we define ,  

N 
T I E Sti 
	

(2) 

as the period of the system. If in addition the 
sequence in every SN is the same the system is 
called a periodic hybrid system. It will be 
obvious that making the assumption that M2N on SN 
will not affect the results. The assumption that 
M ■ N simplifies the notations. Let the ith form 
denote the realization Eimi(A1,B1,Ci) associated 
with the ith form index (i.e., r(t) ■ i), with inN. 
In this paper N ■ 2, so that we are concerned with 
Flip-Flop (72) systems as a special class of hybrid 
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systems. The F2-systems . switch "back and forth" 
between two time-invariant systems (two forms), El, 
and E2, of identical dimensions. The system spends 
Ti time-units at E i , i = 1, 2. The only condition 
imposed on the switching is that the system can not 
spend more than 2Ti at Ei. That is, no order is 
imposed on the switching between the two forms. 

The following is an outline of the paper. 
Section 2 starts by introducing the averaging 
technique based on a Lie algebraic formulation. It 
also adresses the 'perturbations induced by the 
averaging procedure, and offers, where possible, an 
alternative to averaging. Finally it discusses the 
controllability of the average system. The 
stability and stabilization issues of hybrid 
systems are treated in section 3. Section 4 
concludes the paper and points to additional open 
problems. 

2. The Averaging Technique 

In this section we introduce a practical 
averaging technique which will be helpful in the 
analysis and control of two-form hybrid systems. 
It will be obvious from the following treatment 
that the proposed averaging method applies to 
multi-.form hybrid systems as well. The main tools 
in simplifying the analysis and synthesis of 
stabilizing controls for such systems will be some 
basic ideas from linear systems theory combined 
with tools from Lie algebras, linear algebra, and 
stability theory of ordinary differential equa-
tions. 

The averaging methodology to be used in this 
paper is based on a result from Lie algebras known 
as the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff Formula [2]: Given 
two real matrices A and B there is no guarantee 
that there exists a real matrix C such that 

Exp(A)Exp(B) = Exp(C). 	 (3) 

This will be the case, however, if 1A1+11B1 5 ln(2) 
[8], and then C will be given by a convergent  
infinite expression 

C = A + B + (1/12)([A,B],81 + 

(1/12)[[B,A],A] + 
	

(4) 

where the symbol [A,B] a AB-BA is the commutator 
product. This expression is the Baker-Campbell-
Hausdorff formula (BCH). 

Similar expressions like the BCH formula are 
used in a large number of useful approximations in 
physics [4] and switched electrical networks [2]. 
In this section we show how the BCH formula and 
related expressions can be used to analyse and 
stabilize F2-systems and hybrid systems in general. 

The concept is similar to the one used in [2] 
to stabilize bilinear systems. In our case we are 
interested in the stabilization of 12-systems whose 
A-matrix satisfies 

A(t) = (Al 
 A2 for T1 5 t <T, 

 for 0 5 t <T1 	
(5) 

and it is desired to approximate the expression 
Exp(A1TI)Exp(A2(T-T1). The BCH formula is used to 

yield Exp(C) where C is as in (4). Now it is 
desired to have an expression for C that is 
independent of order, to agree with the order 
independence introduced in the definition of F2-
systems, then we must compute 

Ini(Exp(A)Exp(B)+Exp(B)Exp(A)) 

a A+8+(1/12)([A,B),B]+(1/12)[(B,A),A] 

A+B+(1/12)[(A,BI,B-A]. 	 (6) 

Therefore, we obtain a series of approximations 
for 72-systems. If the P2-system realization is El 
= (Al.b1) for T1, and E2 (A2,b2) for T2, then the 
first approximation is 

E = (aA1+(1-a)A2, abl+(l-a)b2), 	(7) 
with 

a 3 TOT' + T2), 

and the second approximation is 

E = ((aA1+(l-a)A2+(1/12)a(1-a)HAI,A2]. 

(1-a)A2-aAl], abl+(1-a)b2). 	 (8) 

Some comments about these two approximate 
expressions are in order. The first order app-
roximation can be interpreted at least in two 
different ways. The first interpretation is a 
probabilistic one; it says that the average system 
can be viewed as the probabilistic average of the 
hybrid system with P(E=E1) = a and P(E=E2) = 1-a. 
This is consistent with the frequency interpreta-
tion idea especially when we are interested in long 
time-range behavior of the system. The second 
interpretation comes from the theory of variable 
structure systems (VSS) and the Filippov's con-
tinuation technique. The latter technique was 
introduced to study the behavior of the system in 
chattering mode. The above first order approxima-
tion is nothing but a Filippov's average system. 
Therefore, a hybrid system can be viewed as a VSS 
system in chattering mode where the switching 
manifolds are solution orbits of the average 
system. 

It was shown in [2], via an example, that in 
some special cases the second correction term is 
more important then the first, which, in fact, 
might vanish. 	Thus, the usefulness of the second 
approximation. 	However, in [2] there was no 
attempt to analyse the errors introduced by the BCH 
formula and the averaging method. Obviously, there 
are two very important issues in using such a 
formula and averages derived from it. The first 
one is the error introduced by only using few terms 
in the BCH expression while computing the average 
matrix. The second one is the difference between 
the actual system, in our case the P2-system, or in 
[2) the bilinear system, and the average system 
used to reflect the average behavior of the system 
under consideration. Both of these issues have to 
be addressed because of their paramount importance, 
especially the difference between the actual system 
and its average which is a function of the error 
introduced by truncating the BCH formula express 
sion. Since the latter problems require a lengthy 
discussion only a summary of the results is given 
in this paper. 

In what follows we present some results related 
to the accuracy of the usage of a truncated BCH 
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formula. Using the BCH formula, one can obtain an 
approximation C of C, to any desired order. 
Consequently, C can be written as C - C+C, where C 
is the unknown error due to the approximation. 
Therefore, the induced error in computing Exp(C) by 
using the approximate matrix C is 

E 2 Exp(CT)-Exp(CT). 	 (9) 

The first order approximation of E can be expressed 
in terms of the solution of a linear time-invariant 
matrix differential equation: 

Proposition 1 [10]  
Let E1 denote the first order approximation in 

c to E, then El satisfies the following matrix 
differential equation 

t(t) - CY + cepExp(Ct), 	Y(0) = O. 	(10) 

where C I cep'  and c is a positive scalar. 

In order to compute upper bounds for El and E 
the following results may be used. 

Proposition 2  
Assume that IExp(Ct)I 5 14(t)Exp(13(t)t), with 

6(t) a scalar function, then 

1E11 5 (1C1/21C1)M(Ox 

Exp(0(t)t)(Exp(2010-1). 	 (11) 

The use of results in [10], and the assumption that 
M(t) is monotonic yields 

1E1 5 tIC1M2 (t)Exp{(0(t) + MWICI)t). 	(12) 

Sometimes it is possible to avoid the computa-
tion of A-"average". That is, under certain 
conditions, it is possible, via state feedback,  to 
make the F2-system time-invariant in A. That is 
given El and 22, and the appropriate conditions 
satisfied by the given forms, one can compute a 
feedback gain matrix 

K • [KI,K2] 	 (13) 

which will make the A-matrices of both forms equal 
and cosequently render the A-matrix of the hybrid 
system, upon closing the loop via Ki for Ei, 
constant. Moreover, this constant A matrix is 
given by the following expression 

A • Al - B1K1 - A2 - B2K2. 	 (14) 

In this section- necessary and sufficient 
conditions are derived for the existence of 1 and a 
compact computation recipe based on the Ironacker-
product and the generalized-inverse techniques is 
given. 

Theorem 1  
Given the P2-system 

i(t) • Aix + Biu, 	i • 1,2. 	(15) 

such that 

lange[A1-A2,B1.-82] • lange[81,-112]. 	(16) 

then. there exists a minimum-norm G ■ [11,12] such 
that 

Al - Biti - A2 - 1212. 	 (17)  

ti 

Moreover, the G matrix is given by 

s(G) = ([131,-82]* • In)s(A1-A2), 	(18) 

where s(.) is the stacking operator. 

Proof 
Starting with the forms Ei, i=1, 2, the ith 

model is given by 

i(t) = Aix + Biu. 	 (19) 

If we define A i Ai-6Ai the above system can be 
written as follows 

i(t) • Ax + 6Aix + Biu, 	 (20) 

and the next step is to compute a gain matrix K i 
 such that 

6Aix + Biu = 6Aix - B iKix = 

(6Ai - BiKi)x = 0 for all x. 	(21) 

This is equivalent to 

BiKi= 6Ai , 	 (22) 

which is nothing but an algebraic equation for the 
unknown Ki. Therefore, for Ki to exist one needs 
the well known condition 

rank[Bi,6Ai] - rank[B i ], i=1, 2 	(23) 

which is equivalent to the existence of some matrix 
Ki such that 

6Ai  - BiKi , 1=1, 2. 	 (24) 

Substructing the first equation from the second 
yields 

Al - A2 = B1K1 - B2K2 
	

(25) 

which can be written as follows 

[Al - A2] • [111,-112][Ki,Ki]' 
	

(26) 

which is itself an algebraic equation with the Ki , 
i=1,2, as unknown and the condition given in the 
theorem is the one needed for the existence of both 
gains. Equation (18) is nothing but a compact way 
to write such equations. As a matter of fact it is 
very useful when numerical techniques are used to 
solve the problem. 

COrollary  
If Range[A1-A2,111-112] - Range[B1-82], then 

K I K1 12, 	 (27) 

and the gain matrix is given by: 

s(K) • ([BI-B23 1  • Ids(Al -A2). 	 (28) 

Proof 
When K1 • 12 • K is needed the proof of the 

above theorem is changed accordingly to yield the 
results stated in the theorem. 

We now return to the average system. One of 
the key' assumptions made to design the regulator 
via averaging is the controllability of the average 
system. This assumption is not unreasonable since 
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the controllability property of linear time-
invariant systems is generic.  However, one can 
construct hybrid systems such that their,  Averages 
are not controllable [11]. In [11] a sufficient 
condition that identifies a class of hybrid systems 
for which the hybrid system's controllability 
guarantees the controllability of the average 
system was given. The result is stated in the 
following theorem. 

Theorem 2  
The average system of a hybrid system is 

controllable if 

a. Rank [C1, C2, ..., Cti] = n. 
b. All forms are simultaneously diagonaliz-

able. 

3. Stability 

Even though Hybrid systems are time-varying 
systems it is possible to obtain necessary and 
sufficient asymptotic stability conditions [6]. 
However, the latter condition is computationally 
time consuming and a simple sufficient asymptotic 
stability condition was presented to alleviate the 
computational burden. In this section the same 
sufficient condition is rederived using other 
means, which may be generalized. 

In order to rederive this sufficient condition 
a brief introduction to the notion of logarithmic  
norm is given. The logarithmic norm (also known as 
the logarithmic derivative, the measure of a 
matrix) was introduced in 1958 separately by 
Dahlquist [12] and Lozinskij [13] as a tool to 
study the growth of solutions to ordinary differen-
tial equations and the error growth in discretiza-
tion methods for their approximate solution. It is 
formally defined as follows: 

Definition  
The logarithmic norm associated with the matrix 

norm 1.1 is defined by 

t 
S lx(t)1 Slx(t 0 )1 Exp f p[A(t . )]de. 	(33) 

t o  

Basically the theorem states that the rate of 
change of the norm of the state vector x(t) is 
bounded by p(A(t)) and to insure stability this 
bound must be negative. 

Theorem 3  
For the null solution of the hybrid system (1) 

to be uniformly asymptotically stable, it is 
sufficient  to have 

E p(Ai)pi < 0, Pi a (ti-ti..1)/T, icN. 	(34) 
i 

Before giving the proof of the theorem we 
introduce a different way to represent hybrid 
systems (1)-(2). This new formulation has the 
advantage of simplifying certain proofs. This new 
representation is as follows 

N 	. N 
i(t) = ( E vi(t)Ai}x(t) + { E vi(t)Bi}u(t) (35) 

1=1 	 i=1 
N 

Y(t) 	{ E vi(t)Ci}x(t) 	 (36) 
1=1 

where vi(t) = 1 when the system is governed by the 
ith realization E i , and vi(t) = 0 otherwise. The 
vi(t) function is called the ith indicator func-
tion. It is evident from the definition of hybrid 
systems that at any point in time only one of the N 
indicator functions is one. Now we prove the 
theorem. 

Proof 
Using the above representation the homogeneous 

part of a hybrid system can be written as 

N 

	

i(t) = { E vi(t)Ai}x(t) 
	

(3 7) 
i=1 

p(A) = lim (II + hAl - 1)/h. 	 (29) 
h40+ 	 Using Theorem 27 in [14] one can write 

t 
The explicit expression for the logarithmic norm 	Ix(t)1 S lx(t 0 )1Expt I P(A(s))ds) 
associated with the Euclidian norm is 	 to  

P(A) = max(p : p c X((A+A* )/2)}. 

Then the following inequality is true: 

lExp(A01 5 Exp(p(A)t). 

t 	N 
(30) = 	Exp( I p[ E v i (s)Ai ]ds 

t o  1=1 

Using Theorem 5(e, d) in [14] yields 
(31)  

(38) 

Now we are ready to apply the logarithmic norm 
to derive a simple sufficient condition to test for 
the stability of hybrid systems. 

Theorem [14]  
Let t + A(t) be a regulated function from 

[0, =) to Cam. Then the solution of 

i(t) = A(t)x(t) 	 (32) 

satisfies the inequalities 

t 
Ix(t o )1 Exp(-/ 4[-A(e)]de) 

t o  

N t 
Ix(t)1 S lx(t o )J Exp( E f vi(s)p[Ai ]ds) 

1=1 t o  

	

N 
	

t 
= Ix(t 0 )1 Exp( E p(A i ] I vi(s)ds} 

1=1 
	

t o  

	

N 	 t 
= lx(t 0 )1 Exp(( E p[A0(1/t-t 0 ) I vi(t)ds)(t-t o )) 

	

1=1 	 to  

N 
= lx(t 0 )1 Exp(( E piu[Ai])(t-t o )) 

	

1=1 
	 (39), 

with 
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t 	 Example  
p i  s (1/(t-t o )) j vi(s)ds. 	 (40) 	Given the following F2-system E(a) 

to  
xi(t) ■ -ax1 + x2 + u, 	 (44) 

This completes the proof after taking the limits. 
x2(t) ■ (1 - a)x2 + au, 	 (45) 

This simple sufficient condition states that 
for a hybrid system to be uniformly asymptotically 
stable the weighted average of the logarithmic 
norms of each realization has to be negative. 
Therefore, this sufficient condition allows for 
unstable forms. That is, as long as the stable 
forms dominate, the overall system is asymptotical-
ly stable. This domination can occur in two ways: 
either the stable forms are strongly stable (i.e., 
highly negative logarithmic norms), or the time 
span of the stable forms is large relative to the 
time span of the unstable ones or a combination of 
the latter two reasons. 

The above interpretation provides a mathemati-
cal rationale to the observations made by Chizeck 
et al [3] while analyzing such systems. 

4. Stabilization 

This section presents some results concerning 
the control and stabilization of hybrid systems. 
These results use standard techniques to con-
trol/stabilize hybrid systems. 

Definition  
A hybrid system is stabilizable if there exists 

a constant feedback gain matrix K such that the 
closed loop hybrid system is asymptotically stable. 

Theorem 4  
A hybrid system is stabilizable if 

a. The average system is stabilizable, 
b. The following inequality is satisfied 

N 
E p[6A i  - 6BiK]p i  < 0, 	 (41) 

where K is a stabilizing gain matrix of the average 
system and 6Eis(6Ai, 680 is the difference between 
the ith realization and the average system. 

Proof 
Given a hybrid system with a stabilizable 

average then there exists at least one constant 
gain matrix K such that the average closed loop 
matrix (A-BK) is Hurwitz. Therefore, xaverage(t) 
is asymptotically stable. But the actual system 
response is composed of two components, the average 
system component and the error component. That is 

x(t) - xavrage ( t ) 	e(t) 
	

(42) 

where the error dynamics are 

i(t) ■ r vi(t)(6A1-6BiK]s. 	 (43) 
i 

Condition b is a sufficient requirement for e(t) to 
be asymptotically stable which proves the theorem. 

The following example is given to illustrate 
the results.  

where a s T1/T, El ■ E(1) and E2 - 2(0). The above 
system is the exact average system. The transfer-
function of the average system is given by 

H(s) - (s + (2a - 1))/(s + a)(s -1 + a). 	(46) 

For a > 0.5, (46) is a minimum-phase transfer 
function, otherwise it is not. Using usual 
techniques the minimum-phase case can be stabilized 
with an output feedback gain K. For a=.8 and K=5 
the closed loop average system's poles are s 1--1.13 
and s2--10.1. However, the logarithmic norm test 
applied to the error dynamics gives an upper bound 
equal to zero, implying that the error dynamics are 
not unstable. A graph of the (a,K)-stabilizability 
domain and two phase-space simulations are given in 
Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, respectively, to illustrate the 
stability results and the effect of the feedback 
gain K on the dynamics of the closed loop system. 

5. Conclusion 

An averaging method based on the Baker-Camp-
bell-Hausdorff formula was introduced for computing 
the average of a hybrid system. In order to be 
able to find how well the average system is 
approximating the actual system upper bounds of the 
error induced by averaging are given. Furthermore, 
it was shown that under certain conditions one can 
avoid the averaging of the A-matrix and therefore 
minimize the errors introduced by the averaging 
procedure. This is done via state feedback by 
making the A-matrix constant. 

The controllability property of the average 
system is a key assumption in the stabilization 
procedure given in the paper. For that reason a 
sufficient condition that identifies a class of 
hybrid systems for which the average is controll-
able was given. Therefore, the class of hybrid 
systems with a controllable average is a research 
topic in need of further investigation. 

The stability of hybrid systems is still far 
from being solved. This is mainly due to the fact 
that hybrid systems are time-varying systems. In 
the paper a sufficient stability condition was 
derived. This condition is based on the logarith-
mic norm concept. One important point to be inves-
tigated about this stability condition is how 
conservative it is? The variable structure 
property seems to be a promising feature in this 
direction. Furthermore if one thinks of every 
system Zim.(Ai,Bi,Ci) with icK as an operator acting 
on the state x during at i , and these operators are 
applied in a successive manner, then this process 
can be viewed as an iterative process [15]. 
Viewing a hybrid system as an iterative process 
sheds some light on some complicated issues such as 
the stability of such systems. 

Finally adapting the results of this paper to 
hybrid systems where the switching is a stochastic 
process such as a Markov chain can be easely done. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper analyzes the errors introduced by the 
averaging of hybrid systems. These systems involve 
linear systems which can take a number of different 
realizations based on the state of an underlying finite 
state process. The averaging technique (based on a 
formula from Lie algebras known as the Baker-Campbell-
Hausdorff (BCH) formula) provides a single system 
matrix as an approximation to the hybrid system. The 
two errors discussed are: a) The error induced by the 
truncation of the BCH series expansion, and b) The 
error between the actual hybrid system and its average. 
A simple sufficient stability test is proposed to check 
the asymptotic behavior of this error. In addition, 
conditions are derived that allow the use of state 
feedback to arrive at a time-invariant system matrix 
instead of averaging. 

1. INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM FORMULATION 

Hybrid systems are a special class of piece-wise 
constant time-varying systems. Such models switch at 
different time instants among a finite set of linear 
time-invariant realizations. Systems of this type can 
be used to model systems subject to known abrupt 
parameter variations such as synchronously switched 
linear systems [1], networks with periodically varying 
switches [2] or to approximate some types of time-
varying systems [3]. This is achieved by imposing a 
deterministic switching rule [4]. To model unknown 
abrupt phenomena such as systems subject to failures 
[5], the switching can be modeled, for example, as a 
finite-state Markov chain (FSMC). An earlier review of 
hybrid systems may be found in [6]. 

Averaging theory, which is used in a deterministic 
or probabilistic context, is an approach to the 
approximation of such systems by a single constant 
linear model. In the probabilistic case averaging is 
introduced in a natural way by taking expected values. 
In the deterministic case, however, averaging is 
introduced via perturbation techniques. Brockett and 
Wood [2] used a deterministic averaging technique to 
analyze and stabilize a class of bilinear systems which 
are very hard to analyze or control otherwise. Geman 
[7] used probabilistic averaging techniques to study 
the stability of random differential equations. His 
main interest was to explore the relation between 
asymptotic stability in the average equation, and 
asymptotic stability in the random equation. 
Specifically, when does the first imply the second? 
Kosut et al. [8] applied the theory of averaging to the 
analysis of the stability of adaptive systems. Ezzine 
and Haddad [9] used an averaging technique very similar 
to the one used in [2] to analyze and stabilize hybrid 
systems via a nonswitching gain. As a matter of fact, 
Mariton et al. [10] showed that nonswitching control 
gains may be preferable, in addition to the fact that 
they are much easier to implement. 

In this paper the averaging procedure used in 

A. H. Haddad 

Department of EE/CS 
Northwestern University 

Evanston, IL 60208 

[2,9] is considered further. 	In [2] there was no 
attempt to analyze the errors introduced by the BCH 
formula and the averaging method. However, there are 
two very important issues in using such a formula and 
averages derived from it as mentioned in [9]. The 
first is the error introduced by truncating the BCH 
expression while computing the average matrix. The 
second is the difference between the actual system, in 
[9] the F2-system, or in [2] the bilinear system, and 
the average system used to approximate the average 
behavior of the system under consideration. This paper 
addresses both issues by providing bounds on the 
resulting errors. 

Furthermore, the paper provides conditions under 
which the BCH formula can be avoided. Instead of using 
the BCH formula to compute an average system matrix, 
state feedback is used to obtain a constant closed loop 
matrix for the system. 

The class of hybrid systems considered in this 
paper are assumed to have the form 

k(t) = A(r(t))x(t) + B(r(t))u(t) 	(la) 

Y(t) = C(r(t))x(t); 	 (lb) 

where x is the system state vector of dimension n, u is 
the control input vector of dimension p, y is the 
system output vector of dimension m, and r(t) is the 
"form index" which is a deterministic scalar sequence 
taking values in the finite index set N={1, 2, ..., N). 
Let the ith form denote the realization Ei=(Ai • B i ,Ci) 
associated with the ith form index (i.e., r(t)=i), for 
JEN. 

It is assumed that any r(t) sequence is composed 
of a succession of N-termed blocks. 	Every block is a 
permutation of the index set N. 	It is important to 
note that the succession of the blocks is completely 
arbitrary  (e.g., for N=3, a possible r(t)-sequence is: 
123, 321, 213, 213, 312, ...). The time interval 
during which r(t)=i is denoted by eiti. In this case we 
define 

N 
Ts Sdti 
	 (2) 

i=1 

as the period  of the system. 	Piece-wise constant 
periodic systems are a special class of hybrid systems. 
Therefore, from an application point of view the 
subsequent results can, at least, be applied to the 
periodic case. However, the primary motivation is to 
derive results that can be applied to the case where 
the switching is governed by a FSMC. 

The following is an outline of the paper. Section 
2 begins with an overview of the averaging technique 
for hybrid systems. It also addresses the 
perturbations induced by the averaging procedure. Two 
important perturbation errors are identified, and the 

1  This work is supported by the U.S. Air Force under grant AFOSR-87-0308. 
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matrix, then C can be written as C=t+t, where t is the 
error due to the approximation. Therefore, the induced 
error in computing Exp(CT) by using the matrix C is 

first one is analyzed. Section 3 discusses the second 
error, and also offers, where possible, an alternative 
to averaging. Section 4 concludes the paper and points 
to additional open questions. 

2. DERIVATION OF THE PERTURBATION BOUNDS  

This section addresses the accuracy of the 
averaging technique. First, upper bounds for the 
errors introduced by using a truncated BCH formula are 
derived. _ 

The averaging methodology to be analyzed in this 
paper is based on a formula from Lie algebras known as 
the Baker-Campbell-Hiusdorff (BCH) formula [2,11,12]: 
Given two real matrices A and B there is no guarantee 
that there exists a real matrix C such that 

Exp(A)Exp(B) = Exp(C). 	 (3) 

However, if MAII+NB011n(2), then C exists [11], and will 
be given by a convergent  infinite expression (the BCH 
formula) 

C = A+B+(1/12)[[A,B],B]+(1/12)[[B,A],A]+... 	(4) 

where the symbol [A,B]EAB-BA (i.e., the commutator 
product). 

Similar expressions like the BCH formula are used 
in a large number of useful approximations in physics 
[12] and switched electrical networks [2]. In the 
sequel we show how the BCH formula and related 
expressions can be used to compute the average of N-
form hybrid systems. However, for notational 
simplicity F2-systems (i.e., two-form hybrid systems) 
only are treated. 

The averaging idea introduced in [2] and used in 
[9] to stabilize hybrid systems is outlined in the 
following section. Given an F2-system such that 

E a Exp(CT)-Exp(CT). 	 (9) 

The 	solution 	formula 	for 	inhomogeneous 
differential equations can be used to derive an exact 
expression of E [13]: 

T 
E = f (Exp(t(T-s))tExp((t+t)s)}ds. 	(10) 

0 

In this section a useful approximate expression 
for E is derived using perturbation techniques. To do 
so we define tEcC,, where c is a scalar. It is 
recalled [13] that it (C,t) commute, that is, 

M M, 

then 

Exp((t+cCp)T) • Exp(CT)Exp(cCpT) 

Exp(tT)(I + cCpT + c2CliT2 /2! + ...). 	(12) 

To find Exp((t+t)T), when e and Cp  do not commute, one 
can use an iterative technique similar to the one used 
to derive the exact expression for E [13]. Hence one 
can write 

Exp((t+t)T) = Exp(CT) + 

T 
cExp(CT) I Exp(-Cs)CpBxp(ts)ds + 0(c 2 ). (13) 

0 

This is the Liouville-Neumann series solution for the 
integral equation. It is a convergent perturbation 
series for all c [13]. 

Al for 0 	t < T1, 
A(t) = 	 (5) 

A2 for T1 5 t < T. 

then an approximation for Exp(A1T1)Exp(A2(T-T1) is 
desired. The BCH formula provides the approximation as 
Exp(CT), where C is as in (4). Now if we require an 
expression for C independent of the order of the 
product, to agree with the order independence 
introduced in the definition of F2-systems, then we 
must compute 

However, these exact expressions, given as a 
series in c, do not lend much insight to qualitative 
analysis questions. In that regard, transforming those 
integral expressions for E into differential equations 
might be more useful . We first introduce the following 
definition: 

El 	E - 0(c2 ) 

T 
= cExp(CT) I Exp(-es)CpExp(es)ds, 	(14) 

0 
lni(Exp(A)Exp(B)+Exp(B)Exp(A)) 

=A+B+(1/12)[[A,B],B]+(1/12)[[B,A],A] 

=A+B+(1/12)[[A,BLB-A]. 	 (6) 

Therefore, we obtain a series of approximate 
averages for P2-systems. If the P2-system realization 
is E1=(Al,b1) for period T1, and E2=(A2,b2) for period 
T2, then the first order approximation is 

E = (aA1+(1-a)A2, abl+(1-a)b2), 	 (7) 

with a E T1gT1 	T2). 	Second-order terms may be 
included to obtain the approximation 

E = ([aA1+(1-a)A2+(1/12)a(1-a)[[Al,A2], 

(1-a)A2-aAlj, abil-(1-a)b2). 	 (8) 

Higher-order approximations may also be derived. 
Consequently, if we let C denote the approximating 

where El is the first order approximation  to E in c. 
Now El can be expressed as follows. 

Proposition 1 [14]  

Let El  denote the first order approximation in c 
to E, then El satisfies the following matrix 
differential equation: 

Y = CY + cCpExp(Ct), 	Y(0) ■■ O. 	(15) 

As a consequence of the above representation one 
can use the theory of linear matrix differential 
equations to study the qualitative behavior of El . For 
example, one can show that if all eigenvalues of C have 
negative real parts then E1(t) - 0 as t =. 

Moreover, it is possible to derive a general 
explicit  expression for E1. To do so we first recall 
the well known result [12] 
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Exp(sA)BExp(-sA) = E (s i/i1)(Ai,B), 	(16) 
i=0 

with {AO ,B }.B and cn+1 A 	,B}=[A,{An ,B}]. 	Using this 
identity the general explicit expression for E1 will 
follow 

-EI = cExp(et) E (t i /i1){(-e) i-1 , Cp). 	(17) 
i=1 

At this point, we are ready to compute upper 
bounds for El and E. 

Proposition 2  

Assume that NExp(et)45M(t)Exp(0(t)t), with 3(t) a 
scalar function, then 

1E115(1e1/21e0M(t)Exp{0(t)t}(Exp(21e40-1), (18) 

and with the added assumption of M(t) being monotone 
then 

	

1E4 5 tOeHM2 (t)Exp{(0(t) + M(t)Hel)t). 	(19) 

Proof 

Using (16) in the evaluation of the integral in 
(14) yields 

CO 

El  = Exp(-At) E (ti/i!){Ai-1 ,8}. 	(20) 

Taking the norm of both sides in (20) and using the 
following inequality 

I{An,B}11 5 2n IAN IBI = 	HBH 	(21) 
lExp(A01 5 Exp(p(A)t). 	 (27) 

criterion is a necessary and sufficient condition [4] 
and the second one is a sufficient test only [9, 4]. 
Because the first condition is computationally involved 
and is a generalization of a well known result (see 
[4]) we choose to present the second one. 
Interestingly enough, the second test is more general 
in the sense that it can be easily generalized to a 
larger class of hybrid systems. 

In order to state this sufficient condition a 
brief introduction to the notion of logarithmic norm is 
given. 

The logarithmic norm (also known as the 
logarithmic derivative, the measure of a matrix) was 
introduced in 1958 separately by Dahlquist [15] and 
Lozinskij [16] as a tool to study the growth of 
solutions to ordinary differential equations and the 
error growth in discretization methods for their 
approximate solution. It is formally defined as 
follows: 

Definition 

The logarithmic norm associated with the matrix 
norm O.I is defined by 

P(A) = lim (II + hAl - 1)/h 	(25) 
h+0+  

Explicit expression for the logarithmic norm associated 
with the Euclidean norm is 

P(A) = max{P : p c A((A+A* )/2)), 	(26) 

where A(A) is the set of eigenvalues corresponding to 
the matrix A. Then the following inequality is true: 

leads to 
CO 

1E0 5 lExp(-At)11 E (t i/i1)12A4 i-1 1184, 	(22) 
i=l 

which after simple algebra results in (18). Equation 
(19) follows in the same manner by using the 
monotonicity property of M(t). 

3. STABILITY OF THE ERROR DYNAMICS 
and sufficient to have 

Theorem 3 

For the null solution of the hybrid system (24) to 
be uniformly asymptotically stable, it is necessary 
that 

E P(-Ai)pi > 0, 	 (28a) 

In this section the dynamics of the error between 
the average system and the actual hybrid system are 
derived. The stability of the error dynamics is 
discussed and two stability criteria are introduced. 

Given a homogeneous N-Form hybrid system with 
state vector x(t), and one of its time-invariant 
averages with state vector xa(t), the error is given as 

E p(A i )pi  < 0, 	 (28b) 
i 

where 

Pi = (ti -ti_1)/T, icN. 

Proof 

e(t) = X(t) 	xa(t) 
	

(23) 	We start by showing that the sufficient condition 
holds. Using Theorem 27 in [17] one can write 

From this definition it is easy to see that the error 
dynamics are governed by the following hybrid system 

N 
e(t) • ( E v i (t) dAi)e(t) 

where dAiEAi-Aa  and the indicator functions vi(t) are 
defined by: v i (t)=1 when the original hybrid system is 
described by the ith realization Ei, and vi(t)=0 
otherwise. 

At this point two stability criteria are 
introduced to check the stability of (24). The first 

t 
le(t)1 5 le(t0)1Exp{ j p(A(s))ds} 

	

t 	N 

	

= le(t0 )l Exp{ f 	E vi (t)A i ]ds }. 	(29) 

	

to 	1=1 

Using Theorem 5(e, d) in [17] and after some algebra we 
get 

N t 
limle(t)l 5 limle(t0)1 Exp{ E 	f vi(t)w[Ai]ds) 

i=1 to  

(24) 
	 to 
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N 
= limNe(tON Expa- E piu[A0)(t - to)) 
	

(30) 
t- s= 	 1=1 

with 

t 
pi = lim(1/(t-t0)) f vi(s)ds. 	 (31) 

to 

which completes the proof of (28b). 

The necessary condition (28a) is shown similarly 
by using the fact that Exp-{p(-A)}:.1ExpAtP. 

This simple sufficient condition states that for a 
hybrid system to be uniformly asymptotically stable the 
weighted average of the logarithmic norms of each 
realization has to be negative. Therefore, this 
sufficient condition allows for unstable forms. That 
is, as long as the stable forms dominate the overal 
system is asymptotically stable. 	This domination can 
occur in three ways: 	either the stable forms are 
strongly stable (i.e., highly negative logarithmic 
norms) or the time span of the stable forms is large 
relative to the time span of the unstable ones or a 
combination of both reasons. This stability property 
of hybrid systems was reported in [5] via examples. 

The difference between (28b) and (28a) could be 
used as a measure of the conservativeness of (28b). 

Sometimes it is possible for F2-systems to avoid 
the computation of an average matrix and, consequently, 
minimize the errors induced by averaging [9]. That is, 
under certain conditions, it is possible, via state 
feedback, to make the closed loop F2-system A-matrix 
time-invariant. That is, given Ei and E2 satisfying 
appropriate conditions, one can compute a feedback gain 
matrix 

K = [K1  : K2] 	 (32) 

which will make the A-matrices of both forms equal, so 
that the A-matrix of the closed loop hybrid system 
(using gain Ki for Ei) becomes a constant. Moreover, 
this constant A matrix is given by the following 
equation 

A = Ai - BiK1 = A2 - B2K2. 	 (33) 

In [18], Mariton proposed a technique quite 
similar to this idea. He showed that it is possible to 
solve the Jump Linear Quadratic (JLQ) problem by making 
the performance index independent of the different 
realizations of the form-index r(t). His approach 
renders the cost incurred by any realization of r(t) 
the same. In other words, it makes all realizations 
equal in that sense. 

Even though the goals seem similar, the approaches 
are not. In contrast to [18], the present equalization 
is direct; the homogeneous parts of the two forms are 
made equal via feedback. In this section a sufficient 
condition is given for the existence of K and a simple 
computational algorithm based on the Kronecker-product 
and the generelized-inverse techniques is proposed. As 
stated above, the following results hold for N=2 only. 

Theorem 4  

Given the F2-system 

= Aix + Biu, i = 1,2. 	 (34)  

such that 

Range[A1-A2 	B1 : -B2] = Range[Bi 	-B2], 	(35) 

then, there exists a minimum-norm GE[K1 : K2] such that 

A l  - BlKI = A2 - B2K2. 	 (36) 

Moreover, the G matrix is given by 

s(G) = ([B1 1 -B2]I @ In }s(A1-A2), (37) 

where s(.) is the stacking operator, (.)I is the 
generelized-inverse, and ta is the Kronecker-product. 

Proof 

Starting with the forms E i , i=1, 2, the ith model 
is given by 

Z(t) = Aix + Biu. 	 (38) 

If we define A E Ai-ai the above system can be written 
as follows 

i(t) = Ax + 6A 1x + Biu, 	 (39) 

The next step is to compute a gain matrix Ki such that 

6Aix + Biu = 6Aix - BiKix 

= (6Ai - BiKi)x =0 for all x. 	(40) 

This is equivalent to 

BiKi = dAi, 	 (41) 

which is an algebraic equation for the unknown K 1 . 
Substructing the first equation from the second yields 

Ai - A2 = BiK1 - B2K2 	 (42) 

which can be written as follows 

[A1 - A2] = [B1,-B2][K1,1T' 	(43) 

which is itself an algebraic equation with Ki, i=1, 2, 
as unknown and the condition given in the theorem is 
the one needed for the existence of both gains. 
Equation (37) is a compact way to write these 
equations, and is also useful when numerical techniques 
are used to solve the problem. 

Corollary 

If 
Range[A1-A2 1 BI-B2] = Range[B1-B2], 	(44) 

then 
K = Ki = K2, 	 (4 5) 

and the gain matrix is given by: 

s(K) = {[B1-B2] 1 @ In )s(A1-A2). 	 (46) 

To illustrate the above results consider the 
following example. 

Example 

Given the following F2-system 
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2 2 

Al 	==, 
0 1 

• 	b1 

1 0 
A2 , b2 = 

1 - 1 

it is easy to check that after closing the loop via the 
gain K=(1 2), the system A-matrix becomes the identity 
for i=1, 2. 

4. CONCLUSION 

In this paper the errors introduced by averaging 
hybrid systems have been analyzed. Two errors have 
been identified and discussed. The first is the error 
induced by trucating the BCH expression while computing 
the average A-matrix. The second is the error between 
the actual hybrid system and its average. The paper 
provides two upper bounds for the first error along 
with a simple sufficient stability criterion for the 
second one. 

It is important to note that the results of this 
paper are independent of the averaging technique used 
to compute the average system. Thus, the results can 
be used, for instance, when the switching is governed 
by a stochastic process such as a Markov chain and the 
average system is the probabilistic average of the 
hybrid system. However, the stability tests used in 
the paper have to be adjusted accordingly. As a matter 
of fact, imposing some ergodicity conditions on the 
dynamics of the hybrid system yields exactly the same 
sufficient stability condition when properly 
interpreted. 

A different direction that might be helpful in 
deriving better stability conditions for such systems 
is to think of every system Ei=(Ai,Bi,Ci) with ieN as 
an operator acting on the state x during 6t i , and these 
operators are applied in a successive manner, then this 
process can be viewed as an iterative process [19]. 
Viewing a hybrid system as an iterative process sheds 
some light on the complexity of the stability of such 
systems. 

It would be interesting to compare the present 
work and [9] to [20] where a different type of 
averaging hybrid systems is discussed. 
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ABSTRACT 

The stabilization of hybrid systems with a non-
switching gain is cheaper and simpler to implement 
than the switching one. One approach to the design 
of a non-switching gain is based on the averaging 
of the hybrid system. For obvious reasons, the 
non-switching gain exists if the average system is 
controllable. In this paper, the minimality of the 
average system is investigated and a sufficient 
criterion is derived. Furthermore, these results 
also shed some light on the topology of minimal LTI 
systems in parameter space. 
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nonswitching control gains may be preferable, in 
addition to the fact that they are much easier to 
implement. 

The paper also considers deterministic hybrid 
systems, when such systems capture the essence of 
stochastic hybrid systems. In this case the 
addition to the fact that they are much easier to 
implement. 

The hybrid systems considered in this paper are 
assumed to have the form 

ON THE KDIDIALITY OF THE AVERAGE OF HYBRID SYSTEMS **  

1. INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM FORMULATION 
Hybrid systems are a,special class of piece-wise 
constant time-varying systems. 	Such models switch 
at different time instants among a finite set of 
linear time-invariant realizations. 	Systems of 
this type can be used to model systems subject to 
known abrupt parameter variations 	such as 
synchronously switched linear systemsl, networks 
with periodically varying switches 2  or to 
approximate some types of time-varying systems 3 . 
This is achieved by imposing a deterministic 
switching rule 4 . However, to model unknown abrupt 
phenomena such as systems subject to failures 5  the 
switching can be modeled, for example, as a finite- 
state Markov chain (FSMC). 	An earlier review of 
hybrid systems may be found in Sworder's paper6 . 

Averaging theory, which is used in a deterministic 
or probabilistic context, is an approach to the 
approximation of such systems by a single constant 
linear model. In the probabilistic case averaging 
is introduced in a natural way by taking expected 
values. In the deterministic case, however, 
averaging 	is 	introduced 	via perturbation 

t echniques. 	Brockett and 	Wood2  used a 
deterministic averaging technique to analyze and 
stabilize a class of bilinear systems which are 
very hard to analyze or control otherwise. Geman 7 

 used probabilistic averaging techniques to study 
the stability of random differential equations. 
His main interest was to explore the relation 
between asymptotic stability in the average 
equation, and asymptotic stability in the random 
equation. Specifically, when does the first imply 
the second? Kosut et al. 7  applied the theory of 
averaging to the analysis of the stability of 
adaptive systems. 	Ezzine and Haddad used an 
averaging technique very similar to the one used in 
Brockett et al.'s paper2  to analyze and stabilize 
hybrid systems via a nonswitching gain. As a 
matter of fact, Mariton et 81. 10  showed that 

X(t) = A(r(t))x(t) + B(r(t))u(t) 
	

( 1.1) 

y(t) = C(r(t))x(t) 	 (1.2) 

where x is the system state vector of dimension n, 
u is the control input vector of dimension p, y i s 

 the output vector of dimension m, and r(t) is the 
"form index" which is either a deterministic or a 
stochastic scalar sequence taking values in the 
finite index set N=(1, 2, ..., 

The system takes the realization Ei=(Ai,Bi,C i ) 
when r(t) = i, with icN. This realization is 
called the ith form. 	6ti  denotes the time 
interval during which r(t) = i. 	In addition we 
define 

N 
T = E 6t i 	 (2) 

1=1 

as the period  of the system. 

Sometimes it is more convenient to represent the 
hybrid system in an equivalent different form 
which leads to the following representation 

N 	 N 
X(t) 	E vi(t)Adx(t) + { E vi(t)B0u(t)(3.1) 

1=1 

N 
Y(t) = { I vi(t)Ci)x(t) 

	
(3.2) 

1=1 

where v i (t) = 1 when the system is governed by the 
ith realization Ei, and vi(t) m 0 otherwise. 	The 
vi(t) function 	is called 	the .ith indicator 
function.  It is evident from the definition of 
hybrid systems that at any point in time only one 
of the N indicator functions takes the'value one. 

** 
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This paper mostly addresses the case where where 
r(t) is a stochastic process, which is assumed to 
be governed by a Finite State Markov Chain (FSMC) 
with probabilities 

Pr{r(t+t) 	ilr(t) - 	
Pij(t). 	(4.1) 

3. CONTROLLABILITY OF HYBRID SYSTEMS  
Before dealing with the controllability of the 
average system a definition of the controllability 

of deterministic hybrid systems4  is proposed along 
with few related results. 

for continuous-time systems. In case the dynamics 
of the hybrid system are discrete the transition 
probabilities are givin by 

Pr{r(t+1) 	iIr(t) ` i)  " Pij. 	(4.2) 

It is also assumed, Throughout this research work, 
unless stated otherwise that the FSMC is 
stationary and irreducible 

sequence r(t) is assumed to be deterministic and to 
be composed of a succession of N-termed blocks. 
Every block is a permutation of the index set N. 
It is important to note that the succession of the 
blocks is completely arbitrary  (e.g., for N=3, a 
possible r(t)-sequence is: 
123,321,213,213,312,...). 

The following is an outline of the paper. Section 
2 begins with an overview of the averaging 
techniques for hybrid systems. In section 3 the 
controllability of hybrid systems is recalled along 
with a necessary contollability condition and a 
stabilization result. Section 4 deals with the 
controllability of the average of a hybrid system. 
This result is used to derive the main theorem of 
the paper, which identifies a class of hybrid 
systems for which the average is minimal. Section 
5 concludes the paper and points to additional open 
questions. 

2. THE AVERAGE SYSTEM 
Two averaging techniques are concidered in this 
paper. The first one is the probabilistic average 
of the hybrid system when the switching is governed 
by .  an irreducible FSMC. The second one is the 
first order average of the hybrid system when the 
switching is deterministic as discussed above. The 
latter average is based on the Backer-Campbell-
Hausdorff formula2. 

The two averages are identical in form. 	In fact, 
both.  averages are weighted averages. 	In the 
probabilistic case the weights are the components 
of the stationary probability vector of the FSMC. 
In the deterministic case the weights are the 
relative time-spans spent by each form. Therefore, 
the following representation, of the average, is 
adopted for both cases in the rest of the paper 

Ea i  a1 E1 a2E2 °NEN , 
 

(5) 

where the nix() are the steady state probabilities 
of r(t)=i for the stochastic case, and are defined 
as 

ai = ati/T 	 (6) 

for the deterministic case with 

N 
T = E 6t i 	 (7) 

L.11  

Definition:  
A deterministic hybrid system is said to be state- 
controllable if for any t o  each state x(t o ) can be 

transferred to any final state xf after one 
period. Thus there exists a tf, t o+T6tf<= such 
that x(t0=xf• 

The next result is a necessary algebraic 
controllability condition. Basically the theorem 
says that in order for the hybrid system to be 
controllable it is necessary that the sum of the 
controllable subspaces of the forms to be equal to 
the whole space. 

Theorem4 

A necessary 	algebraic 	condition 	for a 
deterministic hybrid system to be controllable is 

rank[Ci, C2. 	 B rank C = n. 	(8) 

Where Q i  is the controllability matrix for the ith 
form, icN. 

Due to the importance of this theorem a heuristic 
proof presented in Ezzine et al.s paper 4  that 
shows that the above condition is almost 
sufficient will be repeated here. The heuristic 
argument can be given as follows: Since any matrix 
exponential is a perturbation  of the identity 
matrix it follows that multiplying any matrix with 
matrix exponentials will not change its range 
space drastically. That is if, for example, Ql 
and Q2 have algebraic complementery range spaces 
(i.e, range(Q1) is perpendicular to range(C2)) 
then range(Exp(AT)Q1) will almost always remain an 
algebraic complement but not necessarely 
perpendicular to range(Q2). As a matter of fact, 
Mariton 12  states that he has proved that theorem 6 
is also a sufficient condition when the switching 
is governed by a continuous FSMC. 

Using the above definition it is possible to prove 
in a classical way4  that deterministic hybrid 
systems are uniformly completely controllable iff 
they are controllable. Therefore, the above 
algebraic condition plays almost exactly the same 
role as the usual algebraic condition for LTI 
systems. 

At this point and in the light of the preceding 
paragraphs we would like to mention the work of 
Ikeda et al. 13 . In their work they looked at the 
relation between controllability properties of the 
system and various degrees of stability of the 
closed loop system resulting from linear feedback 
of the state variables. Their results are  as 
follows: For any initial 	time t o , 	and any 
continuous 	and 	monotonically nondecreasing 
function 6(.,t.) 	such 	that 	6(t o .to)'0 , the 
transition matrix ck.,.) of the closed loop  system 
can be made such that 14(t,t,)16a(to)ExP(-6(t,to)) 
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where K is a stabilizing gain matrix of the 
average system, 6E1E(6A1, 613i) is the difference 
between the ith realization and the average 

system, and p(.) is the logarithmic norm of 
( . )14 .  

4. CONTROLLABILITY OF THE AVERAGE SYSTEM 
We now turn to the controllability of the average 
system in light of the above theorem. One of the 
key assumptions made to design the regulator via 
averaging is the controllability of the average 
system. This assumption is not unreasonable since 
the controllability property of linear time 
invariant systems is jiteneric. 	However, one can 
construct hybrid systems such that their averages 
are not controllable; such a system is a 2-form 
hybrid system (F2-system): 

El = (Al,b1) 	and 	E2 = (A2,b2) 

with 

	

[- 1 	1 
A l  = 

' 0 0 I  

	

0 	1 

A2 

	

0 	1 

1  bl =   
1 

1  I • b2 
0 

It is easy to check that neither El nor E2 is 

for all ' t2t o , iff 	the system is completely 
contzol101e. 	Furthermore, in case of a bounded 
system, for any 1050, a bounded feedback matrix can 
be found such that 16(t 2 ,t 1 )15aExp{-m(t 2 -t 1 )} for 
all t1, 	t 2 at„ iff 	the system is uniformly 
completely controllable. Thus, their results can 
be regarded, in some sense, as extensions of the 
well known results of closed loop pole assignment 
for time-invariant systems. 

Hence, there is a high degree of flexibility in the 
stabilization of hybrid systems if they are 
controllable or, equivalently, uniformly completely 
controllable. 

As an illustration of the above results we recall, 
with a slight generalization, a stabilization 
theorem4  for hybrid systems where averaging is 
used. 

Definition 
A hybrid system is almost surely stabilizable if 
there exists a constant feedback gain matrix K such 
that the closed loop hybrid system is 
asymptotically stable. 

Theorem4 

A hybrid system is almost surely stabilizable if 
a. The average system is stabilizable, 
b. The following inequality is almost surely 

satisfied 

controllable but that the F2-system 1:5 4 . 	After 
derivation of the average system the determinant 
of its controllability matrix as a function of a 
was computed. The latter determinant is given by 
the following third order polynomial: 

P(a) = a(2a2  - 3a + 1). 

The zeros of the above polynomial are al=0., a2=1. 
and 03=.5. The two first zeros al and a2 are a 
consequence of the fact that El and E2 are both 
uncontrollable. However, the zero 03=.5 is a 
result of the averaging, therefore it refutes the 
claim that the average system of a controllable 
hybrid system is necessarily controllable. 

In th sequel we give a sufficient condition that 
identifies a class of hybrid systems for which the 
hybrid system's controllability guaranties the 
controllability of the average system. 

Theorem 1  
The average system of a N-form hybrid system is 
controllable if 

a- rank [C 1 , C2, ..., CN] = n, where C i  is the 
controllability matrix of the ith form, 

b- All forms are simultaneously diagonalizable, 

Proof:  
The average system E=(A,B) is given by 

N 
p[6A i  - 6BiKjpi < 0, 	 (9) 

	
N 
	

N 
1=1 
	

A = E a iAi , 	and 	B = E a iB i 	(10) 
1=1 
	

1=1 

with 

N 

	

E ai = 1, and ai x  0 for i= 1, 2, .., N. 	(11) 
1=1 

Since 	all 	forms, 	1=1, 	2, 	..., 	N, 	are 
diagonalizable 	with 	the 	same 	similarity 
transformation then 

T- lAiT = Ai , 	 (12) 

T -1 B1  = r 1 	for i=1, 2, ..., N. 	(13) 

The T matrix is the common modal matrix for all 
the forms, and Ai  is the diagonal matrix 
corresponding to the i-th form. 

Using the above result the average system can be 
transformed to the following form 

A = T-1AT = T-1 (E 1  aiAi)T = Ei aiAi, (14) 

and 

r 	T-1 13 	T-1 (E i  a iB i ) = E i  a i r i . 	(15) 

Because of assumption (b) A will be diagonal too. 
Now, invoking condition (a) every -tow in the r 
matrix must have at least one nonzero entry 1 5 
which concludes the proof. 

Using theorem 1 and the duality principle it is 
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easy to derive the following theorem. 

Theorem 2 

C2, 

01 

02 

ON  

system of 	a N-form hybrid system is 
that 

..., CNJ = n, where Ci is the 
matrix of the ith form, 

= n, 

11) 

(21 

131 

14] 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper develops techniques for the 
analysis, control and stabilization of hybrid 
systems. _These systems switch among a finite set 
of linear time-invariant models with switching 
behavior governed by a Finite State Markov Chain. 
The relationship of these techniques to standard 
methodologies for linear time-invariant systems 
is also considered. 

1. INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM FORMULATION 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 
Many real systems such as power systems [1-

3] exhibit variations in their structures or 
abrupt changes in their inputs or internal 
variables and other system parameters. Standard 
linear time-invariant systems models can not 
adequatly represent these systems. Consequently, 
a new class of systems has been proposed to model 
such systems [4-14]. This class is called hybrid 
systems due to the existence of both discrete and 
continuous variables in their state space. Such 
systems have been explicitly or implicitly used 
in past research [1]. 

Systems of this type can be used to model 
networks with periodically varying switches 
[15,16], synchronously switched linear systems 
[17], multi-rate Sampled-data systems [18-22], 
systems subject to failures [1,23-25], 
manufacturing systems [24,25], large scale 
flexible structures [13], and last but not least 
macroeconomic models [5]. 

The objective of this paper is to develop 
methodologies or, at least, to provide the 
necessary foundations for the analysis and design 
of such systems, with emphasis on their 
stabilization. These design tools are expected 
to aid in the design of controllers to stabilize 
such systems and to achieve reliable performance 
despite the changes. 

It is customary to assume that these systems 
switch among a finite set of linear models 
according to an irreducible FSMC. Hence, the 
approach is based on the mathematical theory of 
ergodic stochastic processes. 	Interestingly 
enough, 	the concepts of eigenvalues and 
eigenspaces are generalizable within the ergodic 
theory framework. Therefore, the key design idea 
of eigenvalues assignment for hybrid systems 
remains meaningful despite the time-variation and 
random nature of these systems. 

Earlier major works on the subject exhibit  

A. H. Haddad 

Department of EE/CS 
Northwestern University 

Evanston, IL 60208 

two important points. 	The first one is the 
almost exclusive usage of Stochastic Dynamic 
Programming (SDP) as a tool to adress the optimal 
control and stabilization of hybrid systems. The 
second one is the difficulties related to the 
solution (i.e., existence and uniqueness issues) 
of the coupled Riccati-like equations derived via 
SDP. These equations play the same role played 
by the familiar Riccati equations in LQR theory. 

SDP is a very convenient tool to solve 
optimization problems. However, besides the well 
known "curse of dimentionality", the systematic 
application of SDP does not allow the user to 
gain insight about this complex problem. In 
general the use of SDP obscures most of the 
useful properties of these systems. These 
properties can reveal the geometric and algebraic 
structures of hybrid systems. As a matter of 
fact, many of the results presented in [26], 
[14], and [27] show that these systems, despite 
their time-variation and random nature, share 
many useful properties with LTI systems. 

Our approach avoids the difficulties faced 
by previous researchers and exploits the 
similarities between LTI systems and hybrid 
systems. In particular, due to the simplicity 
and success of the eigenvalues assignment design 
technique in the stabization of LTI systems, we 
will follow a similar approach. 

In order to address the stabilization 
problem of hybrid systems one needs a simple 
stability criterion for this class of systems. 
Hence, some conditions for determining the 
stability of hybrid systems are first developed 
based on a generalization of the eigenvalues 
concept. The stabilization approach uses the 
largest Lyapunov exponent along with some 
controllability properties of hybrid systems. 

The following is an outline of the paper. 
After the problem formulation, Section 2 
introduces the material needed to discuss the 
almost sure stabilization of hybrid systems. 
This section also addresses the stability of both 
continuous and discrete time hybrid systems and 
simple sufficient stability criteria are derived. 
In section 3 the almost sure stabilizability 
result is discussed. This result is a 
generalization of Wonham stabilization theorem to 
this class of systems. Section 4 concludes the 
paper. 

1.2 PROBLEM FORMULATION 
The hybrid systems considered in this paper 

are assumed to have the form 

1  This work is supported by the U.S. Air Force under grant AFOSR-87- 
0308. 
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of characteristic exponents that bear his name 
;LW = A(r(t))x(t) + B(r(t))u(t) (1.a) 	[29] 

Y(t) = C(r(t))x(t) 	 (1.b) 

where x is the system state vector of dimension 
n, u is the control input vector of dimension p, 
y is the output vector of dimension m, and r(t) 
is the "form index" which is either a 
deterministic or a stochastic scalar sequence 
taking values in the finite index set N={1, 2, 

N}. 
The 	system 	takes 	the 	realization 

E i  =(A B C.) when r(t) = i, with icN. This 
realization is called the ith form. Let 6t i 

 denote the time interval during which r(t) = i. 
In addition we define 

N 
T e E 6t i 	 (2) 

1=1 

as the period of the system. 
Sometimes it is more convenient to represent 

the hybrid system in an equivalent different form 
which leads to the following representation 

N 	 N 
X(t) = { E v i (t)Ai }x(t) + { E vi(t)Bi}u(B)a) 

1=1 	 i=1 

N 
Y(t) = ( E vi(t)C i}x(t) 	 (3.b) 

1=1 
where vi (t) = 1 when the system is governed by 
the ith realization Ei, and vi(t) = 0 otherwise. 
The vi (t) function is called the ith indicator 
function. It is evident from the definition of 
hybrid systems that at any point in time only one 
of the N indicator functions takes the value one. 

Most of our work will address the situation 
where r(t) is a stochastic process, more 
presisely, r(t) will be assumed to be a Finite 
State Markov Chaine (FSMC) with transition 
probabilities 

P{r(t+6t i ) = jir(t) = 	= p ij , 	(4.a) 

for continuous-time systems, and 

P{r(t+1) = jir(t) = i} = p ij , 	(4.b) 

for discrete-time systems. 	It is also assumed, 
unless stated otherwise, that the FSHC is 
stationary and irreducible [28]. 

Sometimes r(t) is defined as a special 
deterministic process. It will be obvious from 
the definition that r(t) is very similar to the 
FSHC defined above. This is done in order to 
show that a deterministic formulation is 
sufficient to answer certain questions. In this 
case it is assumed that any r(t) sequence is 
composed of a succession of N-termed blocks, 
where every block is a permutation of the index 
set N. It is important to note that the 
succession of the blocks is completely arbitrary 
(e.g., for N=3, a possible r(t)-sequence is: 
123,321,213,213,312,...). 

2. STABILITY OF HYBRID SYSTEMS 

2.1 Lyapunov Exponents  
In 1892, A. M. Lyapunov founded the theory 

His intention was to determine criteria for 
the stability (of the origins x30) of 

x 	A(t)x, x(0; x 0 ) = x o  c Rn, t c 12+, (5) 

A(t)'is continuous and bounded. 
For constant A the eigenvalues of A 

determine the stability behavior of (5). For 
periodic A(t) Floquet theory shows that the 
results for constant A remain true if the real 
parts of eigenvalues are replaced by the 
characteristic exponents of A(t) [30, chapters 3 
and 13]. 

The Lyapunov exponent of a solution x(t; x o ) 
is defined by 

A(x o ) 3 lim sup (1/t)Loglx(t; s o )1. (6) 

Lyapunov proved that for every solution with 
x o $0, A(x o ) is finite. Moreover, the set of all 
possible numbers which are Lyapunov exponents of 
some nonzero solution of (5) is finite, with 
cardinality p, such that 15p5n and A D< < A. 

Furthermore, Lyapunov prove 	that the 
subspaces 

Li  a {x0  c Rn  : A(x 0 )5A i , 1=1,—, p+1) 

form a filtration of Rn , i.e., 

0 = Lp+ 1 	Lp 	L1 = Rn, 

with dimLi=ki, such that 

kp+1 = 0 < kp  < 	< ki = n, 

and 

A(x 0 ) = Ai iff s o  c LiNLi+1 •  i = 1, 	P. 

The numbers Ai together with their 
multiplicities d i  are called the Lyapunov 
spectrum of (5). The asymptotic behavior of (5) 
is dictated by A 1 . That is, (5) is exponentially 
stable iff A1<0. 

Unfortunatly, it is in general not true that 
Al<0 implies the stability of the following 
nonlinear system: 

= A(t)x + f(t, x). 	 (7) 

However, for a special class of f(t, x) the above 
is true if (5) is what Lyapunov calls regular. 
For regular systems the following holds 

A l  = lim (1/t)Loglx(t; x 0 )1. 	(8) 
t-o= 

For example, (5) is regular if A is constant or 
periodic. In the latter case A i  are the 
characteristic exponents. 

Regularity is hard to verify for a 
particular system, but it happens with 
probability one in many cases involving a flow 
with an invariant probability measure [31]. This 
is how Birkoff's ergodic theorem [32] and ergodic _ 
theory in general comes in to exploit Lyapunov 
powerful spectral theory. 

As shown above there are many similarities 
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between eigenvalues and eigenspaces of constant 
matrices and the Lyapunov spectral theory of 
time-varying systems. The main similarity that 
will be of major importance in this paper is the 
stability role played by the largest Lyapunov 
exponent A1; Al plays the same role as the 
largest eigenvalue plays in the stability of 
time-invariant systems. 

MI • 

2.2 Continuous-time Hybrid Systems  
Eventhough the sign of A l  is a necessary and 

sufficient test for the stability of a hybrid 
system, it is almost impossible to compute. In 
this section we will use the Lyapunov exponent 
along with the logarithmic norm concept to derive 
a simple sufficient stability test for 
continuous-time hybrid systems. 

In order to derive uncomplicated conditions 
for the stability of such systems, a different 
tool is used, namely the logarithmic norm 
[33,34], resulting in a simpler sufficient 
condition. 

The logarithmic norm (also known as the 
logarithmic derivative, the measure of a matrix) 
was introduced in 1958 separately by Dahlquist 
[33] and Lozinskij [34] as a tool to study the 
growth of solutions to ordinary differential 
equations and the error growth in discretization 
methods for their approximate solution. It is 
formally defined as follows: 

Definition 1  
The logarithmic norm of a matrix A 

associated with-the matrix norm 1.1 is defined by 

M(A) = lim (II + hAl - 1)/h 
	

(9) 
h+0+  

Explicit expression for the logarithmic norm 
associated with the Euclidean norm is 

P(A) = max(p : p e A((A+A*)/2)}. 	(10) 

Then the following inequality is true: 

Exp(-p(-A)t) 5 lExp(A01 5 Exp(p(A)t). (11) 

One very important property of the 
logarithmic norm follows from the fact that it 
may be shown to be the smallest element of 

S = {s : lExp(A01 5 Exp(st), t20). 	(12) 

Therefore it gives an optimal bound on the 
exponential behavior of lExp(At)l for t20. It may 
be concluded therefor that 

suplExp(A01 = 1 iff p(A)10. 	(13) 
t20 

In the case where A is normal square matrix 
(i.e., A*A=AA* ), then 

IExp(At)l = Exp(a(A)t) = Exp(p(A)t)(14) 

where a(A) is the maximal real part of the 
eigenvalues of A. This norm is now used to 
derive the stability condition. 

Theorem 1  
For the null solution of the hybrid system 

(1) to be a.s. exponentially stable, 	it is  

necessary that 

E p(-Ai)pi > 0, 	 (15.a) 

and sufficient to have 

E P(Ai)pi < 0, 	 (15.b) 
i 

where the 	are are the steady-state probabilities 
of the irreducible FSMC and ieN. 

The simple sufficient condition states that 
for a hybrid system to be a.s. uniformly 
asymptotically stable the average of the 
logarithmic norms of each realization has to be 
negative. 	Therefore, this sufficient condition 
allows for unstable forms. 	That is, as long as 
the stable forms dominate, the overal system is 
a.s. exponentially stable. This domination can 
occure in two ways: either the stable forms are 
strongly stable (i.e., highly negative 
logarithmic norms) or the time span of the stable 
forms is large relative to the time span of the 
unstable ones or a combination of both reasons. 
This stability feature of hybrid systems was 
reported in [23] via examples. The critera given 
above holds for hybrid systems where the 
switching is deterministic as well, in which case 
the pi's represent relative time span of the 
forms. 

It is clear from the proof of the above 
theorem that the sufficient almost sure 
exponential stability criterion is an upper bound 
for the largest Lyapunov exponent A 1 , and is 
simple to compute. Therefore, this sufficient 
criterion can play a beneficial role in testing 
for the stability of hybrid systems as well as in 
the design of controllers to stabilize such 
systems, as stated in the following: 

Theorem 2  
The largest Lyapumov exponent Al of the null 

solution of the hybrid system (1) satisfies the 
following inequality 

Al = lim (1/t)Loglx(t; x 0 )1 5 E pip(Ai), 	(16) 
t+= 	 ieN. 

where the pi's are the steady-state probabilities 
of the irreducible FSMC. 

The difference between the upper and lower 
bounds given in theorem 1 give a measure of the 
conservativeness of (15.a). This problem is 
considered further in the sequel. 

2.3 Discrete-time Hybrid Systems  
The study of the stability, sample-wise, of 

discrete-time hybrid systems is similar to the 
study of the solutions of stochastic linear 
difference equations with randomly varying 
parameters. This lead us to the study of the 
following problem: 

Let (Mn , n e N) be a sequence of random, 
nxn, matrices. To each x 0  e Rn one associates 
the process (Xn , n e N) with values in R n , which 
is the solution to 

Xn.1.1 = MnXn• 	n e N, and X0  = x 0 . (17) 

We have Xn.1.1 = Mn ...Mix,. 	One important 
question is what is the asymptotic behavior of 
this process. 
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Furstenberg-Kesten Theorem [35]  
Let {Mi, i e N) be a stationary, metrically 

transitive (i.e., ergodic) stochastic process 
with values in the set of nxn matrices such that 
E{Log+ IM0H)<=. Then, with probability one 

lim(lin)E{LogiSn i) = inf(l/n)E{LoglSn l} 
n 	 n 

liM(I/n)LOgiSn i s Al a RU{-m), 	(18) 

where Sn  E Mn ...M 1 . A l  is the largest Lyapunov 
exponent of the process. 

Remark  
The Furstenberg-Kesten Theorem (FKT) is a 

generalization of Birkoff's ergodic theorem to 
the case of matrix valued functions. 

The largest Lyapunov exponent A l  of a 
discrete-time hybrid system plays the same role 
as the one played by the largest Lyapunov 
exponent of continous-time hybrid systems. That 
is, for a discrete-time hybrid system to be a.s. 
uniformly asymptotically stable it is necessary 
and sufficient to have A1<0. However, it would 
be very impractical to use (18) to compute A l 

 (i.e., compute (18)). Therefore, one way to 
avoid this difficulty is to use the Furstenberg-
Kesten Theorem to derive simpler criteria to test 
for the a.s. stability of the system. 

As it is stated in the FKT, A l  is an infimum 
of a particular set. Consequently, if any of the 
elements of this set is negative one concludes, 
using the property of the infimum, that the 
system is a.s. exponentially stable. However, by 
not knowing exactly A l , it is not possible to 
tell how stable the system is. That is, by 
exploiting this property to alleviate the 
computational burden, we are loosing some 
qualitative insight about the dynamical behavior 
of the system. This qualitative insight can be 
crucial for application purposes. First we need 
additional definitions. 

Definition 2  
A set S={Hi , i=1, ...,N) of nxn matrices is 

nilpotent provided there is a a k-termed sequence 
{Hi), such that k is finite and the matrix 

Rk E Hk 	H2111 	 (19) 

is nilpotent. The least number 8 for which the 
power of the matrix Ilk is null is called the 
index of nilpotency. 

In case S is a singleton the above 
definition is identical to the usual definition 
of nilpotency. 

Proposition 1  
If S contains a nilpotent matrix then the 

set is nilpotent and its index of nilpotency 9 is 
less or equal to the index of nilpotency of the 
nilpotent matrix. 

Definition 3  
The set S={H i , i=1, 	N) of nxn matrices 

is said to be contractive provided that there is 
a k-termed finite sequence {Hi ) and a norm, such 
that 

H211111 S a < 1. 	(20) 

At this point we would like to recall a 
theorem that will play a key role in the sequel. 
This theorem is the converse of a well known 
result relating the norm of a matrix to its 
spectral radius (i.e., a(A) S IAI). The 
following theorem asserts that there exists an 
induced norm for which the inequality in the 
previous result can be reversed after adding an 
arbitrarily small positive number to the matrix 
spectral radius. 

Theorem [36]  
For any e>0 and any nxn real A matrix, there 

is a (vector) norm on Rn such that the 
corresponding induced norm satisfies 

1AI S a(A) + c. 	 (21) 

Now we are ready to apply the above 
definitions and theorems to derive simple 
sufficient a.s. exponential stability tests for 
discrete-time hybrid systems. As mentioned 
earlier these results will, in general, answer 
the stability issue but will not provide enough 
information about the qualitative behavior of the 
system. That is, how fast or how slow the system 
is converging or diverging. However, the first 
result is an exact result (i.e., exact A l ). It 
allows a complete quantitative and qualitative 
analysis in an important special case. 

Theorem 3  
A homogeneous N-form hybrid system with a 

stationary irreducible FSMC, is a.s. 
exponentially stable with A1=-, provided that 
the set N contains a nilpotent set. 

The first result says that a homogeneous N-
form hybrid system is a.s. stable, and its A 1=-=, 
if the set of N-matrices of the hybrid system 
contains a nilpotent set. 

This result is the analog of the stability 
result of a homogeneous difference equation with 
a nilpotent matrix. These difference equations 
converge to zero in no more than n steps. That 
is, by analogy, hybrid systems with a nilpotent 
set of matrices are very fast systems. This is 
confirmed by the fact that A1=-=. 

The next result is more general but less 
powerful in the sense that it does not provide us 
with A1. 

Theorem 4  
A homogeneous N-form hybrid system with a 

stationary irreducible FSMC, is a.s. 
exponentially stable, provided that the set N 
contains a contractive set. 

As an attempt to alleviate the shortcomings 
of the latter theorem we provide an upper bound 
for Al similar to the one given for continuous-
time hybrid systems. However, this bound does 
not involve the logarithmic norm concept, but it 
is derived via a simple computation. 

Theorem 5  
The LSR of a homogeneous N-form hybrid 

system with a stationary irreducible FSMC 
satisfies the following inequality 

_ - 
A1 S E piLoglAil. 	(22) 

i=1 
The next result is based on the work of Katz 
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and Thomasian [37]. 	Along with the FKT it 

provides a mean by which one can estimate the 
least number of matrix multiplications in the Al-
formula for which the probability of having a 
large error is minimized. 

Theorem 6  
Given a homogeneous N-form hybrid system 

with a stationary and irreducible FSMC, a 
positiite integer m and e>0. Then 

N 
P{1(1/n) E LoglAil - Lselac for some ram} 

i=1 
5 2aExp{-0e 2m}, 	(23) 

where 
0 = p3N/2862N2, 	 (24.a) 

a = 8N/pN(1 - Exp(-0e2)), 	(24.b) 

= maxLoglAi l - minLoglAil,(25.a) 
ieN 	 jeN 

LSR+  = E piLoglAil. (25.b) 
ieN 

 

and p is the largest entry in the steady-state 
probability vector. 

This result tells us when to stop the time 
average of the Al upper bound and still get a 
good approximation. This might seem useless 
since we have a simple expression for LSR+ . 
However, the LSR+  is an upper bound for Al, 
therefore, this stopping rule can be used as an 
approximate stopping rule in computing the LSR. 

3. ALMOST SURE STABILIZATION OF HYBRID SYSTEMS  

3.1 Lyapunov SPECTRAL RADIUS ASSIGNMENT  
In this section we provide the main result 

of the paper; a simple sufficient a.s. 
stabilization theorem. 

Theorem 7  
An m inputs n states N-form hybrid system 

with a stationary and irreducible FSMC is a.s. 
stabilizable by arbitrarily assigning its A l 

 provided that there is a completely reachable K-
periodic system, with m inputs and n states, 
embedded in the N forms, with K5N. 

This result is based on the pole-assignment 
for discrete-time linear periodic system. 
Hernandez and Urbano [38] extended the pole 
assignment technique to linear periodic systems. 
Their result is used here to extend the pole 
assignment to stochastic hybrid systems by 
assigning the largest Lyapunov exponent A1. 

It is possible under special assumptions to 
arbitrarily assign Al without requiring the 
complete reachability of a periodic system. That 
is, by imposing a geometric relation among the N 
forms. This way the complete reachability 
condition is weakened considerably as it is 
stated in the next theorem 

Theorem 8  
Given a N-form hybrid system with a 

stationary and irreducible FSMC such that 
a. Rank [C1, C2, ..., CN] = n, 
b. (Ai -B iKi , ieN) belongs to a solvable Lie 

algebra, 
then the hybrid system can be made exponentially 
stable with A1=-= a.s. 

Actually what the theorem says is that the 
Lyapunov spectral radius can always be made 
negative, more precisely -=, if the two 
conditions of the theorem are met. The first 
condition, as discussed several times in [26], is 
a necessary condition for the hybrid system to be 
controllable, therefore, it is the weakest 
controllability condition. This condition is the 
strongest part of this theorem. However, the 
second condition is quite restrictive and maybe 
impractical. 

4. CONCLUSION 

The a.s. 	exponential stability criteria 
presented in this paper are simple to compute, 
consequently they alleviate the computational 
shortcomings of Lyapunov exponents. However, 
these tests are only sufficient and they can be 
quite conservative, hence they require further 
study. 

The a.s. stabilizability theorem can be 
viewed as a generalization of Wonham 
stabilization theorem. Actually what the theorem 
says is that the Lyapunov spectral radius can 
always be made negative with probability one, 
more precisely -=, if certain conditions are met. 

One additional problem of interest is to 
find wether the eigenspaces idea carries over to 
hybrid systems and its usefulness. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper analyzes piecewise-linear systems 
which are singularly perturbed. A technique is 
developed that allows decoupling of such systems 
into fast and slow subsystems for analysis and 
design. The results of a numerical example are 
included to demonstrate this technique. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Piecewise-linear systems which are singularly 
perturbed are found in many applications includ-
ing electrical circuits and flight controls. The 
piecewise-linearity may be due to nonlinear 
elements such as saturation or may result from a 
linearization about various operating points of a 
nonlinear plant. These types of systems are 
numerically very stiff and, hence, are difficult 
to analyze. This problem may be alleviated by 
using singular perturbation theory to separate 
the system into reduced-order models, one 
containing the slow dynamics and one containing 
the fast dynamics. Reduced-order models are 
easier to use in analysis and design by lessening 
the computation complexity. In addition, time-
integration of the lower order systems instead of 
the full order model reduces computation time 
since a larger time step can be used for the slow 
dynamic model. The use of standard singular 
perturbation techniques, however, requires that 
the system dynamical equations be smooth [1,2] 
ruling out their use on piecewise-linear systems. 
This paper extends the general method of singular 
perturbation for application to continuous 
piecewise-linear systems. 

1.1 Problem formulation 

The system considered in this paper may be 
represented in the following form: 

	

= f1(x,z), 	x(t o ) = x o 
	

(1) 

	

Ni = f 2 (x,z), 	z(to ) = z o 
	

(2) 

where: f l  and f 2  are continuous piecewise-linear 

functions, i>0 is a small parameter, and xeRP and 
zcRr. The functions are affine in specific 

regions of the state space (R) where a region 
is typically defined as an intersection of half-
spaces. For example, equations (1) and (2) are 

th 
represented in the i 	region by the following 
"linear" system: 

x = All
i 
 + Al2 iz 
	

(3) 

pi = A 22 ix + A22 1 z + w2 i 
	

(4) 

For the purposes of this paper, the i th  region is 
defined by the set S i=((x,z): di _ l < Kxx+Kzz 5 d i) 

where K
x 

and K
z 

are row vectors and d
1-1 

< d.
1 
 are 

scalars. By this definition, the type of regions 
allowed are parallel in that the boundaries do 
not intersect. An example of a physical system 
which has this description is one in which the 
piecewise-linear element is in a scalar feedback 
loop. The reason for the restriction will be 
discussed in Section 2. 

The system given in equations (1) and (2) 
contains both fast and slow dynamics. The 
variable x is primarily slow while z has both 
fast and slow components. Starting from the 
initial conditions of equations (1) and (2), the 
fast part of z quickly dies out and z converges 
to a quasi-steady-state value (i.e., the slow 
component) in a short time interval [t o ,t 0 +.5) 
known as the boundary layer. The fast component 
of z is then known as the boundary layer solu-
tion. The solution of the system outside of the 
boundary layer is termed the outer solution. It 
is desired to decouple system (1)-(2) into fast 
and slow models which yield the boundary layer 
solution and the outer solution, respectively. 
The boundary layer solution is then used as a 
correction term to the outer solution so that the 
combination is an approximation for the original 
system with errors of order OW. A technique to 
decouple the system is developed in this paper. 

The following is an outline of the paper. 
Section 2 discusses the boundary layer solution 
and developes a reduced-order model to approxi- 

1 
This research is supported by the U.S. Air Force under contract F08635-84-C-0273 (with the Armament 

Laboratory) and AFOSR-87-0308. 
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mate this solution. 	The outer solution along 
with a corresponding reduced-order model is 
discussed in Section 3. A numerical example is 
presented in Section 4 to demonstrate the tech-
niques developed in this paper. Section 5 con-
cludes the paper. 

2. BOUNDARY LAYER SOLUTION 

The fast dynamics of the system are most 
prominant during the boundary layer and can be 
decoupled from the slow dynamics by introducing 
an expanded time scale t = (t-t 0 )/11. Examina-
tion of equation (1) shows that x stays rela-
tively constant with respect to I assuming that 
A 11 1 , Al2 1  and w11  are bounded in all regions Si 
[1]. Equation (2) may be rewritten as follows: 

ai 	f(z) 
dt 

where i(T)=z(Irs+t 0 ) and t(i)=f 2 (x 0 ,i). 	The 
function f is a continuous piecewise-linear 
mapping from Rr  into Rr. The state space in Rr 
is partitioned into regions where the function is 
affine; e.g., the ith region is defined as the 
set Ri={z: d i _ i  < Kzx o +Kzz 5 d i }. A degenerate 

case where Ky=0 results in the existence of only 

one region in Rr so that t is affine everywhere. 
The initial quasi-steady-state value, z s (t o ), of 
z(t) is a stable equilibrium point of (5). Note 
that the equilibrium point of the degenerate case 
is easily found. 

The equilibrium point(s) of (5) for the 
nondegenerate case can be found using solution 
techniques developed for piecewise-linear resis-
tive networks. Many papers have been written on 
finding the solution x of the equation f(x)=y 
where f is a continuous piecewise-linear func-
tion, e.g. [3-9]. Fujisawa and Kuh show in [4] 
that a continuous piecewise-linear function 
satisfies a Lipshitz condition. The following 
theorem from [4] gives sufficient conditions for 
the existence and uniqueness of the solution. 

Theorem 1: Let f be a continuous piecewise-
linear mapping of Rr  into itself and let J ik 
denote the matrix composed of the first k rows 
and columns of the Jacobian matrix ..1 1  in region 
Ri. The mapping is a homeomorphism of Rr  onto 
itself if, for each k=1,2,...,r, the determinants 
of the kxk matrices 

do not vanish and have the same sign. 

This previous work is used in finding the 
equilibrium point(s) of system (5) by solving 
t(i)=0. In this application, JI = A22 i  and each 
A22i is assumed to be Hurwitz for stability 
purposes. The conditions of Theorem 1 may be 
stringent and various other sufficient conditions 
for the existence and uniqueness of the solution 
are given in [9-11]. Also, reference [12] 
discusses nonunique solutions.  

2.1 Algorithm to Solve for Equilibrium Point  

The Katzenelson algorithm is widely used 
insolving for x in the equation 

	

f(x) = y 	 (6) 

where f:Rr-41r is continuous 	and piecewise- 
linear. The basic outline of this algorithm used 
in solving t(z)=0 is given below. 	More details 
of the general method are given in [4]. 	Let 

WJ = A 21 jx o+wj 	Vj, and denote the iteration 
number on z s  and A by superscripts. 

0) initialize by letting i=1 and zsi=z, 

1) solve z = -(A 22j) -110, where region Rj 
 contains zs i 

2) if z lies in region Rj  then zs  = z and stop 

3) otherwise, let Rk  be the region containing z; 

iflOjthend=d.and then let j=j+1 

if k<j then d = d
i-1  and then let j=j-1 

4) solve A' = (K zzs+Kxx 0 -d)/K,(zs i -z) 

5) solve zs i+1  = z s i  - A i (zs i- z) 

6) let i=i+1 and go to 1) 

It is shown in [4] that if the piecewise-linear 
function is a homeomorphism (e.g., it satisfies 
the conditions of Theorem 1) then the algorithm 
will converge in a finite number of steps. 

2.2 Boundary Layer Approximation 

A fast model approximating the dynamics 
occurring in the boundary layer can be found once 
the equilibrium point of system (5) is known. 
The boundary layer solution is then given as 
if(T) = z(t)-xs (t 0 ). In this application, z s 

 must be found implicitly because f2 is not 
smooth. Therefore, the fast model approximating 
the boundary ?yer solution is given in terms of 
Z. In the i t  region the fast model is given by 

ai
di 	

- 
= A2 1 1X 0 	A22  1Z 	w2 1 , 	Z(0)=Z0 (7) 

4(0 = i(I) zs (t 0 ) 

where the ith  region is defined by the set R i={i: 

di-1 < Kxx„ + Kzi 5 di }. 

For the purposes of this paper, it is assumed 
that there exists exactly one equilibrium point 
which is asymptotically stable. Multiple stable 
equilibrium points may be handled by partitioning 
the state space into domains of attraction for 
the various equilibrium points and the analysis 
in this paper holds for each domain of attrac-
tion. 

Asymptotic stability is assumed in this system 
though there is no known general method for 
determining asymptotic stability of piecewise-
linear systems. Depending on the specific system 
under consideration, a Lyapunov function may be 
found. Another possibility is to use standard 
SISO frequency domain techniques or hyperstabil-
ity. For using hyperstability notions, system 
(5) may be rewritten as 

(5) 
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di 
= Ai + Bu 

dr 
(8) 

where A is chosen to be stable, B is the identity 
I, and u is defined in the ith region to be 

u'AAii+1112ixo+w2i where AA1=A22 1 -A. 	If the 
nonlinearity in the feedback loop satisfies the 
Popov integral inequality, then the necessary and 
sufficient condition for asymptotic stability is 

that the transfer matrix (sI-A) -1  must be 
strictly positive real [13]. 

The errors in this approximation, which are 
of order 0(u), are due to the substitution of x, 
for x in (7) and in the definition of the 
regions. Substituting x = x, + 0(u) in (7) and 
in Ri  yields the system 

dt  = A2I  (x 0+0(0) + A 22  z + w 2  , g(0)=z 0  (9) 

Ri  = (i: d i-1+0(u) < Kxx o +Kyg 5 di +O(u)) 

where i represents the actual response. In the 
interior of any particular region, both the 
approximation and the actual model are linear. 
Previous results on singular perturbation theory 
in linear systems show that if i(i')=i( -0)+0(y) 
then i(e)=i(r")+0(0 for T"›T t  as long as both i 
and z stay within the region. The problems that 
may arise due to a boundary crossing are elimin-
ated if the class of systems allowed is restrict-
ed to those in which the vector field intersects 
a boundary hyperplane at a large enough angle 
(i.e. 0(0)). In these systems if either z or 
crosses into another region, the other must also 
cross into that region. The resulting error in 
the approximation remains of order 0(u). These 
conditions are summarized in the following 
theorems. Note that the restriction placed on 
the class of systems is sufficient and not 
necessary for proving that the approximation 
error is of order 0(u). 

Theorem 2: 	Let the vector field near a 
boundary at d i=Kyi+Kxx e+O(u) in the space Rr  be 
given by 

f(i) = A21 1  (x 0+0(0) + A 22 1  i + w 2 i. 	(10) 

Assume that f(i) does not vanish near the 
boundary. If f(i) intersects the boundary with 
an angle of order 0(u ° ), then the difference 
between the solutions of (7) and (9) is 0(u). 

Proof: Assume z crosses the di boundary at 
T' and z has not crossed yet. Prior to crossing 
= z + 0(u). The normal vector of the boundary 

hyperplane is given by n=K yT/IKy l. Since f(z)•n 
= 0(u ° ), then 

Ky(A 21 1  (x 0+0(0) + A2 2 1  z + w2 i ) = 0(u ° ). (11) 

It follows that 

KZ(A21 i x 0 	A22 i 	w2 i) 	0(u ° ) 
	

(12) 

Define i and g by 

= Kyi - di' 	 (13) 

	

g = Kyi - di' + 0(u) 	 (14)  

where d i l=d i -Kxx„. Assume g,g>0. For i to cross 

di the boundary, -67, <0 where di  

sion (11). Correspondingly, 

given by expression (12). 
crossing, i(x')=0 so that 
follows that g(T 1 )=0(p). 

Since Ill =00 	
AT 

°) then 	= 0(u ° ). Hence, 6I=0(u) dr  
since A9=g(T 1 )=0(p). Therefore, if i crosses a 
boundary into a new region at -0, then i must 
also cross into the same region at a time r" such 
that r"=-0+0(p). 

It remains to be shown that the time difference 
of 0(u) in the boundary crossing has 0(u) effect 
on the solution. Let A = A22 1  and AA = A22 i - A 
where Rj is the new region and T 0 < -0 be such that 
both i(r 0 ) and i(T 0 ) lie in region Ri. Then the 
solution of (7) for -Or' is 

i( T) - 0(I,Io)i(To) +II  4(1,0)(6Ai+A 21 i x 0+w 2i )do 
T' 

(15)
 + 	4(T,o)(A 21 1x o+w 2 i ) do 

T o  

where 4(x, -0) = exp[A(r- -0)1. 	Since the inte- 
grands are bounded in both integrals and -1"-0 
0(u), equation (15) is rewritten as 

2 ( 1 ) 	0(I.To)i(To) +j-c.0(To3)(AAi+A2140+w2 i c r )d 

+I"r  0(r.0)(A 2l ix,+w 2 ) do + 0(u) 
t o 

 Similarly, the solution to equation (9) is found 
to match the form of equation (16) exactly. 
Hence, i(r)=i(x)+0(p). ■ 

Theorem 3: 	Let the vector field near a 
boundary at di=Kyi+K,x 0  in the space Rr be given 
by 

f(i) = A22 1  X, 	A22 i 	w2 1 . 	 (17) 

Assume that f(i) does not vanish near the 
boundary. If r(i) intersects the boundary with 
an angle of order 0(u ° ), then the difference 
between the solutions of (7) and (9) is 0(u). 

Proof: 	The proof is very similar to that of 
Theorem 2. The gist of the proof is to show that 
if z crosses the boundary prior to a crossing of 
2, then i must cross within a time of order 0(u). 
The time delay in crossing affects the error in 
the approximation only by order 0(u). 

Using the results of Theorems 2 and 3 it is 
seen that the errors in the approximation are of 
order 0(u). The restriction given in Section 1 
that the regions of linearity be parallel is used 
in the proof of the theorems but is not a neces-
sary condition. The difficulty is showing that 
if a solution crosses a boundary near an inter-
section of boundaries then the approximation will 
remain within an error of order 0(u). 

di 

is given by expres- 

at 
	 ds aT  < 0 where 	is 
At the boundary 

Kyi -di'=0(0. 	It 

(16)  
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3. OUTER SOLUTION 

A reduced-order model for system (1)-(2) is 
developed below with approximation errors of 
order 0(p) for the time outside of the boundary 
layer. Assuming that the fast subsystem given in 
equation (7) is asymptotically stable to its 
equilibrium point, the fast component of z is 
negligible outside of the boundary layer. 
Therefore, the variables of the reduced-order 
slow model are x and the quasi-steady-state value 
zs  of z. Here, zs  is the equilibrium point of 
(7) when x, is replaced with x. Hence, the 
quasi-steady-state value of z is a continuous 
implicit function of x. (Continuity is shown 
below.) The value of z s  can be determined by 
using the Katzenelson algorithm (see Section 2.1) 
with x substituted for x 0 . The algorithm is 
initialized with z s i  equal to the previous value 
of zs . Due to continuity, a small change in x 
results in a small change in z s . Hence, in time-
integrating the system, generally only steps 0)-
3) are used to find a new z s  at each time-step. 
Continuity of z s  as a function of x is shown in 
the proof of the following theorem. 

Theorem 4: 	Let f:RriRr be a continuous 
piecewise-linear mapping defined in the 6th 
region by 

f(z) 	A21 1  x + A22 1  z 	W2 1 	 (18) 

If f is a homeomorphism then the equilibrium 
point zs  of (18) is given by a continuous 
function of x. 

Proof: Since f is a homeomorphism, a unique 
solution for zs  exists for any x. Let x, be 
given with resulting z s  given by zs,I . 

Let Si denote the region of (x l ,z s, „) in RP+r . 
Suppose (x,,z, , ,) lies in the interior of region 
S i . Then zs, „ can be written as 

z5 ,1 	-(A2 21)-1(A 21 i x1 	W2 1 ) 	(19) 

It is clear that zs  is a continuous function of x 
at x, supposing that there exists a 6>0 such that 
(x,zs ) lies in region Si for all x such that 

1x 1 -xl<6. 	Defining M = Kx  - Kx(A22 1 ) -1A21 i  and 

d.' = dj + Kz(A 2: i ) -14/2 i  (for j=i - 1,i), a 6  is 

given by 

6 = min Pt(d i l -Hx 1 )1 , Ite(Mx l -di _ 1 1 )11 

where Mt = mT(mmT)-1. Therefore, z s  is a contin-
uous function of x for all x such that (x,z s ) 
lies in the interior of a region. 

-( 8 2 2 ± ) -1 ( A 2 1 1  xi + w 2 i) 	+ 

(A 2 2 it1 ) -1 (A21 it1  x 1  + w 2 it1 ) = 0 	(21) 

Adding equation (21) to equation (20), subtract-
ing the result from (19) and taking the norm of 
both sides yields: 

i(A22"ViA21 i44 (X2 .34) 11  g 

1(A22i+1)-182ii+1 11x2-xli 

Hence, zs  satisfies a Lipshitz condition in the 
open halfspace in region Si. 1.1• Therefore, z s  is 
continuous for x such that (x,z s ) lies on a 
boundary hyperplane. Thus, zs  is a continuous 
function of x. ■ 

The reduced-order slow model of system (1)-
(2) for t outside of the boundary layer, i.e. 
t>t 0+6, is given as follows: 

	

is  = A„ ixs  + Al2
i
Zs  + w1 	Xs(to)—Z0 	(22) 

where Es  is an implicit function of x and is 
found using the Katzenelson algorithm. 

The error in the approximation is due 
entirely to the fact that z=zs+O(p). This error 
is analogous to the error of approximating x by 
x, in the boundary layer solution. Therefore, 
the effect of the error can be analyzed similarly 
as in Theorems 2 and 3 showing that the errors in 
the solution are of order 0(p). 

4. EXAMPLE 

The techniques previously described for 
separating a piecewise-linear singularly per-
turbed system are demonstrated on the example 
below. The model represents a linear system with 
a saturation nonlinearity in the feedback loop. 
Such types of models exist in both flight 
controls and in electrical circuits. The system 
is given by 

k 	All' All 	Blu 
	

(23) 

NE = A2 0: + A22z - B2u 
	

(24) 

-1 . if Xxx+Ke < -1 

u = 	Xxx+Xxz, if IKxx+Exz151 
1 , if X1x+16z > 1 

where p=0.1\. The parameter matrices are given as 
follows: 

. 01  
 A11  = [-g 0041 Al2  = [0.345 Oj B 1 = [ I 

Suppose x, 	is given 	so that (x,,zs, „) lies on a 
boundary, say di=Xxxl+Xxaso . 	Choose x 2  close to 
x, resulting 	in zs=zs,2 . 	If 	(x2 ,zs,2 ) lies in 
region Si then the above analysis 	is applied and 
as  is considered to be continuous from the closed 

A22  = [: -0.5(234] 

Xx I. [1 

A22  . 

0.861] 

[-0.:65 0.2621

ix  = [1.220 

B2  . 

0.310] 

0 
[ 	I 

halfspace in region S i . 	If (x 2 ,zs,2 ) lies in 
region Si+1, then 

s,2 " -(822i+1)- 1(
A22 i+1 x2 	w2i+1 ) 	(20) 

A consequence of the continuity of f is that  

The initial conditions are given as x(0) = z(0) 
[2. 3.]'. 

The substitution of u into (23)-(24) yields a 
piecewise-linear model, with three regions: 
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S l ((x,z):Kxx+Kzz<-1), S 2=((x,z):IKxx+KyzI51) and 

S 3=((x,z):Kxx+Kzz,1). The initial condition is 

in S3. 

The reduced-order models given in the form of 
equations (7) and (22) are used in finding the 
time response. Comparisons between these results 
and thoie obtained by time-integrating the full 
order model are shown in Figure 1 through Figure 
4. Note that the approximation matches the 
actual response very closely, i.e. within an 
error of order 0(p). The computation time for 
the approximation was roughly one-third of that 
for the actual system. Furthermore, as the value 
of p decreases, the approximation becomes more 
accurate and the relative computation time 
decreases due to the numerical stiffness in the 
actual system. 

5. SUMMARY 

A singular perturbation technique is devel-
oped in this paper which allows for a decoupling 
of a continuous piecewise-linear system into slow 
and fast subsystems. Under the assumption of 
asymptotic stability, the fast variable is found 
to decay in the boundary layer to its quasi-
steady-state solution. This quasi-steady-state 
solution is given by a continuous implicit 
function of the slow variable. The solution is 
found using the finite step algorithm given in 
the paper. Sufficient conditions for the 
approximation to be accurate to an order of 0(p) 
are given. The technique developed is success-
fully illustrated via a numerical example. 
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Figure 1: Response of x, to initial condition for 
actual system (solid line) and approximated 
system. 

Figure 3: Response of z, to initial condition for 
actual system (solid line) and approximated 
system. 

Figure 2: Response of x 2  to initial condition for 
actual system (solid line) and approximated 
system. 

Figure 4: Response of z 2  to initial condition for 
actual system (solid line) and approximated 
system. 
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Technical Notes and Correspondence 	  

Singular Perturbation in Piecewise-Linear Systems 

B. S. HECK AND A. H. HADDAD 

Abstract—This note analyzes piecewise-linear systems which are singu-
larly perturbed. A technique is developed that allows decoupling of such 
systems Into fast and slow subsystems for analysis and design. The results 
of a numerical example are included to demonstrate this technique. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Piecewise-linear systems which are singularly perturbed are found in 
many applications including electrical circuits and flight controls. The 
piecewise linearity may be due to nonlinear elements such as saturation or 
may result from a linearization about various operating points of a 
nonlinear plant. These types of systems are numerically very stiff and, 
hence, are difficult to analyze. This problem may be alleviated by using 
singular perturbation theory to separate the system into reduced-order 
models, one containing the slow dynamics and one containing the fast 
dynamics. The use of standard singular perturbation techniques, however, 
requires that the system dynamical equations be smooth [1], [2] ruling out 
their use on piecewise-linear systems. This note extends the general 
method of singular perturbation for application to continuous piecewise-
linear systems. 

A. Problem Formulation 

The system considered in this note may be represented in the following 
form: 

x=f1(x. z) 	x(0) =x0 
	 (1) 

=f2(x, z) 	z(t0)= zo 	 (2) 

where ft  and f2  are continuous piecewise-linear functions, A > 0 is a 
small parameter, and x E RI' and z E R'. The functions are affine in 
specific regions of the state space (RP") where a region is typically 
defined as an intersection of halfspaces. For example, (I) and (2) are 
represented in the ith region by the following linear system: 

1=Ainx+Aiuz+ w2 	 (3) 

	

at= A',,x+A 1,2 z+ w12 . 	 (4) 

For the purposes of this note, the ith region is defined by the set S, 	{(x, 
z):d,_1 < K xx + K,z g di } where K. and K, are row vectors and d,_ 1  
< d, are scalars. By this definition, the type of regions allowed are 
parallel in that the boundaries do not intersect. An example of a physical 
system which has this description is one in which the piecewise-linear 
element is in a scalar feedback loop. The reason for the restriction will be 
discussed in Section II. 

The following is an outline of the note. Section II discusses the 
boundary layer solution and develops a reduced-order model to approxi-
mate this solution. The outer solution along with a corresponding 
reduced-order model is discussed in Section III. A numerical example is 
presented in Section IV to demonstrate the techniques developed in this 
note. Section V concludes the note. 
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II. BOUNDARY LAYER SOLUTION 

The fast dynamics of the system are most prominent during the 
boundary layer and can be decoupled from the slow dynamics by 
introducing an expanded time scale r = (1 — to)/ A. Examination of (1) 
shows that x stays relatively constant with respect to r assuming that Ain , 
Agi ,, and w2 are bounded in all regions 5, [1]. Equation (2) may be 
rewritten as follows: 

(77. 4(t) 	 (5) 

where t(r) = z(.42. + to) and j(t) = f2(xo, I). The function f is a 
continuous piecewise-linear mapping from R r  into R'. The state space in 
R' is partitioned into regions where the function is affine, e.g., the ith 
region is defined as the set R, = < K x.ro + K,z s d,}. A 
degenerate case where K, = 0 results in the existence of only one region 
in R' so that is affine. The initial quasi-steady-state value, MO, of z(t) 
is a stable equilibrium point of (5). Note that the equilibrium point of the 
degenerate case is easily found. 

The equilibrium point(s) of (5) for the nondegenerate case can be found 
using solution techniques developed for piecewise-linear resistive net-
works. Many papers have been written on finding the solution x of the 
equation f(x) = y wheref is a continuous piecewise-linear function, e.g., 
[3].-[9]. Fujisawa and Kuh show in [4] that a continuous piecewise-linear 
function satisfies a Lipshitz condition. The following theorem from [4] 
gives sufficient conditions for the existence and uniqueness of the 
solution. 

Theorem 1: Let f be a continuous piecewise-linear mapping of into 
itself and let 4 denote the matrix composed of the first k rows and 
columns of the Jacobian matrix J1  in region R,. The mapping is a 
homeomorphism of R r  onto itself if, for each k = 1, 2, • • , r, the 
determinants of the k x k matrices 

.1 2,, • • 	J; 

do not vanish and have the same sign. 
This previous work is used in finding the equilibrium point(s) of system 

(5) by solving j(t) = 0. In this application, Ji = A 22  and each Al22  is 
assumed to be Hurwitz for stability purposes. The conditions of Theorem 
1 may be stringent and various other sufficient conditions for the existence 
and uniqueness of the solution are given in [9]- [11]. Also, [12] discusses 
nonunique solutions. 

A. Algorithm to Solve for Equilibrium Point 

The Katzenelson algorithm is widely used in solving for x in the 
equation 

f(x) =Y 	 (6) 

where f:Rr R r  is continuous and piecewise linear. The basic outline of 
this algorithm used in solving J(t) = 0 is given below. More details of 
the general method are given in [4]. Let WI = A 2140  + Vj, and 
denote the iteration number on z, and X by superscripts. 

0) Initialize by letting i = 1 and z is  = zo. 
1) Solve z = — 	IV), where region R., contains z 
2) If z lies in region R1 , then z, = z and stop. 
3) Otherwise, let Rk be the region containing z; 

If k > j, then d = d1  and then let j = j + 1 
If k < j, then d = d i .. 1  and then let j = j — 1. 

4) Solve X' = (K,z, + K„xo — d)/K,(z 13. — z). 
5) Solve z si + I  = 	— Xi(zis  — z). 
6) Let i = i + 1 and go to 1). 

0018 -9286/89/0100 -0087$.01.00 © 1989 IEEE 
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It is shown in [4] that if the piecewise-linear function is a homeomor-
phism (e.g., it satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1), then the algorithm 
will converge in a finite number of steps. 

B. Boundary Layer Approximation 

A fast model approximating the dynamics occurring in the boundary 
layer can be found once the equilibrium point of system (5) is known. The 
boundary layer solution is then given as 21(r) = P(r) – zs(fo). In this 
application, zs  must be found implicitly because f2 is not smooth. 
Therefore, the fast model approximating the boundary layer solution is 
given in terms of 2. In the ith region the fast model is given by 

di 
—= A' xo + A' 2+ w 1 	2(0)= zo dr 	21 	22 	2 

	

21.(r)= 2(r)– zs(lo) 	 (7 ) 

where the ith region is defined by the set R1  = {2:de _ 1  < Kxxo  + K=Y g 
d,}. 

For the purposes of this note, it is assumed that there exists exactly one 
equilibrium point which is asymptotically stable. Multiple stable equilib-
rium points may be handled by partitioning the state space into domains of 
attraction for the various equilibrium points and the analysis in this note 
holds for each domain of attraction. 

Asymptotic stability is assumed in this system although there is no 
known general method for determining asymptotic stability of piecewise-
linear systems. Depending on the specific system under consideration, a 
Lyapunov function may be found. Another possibility is to use standard 
SISO frequency domain techniques or hyperstability. For using hypersta-
bility notions, system (5) may be rewritten as 

= At+ Bu 
	

(8) 

where A is chosen to be stable, B is the identity I, and u is defined in the 
ith region to be u = Ail + A 1; 2.4 + w2 where AA = A u – A. If the 
nonlinearity in the feedback loop satisfies the Popov integral inequality, 
then the necessary and sufficient condition for asymptotic stability is that 
the transfer matrix (s/ – )- I must be strictly positive real [13]. 

The errors in this approximation, which are of order OW, are due to 
the substitution of x 0  for x in (7) and in the definition of the regions. 
Substituting x = xo + 0(u) in (7) and in Re  yields the system 

. 

	

TT = A '2 ,(xo + 0 (t4))+ A '22 2+ )02 	2(0) = zo 

R 1  ={i: d, _ + 	< K„x0 + 	s d; + O(µ)} 	 (9) 

where i represents the actual response. In the interior of any particular 
region, both the approximation and the actual model are linear. Previous 
results on singular perturbation theory in linear systems show that if i(r') 
= t(7') + 0(1), then Z(7") = 2(e) + 0(g) for r" > r' as long as 
both i and 2 stay within the region. The problems that may arise due to a 
boundary crossing are eliminated if the class of systems allowed is 
restricted to those in which the vector field intersects a boundary 
hyperplane at a large enough angle [i.e., *0(µ)]. 1  In these systems if 
either i or t crosses into another region, the other must also cross into that 
region. The resulting error in the approximation remains of order 0(1). 
These conditions are summarized in the following theorems. Note that the 
restriction placed on the class of systems is sufficient and not necessary 
for proving that the approximation error is of order OW. 

Theorem 2: Let the vector field near a boundary at d1  = K2i + Kxxo 
 + 0(u) in the space R' be given by 

f(2) = A'2 ,(x0 + 0(u))+ A'2.2 2+ 	 (10) 

Assume that f(i) does not vanish near the boundary. If f(t) does not 
intersect the boundary with an angle of order 0(µ), then the difference 
between the solutions of (7) and (9) is of order 004. 

A * 0(12) is used to mean H A 11/p. 	+ coaS A 	0. 

Proof: Assume i crosses the di  boundary at r' and t has not crossed 
yet. Prior to crossing i = i + 0(µ). The normal vector of the boundary 
hyperplane is given by n = KT/11K, II. Since f(z)•n * 0(u), then 

Kz (A '2 ,(xo  + OW) + A '222 + w2)* OW. 

It follows that 

KJAl21 x0 + A '22 2+ w'2)* 0(u). 	 (12) 

Define S and by 

= Kg– d ; 
	

(13) 

g= Kg– d; + 0(u) 
	

(14) 

where d; = d, – Kxxo. Assume .S, . > 0. For i to cross the boundary, 
dg / dr < 0 where dS/dr is given by expression (11). Correspondingly, 
a/dr < 0 where tig/dr is given by expression (12). At the boundary 
crossing, S(r') = 0 so that Kg – df = 0(u). It follows that S(r') = 
OW. Since d f/ dr t OW, then AS/Ar * OW. Hence, Ar = 0(Jz) 
since AS = S(r') = 0(µ). Therefore, if i crosses a boundary into a new 
region at r ' , then 1 must also cross into the same region at a time r" such 
that I. ' = r' + OW. 

It remains to be shown that the time difference of 0(g) in the boundary 
crossing has 0(g) effect on the solution. Let A = .4 122  and AA = A22 –
A where Rj  is the new region and let ro < r' be such that both ar o) and 
Z(ro) lie in region Re . Then the solution of (7) for 7 > r' is 

P(r) = 4)(r, ro )P(r0 ) + 	4'(r, a)(41.42+ Ai i xo + 	da 

r' 

+ 	4)(r, a)(A2 1 x0 + w'd da (15) 
'0 

where 4'(r, r') = exp [A (r – r')]. Since the integrands are bounded in 
both integrals and 7' — r' = 0(u), (15) is rewritten as 

(r) = 4, (r, ro )2(ro ) +4)(r, a)(AA2+ Ai i xo  + wid da 
•• 

+4,(r, a)(.4 1, 1x0 + w 12 ) da +0(µ). (16) 
,ci 

Similarly, the solution to (9) is found to match the form of equation (16) 
exactly. Hence, i(T) = i(r) + 0(µ). 	 ■ 

Theorem 3: Let the vector field near a boundary at di  = Kg + Kxxo 
in the space R' be given by 

f(t)=,4 121 x0 +A22f+14 2 . 	 (17) 

Assume that f (2) does not vanish near the boundary. If f(t) does not 
intersect the boundary with an angle of order OW, then the difference 
between the solutions of (7) and (9) is of order OW. 

Proof: The proof is very similar to that of Theorem 2. The gist of the 
proof is to show that if crosses the boundary prior to a crossing of t, then 
t must cross within a time of order 0(µ). The time delay in crossing 
affects the error in the approximation only by order 0(.4). 

Using the results of Theorems 2 and 3 it is seen that the errors in the 
approximation are of order OW. The restriction given in Section I that 
the regions of linearity be parallel is used in the proof of the theorems but 
is not a necessary condition. The difficulty is showing that if a solution 
crosses a boundary near an intersection of boundaries, then the 
approximation will remain within an error of OW. 

III. OUTER SOLUTION 

A reduced-order model for system (1) and (2) is developed below with 
approximation errors of order OW for the time outside of the boundary 
layer. Assuming that the fast subsystem given in (7) is asymptotically 
stable to its equilibrium point, the fast component of z is negligible outside 
of the boundary layer. Therefore, the variables of the reduced-order slow 
model are x and the quasi-steady-state value of z. Here, z s  is the 
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Fig. 1. Response of x, to initial condition for actual system (solid line) and 
approximated system. 
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equilibrium point of (7) when x0  is replaced with x. Hence, the quasi-
steady-state value of z is a continuous implicit function of x. (Continuity is 
shown below.) The value of 4 can be determined by using the 
Katzenelson algorithm (see Section II-A) with x substituted for xo. The 
algorithm is initialized with z si equal to the previous value of 4. Due to 
continuity, a small change in x results in a small change in 4. Hence, in 
time-integrating the system, generally only steps 0)-2) are used to find a 
new z, at each time-step. Continuity of z, as a function of x is shown in the 
proof of the following theorem. 

Theorem 4: Let f: R' R' be a continuous piecewise-linear mapping 
defined in the ith region by 

f(z)= A i2t x + A'2,z+ w12 . 	 (18) 

If f is a homeomorphism, then the equilibrium point z, of (18) is given by 
a continuous function of x. 

Proof: Since f is a homeomorphism, a unique solution for 4 exists 
for any x. Let x i  be given with resulting z, given by z,, i . Let Si  denote the 
region of (x 1 , z5,1) in RP". 

Suppose (x i , 4, 1 ) lies in the interior of region Si . Then 4, 1  can be 
written as 

z„, 1 = - (Aix) - '('4 2,x1+ w2). 	 (19) 

It is clear that z, is a continuous function of x at x, supposing that there 
exists a S > 0 such that (x, z,) lies in region 5, for all x such that II xi 
xli < 6. Defining M = K, - K= (Ain) -1Al2 , and ct; = dj 

 K,(Al22 ) -1 w 12  (for j = i - 1, i), a 6 is given by 

6=min HIM' (di -Mx 1 )11, ilW (Mx,- d 1. 1 )111 

where Mt = Mr(MMT) -1 . Therefore, z, is a continuous function of x 
for all x such that (x, 4) lies in the interior of a region. 

Suppose xl  is given so that (x 1 , 4,i) lies on a boundary, say d, = Kxx, 
+ K,z,,I. Choose x2 close to x l  resulting in 4 = 4,2. If (x2, 4,2) lies in 
region 5,, then the above analysis is applied and 4 is considered to be 
continuous from the closed halfspace in region S i. If (x2, 4.2 ) lies in 
region 5i4. 1 , then 

A consequence of the continuity of f is that 

-(A'22 ) -1 (Al2,x,+ w12 )+ (A ‘22+1 ) - ' (A '2; 1  x 1 + w12.1 )= O. 	(21) 

Adding (21) to (20), subtracting the result from (19) and taking the norm 
of both sides yields 

II Z5,1 	Zr,211 = IRA 12+2 1 ) - I A 21+1 1 (x2 X1)11 	IRA  12+2 1 ) -1 '412+1 1  II II x2 	II. 

Hence, 4 satisfies a Lipshitz condition in the open halfspace in region 
S1 +1 . Therefore, z, is continuous for x such that (x, z,) lies on a boundary 
hyperplane. Thus, z, is a continuous function of x. 	 ■ 

The reduced-order slow model of system (1) and (2) is given in the ith 
region of RP, 	_ < K,,x, + K,z, s 4}, as follows: 

A;,x,+ 	 x,(1 0 )=xo 	(22) 

where 4 is an implicit function of x, and is found using the Katzenelson 
algorithm. The actual variables, x and z, are approximated by x, and z, for 
t outside of the boundary layer, i.e., t > to + 6. 

The error in the approximation is due entirely to the fact that z = z, + 
0(.1). This error is analogous to the error of approximating x by x 0  in the 
boundary layer solution. Therefore, the effect of the error can be analyzed 
similarly as in Theorems 2 and 3 showing that the errors in the solution 
are of order OW. 

IV. EXAMPLE 

The techniques previously described for separating a piecewise-linear 
singularly perturbed system are demonstrated in the following example.  

c, kr, 

The model represents a linear system with a saturation nonlinearity in the 
feedback loop. Such types of models exist in both flight controls and in 
electrical circuits. The system is given by 

X=A ux+A l2z-B i u 	 (23) 

iii=A2i x+A 22z-B 2 u 	 (24) 

-1, 	if K„x+ K,z< - 1 

u= K,x+ K,z, 	if 	s 

1, 	 if K„x+Kz z>1 

where A = 0.1. The parameter matrices are given as follows: 

A21= 
0 -0.524

0 	An = 	 B2 =- ] 	[ -0.465 0.262] 	[01 
0  

K,= [1 0.861] K: = [1.220 0.310]. 

The initial conditions are given as x(0) = z(0) = [2. 3.] T . 
This substitution of u into (23) and (24) yields a piecewise-linear 

model, with three regions: S i  = {(x, z):K xx + K,z < - 1}, S2 = {(x, 
Z):11Cxx + K,z1 s 1}, and S3 = {(x, z):K xx + K,z > 1}. The initial 
condition is in S3. 

The reduced-order models given in the form of (7) and (22) are used in 
finding the time response. Comparisons between these results and those 
obtained by time-integrating the full order model are shown in Figs. 1-4. 
Note that the approximation matches the actual response very closely, 
i.e., within an error of order OW. The computation time for the 
approximation was roughly one-third of that for the actual system. 
Furthermore, as the value of z decreases, the approximation becomes 
more accurate and the relative computation time decreases due to the 
numerical stiffness in the actual system. 

V. SUMMARY 

A singular perturbation technique is developed in this note which 
allows for a decoupling of a continuous piecewise-linear system into slow 
and fast subsystems. Under the assumption of asymptotic stability, the fast 
variable is found to decay in the boundary layer to its quasi-steady-state 
solution. This quasi-steady-state solution is given by a continuous implicit 
function of the slow variable. The solution is found using the finite step 
algorithm given in the note. Sufficient conditions for the approximation to 
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Fig. 2. Response of x2 to initial condition for actual system (solid line) and 
approximated system. 
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Fig. 3. Response of z1 to initial condition for actual system (solid line) and 
approximated system. 
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Fig. 4. Response of 4 to initial condition for actual system (solid line) and 
approximated system. 

be accurate to an order of 0(µ) are given. The technique developed is 
successfully illustrated via a numerical example. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper continues the analysis of singularly 
perturbed piecewise-linear systems. It provides a 
less restrictive sufficient condition for the 
validity of the singular perturbation analysis of 
such systems. The paper also considers the 
additional time-scale separation analysis required 
by the existence of sliding modes. Finally, the 
effect of random inputs on such systems is exam-
ined. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This paper addresses problems in piecewise-
linear systems which are singularly perturbed. 
Such systems are found in many applications 
including electrical circuits and flight controls. 
The piecewise-linearity may be due to nonlinear 
elements such as saturation or may result from a 
linearization about various operating points of a 
nonlinear plant. Singular perturbation theory is 
used to separate the system into reduced-order 
models, one containing the slow dynamics and one 
containing the fast dynamics. Standard singular 
perturbation techniques, however, are limited to 
systems which are smooth [1,2]. Recently, singular 
perturbation theory has been extended to certain 
types of piecewise-linear systems, i.e., those with 
continuous dynamics [3] and those with a scalar 
quantized control [4]. 	This paper extends these 
earlier results. 	These earlier papers [3,4] 
provided reduced-order models for the slow and fast 
dynamics and theorems showing that these models 
approximate the actual system within an appropri-
ately small error. The theorems were based on 
geometric ideas and were restrictive in their 
applicability. The results are extended to include 
the occurrence of a sliding mode in the quantized 
control case. A new nongeometric criterion is 
introduced for using singular perturbation in the 
continuous piecewise-linear case. This criterion 
is easy to use and the proof is straightforward. 
Finally, the effect of random inputs is also 
considered. 

The remainder of the paper is outlined as 
follows. Section 2 contains background information 
summarizing the results of [3] and [4] and provid-
ing physical insight into the restrictions required 
for using these results. theorems. Section 3 
discusses the effect of a sliding mode occurring in 
the quantized control case. Section 4 contains a 
new criterion for applying singular perturbation 
theory. The random input analysis is contained in 
Section 5.  

2. BACKGROUND MATERIAL 

The two types of system analyzed in [3,4] are 
those which are continuous and those which are the 
result of a quantized control. Both types of 
systems may be expressed in the following form. 

	

= f i (x,z), x(t 0 )=x 0 
	 (1) 

	

ui = f 2 (x,z), z(t 0 )=z 0 	 (2) 

where p is a small positive parameter and f l  and f 2 
 are piecewise-linear functions mapping from Rfl+m to 

Rn and Rm, respectively. The functions are affine 
in specific regions of the state space (10 14m) where 
a region is typically defined as an intersection of 
halfspaces. The it region is defined by the set 
Si={(x,z):di..1 ,<K00-K 2 zSd.}where K 1  and K 2  are row 
vectors. 

The systems with continuous dynamics as 
analyzed in [3] are those where the piecewise-
linear functions, f l  and f 2 , are continuous. Such 
systems may be represented in the ith region by the 
following "linear" system: 

x = Aii ix 	Al2 1i 	wli 	 (3) 

Pi ' A21 1X A22 1i  w2i (4) 

The fast model yielding the boundary layer solution 
is found by introducing an expanded time-scale 
x=(t-t o )/p. Equations (1) and (2) are expressed in 
the t-time as 

di 
dt 

= ufl(i,i), i(0)= x o  

di 
fz(i , i) ,  i(0)= z o  

	

where i(T)=z(p-c+t o ) 	and 	i(T)=x(p-c+t o ). 	The 
variable i is found to remain constant with respect 
to t, so i(t)2x 0 . Equation (6) is then approxi-
mated as follows: 

f(2), 	i(0)=z 0 	 (7) dt 

	

where f(i)=f 2 (x 0 ,i). 	The function f is a contin- 
uous piecewise-linear mapping from Rm into Rm. The 
state space in Rm is partitioned into regions where 
the function is affine; e.g., the it h  region is 
defined by the set Ri={z: di.I<K ixo+K 2 z5di}. The 
equilibrium point for (7) (i.e., the initial quasi-
steady-state solution, zs(t 0 )) is found using the 
Katzenelson algorithm [31. The approximation for 
the boundary layer solution, given by i-z s (t o ), is 
found implicitly from the fast model defined in the 
ith region of Rm as follows: 

(5) 

(6)  

1  This work is supported by the U.S. Air Force under contract AFOSR-87-0308. 
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di 
(17 = A22 ixo 	A22 1i 	w2 i 
	

(8 ) 

The reduced-order slow model of (3)-(4) for t 
outside of the boundary layer is given in the ith 
region of Rn, {xs : d i _1<K I xs+K 2 zs5d 1 ), as follows: 

*s ' Ala ixs 	Ala izs+ wa i . 	Is(to) -x° 	(9) 

where z s  is a continuous implicit function of x and 
is found using the Katzenelson algorithm. 

Reduced-order models for systems with scalar 
quantized control input are developed in [4]. It 
was found that, without loss of generality, only 
those systems need to be considered which satisfy 
(1) and (2) with 

f 1 (x,z) = A o x + Bou 

f 2 (x,z) ■ A2 z + B2 u 

u ■ Q(-K l x -K 2 z) 

The quantizer function is defined as Q(-K 1 x-K 2 z)=c i 
 for (x,z) in the ith region. It is required that 

ci<ci+1, d 0=-=, dfl.1.1=+.. and that A2 be invertible. 

A fast model for this system approximating the 
actual solution in the boundary layer was developed 
in a manner similar to that for the continuous 
dynamics case described above. Using notation 
introduced previously, the fast model is given 
below. 

di 
(71-T 

=A2 i + B2u; i(0)=z 0 	 (12) 

u = Q("K1lco-K22) 

The boundary layer solution is given as i(t)-z s , 
where z c  is the equilibrium point of (12). Define 
z i=-A 2 -TB 2 c i . Then z s  can be written as a mapping 
of K i x ° , z s=f(K 1 x 0 ), where f(C) is as follows. 

i) f(0 = -A2 -1 B2u, if K2..0 where u..40( - E). 

ii) f(E) = zi, if K 2 s0 

and di5-K 2 zi-E<di+1 for some i, 	 (13) 

iii) f(C) = (C+d i+i)m, if K 2 s0 and 

< E 5 -di.14 -1E 2 zi for some i 

where m = (zi.1.1 -zi)/[K2 (zi -zi.1.1)]. 

If there is no feedback from the fast variable, 
then case i) holds. Case ii) corresponds to an 
equilibrium point z i  lying inside its own region, 
i.e. (x 0 ,zi)cSi. Case iii) corresponds to an 
equilibrium point lying on one of the boundaries 
between regions. For case iii), the resulting 
control switches rapidly between two values to 
maintain the equilibrium. It was shown in [4] that 
f is single-valued if K 2A2 -1B2 <0; therefore, this 
assumption will be made in this paper. Note that f 
is a continuous function. 

The quantized system given by (1) - (2) and (10)-
(11) is approximated outside of the boundary layer 
by the solution to the following slow model: 

is  ■ Apes  + Bou; xs(t0 )07 0 	 (14) 

u ■ Q(-Klms-K2 zs); 	zs  ■ f(Klxs )  

By the definition of f, it is seen that case iii) 
applies for (xs ,zs ) lying on a boundary hyperplane 
and case ii) applies otherwise. 

The approximation errors for the reduced-order 
models (8), (9), (12) and (14) are shown under 
certain restrictions to be of order 0(p). In the 
fast model of (8), the error is due to the substi-
tution of x o  for x. The actual solution, i, is 
given by the system described in region R i  as 

di 
TUT 	Aal i (x0+0(0) + Aaa ii wai 	(15) 

R i  = (E: di-1+0(p) < K 1 x o +K 2 2 5 di+O(P)}. 

The following theorems from [3] prove that the 
approximation errors are of order 0(u). 

f (
E) = A21 1 (x0+0(0) + A 22 1i + w 2 i 

Assume the f(i) does not vanish near the boundary. 
If f(i) intersects the boundary with an angle of 
order 0(p ° ), then the difference between the 
solutions of (8) and (15) is of order 0(p). 

Theorem 2: 	Let the vector field near a 
boundary at d i=K 2 i+K 1 x, in the space Rm  be given by 

f(2) = Aaa ixo 	A2212 	w2i 

Assume that f(i) does not vanish near the boundary. 
If f(E) intersects the boundary with an angle of 
order 0(e), then the difference between the 
solutions of (8) and (15) is of order 0(p). 

The gist of the proofs of these theorems is 
that if the solutions of (8) and (15) both exist a 
particular region of the state space, then the 
error between them is of order 0(p) due to the 
linearity. The problems that may arise at a 
boundary crossing are eliminated due to the 
restriction on the vector field. Thus, if one 
solution crosses into another region, the other 
solution must also cross into that region within a 
time delay of 0(p). The resulting error remains of 
order 0(p). 

Theorems 1 and 2 may be directly applied to the 
quantized control system to show that the error in 
the fast model (12) is also of order 0(u) since 
continuity is not required in the proofs. The 
approximation errors in both slow models (9) and 
(14) are due to the fact that z■zs+O(u). This 
error is analogous to the error introduced into the 
boundary layer solutions; therefore, Theorems 1 and 
2 are applicable. The main consideration for using 
the slow models is that the boundary layer solution 
most be stable so it is negligible outside of the 
boundary layer. A further consideration is that z s 

 most vary slowly with xs  so that the fast dynamics 
are not excited. This was shown for both models 
separately in [3] and [4]. 

The restriction in the hypothesis of Theorems 1 
and 2 concerning the angle of intersection is hard 
to satisfy in many cases. For example, the angle 
of intersection described in Theorem 2 is found 
from the inner product of f(i) and the normal to 
the surface, n■K2T/11C 2 1. Hence. it is required 
that 

(10) Theorem 1: 	Let the vector field near a 

(11) boundary at d i=K 2 E+K l x 0+0(p) in the space Rm  be 
given by 
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K2(A21 1X° + A2 	ii2 i ) = O(N ° ) 	(16) 

near the boundaries. 	Note that the' boundary 
hyperplanes are parallel; all are given as trans-
lates of the null space of K2 in Rm. 

We now define a new variable y by 

Y 	(A22i)-1(A21ixo 	w21). 

Then the condition in (16) becomes 

K2A221Y - O(µ° ). 

along the boundaries defined by 

Key 	di'; di' 	di+Y-2(A22 i ) -1 (A21 ixo+1#2 1 ) 	Kixo 

If K 2*0, and since A22 1  has full , rank, the condi-
tion will fail only in the 0(u) neighborhood about 
the intersection of the null space of K2A22 i  and 
the boundary. Note that this intersection is an 
m-2 dimensional manifold on which the vector field 
is exactly tangent to the boundary. (If A 2 2 i  does 
not rotate the domain space, e.g. if A 22 1e-I, then 
there is no intersection.) 

Hence, the use of Theorems 1 and 2 in showing 
that a particular system approximation is valid, 
almost requires knowing the solution beforehand. 
Unless A22 has special properties mentioned above, 
there exists at least one point of tangency on 
every boundary. If the vector field is continuous, 
then there exists only one point of tangency. If 
the vector field is discontinuous at the boundary, 
then there are two distinct points of tangency, one 
for each side of the boundary. The points in the 
space where the condition of the theorems fails 
form a set of measure OW in the space. Whether 
the solution of the system is in this set depends 
on the initial conditions. However, note that this 
condition is sufficient but not necessary for the 
approximation error of the reduced-order models to 
be of order 0(u) 

3. SLIDING MODE EQUATIONS 

The previous results on singular perturbation 
of systems with quantized control do not account 
for the possibility of a sliding mode to exist on a 
switching boundary. Sliding modes may occur in any 
system in which the dynamical equations are 
discontinuous. Much research can be found on this 
topic under the more general title of variable 
structure systems, see for example [5]. The term 
"sliding mode" characterizes the behavior of a 
system when the vector fields on both sides of a 
switching boundary point towards the boundary. A 
representative point is directed towards the 
boundary from both sides and, therefore, is forced 
to move (or slide) along the boundary. Because the 
system is constrained to lie on a surface with 
smaller dimension than the space, a reduced-order 
system may be obtained. Often, the resulting 
reduced-order model has many properties such as 
robustness and invariance to disturbance which 
makes it attractive to control system designers 
[5]. 

In a physical system with discontinuous 
control, a representative point does not actually 
travel along the switching curve, rather, it 
"chatters" along the curve. The chatter is caused 
because an actuator cannot switch instantaneously. 

It may switch with a time-lag or may act as a 
first-order filter so that a representative point 
actually crosses the switching boundary into the 
other side before the control switches to direct it 
back again. In systems which are linear with 
respect to the control, the limiting behavior of 
chattering as the time-lag goes to zero is the 
sliding mode where the switching frequency goes to 
infinity [5]. For the purposes of this paper, the 
time-lag for switching is assumed to be of order 
0(c) where c<<u. In this way, the actuator 
dynamics are much faster than the fast system 
dynamics. (If this was not the case, then the 
original model (1)-(2) would be inadequate.) Thus, 
the system displays three time-scales, two of which 
(t and -c) are of interest. Therefore, setting ce0 
yields the ideal sliding mode equations. 

The previous theorems proving the that the slow 
and fast models approximate the actual singularly 
perturbed system with quantized control are not 
applicable when sliding occurs. These proofs 
relied on the time delay between boundary crossings 
of the actual solution and of the approximated 
solution to be of order OW. Each solution then 
spent a nonzero length of time in a particular 
region where the linearity properties kept the 
approximation error to be of order OW. When 
sliding occurs, the consecutive time spent in any 
one region is zero and the number of boundary 
crossings in any finite time interval is infinite. 
Therefore, the phenomenon of sliding must be 
handled separately. 

The proof of the following theorem shows that 
if sliding occurs in the fast time-scale, then the 
approximation error remains of order 0(u). The 
case of sliding in the normal time-scale will 
follow as a consequence of this. 

Theorem 3: 	Given the system in (5)-(6),(10)- 
(11) and the approximation in (12) where the vector 
fields on each side of a switching boundary 
intersect the boundary with an angle of 0(p ° ), if 

either of the systems is sliding along the boundary 

and if K 2 5 2  is invertible then the approximation 
error, i(t)-i(t), is of order 0(u), 

Proof: 	It is clear from the proofs of Theorem 
1 and 2 that if either the approximation or the 
actual system is sliding then the other system must 
also be sliding. Hence, it suffices to show that 
the solutions of the sliding modes of the two 
systems differ by 0(u). The method of equivalent 
control [5] will be used to find the sliding modes 
of the systems. Let the sliding surface for the 
approximation be given by seK 1 x 0 +K 2 i-d ie0. If the 
system is sliding, then ds/ds e O. 

ds 	di 
dc e 

K2a; 	0 	 (17) 

The substitution of (12) into (17) yields 

K 2 (A2 i + B2ueq )  

where the equivalent control, ueq , can be solved as 

ueq ,-(K2B2)-1K2A22 (1 8) 

We now substitute ueq  for. u in (12) to obtain the 
sliding mode equations: 
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Ai . 0  
(19) dm 

di 
TT- = (A2  - B 2 (K 2 B 2 )

-1
K2A 2 )i 	(20) 

with the constraint that K I x o+K 2 i-d i=0. 

The sliding mode of the actual system sliding 
on the surface s=K 2i+K 2 i may be similarly obtained 
using -(5)-(6) and (10)-(11). The equivalent 
control is found to be 

ueq  = -(K 2B 2  + uK 28 0 )
-1 

 (K 2A 2 i + uK 2A,i). 

The substitution of ueq  for u in (10) and (11) 
yields the sliding mode equations: 

di 
3T = p(A0  - im o (K,B 2 +$11(03 0 ) -1K 1Adi 

- 0.(c 2B 2+a1B 0 ) -1 K 2A0i 

di 
di 

-02 (( 2 11 2+a 1B0 ) -1K IA 0 i 

+ (A 2  - 8 2 (K 282+0( 2 80 ) -1 K 2A 2 )i 

with the constraint that K 1i+K 2 i-d1=0. Note that 
(21) and (22) along with its constraint are regular 
perturbations of the sliding mode equations for the 
approximate system (19) and (20) with its con-
straint. Hence, the error between the solutions is 
of order OW. 

A sliding mode naturally occurs in the normal 
time-scale every time a boundary hyperplane is 
crossed. Prior to a boundary crossing in the t-
time, the slow model has errors of order 0(p), and 
the quasi-steady-state solution, z s , is given by 
case ii) of the definition of f in (13). When the 
solutions xs  and zs  hit the boundary, the condi-
tions for using case iii) are satisfied to find z s . 
As mentioned in Section 2, the control begins 
switching rapidly to maintain that value of z s . In 
essence, the system satisfies the requirements for 
sliding in the t-time but has reached the quasi-
steady-state solution of zs . This can be verified 
by noting that the value of z s  given in case iii) 
is an equilibrium point of the sliding mode 
equation in the fast time (20). Note that since 
the boundary layer solution was negligible prior to 
sliding and the switching occurs very quickly (on 
order of 0(c)), the boundary layer solution remains 
of order OW. Since z s  is continuous with respect 
to x5 , the conditions of case iii) in (13) are 
satisfied for a nonzero length of time in the t-
time. Hence, the system must slide in the normal 
time-scale. 

The sliding mode in the t-time is found from 
the quasi-steady-state equivalent control of the 
fast system. • Replace i with zs  in (18) and 
substitute ueq in (18) for u in (14) to yield 

' is  = ACXs 	BO (I2 ."
R  2/
Cr 

...2^A 
 
2 ER 	 (23) 

Since the solutions lie on a boundary, s s  as 
defined in case iii) of (13) may be substituted 
into (23). The resulting equation is the sliding 
mode in the normal time-scale, 

• B oKixs  + Bo i+1 is  ■ Aoxs  + 	 d 	 (24) 
KoA2 -1 11 2  

valid on the K 1xs+K2zedi+1 surface. 

4. APPROXIMATION ACCURACY 

Theorems 1 and 2 are restrictive in their 
application due to the requirement that the vector 
field cannot cross a boundary tangentially. The 
following theorem for continuous systems provides a 
condition for the accuracy of the approximation 
that is easier to use and removes the above 
restriction. First, the system is reformulated and 
two preliminary results are given. 

Let (3) and (4) be written as 

	

= A11x + A 22 z + g 1 (x,z) 
	

(25) 

	

PI = A21 x + A22z + g 2 (x,z) 
	

(26) 

g1(x , z) ■ (A„ i 	A21 ° )x + (A 2 2 1  - A22 ° )z + w l i  

= (A 2 1 1  - A22 ° )x + (A22 1 	A22 ° )Z 	W2 1  g 2 (x,z) 

Lemma 1: If A22 in equation (26) is stable, 
then there exists real positive numbers K and a 
such that leA22tI Ke-at. For proof, see [6]. 

Lemma 2: If a function, g 2 (x,z), is piecewise-
linear, then it satisfies a Lipshitz condition, 
i.e., there exists a positive real number k such 
that 

Ig2(x,z) -g2(i,i)1 5 kl [;1 - [I] I 

For proof, see [7]. 
We now state the main result: 

Theorem 4: 	For a continuous piecewise-linear 
singularly perturbed system, the error in the 
approximation given by the fast model (8) is of 
order OW if k,K and a as defined above satisfy 
kK5o. 

Proof: The actual system is given in the fast 
time-scale, m=(t-t o )/u, by 

dx 
dt 

= pA ilx + gA 22 z + pg 2 (x,z) 

dz 
dm = A21x + A 22 z + g 2 (x,z) 

(For simplicity of notation, i is denoted as z and 
i as x.) The fast model approximation can be 
similarly given by 

di 
at =  
di 
71T 	A22i A22i 22 ( iPi )  

Let •l (x) ■ x(t)-i(t) and ♦ o (t) ■ g(t)-i(t), then 
the following differential equation can be written 

fae l /dtl . r .. li4i1 
002/(11j 	IA21 A2 	4: 	L g2 lx,z) - 2 2 (i,i) J 

The following solutions are obtained. 

• l (% ) = • 2 (0) + p r(A22x(s)+1,,,z(s )+2, (x,z))ds 

(22) 

where Al2=A ° A 21 , — 12=A l2 °, A21=A 21 °,  A22'A22° (the 
parameter matrices in the i=0 region), and g 1 (x,z), 

(21) 	g2 (x,z) are piecewise-linear functions defined in 
region i as 
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Oz(I) 	"A22
-1 (i_eA22I)A2101 (0) 	,A22 192 (0) 

11 	(I-eA22 )A21  (AllX(S)+AI2Z(S)+111(71.2))dS .  fI A22
-1 

- 
0 

ft .A22(t-s), ‘82‘XPZ , 	82(i,i))ds. J 

It is given that 0 2 (0) and 0 2 (0) are of order 0(u). 
For finite t and bounded parameters, 0 1 (0=0 1 (0)+ 
0(0=0(o). 	Similarly, the first integral in the 
second expression is 0(u). 	Using Lemma 1) from 
above, it can be shown that 

10 2 (01 5 Ke-"IO2(0)1 + 

e-°(I-s) 1112(x,0 -82(1,i)Ids + 0(u). 

From Lemma 2) and the fact that 

5 101 1 + 100 2 1, 

the following expression can be obtained: 

ea5 102(01 5 KIO2 (0)1 + kKreas [1011+1021]ds + 0(u) 

This is reduced using the results from [6] to 

e
CT

10 2 (01 5 [KIO 2 (0)1 + 0(11)]e"%  , 

which finally yields 

10 2 (01 5 K10 2 (0)le
-(a-kK)x  + 0(u). 

Hence, if kK5a, then 102 (01 is of order 0(u). 

The application of this theorem requires 
obtaining values for k, K and a. Results from [7] 
can be used to find a minimum value for k. 

k = maxiA21 1-A21, A22 i-A22 1  
i 

where IA1 is the maximum singular value of A. The 
following three methods may be used to find values 
for K and a given leAi l 5 Kea .' where A is stable. 

1) If A is diagonalizable to A such that A=M -1AM, 
then 

dx = f 1 (x,z)dt + g 1dW, 	x(t 0 )=x 0 	 (27) 

udz = f 21 (x)dt + f 22 (x)zdt + Vrig 2 dW, z(t 0 )=z 0  (28) 

where: x and z are scalar variables; W represents a 
Wiener process with variance parameter Q; g 1  and g 2 

 are constants; and f1 , f21  and f 22  are continuous 
and piecewise-linear. As in the deterministic 
case, the state space is partitioned into regions 
where the functions are affine. Note that the 
noise input to the second equation is scaled to 
preserve the well-posedness of the fast time 
problem. See [10] for a discussion of this problem 
in linear singularly perturbed systems. 

The behavior of the system in the t time-scale 
is evaluated by expressing (27) and (28) as 

di = of 1 (i,i)d% + VTig i dW, 	i(0)=x 0 	(29) 

di = f 21 (i)d1 + f 22 (i)idx + g 2 dW, 	i(0)=z 0  (30) 

where W is now defined as a Wiener process in the 
t-time. It is shown below that this system may be 
approximated by a reduced-order (fast) model of the 
following form: 

di = f 21 (x o )dT + f 22 (xdidt + g 2dW, i(0)=x 0  (31) 

Note that this system is completely linear. 

The analysis of the fast system focuses on the 
propagations of the conditional joint probability 
density function and its corresponding character-
istic function. Define the conditional joint 
probability density function as p(x,z,%Ix o ,z 0 ,0) 
and the characteristic function as 

0(w,v,Tlx„z o ,0) = 	ej(wx+vz)p(x,z,,Ixo ,z„O)dxdz 

- 
where 

p(x,z,t1x 0 ,z 0 ,0) = 

e
- j (wx+vz)

0(w,v,x1x„zo,0)dwdv 

Because the system is piecewise-smooth, a Fokker- 
Plank equation which holds almost everywhere may be 
derived to obtain the conditional density function. 

le
AT

I 5 IM
-1

11Mlle
AT 

5 IM
-1 
 IlMle

-at  

where -a is the largest real part of any eigenvalue 
and K=IM- llimi. 

= - 8[(f21(x)+f22(x)z)p] + 

iZ2 2Q az 2  P + 0(u ) a.e. 	(32) 

2) Reference [8] shows how to obtain the following 
values. 
Let 0(A) = max Xj(A+A , where Ai is an eigenvalue 

j 	2 
then 4g=-1(A) and K=1. 

3) Let B=TAT -1 , then K=ITIIT-1 1 and cm-0(B) [9]. 

Thus, Theorem 4 may be applied without prior 
knowledge of the solution. 

5. RANDOM INPUTS 

The effect of a random input- on the singularly 
perturbed continuous piecewise-linear model is now 
considered. The stochastic model may be repre-
sented by the following form.  

where p=p(x,z,T1x 0 ,z 0 ,0). 	The propagation of the 
characteristic function is derived from (32) as 

II  at 
- II e j(wx+vz) 8

z 	21 	22 [(f (x)+f (x)z)p]dxdz 

— pdxdz + 0(u) 
1122Q  11 

ej(wx+vz) a 2  (33) 
az 2  

It is shown below that a solution to this equation 
is 

0(w,v,Tko.x0,0)=eiwx4(v,six o ,z0,0) + 0(u) 	(34) 

or, equivalently, 
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p(x,z,r1x 0 ,z 0 ,0)=6(x - x 0 )P(z,m1x,,z 0 ,0) + 00) 

where P(z,mix„z 0 ,0) is the conditional probability 
density 	function 	of 	the 	fast 	model 	(31) 	and 
$(v,xlx„z 0 ,0) is 	its corresponding characteristic 

[2] Levin, J.J., 	"The Asymptotic 	Behavior of the 
Stable Initial Manifolds 	of 	a 	System 	of 
Nonlinear Differential 	Equations," Trans. Am. 
Math. Soc.. vol. 	85, pp. 	357-368, 	1957. 

function. [3] Heck, B.S. and A.M. Haddad, "Singular 
Perturbation in 	Piecewise-Linear Systems," to 

The Fokker-Planck equation 	for 	the 	fast model appear in the IEEE Trans. Auto. Control. 
(31) 	is 

[4] Heck, 	B.S. 	and 	A.B. 	Haddad, 	"On Quantized 

8 -  - 	a 
—2  = - ---[(f 	(x )+f 	(x 	+ 
at 	az 	21 	0 	22 	0 	. 

Control 	of 	Linear 	Singularly 	Perturbed 
Systems," to appear in Automatica. 

(35) 
1  
182 2,4z2 	P 	a.e. [5] Utkin, V.I., 	"Variable Structure Systems with 

where 	P = 	i(z,Tix o ,z 0 ,0). 	An 	equation 	for 
Sliding 	Modes," 	IEEE 	Trans. 	Auto. 	Control, 
vol. AC-22, pp. 212-222. April 1977. 

e(v,x1x 0 ,z 0 ,0) is obtained from (35) as 
[6] Coddington, 	E.A. 	and 	N. Levinson, Theory of 

Ordinary 	Differential 	Equations, 	Robert 	E. 
36 
-57c- 	= jvz e 	3 3-z-[(f21(x0)+f22(x0)z)Pldz Krieger Publishing 	Co., Malabar, FL, pp. 	315, 

1985. 

[7] Fujisawa, T. and 	E.S. 	Kuh, "Piecewise-Linear 
1 2 	 p dxdz 	 (36) 
2  ' 	.

42, 
 _ 	az 
rejvz 212 - Theory - of 	Nonlinear Networks," 	SIAM J. Appl. 

Math., vol. 22, pp. 307-328, March 1972. 

The 	substitution 	of 	(34) 	into 	(33) 	yields 	an [8] Doeser, 	C.M. 	and 	M. 	Vidyasagar, 	Feedback 
Systems: 	Input-Output 	Properties, 	Academic equation which 	is a 	regular perturbation of (36), 

thus proving (31). 	Hence, the fast model (31) is a Press, 	NY, 	1975. 
valid approximation of the original system in the 
time-scale. [9] Ezzine, 	J., 	"Parameter-Perturbations 	in 

Suppose that 	the system 	is stable 	so that it 
reaches 	a 	steady-state 	in 	T. 	The steady-state 

Digital 	Control 	Systems," 	Master's 	Thesis, 
University of Alabama in Huntsville, 1985. 

probability density function i s (zix o ) 	can be found [10] Khalil, 	H.K., 	A.H. 	Haddad 	and 	G.L. 

from (35) to satisfy Blankenship, "Parameter Scaling and Well- 
Posedness 	of 	Stochastic Singularly Perturbed 

(f 21 (x , )+f 22 (x0)z)is  = 112 2 Q IT is a.e. (37) 
Control Systems," 	Proc. 12th Asilomar Conf.  
on Circuits, Systems and Computers,  Pacific 
Grove, CA, Nov. 1978. 

Due to linearity, if the input is Gaussian, P s  is 
conditionally Gaussian. This steady-state model 
may be used to develop a reduced-order slow model 
valid in the normal time-scale. 

6. SUMMARY 

Previous results on the singular perturbation 
of piecewise-linear systems are extended in this 
paper. Sliding mode equations are developed in 
both the normal time- and the fast time-scales for 
the case of the quantized control. It is found 
that the occurrence of a sliding mode does not 
affect the validity of the time-scale separation 
procedure given in an earlier paper. A new, 
nongeometric theorem is given to prove that the 
approximations developed previously for the 
continuous dynamics case are accurate to within an 
error of order 0(w). This theorem is easy to apply 
and is less restrictive in its assumptions. 
However, because all the theorems provide suffi-
cient but not necessary conditions, none supercedes 
the others. Finally, the effect of a random input 
on a particular continuous piecevise-linear system 
is analyzed. A reduced-order model approximating 
the system in the boundary layer is developed. 
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ABSTRACT 

The effect of random inputs on a continuous piecewise-linear 
singularly perturbed system is investigated in this paper. 
Reduced-order models are developed for a second-order system (one 
fast and one slow variable) which has a random input. It is shown 
that the solutions of the reduced-order models approximate the 
actual solutiyn with differences in probability density functions 
of order 0(_1 2 ) (in a distributional sense). For the special case 
of a system which is linear in the fast variable, it is shown that 
the mean-squared error between the approximate and actual 
solutions in the fast time scale is of order 0(u). An outline is 
provided for the extension of the results to the vector variable 
case. 

1. INTRODUCTION  

A system inherently possessing both fast and slow dynamics 

can often be simplified by using singular perturbation theory to 

separate the system into reduced-order models, one containing the 

fast dynamics and one containing the slow dynamics. The standard 

theory, however, is restricted to systems with smooth dynamics [1-

3]. Recently, this theory has been extended for deterministic 

systems to piecewise-linear systems [4,5]. Piecewise-linear 



singularly perturbed systems appear in many applications including 

flight controls and electrical circuits. The piecewise-linearity 

may occur from a piecewise-linear element such as a saturation or 

dead zone or may occur as a result of a piecewise-linear 

approximation of a nonlinear system. It is desireable to extend 

singular perturbation theory to piecewise-linear systems with 

random inputs. 

Reduced-order models for linear singularly perturbed systems 

with Gaussian random input have been developed in [6,7] for 

filtering, smoothing and control purposes. The filtering problem 

for smooth singularly perturbed nonlinear systems with wide-sense 

stationary random input is discussed in [8]. Reduced-order 

filters are designed for the smooth nonlinear system corresponding 

to the fast and slow dynamics. This paper extends the previous 

work on singular perturbation theory in piecewise-linear systems 

to the case of random inputs for possible use in filtering, 

smoothing and stochastic control. An example of this application 

is a singularly perturbed piecewise-linear flight control system 

which has random wind disturbances. 

1.1 Problem Formulation  

The system investigated in this paper is continuous and 

piecewise-linear with a random input. Since the resulting system 

is nonlinear, the model is written in terms of coupled It 

differential equations: 

dx = fi(x,z)dt + g1dW 	 (1) 

pdz = f2(x,z)dt + 4;g2dW 	 (2) 

where: x and z are scalar variables; W represents a Wiener process 

with variance parameter Q; gl and g2 are constants; fl and f2 are 

continuous and piecewise-linear functions. As in the 

deterministic case studied in [4], the state space is partitioned 

into regions where the functions are affine. Let the system be 



defined in the ith region as follows: 

dx = Allixdt + Al2 1zdt + g1dW 	 (3) 

pdz = Allixdt + A22 1zdt + 1;g2dW 	 (4) 

The superscripts simply denote the region number. For simplicity, 

the regions are restricted to be nonoverlapping, nonempty and 

parallel. By parallel, it is meant that the boundaries of the 

regions are parallel hyperplanes. 

The random input to the fast subsystem is assumed to be 

scaled by 4r17 so that the well-posedness of the problem is 

preserved. It has been shown by Khalil et. al. [9] that the well-

posedness is questionable unless the white noise input to the fast 

variable is scaled by a factor of order 0(pa) where 0<a ^ 2 or wide-

band noise is used instead. The problem occurs with unscaled 

white noise because as p->0 the bandwidth of the fast subsystem 

approaches infinitity, so that the fast variable acts like white 

noise in the normal time-scale. This is valid as an input to the 

slow model but not as a dynamic process itself. Scaled random 

inputs, however, do not exhibit this problem. 

The outline of the paper is given as follows. 	In Section 2, 

the behavior of the system in the fast time scale is discussed. 

Also, a reduced-order model is developed which is valid in the 

fast-time scale. Similarly, a reduced-order model is developed in 

Section 3 to approximate the slow dynamics of the system with 

respect to the normal time-scale. The extension of the second-

order analysis to higher order systems is outlined in Section 4. 

Concluding remarks are included in Section 5. 

2. FAST SUBSYSTEM  

The behavior of the system in the fast time-scale is 

investigated below. At each sample time, t i , of the normal time 

scale, the fast subsystem may be evaluated. Define the expanded 

time variable by T=(t-t i )/p and restrict the samples so that 



4+1 -4 is large relative to p. The original system in (1)-(2) is 

reformulated in terms of T as follows 

_ - 
dR = pfl(i,i)dt + VpgidW; 	i(0) = x o 	 (5) 

di = f2(1,i)dt + g 2dW; 	i(0) = z o 	 (6) 

where W is now defined as a Wiener process in the t time-scale 

given as W(T)=p 1W(pT). It is shown that this system may be 

approximated by the solution to a reduced-order (fast) model of 

the following form: 

dz = f2(x 0 ,2)di + g2dW; 	2(0) = z o 	(7) 

x(T) = x o  

The proof that the resulting approximation error is of order 

0(p) focuses on the propagations of the conditional joint 

probability density function and its corresponding characteristic 

function. Define the conditional joint probability density 

function for the solution of (5)-(6) as p(i,irdx 0 ,z 0 ;0) and the 

characteristic function as 

+co 

(1)(v,w;Tix o ,z 0 ;0) = if e
j(vx+wz)
* 	p(x,z;Tix o ,z 0 ;0)dxdz 	(8) 

-CO 

where 

- CO 

1 	-j( 
p(x,z;Tx o ,z 0 ;0) = 4r 2 f 	vx+wz) O(v,w;I 

- co 

,z 0 :0)dwdv 	(9) 

Because the system is continuous and piecewise-smooth, a 

Fokker-Planck equation which holds almost everywhere may be 

derived to obtain the conditional joint probability density 

function: 



22 . 	 a 
at 	- 	[f2(x,z)p] + 	g2 2Q t.2

P - p 	[f1 (x,z)p] + 

(1 0) 

2 a2 p 	1 	 a2 	 A 2 
P2g 1 g2Q  axaz P 	i2g1g2Q  azax 

P 	a.e. 
 

where p= P(x,z;Ilxo,zo;  0). The equation holds everywhere except 

for the set of measure zero where the dervivative of f l  and f2 do 

not exist. The initial condition (in a distributional sense) and 

auxilary conditions are 

p(x,z;01x 0 ,z 0 ;0) = (5(x-x 0 )6(z-z o ); 

p 0 and 	ff p dxdz = 1 

(For a discussion of the derivation of the Fokker-Planck equation, 

see Wong [11].) 

Examination of (10) shows that the propagation of p is 

relatively insensitive to the variation of x. Since this is a 

linear partial differential equation, the methods of Kato [12] can 

be used to show that the solution of (10) can be approximated by 

the solution of the following equation with errors in the solution 

of order 0(p 2 ) (in a distributional sense). 

2  2a = 	a 	 1 	a 
ataz [f2 (x ' z)Pa ]  + 2 g2 2Q  az2Pa a.e. 	(12) 

where pa=pa (x,zvc Ix o ,z 0 ;0). The initial and auxilary conditions 

remain the same (again, the initial conditions are defined in a 

distributional sense): 

pa(x,z;01x 0 ,z 0 ;0) = (5(x-x 0 )(5(z-z 0 ); 

pa  0 and 	
j1 p

a  dxdz = 1 
	 (13) 

-0. 



1  Hence, p = pa  + 0612) in distribution. 

To remove the consideration of the differential equation 

being defined almost everywhere, the propagation of the 

characteristic function is introduced. Denote the characteristic 

function of pa  as 0a(v,wvtlx 0 ,z 0 ;0) where a characteristic 

function is defined in equation (8). Then an expression yielding 

the propagation of 0a (v,w;Tix„z o ;0) can be found from (12) by 

first multiplying both sides of the equation by ejvx +jwz and then 

integrating with respect to x and z. 

+00 

	

(1) 	= if ej+jwz [_  

	

[f (x z)n 1 + 1 	
32 

	

at 	 3z 	2 ' -ra- + 	g22Q 	dxdz (14) 

The values of the derivatives can be assigned arbitrarily for 

points in the set of measure zero where the derivative is not 

defined. Since the righthand-side of (12) multiplied by ej vx+jwz  

differs from the integrand in (14) on a set of measure zero, the 

right-hand side of (14) is equal to the integration with respect 

to x and z of the right-hand side of (12) multiplied by ej vx+jwz 

(for proof, see [13]). The corresponding initial condition is 

0a(v,w;01x 0 ,z 0 ;0)=ei v7 oei wz o 	and 	the 	auxilary 	conditions 

correspond to (13), i.e., 0 a (0,0vc Ix o ,z00)=1. 

Similar to the case for the actual solution, a Fokker-Planck 

equation can be derived to find the conditional probability 

density function for the approximation given in (7) 

1 	a 2  - a  [f (x0,z)13] 	g22Q  3z 213  a az 2 a.e. 	(15) 

where P = 17(z;Ilxo,z00). 	This is subject to the following 

initial and auxilary conditions: 

+- 

ii(z;l1x 0 ,z00) = 8(z-z 0 ); p a 0 and 5p dz = 1 	(16) 



Denote the characteristic function for p as 0(wrc Ixo,zo0)-  The 

propagation equation for 0(w;Tlx 0 ,z,;0) is found from (15) to be 

+= 
30 = f ejwz - 	[f (x z)P] + — g 2Q 1 	B2 

az 	2 °' 	2 2 	3z211 dz 
	(17) 

-00 

where the initial condition is 0(w; 01xo,200)=eiwz°. 

A comment can be made about the steady-state value of P. It 

is assumed that the system in (7) is stable so that a steady-state 

solution for P exists. It can be found by setting the time 

derivative to zero in the Fokker-Planck equation. The steady-

state can then be solved from the resulting equation: 

	

[f2 ( x0 , z ) f).] =2 g2 2 Q 
	

a.e. 	 (18) 

where P. = P.(z1x 0 ). Note that Pco  can be considered as a function 

of x o , but continuity of that function is not guaranteed. 

It can now be shown that the joint probability density 

function given by the solution to (12) is equal to pa=o(x-x 0 )P, 

or, equivalently, 0a=e3vx00. The expressions for p a  and Oa  are 

substituted into (14) to yield 

+- 
ao ivx 0 	if jvx+jwz 	

—
a TT. e 	= 	e 	[ - az 

[f2 (x,z)(5(x-x0P] 

1 	2 D2  
-f g2  Q T2 [6(x-x 0 )P1 dxdz (19) 

Integration with respect to x yields 

341; 
e 
 jo 

= e
j vxvxo  j 

e
jwz 	

az 	
1 	a 2  

- — [f
2 
 (x„ 	

2 
z)P] + — g2 2 Q 

2Q —
2 
 p] dz (20) 

- - 
Since the pair (p,0) is a solution to (17) it must also be a 



solution to (19). Therefore, p a=8(x-x 0 )P and Oa=ej vx00. 

Finally, the assertion that the probability density function 

of the solution to the approximate model differs from that of the 

true solution by factor of order 0(p 2 ) is proven in a 

distributional sense. Since p=p a  + 0(p 2 ) (in distribution), the 

results of the preceeding paragraph imply that p=o(x-x 0 )17) + 0(11 2 ) 

(in distribution). Correspondingly, 10=eivx00 + 0(11). Hence, the 

statistical moments of the true solution and the approximation 

differ only by an error of 0(11 1 ). 

2.1 Systems Linear in z  

It can be further shown that for a system which is linear in 

z, the mean-squared error between the actual solution and the 

approximate solution is of order 0(p). A continuous piecewise-

linear system that is linear in z has the following form: 

di = 11f11 	+ pAI2 LIT + 411g1dW 	 (21 ) 

dz = f21(x)di + A22 -idt + g2dW 
	

(22) 

where f 11  and f21 are continuous piecewise-linear functions; Al2, 

A22, gl and g2 are constants and W is a Wiener process defined in 

I with variance parameter Q. This is simply a subset of systems 

of the general form given in (5)-(6). Note that the requirement 

that Al2 and A2 2  be constant is a consequence of the continuity of 

the system. Also, stability of the fast model is required in this 

analysis, hence, A22 is stable. The process is ill-defined if A22 

is not stable. 

Examination of (21) shows that i stays relatively constant 

with respect to t and can be approximated by x o . The 

approximation for i is given by the solution to the following 

equation 

d2  = f21(x 0 )d -c + A222dI + g2dW 	 (23) 



To show that the mean-squared error between z and i is of order 

0(p), define the approximation error as T(T) = z - z. 	Then an 

equation for T is given by 

dcp = (f2160-f21(x0 ))dt + A22cpdt; 
	

T ( 0) = 0 	 (24) 

The solution to (24) due to linearity is given by 

I 
44-0 = 	f e A22(T-°) [f

21  (R)-f21 
 (x

° 
 )] do 
	

(2 5) 

0 

An upper bound for T can be found by noting that f21 satisfies a 

Lipschitz condition; hence, there exists a positive constant k< 

such that: 

T(T) 	eA22(T-°)  kbc-x o ll do 
	

(26) 

0 

The mean-squared error of T is found from (25) to have an upper 

bound as follows: 

2 
E{T (I)) 

T T 

ff eA22(T-(3)  eA22(T-e)  k Eil[i(o) - x o ][i(e) - x o U dode (27) 
0 0 

Since A22 is stable and the quantity ii(T 1 )-x 0  is of order 0(p) for 

the integrand is found to be of order 0(p). Hence, 

E{T2 (T)) is of order 0(p). 

3. SLOW SUBSYSTEM  

The slow dynamics of the system (1)-(2) can be approximated 

in distribution by the solution of the following model: 



dxs  = fi(xs ,z s )dt + g1dW; 	xs(t o ) = x o 	 (28) 

0 = f2(xs ,z s ) 

Note that z s  is found from x s  using the Katzenelson algorithm 

given in reference [4]. This algorithm is computationally 

efficient for solving algebraic piecewise-linear expressions. The 

approximation is validated below by showing that the true joint 

probability density function of x and z differs from that of x s  
1 

and z s  by a factor of 0(p 2 ) (in distribution). This approximation 

is shown to be valid outside of the initial boundary layer as long 

as the solution does not cross into another region of the state 

space. A boundary layer may need to be evaluated after each time 

the solution crosses a boundary between regions. 

The Fokker-Planck equation yielding the joint probability 

density function of the actual solution given in (1)-(2), 

p(x,z;t1x 0 ,z 0 ;t 0 ), can be derived using an approach similar to one 

found in [11]. The Chapman-Kolmogorov equation is the starting 

point. 

p( x,z ;t+Alx 0 ,z 0 ;t) = 

+co 

if p(x,z;t+A lx i , z 1 ;t) p(x l,z 1 ;t1x 0 ,z 0 ;t 0 ) dxidzi 	(29) 

An expression for 	p(x,z;t+Aixi,z1;t) 	is 	found using the 

characteristic function. Define the characteristic function as 

+= . 	. 
= if ejvx+jwz 

4)(v,w;t+Alxi,z1;t) 	 p(x,z;t+Alxi,z1;t) dxdz 	(30) 
-00 

where 

+00 	
i 	' wz 

	

p(x,z;t+Alxi,z1;t) = 4 11-1. 2  if e - ' 17x-i 	(1)(v,w;t+Alxi,z1;t) dvdw (31) 



Expand the following term in a Taylor series about x=xi. 

e-jv(x l -x)  = 1 - j f  voci-x) + 2 xi 

	

2 ( -x) 2  + h.o.t. 	(32) 

This series is substituted into (30) to yield: 

+co 
. 	 V 2 

0(V,W;ti-AIX1,Z1;t) 	if e
jWZ 

 [1-iv(xi-x)+ 	(xi-x) 2  ] 
-CO 

	

p(x,z;t+Alxi,zi;t)e3vx1  dxdz 
	

(33) 

Integration with respect to x yields 

0(v,w;t+A lx1  ,zi,t) = 

+00  
jWZ jVX r. 	 V2 

e 	e 	
1 

Li-3yr
1  (x

i ,z i )A + 7 g
1
2QA]p(z;t+Alxi,zi;t)] dz (34) 

-00 

To solve for p(z;t+Alx 1 ,z 1 ;t), a boundary layer following t 

may be evaluated. Define a new time scale by T=A/p and let 

i(T)=z(u-c+t). Then it is found using the derivation in Section 2 

that an 0(0) approximation for the conditional probability 

density function of i, P(zrclxi,zi;t), is given by the solution to 

the following Fokker-Planck equation. 

= 
at  4 az [f 2 ( xl , z)IS] + 7  Qg

2
2 

"P5 	
a.e. 	(35) 

where P=P(zrclxi,zi;t) and P(z;01xi,z1;0)=8(z-z o ). Assuming that 

the system is stable, the probability density function reaches a 

steady-state in T denoted as ii(z1x1). For a small value of A, x 

stays relatively constant so that p(z,t+Alxi,zi,t) is approximated 

(in distribution) by 



p(z,t+Alxi,z 1 ;t) 	P(zix i ) + 0(p) 	 (36) 

Restrictions on the 0(p) term arise due to the fact that both 

p(z;t+Alxi,z1;t) and P(zixi) are probability density functions so 

they must satisfy certain conditions. One problem with this 

analysis is that IS(zixi) may not depend continuously on xl for 

those xl which lie on a boundary between regions in the state 

space. If IS is not continuous with repect to xl, then the 

conditional moments of z may not be continuous either. The fast 

dynamics may then be excited sufficiently so that the slow model 

approximation is not valid when a boundary is crossed. Since 

proving continuity of IS with respect to xl may be difficult, it 

may suffice for many practical applications to show only that the 

mean and covariance of z are continuous as a function of x l  if the 

higher order moments are negligible. 

Once an expression in (36) is obtained, it can be substituted 

into (34) and the resulting expression then substituted into (31) 

to yield an expression for p(x,z;t+Alxi,z1;t): 

p(x,z;t+Alxi,z1;t) = 

+co 

41,T2Iff e

-jvx-jwz 
e 	 Jvi 	

y2 
l
"" 
N1 	L'm  2 611 	gl

2nAl 

x P(ylx i ) dydvdw + 0(p) (37) 

This is then substituted into the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation (28) 

to yield 

p(x,z;t+Alx 0 ,z 0 ;t) = 

472 

 

JJ ff e -ivx -iwz eivxl [1- J vf cx 	v2 
1,zim+ g1 2QA] 

+00 

x 	ejwYP(ylxi)p(xl,z1;t1x 0 ,z 0 ;t) dydvdwdxidzi + 	(38)
J 



Note that the 0(p) term is placed outside of the integrals since 

all of the integrals correspond to taking expectation or 

transformation. The expected value of the perturbed quantity is a 

perturbation of the expected value of the quantity. 

Since the integrand in equation (38) is continuous, the order 

of integration may be interchanged. Integration with respect to w 

yields 

p(x ,z;t+A lx 0 ,z 0 ;t ) = 

+00 

771... 	e 	
l 
 [1-j

f e -jvx jvx 	 v2 2 vf l (xl,z1)A+ 	gi  QA] 
CO 

ii(ylxi)p(x1,z1;t1x 0 ,z 0 ;t) 8(z-y) dydvdxidzi + 0(p) 	(39) 

Integration with respect to y yields the following: 

p(x,z;t+Alx 0 ,z 0 ;t) = 

+00 +00 
,17 2 
v 1 	

j 
ff f e -jvx ejvx l  r1_4vf1‘ 1 (x_,z1)6,  7  gi  

irjj  
_OD 

x ii(zIxi)p(x l ,z1;t1x 0 ,z o ;t) dvdxidzi + 0(p) 	 (40) 

Integration with respect to z1 yields 

1 +c°  2 
p(x,z;t+Alx 0 ,z 0 ;t) = 	

e jvx ejvxl [1-jvf
l (x1,1-0A+ 	g22QA] 

-CO 

x P(zIx i )p(x 1 ;t1x 0 ,z 0 ; t ) dvdx1 + 0(p) 
	

(41) 

where T1 is defined by 

0 = f2(x l ,I1 ) 	 (42) 



To obtain p(x;t+AIx o ,z o ;t), integrate (41) with respect to z on 

both sides to yield 

P(X;ti-AIX0,20;t) = Lff 
e -iVX e3VX1 [1

-iVf
1
(X1,T0 	

2
A+ 	g l 2 QA] 

	

x p (xl;t 1 x 0 , z 0 ;t) dvdx1 + 0(u) 	 (43) 

The expression in (43) is evaluated with the following result: 

p(x;t+Aix o ,z 0 ;t) = p(x;tlx o ,z o ;t) - ax  f 1 
 (x,7)p(x;t1x 0 ,z 0 ;t)A 

a  

1 	2n  a 2  
gl 	ax

2PkX;t1X0,Z0;0A 	0(p) 	a.e. 	(44) 

where z is defined by 0=f2(x,z). As A40, this expression becomes 

the usual Fokker-Planck equation where p=p(x,t1x 0 ,z 0 ;t 0 ): 

a 
at 	[ fi ( x , T) P ] 	g1 2Q 	+ 0(p) a.e. 	(45) 

The initial condition (in a distributional sense) and auxiliary 

conditions are 

+00 

	

p(x;t o ix o ,z 0 ;t 0 ) = 6(x-x 0 ); pN; f pdx = 1 	 (46) 

The Fokker-Planck equation of the slow approximation is given 

by 

aPs  = -at 
aa 2 p _ 
-Jf i ocs ,zs )ps ] + 	g 1 2  Q axes 	a.e. 	(47) 

where 	ps=ps (x;t1xot o ) 	and ps(x;t o ixot o )=8(x-x 0 ) 	(in a 

distributional sense). Since (45) is a regular perturbation of 



(47) satisfying the same initial and auxilary conditions, the 

solutions are found to differ by 0(p), i.e., 

p(x;t1x 0 ;t 0 ) = p s (xs ; t 1x 0 ; t 0 ) + 0(p) 	 (48) 

Hence, for statistical purposes, x can be approximated by x s  with 

approximation errors in the probability density functions of order 

0(p) in distribution. 

4. EXTENSION TO VECTOR VARIABLES  

The results of Sections 2 and 3 are directly extendable to 

the vector variable case. The fast subsystem approximation is 

given by equation (7) where i and x o  are vectors variables (iar 

and x o cRm) and f2 and g2 are vectors of appropriate length. 

Similarly, the slow subsystem is given by equation (28) where x s 

 and zs  (xseRm and zar) are vector variables and fl, f2, gl are 

vector valued functions of appropriate length. 

It is still possible to show that the errors between the 

probability density functions of the fast subsystem and the 

solution are of order 0(p 2 ). The Fokker-Planck equation for the 

true probability density function is generalized from the previous 

case as follows: 

r r 2 

	

2 = - 	[f (x,z)p] 	I 	 1 ( g TQg )' at 	az i  2 	 2 	 2 	2 ,j azi

a

azj 

	

i=1 	 i=1 j=1 

	

m 	 m m 
r
f  kx 	

V 	 a2 a P 	i,z)p] + p — 	 (g TQg ) 

	

aX. 	1 	 2 	 ax i  • P  

	

1 	 &xj 
i=1 	 1=1 j=1 

(49) 



where p=p(x,z;T Ix o ,z 0 ;0) and x i  and zj  are components of the x and 

z vectors. 	The propagation of p is relatively insensitive to 

variation in any of the components of the x vector. 	Hence,  

following the previous analysis, it can be easily seen that the 

probability density function of the fast subsystem approximates 

that of the true solution. For systems linear in z, the analysis 

in Section 2.1 is extended in a straighforward manner. 

Most of the analysis in Section 3 for the slow subsystem 

involves the derivation of the Fokker-Planck equation. Since the 

Fokker-Planck equation has been derived for the vector case in 

[11], these steps generalize accordingly. The only difference 

between the analysis in Section 3 and previous work is the 

solution for p(z;t+tslxi,z 1 ;t) in (34). This can be approximated 

by the steady-state of the probability density function for the 

fast subsystem found from the corresponding Fokker-Planck 

equation. 

5. SUMMARY  

Reduced-order models are developed in this paper which 

approximate the original system both in the fast time scale and in 

the slow time scale. It is shown that the approximations are 

valid in terms of the statistical information of the true 

solution. It is further shown for systems that are linear in the 

fast variable, that the fast subsystem approximates the true 

solution with a mean-squared error of order OW. 
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SINGULAR PERTURBATION ANALYSIS FOR LINEAR SYSTEMS 

WITH VECTOR QUANTIZED CONTROL 

Bonnie S. Heck 
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Abstract 
In this paper, the analysis for a singularly perturbed 

linear system with quantization in the feedback loop is 
performed. It is found that the system has variable 
structure and can exhibit sliding behavior on the switching 
surfaces. Because the system is nonsmooth and standard 
singular perturbation techniques are not applicable, a new 
technique is developed for a two-input case to obtain the 
boundary layer solution and the outer solution. A discus-
sion of the approximation error is included. The tech-
nique developed is successfully illustrated on a numerical 
example. 

1. Introduction 
Singular perturbation theory is an asymptotic ap-

proximation scheme used to simplify systems which 
contain both fast and slow dynamics. These types of 
systems, termed "numerically stiff," are often difficult to 
analyze numerically due to ill-conditioning in the system 
matrices. Singular perturbation theory removes the 
numerical problem by separating the system into reduced-
order models, one containing the fast dynamics and one 
containing the slow dynamics. This theory has received 
considerable attension in the past thirty years (see the 
surveys given in References [1-3]). However, the common 
restriction placed on systems for using singular perturba-
tion theory is that the system dynamics must be smooth 
[1-3]. 

In many systems, the actuators supply inputs with 
discrete rather than continuous values, i.e. the input is 
quantized. Examples of these types of actuators include 
relays, stepper motors, and certain types of hydraulic and 
pneumatic devices [4,5]. The resulting control is discon-
tinuous with respect to the state variable, hence the 
system is nonsmooth and standard singular perturbation 
techniques are not applicable. The basic theory of 
singular perturbation is extended in this paper to the case 
of a quantizer existing in a two-dimensional feedback 
loop. The scalar case was developed separately in Refer-
ence [6]. Note that the discontinuous control causes the 
system to be a variable structure system. 

Intuitively, discontinuities in the control would seem 
to excite the fast dynamics in the same way as would a 
step input. However, it is found that under very mild 
restrictions, the slow system slides along the switching 
surface instead of crossing through it. Therefore, there 
are no jumps in the quasi-steady-state solution which 
would cause the fast dynamics to respond with a step 
response outside of the initial boundary layer. 

1.1 Problem Formulation 
The system under consideration is assumed to be 

linear and time-invariant. It was determined in [6] that, 
for the scalar quantized control case, the system may be 
transformed into decoupled coordinates and the singular 
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perturbation analysis performed on the decoupled coor-
dinates. For the purposes of this paper, it is also assumed 
that the system may be transformed to decoupled coordi-
nates and is represented by: 

E = Aoe + Bou, 	c(0) = co 	(1) 

an = Az? + B2u,  71(0) = 710 	(2)  

where EERP, 77eR r, ueR2, it> 0 is small and A2  is Hurwitz. 
Define the control vector to be 

q1(-Kve-K,277) I 
L q2(- 1(24-1(22n) 

where IC11 , K12, K21  and K22  are row vectors and q1  and 
q2  are quantizer functions defined as follows. 

q 1 (x) = e l , for d, f  5. x < d,,,,; i=1,...,n 	(4) 
q2(x) = c2,j  for d2,1  5 x < 	j=1,...,k 

The parameters are specified such that c,, <c,,,„, 
C2,i < C2,1+1 7  c1 11 <d1, 141, d2i <d2,;.1 , d1,1 = "1't d2,1 = 
d11  = +.1 and d201 = co. 

This system is a variable structure system with nk 
possible linear subsystems. The state space (R') can be 
partitioned into nk nonoverlapping regions defined by 

= {(E,n): q 1 (-K11 E-K 1277)=c, 1  and 

c12( -K21e -K220 = c2, I } 
	

(5) 

The boundary between two regions is a convex partition 
of a hyperplane defined by -K 11 E-K1277 = d,, for some i 

17 or -K21 e-K22  = d21  for some j. Note that if K11#K21 
and K12#1(22  then each of the regions (except those of S., 
Vj, S i1  Vi, sni  Vj, and S i k  Vi) is bordered by two sets of 
parallel hyperplanes. 

For the purpose of this paper, it is assumed that K12  
and K22  are not of order OW. If either of the quantities 
was of order 0(lt) then the slow manifold would be 
nearly discontinuous. In particular, the quasi-steady-state 
solution would be a discontinuous function of the slow 
variable. Hence, the fast dynamics would have to be 
evaluated after each switch in the corresponding control 
component. 

Reduced-order models of the system described above 
are developed in this paper using a singular perturbation 
approach. The boundary layer approximation is given in 
Section 2. Section 3 presents the outer solution ap-
proximation. A numerical example is given in Section 4 
and concluding remarks are given in Section 5. 

= (3) 
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2. Boundary Layer Solution 
The fast dynamics are most prominent during the 

initial boundary layer and can be separated from the 
slow dynamics by the introduction of an expanded time-
scale r =(t-t o)h.i. It can be easily shown that e stays 
relatively constant with respect to r; hence, e is approxi-
mated by E a . The approximation for ri is given by the 
solution to the following equation. 

fin = A21) + B2 u f9  • 	f1(0) = 	(6) dr  

Il f = 	r c11( -1(11e0-1(120 
L C12( -1(210-1(220 

This reduced-order model is also a variable structure 
system with nk possible linear subsystems. Hence, the 
reduced-order state space (Re) can be partitioned into nk 
nonoverlapping regions for which the system is linear. 
Analogously with the full-order model, the regions Rii  
are defined as: 

• It ; j  = (1): q 1 (-Kn ea-K12f))=cii  and 

g2(-K21 £o -K2291) 
	

(7) 

Correspondingly, the boundaries between regions are 
hyperplanes defined by -K„£ 0- K121) = d 1,;  for some i or 
"K2, eo-K2A = d2,i  for some j. 

It is assumed that the system in (6) is asymptotically 
stable to one equilibrium point. Stability in "ordinary" 
smooth system can be shown by use of Lyapunov's second 
method. However, in variable structure systems the 
Lyapunov function is generally discontinuous and, hence, 
not everywhere differentiable. Paden and Sastry intro-
duced a generalized Lyapunov theorem in [7] which is 
suitable for discontinuous functions. Such a method may 
be useful in determining asymptotic stability of this 
system. The equilibrium point of (6) (also defined as 
quasi-steady-state solution at t =0, r7 5 (0)) is derived below 
and a discussion of the approximation error follows. 

2,1  Evaluation of the Equilibrium Point 
There are three basic positions for the equilibrium 

point of (6): in the interior of a region, on single bound-
ary hyperplane, or on an intersection between two bound-
ary hyperplanes. The first two cases are treated very 
similarly to the scalar quantized control analysis discussed 
in Reference [6]. The last case is more complicated and 
can be solved uniquely only for limited types of systems. 
The derivation of the equilibrium point as a function of 
K11C0 and K22 E 0, f(c11 e0,K22e0), is shown in the next 
three subsections for the three possible positions. 

2.1.1 Interior Position.  The piecewise-linearity of the 
system in (6) is utilized in determining the system be-
havior; i.e., for f) in the R ij  region of the state space, the 
system is given by the following description. 

dr = A
2S) + B2  [

c
.1 	 (8) C2,j  

The behavior in this region is governed by the position of 
the following point which is termed the regional equi- 
librium point. 	

= -A2  B2
[ 

. 1  
-1 	

(9 ) c2, j  

If 	lies in R1I  (i.e., satisfies (7)), then it is a local 
equilibrium point. If II ; j  does not lie in Ft ; j , then points 
in Ri j are directed out of the region. 

2.1,2 Single 13oundaizaosition.  An equilibrium point 
may lie on a boundary between two regions if trajectories 
from the two bordering regions head toward the boun-
dary. To find the conditions for such an occurrence, the 
specific example of an equilibrium point existing on the 
boundary between R j j  and R io j  is examined. The 
control u 2 =c2 j  is constant across this boundary, but u 1 

 switches between c„. and c1,; , 1 . Suppose the following 
condition is satisfied. 

d1,1•1 + K12ni1 	-1(1 1e0 < d1,1+1 	IC12ni.1j (10) 

where 	and n u  are regional equilibrium points for 
R j  and 	respectively. This condition states that 
each of the regional equilibrium points of the two border-
ing regions lies across the boundary hyperplane from its 
associated region. Hence, trajectories in R io, j  and in 
R 11 move toward that hyperplane. If the regions were 
parallel then this would be a sufficient condition for the 
equilibrium point to lie on that boundary hyperplane. 
However, with nonparallel regions it is possible for the 
representative point to move (or slide) along the hyper-
plane until it reaches a position where the hyperplane no 
longer borders R ij  and Rio,j . Hence, to find the 
equilibrium point, first assume that the regions are 
parallel and find the equilibrium point to such a system. 
Then, if that candidate equilibrium point lies on the part 
of the hyperplane that borders the actual regions, it is a 
true equilibrium point. 

The equivalent control method which was developed 
for use in variable structure systems [8] is used to find the 
candidate equilibrium point. If representative points from 
both sides of the boundary are directed toward the 
boundary, then the control u 1  starts switching very quickly 
between c1, 1 and c1; , 1  while u2 =c21  remains constant. 
The system filters out the high frequency leaving only the 
low frequency average component. The average value of 
II I  as r-.+= is the equivalent control at the equilibrium 
point, U. The corresponding candidate equilibrium point, 
ns, is found to be: 

?is  = 

(Kileo+ di, i•o)( 11;1 41;+1,1) .1(12ni•1,dnij -0(12nidni•1,1 

K12( 77 1.1.1 -71 11) 
	

1{ 12 (?4,.,. ) -ri i1 ) 	(11) 

This is a true equilibrium point if it lies on the part 
of the hyperplane that borders It ; j  and R 1 ,, j . This 
corresponds to satisfying the following condition: 

	

d21 + K2277s  5 -K21 e0  < Kos 	(12) d2,1.1 

Hence, if the conditions in equation (10) and (12) are 
satisfied, then the equilibrium point is given by equation 
(11). These conditions are illustrated in the second-order 
example given in Figure 1. Note that the equilibrium 
point lies on the intersection of the line connecting n, j  
and nifl;  and the hyperplane. 

The equilibrium point existing on a boundary between 
R .. j+1 and R. 	is found using a dual argument. The 1  
conditions in (10) and (12) correspond to the followir, 
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conditions, respectively. 

d2,i, 1 +IC22 77, i 	< 	+1(2277 i,j+1  and(13) 

d11 + K1277. S -K11 e0  < d, ;.1  + K1277, 	(14) 

where the equilibrium point is given by: 

(1(21e 0 + d 2,  j+1)(n i 	, j+1) +( (2277  ,j+l)ni - 	 j*1 

K2201,2+1 - nil) 	 1(22(ni , j+1 Tin) 	( 15 ) 

Therefore, if the conditions in (13) and (14) are satisfied, 
then the equilibrium point is given by (15). 

2.13 Boundary Intersection Position. Another 
possible position for the equilibrium point is on the 
intersection between two boundary hyperplanes. To find 
the conditions for this occurrence it is known that neither 
the conditions for (11) or for (15) to be the equilibrium 
point can be satisfied since it is assumed that there exists 
only one equilibrium point. There are two separate 
additional conditions on the system each of which yield an 
equilibrium point on the intersection of boundaries. 

K

• 

I2ni; 	< 
and 

d2.I+1 	K

• 

22n1•1,j -1(21e0 < d2J+1 
Or 

d,,, +1 -K11 £0 < 
and 

	

d2,J41 	K

• 

22nij -K21e0 < d2,j+1 

A second-order example of a system satisfying the condi-
tion in (16) is given in Figure 2. 

The equilibrium point for system (6) is not, in 
general, found uniquely when either the condition in (16) 
or (17) is satisfied. By definition of the quantizer func-
tion, for the equilibrium point to exist on the intersection 
between two boundary hyperplanes, then n s  must be a 
solution to the following equation. 

	

[K121
/ 	

[ -C11 1 1+1 - K11e0] 
K22 d  2 , 1 K21e0 

For a second-order system with an invertible [1( 12T, K2  
matrix, a unique solution for 74 is found to be given by 

1 

s = -Kr/ + v 	 (20) 

where K and v are determined from (18) such that the 
solution of s(n)=0 is the switching surface. A sliding 
mode exists on that surface if s Ti <0 [8]. The equilibrium 
point of the sliding mode can be found by first transform-
ing the system into regular form, then, finding the equi- 

librium point for the sliding mode equation in the new 
coordinates and, finally, transforming the equilibrium 
point back to the original coordinates. The equilibrium 
point of a sliding mode existing on the intersection of the 
two boundary hyperplanes is given below (for details of 
the derivation, see [9]). 

= -(S, - S 2(KS2)-1KS1 )A. 1T1A2S2(ICS2) 1v 
S2(KS2)

-1v 	(21) 

where: As  = T1 A2S 1  + T1 A2S2 (KS2)-1 (...Ks
1 )

t  
S, =U2, S2 =U 1  and U1  and 1.5 2  are obtained from a 
singular value decomposition of B2, i.e. B2 = [U,, U2]EV T . 

2.1.4 Function for the Equilibrium Point_ In 
summary, the equilibrium point n s  for the system in (6) 
can be found as a mapping of the variables K 1 , 0  and 
K2,£, 77s=f0Ci eoP1(21 from equations (9), (11), (15), 
(19), and (21) depending on the conditions that are satis-
fied. The mapping is a function (i.e., single-valued) since 
it is assumed that there exists an unique equilibrium 
point. The function is piecewise-linear since each of the 
function definitions is linear. Continuity is not guaran-
teed and may need to be evaluated on a case by case 
basis. However, using the methods in [6] for the scalar 
control case, it is straightforward to show that the func-
tion is continuous for a second-order system. To demon-
strate the use of this function, an example is given below. 

Example: Let a system be given by 

dr 

The control selected 

where the sgn 

u1  

1-8 41 a+  
L 0 	-4 .] 	'1  

is bang-bang 

= sgn s 1 ; 	si  
= sgn s2; 	s2  

function is defined 

sgn s = 	-1 f 

14 
L 0 	4 

= -[1, 
= -[-2, 

1 	if 
if 

below: 

u 

with components: 

2]77  - 0 
2]77  - 

s 2 0 
s < 0 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

where s l(n) =0 and s2(77)=0 define the switching hyper-
planes and 0 and 1 are parameters. To correspond to the 
previous notation, let 

K12 =[1, 

A2  . 

2]; .1(22=[-2, 

[ 8

0 4
4]

;  

2]; 0 = Kileo; 1 = Kzieo; 

(25) 
B2  . 	[ (4) 	04] 

Define the regions as 

R11={n: u 1 =-1 and u 2 =-1} = {n: 0> -K i2n and 7 >-K22n} 
R12 = {n: u1 =-1 and u2 =1} =0 	K1  : 0>- ,2 •11 and /5-1(220 
R21 ={11: u 1 =1 and u2 =-1} =PI: 0S-K1277 and 7 > 4(220 
R22  ={n: u 1 =1 and u2 =1} =0: 054(1271 and 75-1(2271 ) 

The regional equilibrium points are found to be 

Hi 	roi 	r 01 	ril 	, 
771, = L - 11 ; 77,2 = tij  ; 74, Iii  ; ,722 = [1i 	G.6) 

for some ij 
	

(18) 

d 
[ 

77`= 
liCc122  2 	1,f+1 - Kg° 

	

-dz,J*1 - K21e0 	
(19) 

If it can be determined that the system is sliding on 
the intersection of the hyperplanes, which is the surface 
defined by the solution n of equation (18), then a unique 
solution for ti, may exist for larger order systems. Using 
notation common to variable structure system theory, 
define an affine functional s as: 
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The equilibrium point can be found as a function of 
LI and y using the function definitions given in equations 
(9), (11), (15), (19) and (21). For a regional equilibrium 
point to lie inside its associated region, one of the follow-
ing conditions must hold: 

a) if $>3 and />0 then ti„ER„ and ns=nit 
b) if )9> -2 and /5.-2 then n 12€12 12  and ns=1112 
c) if 9<2 and y>2 then /7 eR .21 	21 and ns=1121 
d) if fi5-3 and 750 then 11 22ER22  and 74=1122 

Note that these are mutually exclusive conditions. 

For an equilibrium point to lie on a boundary, either 
conditions (10) and (12) or (13) and (14) are satisfied. 
The following conditions and corresponding equilibrium 
points are given for n s  to lie on the boundaries between 
R„ and R,,, R12  and R22, R11  and R 12, and R21  and R22, 
respectively. 

e) if 34>2 and 6 <2)3+7 then 11, = 0 [01  + [ ..21 ] 

f) if -244>-3 and -6.)12fl-i- / then ?I s  = fi [0  ] + [ -21 

g) if 0>_y>-2 and 3 <0-1(5/2) then ns  = 	+ [: 1 ] 

• 

h) if 2/1 > 0 and -34-1(5/2) then ; = ir 11/2 1 + [ 

If the equilibrium point of (22) lies on the intersec-
tion between s, and s 2, then the following must be true. 

i) if the conditions in a)-h) are not satisfied and 
3>$>-3 and 2>/>-2 then 

_  
 ns — 	
r 

-1/3 -1/6 	[7 .1 

The domain space of the mapping ri s =f(fl,-f) can be 
partitioned into ten nonoverlapping regions each cor-
responding to a function definition a)-i). It can be shown 
easily that this mapping is a function since none of the 
regions overlap. Also, the function is continuous. This 
can be shown easily by noting that the function is con-
tinuous within each partition of the 0-7 space. It is 
straightforward to show that on any boundary between 
two partitions the two function definitions are equal. 

22NiudaztUy 	 n Error 
The errors introduced by approximating the true 

solution by the solution of (6) are due entirely to the 
assumption that ..q o  in the boundary layer. As in the 
other piecewise-linear systems discussed in [6,10], the 
approximation errors are of order 0(1) for the time 
intervals when both the actual solution and the approxi-
mate solution exist within the same region of the RP" 
state space due to linearity. When a single boundary 
hyperplane is crossed, then the previous results on the 
approximation errors in the scalar quantized control case 
are applicable. That is, if the vector field does not 
intersect the boundary with an angle of order OW, then 
the approximation error remains of order OW. How-
ever, if the solution crosses a boundary hyperplane within 
an 0(A) neighborhood of an intersection between bound-
ary hyperplanes, this result cannot be used. 

There are certain problems introduced by allowing 
intersections of switching boundaries to exist in the system 
definition. If the actual solution crosses a boundary near 
an intersection, then the approximation may not cross into 
the same region. From that point, there is no guarantee 
that the approximation error remains of order 0(ii). A 
consolation in this is that if the system is not sliding on 
switching surface, then the chances of hitting a boundary 
within an 0(A) neighborhood of the intersection for an 
arbitrary initial condition is of order 004. The exception 
to this is when the equilibrium point lies on the intersec-
tion. In that case, the solution must eventually travel into 
the 000 neighborhood about that point and will cross the 
boundaries there. However, if the function f which 
defines the equilibrium point is continuous, then 0(u) 
approximation errors in e result in 0(µ) errors between 
the equilibrium point, ?i s , and the actual value of n(r) as 
r-+=. Therefore, if the solutions differed by an amount 
of order 0(u) prior to entering the small neighborhood 
about ns , then continuity of f implies that the error will 
remain of order 0(u). 

3. Outer Solution 
The outer solution is found by neglecting the fast 

dynamics. It is assumed that the fast variable, n, reaches 
a quasi-steady-state value within the initial boundary 
layer. This initial quasi-steady-state value is, of course, 
the equilibrium point of the fast subsystem (6). The 
quasi-steady-state solution, ;(t), cannot be found by 
simply setting µ=0 in equation (2) as is done in standard 
singular perturbation techniques, because the solution ns  
to the resulting equation is undefined for values of 
(e s,ns) that lie on a switching boundary in the state space. 
Instead, ns, is found as an equilibrium point of the fast 
subsystem

/ 
 using the function defined in Section 2.1, i.e. 

;(t) = fK il es (t),K2 , s(t))• 

Similarly, the control in the slow time-scale, u s, 
cannot be obtained by simply substituting e s  and ns  for e 
and ti in the original definition of the control (3) because 
the control is undefined for values of (f s,r)s ) that lie on 
a switching boundary. In ordinary systems with discon-
tinuous control, the system chatters along the sliding 
surface causing the control to switch at a very high 
frequency. The average value of the control (i.e. the 
equivalent control) determines the motion of the system 
along the sliding surface. In this application, however, the 
system does not chatter as seen from the definition of ;. 
Thus, the slow control must be given as the equivalent 
control for those values of (e s,ns) that lie on a switching 
boundary. Alternately, it can be given as the final value 
of the equivalent control in the fast time-scale. 

us  = -(B2TB2)-1 B2rAos 	(27) 

Note that the use of the psuedo-inverse is justified by the 
consistancy of the equation, i.e., 11, was derived from the 
equivalent control. 

Thus, the solution of the system (1)-(2) can be 
approximated outside of the boundary layer by the 
solution to the following system: 

is  = Aoes 	Bous ; e s (0) = eo 	(28) 

ns = f(ci1es,K2,es) 
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where u is given in equation (27) and the function f is 
defined from (9),(11),(15),(19) and (21). As stated previ-
ously, f is piecewise-linear and may be continuous; hence, 
the slow manifold defined by the function f is piecewise-
linear and may be continuous. 

The continuity of the slow manifold is required for 
the approximation errors given by ti(t)-rt s(t) and £(t)-C s(t) 
to be of order OW for the time outside of the initial 
boundary-layer. If the function defining the slow mani-
fold is continuous, it satisfies a Lipschitz condition since 
it is piecewise-linear [11]. Therefore, a sufficient condi-
tion for the approximation error to be of order 0(1) is 
that the Lipschitz constant be bounded as i.e. it 
cannot be of order 0(1/A). If it was of order 0(1/A), 
then the equilibrium point for the fast dynamics would 
change too quickly in the t-time scale thereby invalidat-
ing the separation in time scales between t and 7. The 
resulting behavior would require evaluation of the fast 
dynamics after each switch in the control, and the slow 
model approximation in (28) would be valid only in the 
time-intervals between switches. 

4. Numerical Example 
An example of the approximation method for the 

two-input quantized control system is demonstrated here. 
The system is given in the form of equations (1)-(2). The 
control is selected to be bang-bang with components 

u i  = sgn s l ; 	s 1  = -K, I e - K12 t7 	 (29) 
U 2  =sgn 	 s2  s2 ; 	s 	= • 	— -K21 e - K22n 

The parameter matrices are given as follows: 

-3 -3 	1 	0 
Ao  = 

 

0 	0 
 -3 	0 Bo  = -1 	0 

0 	0 -2 0 	-1 
(30) 

A2  = [ 0 -41 	B2  = L0 4 1 

= [2 1 1]; K12  = [ 1 2]; 
IC21  = [1 1 2]; K22  = [-2 2] 

To correspond to the previous notation, the parameters 
of the quantizer functions are defined as: 

c i. , = c2,1  = -1; c , ,2  = C22  = 1; d,.2 = d22 = 
The initial conditions are l o  = [-1.5, 1, -0.751 T  and no  = 
[1, 2] T  and A=0.1. 

Note that the fast subsystem is the same as given in 
the example described in Section 2.1.4. Therefore, the 
boundary layer approximation is found as the solution of 
(22). The equilibrium point of this system, rt s(0), is found 
as a function of K49  and K21 e0  using the function 
definitions a)-i) listed in Section 2.1.4 where /3= K„£ 0 

 and 7 =K2i eo. With the given initial conditions on e, the 
equilibrium point is found to be ri s (0)= [-2.75, -2] T . This 
corresponds to an equilibrium point existing on the 
boundary between R 12  and R22  so that as f) approaches 
ns(0), the control u 1  begins switching very rapidly while 
u2 =1 remains constant. It can be shown that with the 
given initial conditions on n, the fast subsystem will slide 
in the r-time scale on the switching surface defined by 
s 1  =0. 

The outer solution is found from the slow model in 

(28). The quasi-steady-state solution is found from the 
function definitions a)-i) listed in Section 2.1.4 where 
/3=K11 C s  and 7=K21 es. The initial conditions for this 
example are such that the system starts out sliding on the 
s1 =0 surface in the normal time-scale. 

Comparison between the time-integration of the 
actual system and the approximate system are shown for 
representative states in Figures 3-4. The errors between 
the trajectories are of order 0GO. In the approximate 
solution, the boundary layer correction (f)-;(0)) is added 
to the outer solution for 05t50.2, beyond which it is negli-
gible. Both the approximation and the true solution are 
asymptotically stable to the origin. Therefore, both 
systems are found to slide on the intersection of the 
switching surfaces defined by s 1 =0 and s2 =0. The 
computation time for obtaining the actual solution was 
roughly 18 times longer than that for obtaining the 
approximate solution for. As in all singular perturbation 
approaches, asµ decreases, the approximation becomes 
more accurate and the relative computational time-savings 
greatly increases. 

5 Summary 
This paper presents the analysis of a singularly 

perturbed two-input quantized control system. The 
discontinuities in the control occur in the state space on 
single boundary surfaces as well as on intersections of 
boundaries. This latter occurrence is precisely what 
makes the analysis of the two-input case so much more 
complicated than that of the scalar case. In spite of the 
complications, reduced-order models are developed which 
yield the outer solution and the boundary layer solution. 
As part of the slow model, a function is derived which 
solves for the quasi-steady-state solution in terms of the 
slow variable. This function is known to be continuous 
when the fast subsystem is second-order. Other cases 
may need to be evaluated numerically. As in the scalar 
case, the system may possess a sliding mode in the fast 
time as well as the slow time scales. The results of a 
numerical simulation show that the approximation method 
described in this paper can yield very accurate results 
with very good computational time-savings. 

It appears that the extension of singular perurbation 
theory to the general multiple input quantized control is 
a very complex problem. In particular, finding a function 
which solves for the quasi-steady-state solution is very 
tedious and, in fact, may not be possible. Hence, in 
general, singular perturbation theory does not simplify the 
analysis. However, it may be the only alternative if the 
original system is too numerically stiff to be solved any 
other way. A discussion of the multiple input case is 
contained in [9]. 
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Figure 1: Graphical example of condition for equilibrium 
point, ns, to lie on a boundary between R 1.1  and R f.t.j . 
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Figure 3: Response of E 2  to initial condition for actual 
system (solid line) and approximate system. 

Figure 2: Graphical example of condition for equilibrium 
point, n., to lie on intersection of boundaries. 
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Figure 4: Response of r72  to initial condition for actual 
system (solid line) and approximate system. 
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OPTIMAL AND SUBOPTIMAL FILTERING FOR LINEAR SYSTEKS DRIVEN BY SELF—EXCITED 
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ABSTRACT 

Stochastic differential equations for the conditional density function 

and moments are presented for a linear system which is excited by a marked 

Poisson process whose rate depends on the state of the system and which is 

observed in white Gaussian noise. The set of optimal filtering equations 

is infinite dimensional, therefore, any practical filter is suboptimal. A 

suboptimal filter is developed for the case of unmarked Poisson excitation. 

This suboptimal filter estimates the Poisson process via a combined sequen-

tial estimation and detection scheme based on the criterion of maximum 

a posteriori (MAP) probability. An example computation is presented. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This paper examines the issue of state estimation for a linear system 

which is driven by a Poisson process whose rate parameter depends on the 

state of the system. The input process is described as "self-excited" 

since its rate function can be specified given the past history of the 

input process. 

The model of a dynamic system driven by a Poisson process with a state 

dependent rate is motivated by several practical situations. In aircraft 

maneuvers, the pilot's discrete application of controls is sometimes 

modeled as a Poisson input process. It is reasonable to expect that the 

rate of the control actions is dependent on the state of the aircraft. 

Another example is the tracking of a light source with a photon detector. 

The rate of photon arrivals certainly depends on the state of the tracking 

system, notably the tracking error angle. 

The most general system considered in this paper is described by the 

following scalar equations: 

dx
t 	

a
t
x
t
dt + b

t
dn

t 	
(1) 

dz
t 	

dw
t  y — c x + — 

t 	dt 	t t 	dt 
(2) 

where n t  is a marked Poisson process whose marks (i.e., the amplitudes of 

the jumps) fu
i
I are a sequence of mutually independent, identically 

distributed random variables with density p u (u). 	The incident rate 
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)f n
t 

is a memoryless function of the state, u(x t ). The process 	• 
..!. ,4±01k Irownian motion with diffusion V t . 	 5411  

The objective is to estimate xt given the history of the observati6 

)rocess, either ys  or zs, for s < t. In Section 2, an expression fointbil .  

ninimium mean-squared error (MMSE) estimate is derived, and shown to'be 

impractical. Good suboptimal approximations to the MMSE estimate are 

lesirable, but are not pursued here. Instead, in Section 3, the maximum 

i posteriori (MAP) criterion is used to derive a practical filter for X t.° 2  

2. OPTIMAL FILTER EQUATIONS 

This section derives the expression for the stochastic partial differ 

sntial equation satisfied by p tit (x), the conditional density function of 
f 

K t  given Z t 	tzs ts 4 t}, based on a filtering theorem for white Gaussian 

observation noise. Furthermore, recursive equations are obtained for the 

central moments of this density function. The procedure used here is 

similar to the one used by Kwakernaak [1] to analyze a linear time 

invariant (LTI) system driven by an unmarked Poisson process with a 

constant rate. 

First, the filtering theorem stated in Kwakernaak [1] is summarized 

for the special case of a scalar system with independent observation noise. 

Filtering Theorem [1]:  Let Qt , t > to, be the semi-martingale defined 

by 

dQ
t 

= R
t
dt + dM

t 	
t > t

o 
	 (3) 

where Mt  is a martingale with respect to a growing family of a-fields F t , 

t > t0, and where Rt is a process adapted to F. Let zt , t > to, be the 

semi-martingale process 

dz t  = h tdt + dw
t 	

t > t
o 
	 (4) 

where h is another process adapted to F, and w t  is a Brownian motion inde- 

pendent of F, such that E(dw 2 ) 	Vtdt, Vt  > 0 for t > to. Define Zt  as the 

growing family of a-fields generated by the process z t . For an arbitrary 
" A 

process fi t, define E
tt

IZ
t
). Then Q

t 
satisfies the dynamic equation 

1 -1r 	, 
dQ

t 
= R

t
dt + IQ h t - 

QthtJVt 
Idz

t 
- h

t
dtj (5) 
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iv x 
The filtering theorem will be applied to Q t  = e 	for xt  as defined in 

(1). 	However, the differential rule for filtered Poisson processes must 

first be used to obtain dQ t . The rule may be found in Snyder [2, p. 200], 

and is also a special case of the differential rule for discontinuous semi-

martingales (1,3]. 

Differential Rule (2): For an appropriately smooth function Q(x t ) and 

for xt  defined in (1), the rule is 

aQ(x t )  
dQ(xt ) = at xt (--5-r—)dt + f [cmxt .it t o - Q(xt )]K(dt.du) 	(6) 

where the last integral is a counting integral [2, p. 195), evaluated over 

the mark space U, with respect to the Poisson counting measure K(dt,du). 

K(tt,A) is the number of jumps of n
t 
during the interval At with marks in 

the set A C U. 

Equation (6) may be put in the form of (3) by letting 

dM
t 

= f ['D(xt +btu) - Q(x t
)][K(dt,du) - 1.1(x

t
)p

u
(u)dtdu] 
	

(7) 

and taking Rtdt as the remainder. The substitution of R t  into (5) yields 

wx 	mix Ivx
tr 

ivb
t
u 

de 	t  = (iva
t
x
t
e 	+ e 	Le 	- l]p (x

t
))dt 

*  
, -r 

+ [c
t
x
t
e 	- cx

t
e 	

t 
IV

t
1 
 idz

t 
- c

t
x
t
dt] . (8) 

Let e t . b t
u (recall u is the mark variable) and p 8 
	

be the probability 

density function for 	If If it is assumed that the conditional density 

function pt i t (x) exists, then taking the inverse Fourier transform of each 

term of (8) yields 

dp
tlt

(x) = Lp
tlt

(x)dt + V
t

1 
ct(x-xt)ptlt(x)[clzt - c

t
x
t
dt] 	(9) 

where L is the linear operator given by 

a 	r 
Lp(x) 	- 	LatxP(x)] + (pc, (x) • [U(x)p(x)]) - 11(x)p(x) 	( 1 0)ax

"t  
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where "*" denotes convolution. As in Kwakernaak's case, equation (9) is 

the same as the Kushner equation for systems driven by Brownian motion, 

except for the definition of L. 

Equations (9) and (10) can be used to derive stochastic differ- 

ential equations for x t  and the nth conditional central moments Pn,t 
" 

E[(x
t
-x

t
)
n 
 IZ

t
]as follows: 

=-x  nrt 	
E[(x

t 	
) fl IZ

t 	
n = 1,2,... 	 (11) 

t  

dx
t 	

atxt
dt + b

t
E(u)v(x t

)dt + V
t

-1 c

t
P
2,t

[dz
t 

- c
t
x
tdt] 

n 	 i1 nl dP
n,t 

= na
t
P
n,t

dt + 	(
k
)b

k
t
E(u

k 
 )(x

t
-x

t
)
n-k

v(x
t
)dt - nb

t
E(u)v(x

t
)P

n -1,t
dt 

k=1 

	

r 	 " 

	

+ V
t

1 
 ct L Pn+1,t 	nP2,tPn-1,ti(dzt - c txtdt] 

	

-1 2 	r n-1 
+ nVt  ctP2,0. 

2 P2,tPn-2,t 	Pn,t1dt 	
n = 2,3,... 	 (12) 

Equations (11) and (12) represent an infinite set of coupled stochas-

tic differential equations. Thus, an exact mean-squared error optimal 

filter is impossible to implement. Furthermore, in Kwakernaak's opinion, 

simple truncation of the moment equations (for the constant rate case) 

leads to unstable filters and generally poor results. Hence, approximate 

suboptimal filtering techniques are required, and are under investigation. 

This paper considers an alternative approach which uses a different error 

criterion, and is treated in the next section. 

3. A MAP APPROACH 

For this analysis, it is assumed that the driving process n t  is a 

counting process, i.e., it has only unit jumps. Furthermore, it is assumed 

that the system being driven is linear time-invariant, that is, a t  = a and 

b
t = b in equation (1). Thus, it is clear that knowledge .of the jump times 

implies knowledge of x t . The approach followed in this section is to 

obtain MAP estimates of the number NT  of jumps in n
t 
and the jump times 

2 T  on the interval (0,T), given the observations Y T  = 

	

14T 
= [T

I,2 	NT 
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lys ls < T}. The state estimate at time T, denoted X T, is then constructed 

by the appropriate superposition of impulse responses. The approach is 

made into a practical sequential algorithm by using time discretization and 

a finite time window. 

This is an extension of the work of Au and Haddad 13) wherein the 

approach outlined above was taken for marked Poisson driving processes 

which have constant known rates. 

The MAP estimates N
T

• 

 and T satisfy 
M 

( Max 

6IT ,I ) ■ arg 0 < N* < M m 	 [ Ln pN  
T
,1m IYT.

N
T
4/4(N* '4)  

LAcRM  .I.  

where the argument of the logarithm is a joint a posteriori probability 

density function. M is an integer chosen large enough so that Pr[N T  > MI 

is negligible. The condition NT  < M ensures that T includes enough jump 

times to construct 7cv . 

The log of the density function in (13) can be replaced by the 

following expression without changing the results 

1 f [yt 
Ln— 

2V 	
2 	- 	* h(t,T*)]( * h(t,T*))dt 

T 0 	 j ∎ 0 

+ Ln 
PT IN N <24(

24IN
T 

= N*,N
T 

4 M) + Ln Pr(N
T 	

N*IN
T 

4 14) 	(14)  T. 
T 

The first term is recognized as the log likelihood function, wherein 

h(t,T *) represents the response of the system at time t to an impulse at 

time TI. For brevity, h(t,r*) is defined as the unforced response due to a 

known initial condition xo . 

The next objective is to simplify the expressions of the second and 

third terms of (14). Note that the event NT  - N* is also the event T N*  4 

T < TN*+1 . Therefore, the probability density in the second term can be 

rewritten as 

	

PTM IN T'  NT  4/4 (174 INT 	
N* ! IIT 	M)  

-  

(
-
T*IN < M) 

PT IN 4M M T 
.M T 

for 0 < T* < 	4 I*
* 
 4 T 

1 	 N 

  

Pr(T
N*  < T,T N*+1 > TIN* < M] and T < T* 	4 1* 

N*+1 	M 
(15) 

O otherwise 

Since Ln 0 	it is reasonable to restrict the region over which the 

expression in (13) is maximized to the region of support of (15). Under 
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this restriction, the third term of (14) cancels the denominator of the 

nonzero part of (15). 

The remaining term to simplify is the numerator of the nonzero part of 

(15). It is noted that the event NT  < M is also the event T1,4+1  > T. Thus, 

the term of interest may be expressed as a marginal density function: 

(T*Im < m) 	f p 	 ( T* IT 	T)dT*+1  PT IN <M —M T 	 T 	IT 	>T —M+1 m+1 	M 
—M T 	 T —M+1 m+1 

It is noted that the region of support of the integrand is over the "wedge" 

0 < T 1  < TM  < T m+1  minus the half space Two  < T. Therefore, (16) 

can be rewritten as: 

PT 	( 4+1 )  
T*IN < M) 	

—M+1  
dT* PT IN <M (  —M T 	 Pr(T

M+1 > T) 
	M+1 

M T 	 Max[. T* 
M' 

The unconditional density in the integrand of (17) is a special case of the 

density considered by Snyder (2, p. 248] for a self-exciting point process. 

For this special case, the density can be expressed as: 

1 PT 3 , 
-exp 

1 
 f -  

p 	(T* ) • T 	-M+1 -M+1 

with 	

1=1 	i 	Tt 

0 	 otherwise 

i-1 
7
t 
(T*-1  ) - xo  ea tu1j  (t) + y b expla(t-T)1u1 	J 

(t - TI) 
—i  

i'l 

where u l  is the unit step function. In words, 7t(Tt_ i ) is the value of the 

state assuming that n t  has had jumps only at times TT 	T* 	Let 7 (T*) 
1-1' 	t -0 

denote the unforced value of the state. 

Substitution of (18) into (17) is straightforward due to the product 

form of (18) and yields 

p
T -M 

 (T) 	Max(T* '  r) 
-M  (TIN < m) 	 exp f -u [S (g)]dt 	(19) 

PT IN <M —M T 	Pr(T
m 

> T) 
M T 	 * 

where it has been assumed that there exists some a > 0 such that v[x] > a 

for all x, thus making 

exp f - 11(7, 	■ 0 . 
TA 

(16) 

(17) 

• 

. 	'-a-_ p 	111x t (2.1 )]dt 	for 0 < _1 	 1 	 M+1 
_ i  

V,  < 	< T *  
"" 

(18) 
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It is noted that pT  (•) is defined by replacing M + 1 by M in (18). 

Evaluation of the derivatives yields: 

T i 
01.7 

Tf 
 (T" )1exp f 	- urit CLI_ Indt 	for 0 < T1 < 	< T* 

p (T*) 	i. 1 	 11..1  
(20) 

0 	 otherwise 

The combination of equations (14), (15), (19), and (20) results in a new 

MAP equation: 

Max 

Max T*eR
M  
+ 	

1  f [2y 	(T*))[ 	(T+)]dt 
0 4 Na < 	T1 4 	< TA*  < T 	2VT 0 -t 	t -M  xtM 

	

+ in(

M 	
Max(TA,T) 

i
II u[x * [1!_,))) 	f 	u[7t (-14)]dt 

	

=1 	 0 

where the maximization is to be performed in two steps, first over the 

T*'s for fixed Na, and second over the N*Is. 

4. SEQUENTIAL MAP APPROXIMATION 

The MAP equation (21) derived in the previous section is now approxi-

mated as a sequential algorithm. In this approximation, the observations 

are processed in subintervals each of length A, which is chosen such that 

the probability of having two or more jumps in each interval is negligibly 

small. Each subinterval of observations is used to detect a jump in the 

subinterval and to estimate the jump time, as well as to update the 

estimates of past jump times. 

In order to reduce computational complexity of the algorithm, 

estimates further than L subintervals away from the new subinterval are not 

updated and considered "finalized." The selection of L represents a 

tradeoff between performance and complexity. Thus, observations in the 

k th  subinterval [(K-1)A,KA) are used to update estimates in the "window" 

[(K-L)A,K.8).
(K-L)A 

represents the number of finalized estimates of jump 

times. 

Equation (21) is next modified so that maximization is performed only 

over jump times occurring after the time (E-L)A. Any additive terms which 

depend solely on finalized estimates are dropped. 	For brevity, let NF  = 

43 2 

Cg 7 ) = 
T .  -M 

arg 

(21)  



N 
	("F" for finalized). Furthermore, redefine T as [T ,.. 	T

N 	
1 

-L 
	occurred 	

+L ' 
and redefine t  (T*) as the state assuming that jumps have occurred call: at L 
the finalized times and at the proposed times It. The modified (approxi-

mate) version of (21) is: 

Max 

FIKA ,I.L) = arg 
XF  4 N* 4 14-F  + L r'''' 4  " 	4  — 4 

TN* 

< KA  
N
F 	

N
F
+1 

KA 4 2 21 *4.1  4 	4 T... 
* 

N
F
+L 

KA 
f 	[2y - ;TT*)15(T*)1t 

2V
T (K-L)A 	

t 	
-4" 	L 

( F  

* to 

i=i4 +1 

u[ x 	)1) 
-1-1 

Max(T^. 	KA) N +L' KA) 

 u[Tit[4!)1dt 	(22) 
(K-L)A 

There is a remaining difficulty with the maximization over the t''s in 

(22). Assume that this maximization is being performed for a given, fixed 

Na. Furthermore, assume a discretized domain, i.e., a subset of equally 

spaced discrete values in R. The discretization implies that the expres-

sion in (22) is evaluated over a finite number of values for the T* I s 

between T- and KA, but there are still an infinite number of values to 

check for the T*'s above KA. Maximizing over these "future" jump times is 

equivalent to maximizing the joint a priori probability density for these 

jump times. 

The constant rate case (PIx c 	Uo
) presents no difficulty, because 

the joint a priori density function for the jump times after KA has its 

maximum at I*4.1  T:1*.1.2  = T
N . K. It is easily shown that the 

same is true for stable first order systems and rate functions u(x] which 

monotonically increase with Ixl. However, for more general LTI systems and 

rate functions, finding the maximum of the a priori joint density is 

apparently not as easy. This matter is currently under investigation. 

5. EXAMPLE 

Figures 1 and 2 display simulation results based on the algorithm of 

Section 4. The parameters are (see equations 1 and 2) a t 	-5, bt 	2, and 

c t 	1. 	The rate or intensity, p(xt ), of the counting process n t , takes 

only two values: U(x t) = 2 for Ix t 1 4 1 and u(xt ) = 4 for Ixt I > 1 . 

Figure 1 contains the state trajectory. The rate takes its high value when 

the trajectory is above the dashed line and the low value otherwise. 
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For estimation, A = 0.03125 sec. 	This yields an approximate upper 

bound for Pr[n t+11  - n t  > 1] of 4A . 0.125. 	The observation noise samples 

have a standard deviation (47) of 0.15. The estimation/detection window 

is L = 4. Estimation results are shown in figure 2. Some errors may be 

observed at t = 2 and 3 < t < 4. It is noted that for ✓ ry  = 0.1, all of 

the jumps were correctly detected (to the order of the simulation sample 

period) and for /V-  = 0.2, several more false detections occurred in the 

region 0.5 < t < 1.5. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

The state estimation problem has been considered for a linear system 

observed in additive white Gaussian noise, where the system is driven by a 

Poisson process with a state dependent rate. It is no surprise that the 

minimum mean-squared estimator is infinite dimensional, since the same is 

true for the simpler constant rate case. However; it is expected that the 

form of the equations will suggest a good suboptimal approximation in the 

future. An implementable estimator was developed based on maximum 

a posteriori (MAP) estimates of the number and times of the jumps in the 

driving process. However, the feasibility of this scheme has been shown 

only for certain LTI systems and rate functions. Further investigation 

is needed to enlarge the apparently limited applicability of this MAP 

approach. 
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Abstract 

A sequential detection scheme is used to determine the approximate 
occurrence times of impulses in a self-excited point process which drives 
a scalar linear system. Observations of the state are corrupted by 
additive white Gaussian noise. The state estimate is constructed based 
on the detected impulses. 

1 Introduction 

Linear systems driven by a combination of a marked (randomly weight-
ed) impulse process and a white Gaussian noise process have been used 
as models for maneuvering targets [1], switching environments [2], and 
seismic signals in oil exploration [3]. Impulsive input processes with 
state-dependent statistics are applicable if a system is prone to a high 
disturbance rate in some regions of the state space and a low rate in 
other regions. As preparation for the analysis of the complex model de-
scribed above, a simpler problem has been addressed in which the only 
disturbance is a self-excited point process [9] with constant marks. The 
process is described as self-excited because its instantaneous average 
rate is a function of the state of the system being driven. 

The optimal mean square error filter involves an infinite set of 
coupled stochastic differential equations [4,6]. In cases where the in-
stantaneous average rate of the input process is constant and is low 
relative to the bandwidth of the system, various truncations of the 
optimal filter have performed poorly [4,8]. 

These performance reports have prompted investigation into other 
approaches [8,6,5] which resemble a maximum a posteriori (MAP) ap-
proach. These approaches share the basic goal of determining the num-
ber, N, and the arrival times, LN , of input pulses in a time interval, 
using observations over that time interval and a priori statistics. Au [8] 
and Kwakernaak [5] make the additional assumption of random marks. 
However, it will be demonstrated that an inherent difficulty with this 
problem is preserved in the constant mark case. In all approaches but 
Kwakernaak's, the solutions to this fixed-interval smoothing problem 
were transformed into fixed-lag smoothing algorithms by allowing the 
interval to become a moving window. A smoothed estimate of the state 
is constructed by superimposing responses to the detected impulses as 
they are left behind by the time window. 

In order to discuss the problem further, some definitions are needed. 
Let No,T be the number of input impulses in the interval [0,T). Let 
LIt = [11, 71,••• ' la] represent the first n consecutive arrival times of 
the impulses. Assume observations of a scalar system: 

	

sit  = xt(Ljvc.,7)+ tut 	t E [0,T) 	(1) 

Nam 

	

.t(LN„,) = E h(t - + 	 (2) 

where wt  is Gaussian white noise with spectral height er 2  , h(t) is the 
impulse response of the system, and 4D(t,0)xo is the unforced response. 
Let {Yoa} represent the observations over the interval [0,T). The 
instantaneous average rate of input impulses is defined to be tt[zi], 
where p is a positive, bounded function. 
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The difficulty referred to above is how to properly use the a priori 
statistics in this problem. The procedure is straightforward when the 
goal is to produce a MAP estimate of the consecutive arrival times in 
an interval [0,T), given that there are exactly n arrival times. The 
MAP estimate in  maximizes the quantity 

	

A{Yox I 1.}P(11 I No,T = n) 	 ( 3) 

where A is the likelihood functional 

exp ( 2÷, foT [2sit  — xt (1„)][x t (r.,)]dt) 	 (4) 

and p(Ln  I NOT  = n) is the joint probability density function (pdf) 
of the first n occurence times in [0,T), given that No,T = n. It is 
noted that for the state-dependent rate case, this pdf is not generally 
differentiable with respect to i n . 

It is also straightforward to produce a MAP estimate of No,T, that 
is, a minimum probability of error detection of No,T. The MAP esti-
mate Arox maximizes 

	

E{A{A,T I r..} I No,T = n} Pr{No,T 	= . 	(5) 

where, in the constant rate case, the second factor is a unimodal func-
tion of n, with its peak at E{No,r} = AT. 

In the problem at hand, however, neither t i  or Arox alone will suf-
fice. The two procedures must somehow be merged. The issue is more 
pressing when the model includes random marks which can take very 
small values. In that case, the maximum likelihood approach yields 
unreasonably large values of N as many small impulse responses are 
made to fit the observation noise. Any estimator of N must sufficiently 
penalize large values. 

In each of the three approaches mentioned above, a single expres-
sion is maximized to determine both the number and times (also marks 
in [8] and [5]) of impulses in an interval. Au [8] used the likelihood 
ratio weighted by Snyder's sample function density (sfd) [9]: 

(1. U.; = P(i". I NO,T = n)P(Y-n I No,T = a) Pr{No,r = n} (6) 

	

where 	denotess the random marks. It is noted 	that the Bid is not 
a joint pdf, since the dimension of its domain depends on the last 
argument. For independently and identically distributed (iid) marks, 
the natural log of the ea simplifies to 

	

nln A — AT + ilnp(14). 	 (7) 

which, as a function of n, does not share the characteristics of 
In Pr{No,T = n} -, in particular, it does not necessarily penalize large 
n. In the algorithm, extreme values of n are prevented by limiting the 
rate of change in the collection of n's. 

In treating the state-dependent rate case, Ingram and Haddad [6] 
replaced the sfd in Au's approach with the joint pdf of That and No,T, 
where M is chosen so that Pr{Nox > M} 4 1. Use of an actual 
pdf might seem appropriate for a MAP approach. However, it was 
observed that for the constant rate case, this pdf is constant with 
respect to both Lm  and n when a < M. Thus for the constant rate 
case, the criterion is simply maximum likelihood with an upper bound 
on n. 
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Kwakernaak [5] applied Rissanen's [7] shortest data description 
method to this problem. The resulting procedure is the same as Au's 
except that the expression in (6) is augmented with the factors n,8.; 
where ni and bt  are resolutions for digitizing the ith mark and arrival 
time, respectively. The resolutions are chosen to minimize the aug-
mented expression, which is interpreted as the symbol length needed 
to encode the data n, c,,, and n,,. This method is optimal for the data 
length criterion and penalizes high values of n. However, it is not read-
ily applicable when the input is a self-excited point process. This is due 
to the complexity of the expressions and the required differentiability 
of the sfd in the assignments of ni and 6i. 

2 The Sequential Algorithm 

The approach taken in this paper to the problem of estimating the self-
excited input point process has two steps. The first step is to compute 
the MAP estimates f. for every n such that 0 < n < M, where M is 
chosen as above. The likelihood functional for the n = 0 case is also 
computed. 

The second step is to approximate the minimum probability of error 
detection of Nax by replacing the averaged likelihood functional in (5) 
with the likelihood functional evaluated at i n , i.e., by maximizing 

A{yo,r I in, xo} Pr{No,r = n I so} 
	

(8) 

over 0 < n < M to get liro,T. The final estimate of input impulse times 
is 4..7 . Both terms in (8) are conditioned on zo because of the state 
dependence of the rate. 

The main reason this approach was chosen is its explicit depen-
dence in both steps on a priori statistics. This dependence was highly 
desirable, given the rather elaborate input model that has been as-
sumed. The reason why equation (5) was not used is mainly due to 
implementation difficulties. Specifically, the likelihood functional can 
take on very large values for high signal-to-noise; this causes high sen-
sitivity to approximation errors in the numerical integration needed to 
perform the expectation. Even if this sensitivity problem did not exist, 
the multiple integration would not be desirable because it is very time 
consuming. 

Equation (8) is relatively easy to implement. The first factor is a 
byproduct of the first step and the second factor, Pr{No,T = n I So), 
can be computed off-line for the desired range of values for so. The 
second factor naturally imposes a penalty on high n and also noticeably 
depends on zo. 

In the sequential algorithm, this procedure is performed over the 
interval [A, A+T], where A is periodically incremented. The smoothed 
state estimate 1A takes the place of so. 

The algorithm has been tested on the following example. Let 

2e-2t u(t) 

1 Ixi l 5 1 
4 ]xi ] > 1 

Some values of Pr{No,r = n I so}, computed for the example and 
T = 0.1875 are shown in the table. For this interval size, Pr{No,T > 
3) < 0.0073, so it is sufficient to consider values of n up to M = 3. It 
is observed that as xo increases, the probability weight gradually shifts 
away from n = 0, but the probabilities of n = 1 and n = 3 still differ 
by an order of magnitude. For so > 2.6, the distribution for 0 < n < 3 
is unchanged because the high initial condition ensures that p[ri] = 4 
over the whole interval. For cr2  = 0.01, all pulses except the first are 
detected within the time resolution of the simulation. As the noise 
strength grows from as = 0.04, errors begin to occur. Additional tests 
are being performed and a theoretical performance analysis is under 
investigation. 

so n=0 n=1 n=2 n=3 
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0.829 0.121 0.039 0.010 
0.829 0.120 0.040 0.010 
0.829 0.119 0.040 0.010 
0.829 0.119 0.040 0.010 
0.829 0.119 0.040 0.010 
0.829 0.119 0.040 0.010 
0.744 0.159 0.075 0.022 
0.679 0.195 0.094 0.027 
0.623 0.231 0.109 0.030 
0.581 0.259 0.119 0.032 
0.547 0.287 0.126 0.033 
0.517 0.309 0.130 0.033 
0.491 0.338 0.133 0.033 
0.472 0.354 0.133 0.033 

Table 1: Values of Pr{No,r = n I zo) for the example system. 
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ABSTRACT 

In this work, mean-square continuity is proved for the state of a linear system disturbed by 
a point process with a state-dependent rate and random marks. The cross-correlation property 
and the linear optimal filter are derived for the case of zero mean marks. 

SUMMARY 

The model treated in this summary is a continuous linear time invariant system driven by 
a self-excited, marked point process. The term "self-excited' implies that the instantaneous 
average jump rate or intensity of the point process depends on the history of the process. Thus, 
self-excitation is one kind of time-correlation. In particular, the jump rate is specified as a 
memoryless function of the system state. The term "marked" describes a point process with 
random jump amplitudes (marks). 

One possible application of this model is in the tracking of maneuvering targets. The 
jump process represents the commanded acceleration of the vehicle being tracked. The state-
dependency of the rate represents a relation between the rate of acceleration jumps and the 
position and velocity of the vehicle. Another possible application is in state estimation for 
systems subject to abrupt failures, such as the onset of biases in sensors or actuators. Here, 
state-dependency of the rate may represent an increased vulnerability to failures under condi-
tions of high heat, speed, or electrical current. 

The state process is given by the following stochastic differential equation 

dst  = Ax g dt BdMg  t > 0 

where xi E R" is the state, with initial condition xo, A E 	x Ra, B E R", and A E R is a 
piecewise constant random process to be defined below. 

Let /8/t  denote the number of jumps in A. Let {ui, uz,..., um} be the consecutive jump 
heights or marks of Mi. Then Mt  may be expressed 

N, 
= 	ui. 

1=1 

The marks are assumed to be independently and identically distributed with mean Ta and 
mean square value u 2 . We define the stochastic intensity [I] or instantaneous average rate of 
Ng  to be pkt i, where p is a scalar valued, positive, and bounded function of the state x t  of the 
system. It follows that Ng — 41 p[x,icis is a martingale with respect to the a-algebra St  generated 
by xt . The observation model is given by 

dzg  = Xgdt dwg  

where ta t  is an n-vector of Wiener processes with E(dwg dwg ) = Idt. 
There has been a fair amount of work concerning systems driven by compound Poisson 

processes, that is, independent increment point processes with random marks. The contribu- 
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tions include representations and properties [2], and mean-square optimal, linear optimal, and 
suboptimal state estimation [3,4]. Self-excited and more general point processes have received 
attention [2,1], mainly as models for point process observations of dynamic systems. 

Martingale theory has been applied successfully in the characterization of point processes 
[1] as well as in nonlinear filtering theory. Thus, it was desirable and instructive to use it in 
proving the following propositions. 

Proposition 1 If there exists a constant K such that 

p[x] < K < +oo 

for all x E 02", then x t  is mean-square continuous, that is, 

lim E{ilxt — x IV} = O. 

where 	denotes the Euclidean distance in R". 

Proposition 2 If the mean of the marks is zero, i.e., if rt = 0, then x t  is of the separable class 
[5], which implies that for any nonlinear, scalar valued function g(•), there exists a constant 
vector C such that 

Efi tg(x.„)) = Efx t x',.}C. 

given that the appropriate expectations exist. 

The innovations approach of Kailath [6] may be used to derive the linear filter. The mean-
square continuity of xt is sufficient to prove that the innovations process Vg = It - ftp 1, ds, 
where it is the filter output, is a process of orthogonal increments. When the marks have zero 
mean, the resulting filter is 

dit  = /li g & + pi dv, 

Pt  = APt  + PI A' + BB' Tirx7 — P t  P, 

Although Pt  will be difficult to compute due to the a priori expectation t7TII, the computation 
can be done off-line. We are currently investigating methods of computation and the filter 
expression for the case of nonzero mean marks. 
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ABSTRACT 

Modeling issues and the minimum mean squared error linear filter and 
smoother are studied for a linear system disturbed by a jump process with 
a state-dependent rate and random jump heights. The jump process is 
defined in terms of martingale processes. Martingale techniques are used 
to derive certain properties and second order statistics of the jump and state 
processes. It is shown that the linear filter and smoother are practical only 
for the case of zero-mean jump heights. 

1 Introduction 

Linear systems with random impulsive forcing functions have been used to 
model dynamic systems subject to abrupt failures or bias changes [1] and 
manuevering targets [2], as well as many other physical situations [3, chapt. 
4]. State estimation for such systems from noisy observations has been an 
active research area for many years. The input process is often described 
as either an independent increment compound Poisson process [4,5,6,7] or 
a discrete-time semi-Markov process [2,8]. In both cases, the minimum 

mean squared error (MMSE) filter is not implementable. Thus researchers 
have considered various approximations to the MMSE filter as well as linear 
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optimal filters and schemes which involve maximum a posteriori (MAP) or 
MAP-like criteria [6,8]. 

This note treats a linear system driven by an extended version of the 
compound Poisson process. The extension results from allowing the instan-
taneous average rate of the input impulses to depend on the state of the 
linear system. In the abrupt failure application, the state dependency is 
motivated by the idea that a system maybe more prone to failures when 
it is under some degree of "stress," as defined by a region of the state 
space. In the target tracking application, the likelihood of a pilot to give 
an acceleration command may depend on his speed and position, again re-
flected by the state of the system. Apparently, this input model has not 
been previously considered in the context of state estimation. A related 
model, a linear system with Markov jump parameters where the jump rate 
is state-dependent, has been considered for optimal control [9]. 

The objectives of this note are to determine various properties and quan-
tities of the process of interest which are relevant to MMSE estimation, 
and to derive the MMSE linear filter and fixed-lag smoother. The note 
is summarized as follows. Section 2 contains a methodical development of 
the properties of the state process. The development is based on a semi-
martingale representation of the counting process which underlies the jump 
process. It is this semimartingale representation which precisely describes 
the state-dependency of the system disturbance. We build up from the 
counting process to the jump process, and finally to several representations 
of the state process. The state process is proved to be square integrable 
and mean square continuous. Section 3 contains a discussion on linear esti-
mators for the state process, given observations in additive white Gaussian 
noise. A recursive form for the filter and fixed-lag smoother follow easily 
when the jump heights have zero mean. In the general case, however, a re-

cursive form of the linear filter is not obtained. Some observations are made 
from the general filter expression and the form of the a priori covariance 
equations. 
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2 The State Process 

In this section we define the state process and discuss its properties. Several 
representations are considered, and the properties of square integrability 
and mean square continuity are proved. We recall that these properties 
are true for the constant rate case, so it should not be surprising that they 
follow for the state-dependent rate case when the rate function is uniformly 
bounded. The definitions and proofs, however, do require some care. 

The state process is given by the following stochastic differential equa-
tion 

dx t  = Ax tdt BdMt  t > 0 	 (1) 

where x t  is an n-dimensional state vector, with initial condition x o. The 
n x n constant matrix A is assumed to be such that the solution of ± = Ax is 
exponentially stable. The scalar process Mt  is a piecewise constant random 
process. The jumps of Af t  occur at an instantaneous average rate which 
depends on x2 . 

2.1 The Input Process 

The process Mt  is known as a jump process. Its definition depends on a 
sequence of ordered pairs {(r 1 , u i), (r2 , u2 ), ...}, where Ti > 0 is the time of 
the ith  jump and ui  is the jump height. This sequence of ordered pairs is 
known as a point process, and the u's are the marks of the point process. 
The T sequence may be equivalently represented by the counting process 
Nt , which is the number of jumps prior to time t. Thus the jump process 
Mt  may be expressed 

Nt  

Aft = E u1 . 
i=i 

In this note, the marks are assumed to be independent and identically 
distributed (iid) with probability density function (pdf) p u (u), mean 7u-, and 
mean square value u 2 . Also, ui  is independent of {N„ M8 ; 0 < s < t} for 

j > Nt . 
The state dependency of the rate is made precise in the definition of 

the counting process Nt . Because martingale theory is known to be quite 
powerful in the analysis of point processes on the real line [10,11] and it is 

(2) 
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fundamental to nonlinear filtering theory [12], N t  will be defined in terms 
of martingales. 

Let St  be the smallest a-algebra containing the histories of both the 
state x t  and the counting process Nt , i.e. St  = a{xs , N8 ; s < t}. The 
reason Nt  is explicit in the definition of S t  is because if a mark u can take 
the value of zero, then a jump in Nt  may not coincide with a jump in x t . 
St  is assumed to possess the "usual" properties of completeness and right 
continuity [13]. Consider the process A t  = ti[xt], µ : Rn —> R+ , where 
is such that 0 < A[x] < K < +oo for all x E Rn and some constant K. 
We specify A t  to be a stochastic intensity with respect to S t , or simply an 
St-intensity, for Nt  [11, p. 27]. Note that the definition of S t-stochastic 
intensity requires that Nt  be measurable with respect to S t , hence the need 
for Nt  in the definition of S t . An informal interpretation of A t  is that on 
the infinitesimal interval [t, t + dt), Nt  acts like a Poisson process with rate 
parameter A t , or that Pr{dNt  = 1 St } = Atdt. 

By definition of St-stochastic intensity, 

Dt  = Nt  — f A ids 
	

(3 ) 

is an St-martingale. The integral fat A 8 ds is also known as the unique pre-
dictable compensator for Nt  with respect to S t  [10, p. 59]. 

It is known that a counting process Nt  may have more than one stochas-
tic intensity with respect to a given growing a-algebra, but there is only 
one stochastic intensity which is predictable [11, p. 30]. If ii[xt ] has left 
and right limits, then = kc[x t _] is predictable [14, p. 46]. However, pre-
dictability is not required for the results in this paper; any A t  differing from 

At on a set of Lebesgue measure zero may be used. 
The description of a point process using a stochastic intensity is a rel-

atively modern approach to the modeling of point processes. One of the 
classic approaches is to define a point process by the joint probability dis-
tribution of its jump times and marks and by the distribution of Nt . In 
his book [3], Snyder reviews distributional descriptions for many classes 
of point processes on the real line. One class of processes, the class of 
"marked self-excited point processes," includes the process of interest in 
this note [3, p.467]. The term self-excited means that the present and fu-
ture statistics of the process depend on its own past. It is noted that the 
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Rt = f
t 
 f 0 U 

= Mt — f 

u [p(ds x du) — A spu (u)dsdul 

(5) 

specification of A t  = A[x t] as a stochastic intensity of Nt  is consistent with 
the distributional characterization of a marked self-excited point process 
where the self-excitation is through state dependency. The connection is 
made through a theorem stated by Bremaud [11, p. 61]. We note in passing 
that the distributional description is useful in certain maximum a posteriori 
(MAP) approaches to this state estimation problem [15,16]. 

The definition of Nt  will now be generalized to include random jump 
heights or marks. This procedure will lead to a decomposition of A similar 
to the decomposition in equation (3). The decompositon of A will, in turn, 
lead to a useful decomposition of x t . 

Let the mark sequence { u n , n > 1} take its values in the measure space 
(U, U). The idea of the counting process Nt  may be generalized to a counting 
measure p((0, t] x A), which is the number of jumps in A that have marks 
(or jump heights) in the set A E u [11, p. 234]. It follows that Nt = 
p((0, t] x U) and 

A = f up((0, t] x du). 	 (4) 

If Nt  has the stochastic intensity A t  and the future marks are iid and inde-
pendent of St , then it follows that the stochastic intensity of p((0, t] x A), 
is At  Pr{A}. A heuristic argument is given below. 

Pr{p(dt x A) = 1 I St } = Pr{dMt  E A dNt  = 1, St } Pr{dNt  = 1 St } 

= Pr{uNt +i E A dNt  = 1} A tdt 

= fA 
 Pu(u)duAtdt. 

A corollary of Bremaud [11, p. 235] then implies that 

is an St-martingale and Qt  = fo flA s ds is the unique predictable compen-
sator of M. It is noted that (5) is also the unique decomposition with 
respect to St  = 0- {x8 ; 0 < s < t} . This is because dMt  is conditionally 

independent of {N 8 ; 0 < s < t} given x t . It is further noted that Rt  is an 
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_ 	orthogonal increment process (its formal derivative is white noise) since all 
martingales have orthogonal increments. 

In the appendix, Rt  is shown to be an L 2-martingale with quadratic 
variance t 

(R, R) t  = f 0  u2  14x 3 1ds 

which implies that 4 - (R,R) t  is an St-martingale [17, p. 115]. It follows 
that 

E{RtRi-} = E{(R, R)tAr} 
tAr 	 

f = 	U 2  11[X s ]C18. 
0 

( 7) 

where t A 7-  _. min(t, r). The expressions in (6) and (7) will be employed 
below in a bound on state variance and in the linear filter expression, re-
spectively. 

(6) 
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2.2 Representations and Properties 

The state process has several representations. These representations will 
be reviewed and then one will be used to prove the square integrability and 
mean square continuity of x t . 

The expressions in (1), (2), and (3) constitute one representation for x i . 
It is also possible to give an augmented state equation with an independent-
increment excitation. Let A be a compound Poisson process with iid 
pu (u)-distributed marks and a unity jump rate. It follows from a theorem 
and lemma of Bremaud [11, p. 41], that if A t  is uniformly lower bounded 
away from zero, then x i  may also be represented by the following equations: 

dx t  = Ax t  Bdicif 
drt  = it[xt ]dt 

where the augmented variable performs time scaling of the input process 
A. While the representation in (8) has not been useful in analysis, it is 
useful for computer simulations. 

It is easily observed that x t  is a Markov process with a stationary 
transition function, since the statistics of dMt  in equation (1) are com-
pletely determined by x t . More specifically, x t  is in the class of Piecewise-
deterministic Markov processes, a class described by Davis [18] that "covers 
virtually all non-diffusion applications." 

When a Markov process has a stationary transition function and is con-

tinous in probability (which is implied by mean square continuity, proved 
below), then its transition function is uniquely determined by its differential 
generator A [19, p. 184]. The operator A can be used to derive differential 
equations which propagate the covariance of x t  as well as other expected 

values associated with x t . Given a continuously differentiable function f , 

an expression for A f (x t ) may be found by simplifying the general formula 
in Davis [18]: 

A f (it) = 
fa 	

ti[xt][fu  f (xt Bu)Pu (u) du — i(xt)] • 	(9) a x 

A property of the generator is that 

f (x t ) — f (x s ) — f t  A f (x T ) dr 	 (10) 

(8) 
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_ 	is a martingale for t > s [18]. 
The adjoint operator A* yields the following evolution equation for the 

pdf of x t , assuming the density exists. 

apt (x) = Atpi(z)  

at 

= a
x 

— [— Axp i (x)] + f
R.  p

t  (x — y)ii[x — 03Bu(Y) dy — p t (x)it[x] (11) 
a  

where pBu (•) is the pdf for the random vector Bu. It is observed that A* is 
not a local operator because of the shifts in the convolution integral. The 
shifts also imply that the steady-state equation is classified as a differential 
delay equation. 

Taking f in equation (10) to be the identity yields the S t -semimartingale 
decompositon of x t , which is useful for deriving the MMSE nonlinear filter. 
This decomposition can also be deduced directly from (1) and (5) and is 
given by 

x t 	x o  + Gt  + Ht 	 (12) 

t  Gt  = fo  Ax, + Biip,[x,] ds 

f
t 

Ht  = 	BdR,. 

where lit  is the martingale by an important property of stochastic integrals 
[12] and Gt  is predictable since it is continuous. 

The final representation to be considered is a decomposition of the su-
perposition integral. Let C.  (t) be the state transition matrix corresponding 
to the plant matrix A. Then xt  can be represented as 

x t  

Vt 

It  

= 

= 

= 

= 

t 
40(t)x o  + f (D(t — s)BdM, 

cl)(t)xo  + (I)(t)Vt + (1) (t)it 
t 

f (1)(-8)Buti[x 8 ]cis 
o 

t 
f (I)(—s)BdR, 

o 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

Here 41(0 is factored out of the integrals to enable the semimartingale 
decomposition involving It  and Vt . This representation rather than (12) 
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is used to prove square-integrability and mean-square-continuity of x t  be- _ 
cause the integrand of Vt  is a uniformly bounded function of x„ while the 
integrand of Gt  is not. These properties are proved below. 

The process x t  is square integrable if [17] 

max 
t E R+ El 1141 2 } < + 00. 

By the triangle and Cauchy-Schwarz inequalities, 

E{11xte} < E{A 2 } + E{B2}  + E{C 2 } 

+ 2  RE{A 2 }E{B 2 }) 4  + (E{A 2 }E{C 2 }) 4  + (E{B2}E{C2})41 (17) 

where 

A = 

B = 

C -= 

and where lixd is the Euclidean norm for x E Rn and11°11  is the matrix norm 
induced by 114. The equation i t  = Ax t  is assumed to be exponentially 
stable, which implies that there exist positive constants / and n  such that 

110(011 < 7e-1t  [20]. Also, for random x o , we assume E{40 11 2 } < +oo and 
recall that p[x] < K for all x. Hence, the following inequalities are implied: 

E{11 0 (t)xoll 2 } < 11 0 (t)11 2 E{Mx011 2 } 

E{110(t)Vt11 2 } 
= 
 E {f

t f t  ii, 21.4x 3 111[xr]BT (1)(t — s) T  0(t — r)Bdsdr} 
o o 

< t  f t  - u 2 K 2  B T  (1)(t — s) T 4)(t — r)B dsch -  — fo o 	
rt 	 t 

< 11210 11 13 r Jo  114.(t — olds floct  —007- 

One of the properties of an L 2-martingale Rt  is that if Ct  is a bounded 
predictable process, then the stochastic integral th = f c; CAR, is again an 
L2-martingale with predictable variation 

(0, O t  = fot  Cld(R, R)8 ,  

(18) 

(19) 
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_ 	and E{4} = E{(0,b) t } [17]. By a straightforward generalization to the 
vector case of (16), it follows that 

E{114)(t)/t 11 2 ). 

= Trace E U.: 4) (t — s)B u 2  p,[x s]3T  4)(t — s) T  ds} 

< E { .1: 112  1.0 , 111 4 3  (t — 01 2  Pe ds} 
t 

< u2  K Pe f10 (t — 8)11 2  ds 	 (20) 

Because x = Ax is exponentially stable, all of the integrals of (I)(t — s) are 
bounded by a constant [20]. Thus the bound on Efilx t  PI does not depend 
on time, and x t  is square integrable. 

Next x t  is shown to be mean square continuous. This property justifies 
the use of innovations in deriving the MMSE linear estimators. In order to 
show mean square continuity we must show 

limnixt  — x„11 2 ),  = 0. 
w--.t 

Let w < t. The representation in equation (13) may be used to write 
t 

x t  — x„ = [4)(t — w) — I]x„ + f (I)(t — s)B dM,. 
w 

Steps parallel to (14) and (17) yield the inequality: 

lIzt + zw11 2 	10(t — w) — /11211x„,112+10(t + w) 17w,t11 2 +10(t + w)/1011 2  

where V,,,, t  and /-w ,t  are defined the same as in (15) and (16), respectively, 
except the lower integration limit of 0 is replaced by w. Continuation of the 
same procedures yields inequalities nearly identical to (19) and (20), dif-
fering only in the lower integration limit. Further simplification is possible 
by using the inequalities below [20]. Let a = MAIL 

r  
114)(t — w) — III < a jo

t-w 
 11 4) (s)lids 

< 	
A 

a-I  [1 — e -A(t-,,,)1  

f 10(t — s)Ilds < '-/.‘ [1— e -A(t- w) 1 

f: 0 ct — 012 ds < 2 [I. - e-2'*-1 
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_ 	Substitution of these inequalities leads to the expression 

E{Mxt — xw112} < ci2E{Ilxivil2} [i — e-2A(t-to1 

+ u2K2llB1l2 	[1 — e -A(t-1 2  + tt2 .Kii/311 21:-  [1 - C2A(t-w) ] 

The boundedness of Efilz w  11 2 1 thus implies E{11x t  — x,,,11 2 } -- 0 as t —> w. 
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3 The Linear Filter and Smoother 

For the estimation problem, we assume the m-dimensional observation pro-
cess to have the following form: 

dyt = Cit clt + dvt 	 (21) 

where the matrix C is such that A and C yield a completely observable 
system. The observation noise vt  is an m-dimensional Wiener vector, inde-
pendent of x t , with E{v t vT., } = fotA wrdr.  

Because i t  is mean square continuous, it belongs to the Hilbert space 
spanned by all mean square continuous random processes. Thus its opti-
mal linear filter exists as the projection of x t  onto the growing subspace 
generated by the observation process yt . But the practicality of the filter is 
not guaranteed. An interesting characteristic of the process x t  described in 
Section 2.2 is that it appears to be on the "borderline" of the set of pro-
cesses for which recursive, finite-dimensional filters exist. This is because 
in the case of zero mean marks, the linear filter expression is simple and 
familiar, whereas for the case of non-zero mean marks, a recursive, finite-
dimensional filter does not seem to be possible. In this section, we give the 
linear filter and fixed-lag smoother for the case of zero mean marks, and 
discuss the difficulties associated with the case of non-zero mean marks. 

3.1 Zero-Mean Marks 

When the marks have zero mean, i.e. when u = 0, the input jump process 
Mt  is a martingale and hence has orthogonal increments. The filtering prob-
lem is classified by Kailath [21] as the Stratonovich-Kalman-Bucy (SKB) 
problem, for which the filter equations are well known. Let i t  be the op-
timal linear estimate of it , it  = x t  — it , and P(t) = E{i t iT}. The linear 
filter equations are: 

cat  = Aitdt + P(OCT tli t-i clvt  
/5 (t) = AP(t) + P(t)AT — P(t)CNi t-1 CP(t)+ Bu2  µ[xt]BT . 	

(22) 

where vt  = yt  — .1 .( C±',ds is the innovations process. The only unusual 
characteristic in these equations is the a priori expectation µ[xt] = E{tt[xt]}. 
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Recall that the rate function p. is necessarily nonlinear, since it must be 
positive. We have found that for a scalar system and the simple function 

/ 	f 	< a 
^ [ x] 
	k2 jx1 > a 

for some a > 0, A[xt ] can be well approximated by numerically propagating 
the pdf according to equation (11) and computing E{iz[x t ]}. We also note 
that for scalar systems with certain mark distributions, it is possible to 
derive the steady state pdf. 

The fixed-lag smoother for the zero mean mark case can be derived using 
Kailath's procedure [23], except that martingale properties are invoked in 
the computation of the error covariance P(s, t) = and differentials 
are used instead of derivatives where appropriate. Let i t i t+A  denote the 
optimal linear estimate of x t  given the observations up to t + A, with 
A > 0. The equations that constitute the smoother are 

cli t i t+A = cat + P(t)d6 + dP(t)t, 

the equations in (22), and 

det = -[A + p(ocTkic ic]Tetdt _cTwt idvt+.0 + A, t) T  C T 	dlit+A 

where i)(t, s) is the state transition matrix associated with the plant matrix 
A t  = A— P(t)C T ili t-1 C and which maps from time t to time s. Let Etit+A 
denote the error covariance of itit+A• The reduction in error covariance due 
to the lag is given [23] by 

Etit+A P(t) 	P(t) (f 	43 (8, t) T CT qc 1 C;$(.9, t)dS) P(t). 

3.2 Nonzero-Mean Marks 

The linear filtering problem becomes more complex when the marks of the 
input process have a nonzero mean. The complexity derives from the fact 
that the compensator (i.e. the non-martingale part) of the jump process 
becomes nonzero and random. Two approaches were used on this problem. 
The objective of the first approach was to derive the filter directly using 
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the innovations method. The objective of the second approach was to 
find the Gaussian process with the same autocovariance, and then write 
the optimal filter for the Gaussian process. The merit of the innovations 
approach is that it produces a filter expression, which may be simplified as 
much as possible. The autocovariance approach is useful because it implies 
an interesting interpretation of the compensator. In both approaches, the 
difficulty arises in covariance equations involving p[xt ]. Both approaches 
are summarized below. 

For the innovations method, it is useful to consider the perturbation of 
x t  from its mean xt = E{x t }, denoted by bx t  = xt  — x t . An expression 
for t t  may be found by taking the expectation of both sides of (13). A 
representation for bx t  is then 

	

t 	 t 

	

8x t  =41)(t — s)bx, + f 	(1)(t — 0/311,5p,,. dr + f (I)(t — r)BdR,. 	(23) 

	

f 
	 8 

where but = µ[x t ] — Y[xt] and Rt  is defined in (5). 
The projection form of the optimal linear filter is [21] 

t 
5---x t  -= i E{bxti T }C T,K i dv.. 

o 

Substitution of (23) and interchange of integration order in the bµ term 
yields 

d (rx t) = Ab—x t dt + BrIrptt dt + P(t)CT Wi-l dv t . 	(24) 

Application of the orthogonality principle and some algebra yields the error 
covariance equation 

15 (t) = AP (t) + P(t)AT  + BiiPuTz (t) + Ptiz (t)liB T  

+ 13.0 it[xt]BT  — P(t)C T kic 1 CP(t), 	 (25) 

where 
P„x (t) = C„z (t) — EV -iit glt } 

and Cuz (t) is the covariance of /1[4 and x t . 
It is observed from equation (24) that for a recursive filter to exist, there 

must be a recursion for btz t . However, there is reasonable doubt that such a 
recursion exists or is worth the effort to derive, since the dynamics of p[xt ] 
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are very complex. The presence of 1.1[4 as a factor in (9) indicates that 
the differential equations for any expectation involving 1.1[4 will depend on 
higher order moments of ii[x t]. 

In the second approach, the differential generator is applied to f (x t ) = 
(x i , t  is the ith  component of x t ) to get a differential equation for 

Czz (t,t) = E'{bx t  5xT}. The result is 

azz (t,t) = AC zz (t,t) Czz (t,t)A T  

.B.V.CpTz  (t, t) 	Citz  (t, t)VB T  pt[xt ]BB T u 2 . 	(26) 

In addition, it follows easily that 

at czz (t,$) = AC zz (t , s) BrIC Tz ( t , s). 	 (27) 

Now consider the Gaussian process x t : 

dit  = Ax t dt B (0 tdt dt41) ) 

where 0 1 ) is a scalar Wiener process, and Ot  is a scalar colored Gaussian 
noise which satisfies 

dOt  = F 0 tdt G due )  

where w( 2 ) is also a Wiener process. The covariance of x t , when separated 
out of the covariance expression for the augmented state [xT, Ot ], matches 

(26) and (27)  if 0 is replaced by uµ[x t ] and the diffusion of w(1) is assumed 
to be u 2  A[x t ]. There is also a match between the filter equations for the 
Gaussian process and the equations (24) and (25), when the appropriate 
notational substitutions are made. 

These similarities imply that the compensator of the input jump process 
plays the role of the 'colored part' of the input noise. However, for the 
reasons given earlier, the evolution equation for C pz (t,t) is much more 
complex than for Coe  (t, t) in the Gaussian case. 

4 Conclusions 

Martingale techniques have enabled a rigorous and complete derivation of 
certain representations and second-order statistics for the state process of 

15 



interest. The linear filter and fixed-lag smoother were given for the case of 
zero-mean marks in the system disturbance. In the nonzero-mean case, the 
optimal linear filter did not seem to have a finite, recursive implementation. 
However, the form of the filter expression suggests that if a recursive linear 
filter exists for the compensator of an arbitrary jump process disturbance, 
then a recursive linear filter may exist for the state process. 
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Appendix 

The following proposition is similar to a Lemma of Segall [14, p. 85], 
which proves that a counting process with a continuous compensator is 
locally square integrable. Here, the same property is proved for a jump 
process whose underlying counting process has an absolutely continuous 
compensator (i.e. an intensity) and whose marks are iid and mean square 
bounded. 

Proposition: Let A be a jump process whose counting process Nt  has 
an St-intensity such that A t  < K for all t. Let the jumps or marks of A be 
independent random variables with mean value u and mean square value 

u 2 . It follows from Section 2.1 that Rt  = A — fo "ftA, ds is an St -martingale. 
Below it is proven that Rt  is locally square integrable, and further, that R t  
is an L2 -martingale. 

Proof: By definition, the St -martingale R t  is locally 
there exists a family of St  stopping times (Tn , n > 0), 
erties Tn  < Tn+1  and 

lim Tn  = +oo (a.s.), 
n—H-oo 

such that for each n, 

max 
0  < t E {R 2AT„ } < +00. 

square integrable if 
satisfying the prop- 

(28) 

where t A Tn  = min(t, T.)• 
Define Tn  as the time of the nth jump of Nt . Since {w : Tn (w) < t} = 

{co : Nt (co) > n.}, each Tn  qualifies as an S t-stopping time. 
To prove equation (28), we require only that E{N t } < +oo for each 

t > 0, which follows from the bound on A t . Define the stopping time T as 
follows. 

T = lim Tn  
n--,  + co 

It is observed that T = +oo (a.s.) if Pr{T > 	= 1 for all t < +oo. 
Suppose the opposite is true, i.e. that there exists a < +oo such that 
Pr{T < a} > 0. By the fact that N t  is increasing, we have that E{N 0 } 
+oo, which contradicts our assumption, therefore (28) is proved. 

17 



Finally, we address the process R t . In Section 2.1, it was shown that 
Qt  = fot  ua, ds is the compensator of Rt . Expansion of RL T,,, and use of 
the triangle and Cauchy-Schwarz inequalities yields 

E { RLT, t } E { Mt2A T„ 

+ 2 [VM -t2ATn }E{Q4, }1 1.  E{QLT„} 

The definition of Tr, implies: 

E{Mt2Axn } E {(t 2  1  ui) } < n2 u2 . 
i= 

The remaining term is bounded as follows. 

E{QLx n } < (1:21C2 Tn2  

2ATn  Therefore, E{R t } < +oo and Rt  is locally square integrable. 
To prove square integrability of x t , it is convenient to be able to define 

the quadratic variance of R t  without having to use the stopping times MI. 
The property we desire is for R t  to be an L2 -martingale, which means that 
for each t > 0, E{Rt2 } < +oo [17, p.1121. Since R tATri  is square integrable, 
its quadratic variation exists [19, p.238], and is defined as the predictable 
compensator for the quadratic variation [R, R] tATa  . Since RtATa  has no 
Wiener component, 

[R,R],„Tn = 	E (AR.,) 2  
0<s<(tAT„) 

where the summation is over all jumps in R., up to time t A Tn . Since Q t  is 
continuous, (A RtAT n ) 2  = (AMAT,)2. Therefore [R, is a jump process 

with the same counting process as MtAT,,, but whose marks are the square 
of the marks of MtATn • We may deduce from equation (5) that 

tAT„ 
< R, R >tATn = fo   24. 2 A 3  ds. 

It is known that < R, R >LATn  also compensates RL Tn , therefore 

E{Rt2AT. } = _E{< R,R >tATn} 

< u2K(t A Tn). 

18 



Taking the limit of both sides as n ---+ +oo yields 

E{Rn < u2Kt. 
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ROBUST DESIGN PROBLEMS: A GEOMETRIC APPROACH 

Erik I. Verriest and W. Steven Gray 

School of Electrical Engineering, Georgia Institute of Technology, 
Atlanta, Georgia 30332-0250* 

Analogous to the correspondence between observability and identifi-
cation, a correspondence relating controllability to a "dual" of the 
identification problem: the "DESIGN"-problem is established. This 
amounts to the choice of a realization or approximation of a desired 
system response, e.g., in view of minimizing the effects of component 
tolerances in analog systems or finite wordlength effects in the dis-
crete case. A geometric approach to the design problem is presented, 
and its solution given under a useful criterion for optimality. For 
linear time invariant systems, the minimum sensitivity realizations 
are linked to the Balanced Realizations. 

1. THE PROBLEM DEFINITION AND HISTORY 

This paper deals with a new geometric approach to the robustness problem. 

Classically, the sensitivity properties of a given realization have been inves-

tigated, via a "sensitivity system" [12,3], or via the operator form [11]. 

The questions of robustness with respect to variations of certain structural 

parameters is closely related to this problem, and treated by Ackermann in M. 
A geometric point of view was recently introduced by Delchamps [2], and applied 

to compensation and feedback. Our emphasis will be in optimal implementations 

of systems with quantized or inaccurate parameters. 

Consider a linear time invariant system (A,B,C) with m inputs and p outputs. 

This may be a model for a real system one wants to simulate, the implementation 

of a digital or analog filter, or an observer-controller implementating an 

optimal regulator for some given plant. In all these applications, only the 

relationship between the input and the output of the implemented system is 

important. Usually the so-called "Canonical Forms" are implemented because 

they minimize the number of parameters and allow for a pipelined realization. 

This corresponds to minimal complexity, a quality that may be important if the 

operation count becomes important. However, a minimal set of parameters has no 

redundancy, and therefore, high sensitivity. 

This paper investigates how the nonuniqueness of the state space realiza-

tions can be utilized to determine optimal parameterizations under various 

measures of "optimality" or robustness. 

*This research is supported by the U.S. Air Force under Contract No. F08635-84-
C-0273, and AFOSR-87-0308. 
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Because addition and scalar multiplication of systems have no meaningful 

natural interpretations, the realization space is simply assumed to have the 

structure of an affine space of dimension n(n+m+p). The space is given the 

structure of a Riemannian manifold by introducing an Euclidean metric in the 

tangent space at each point. For instance, in the analysis and design of the 

finite wordlength effects with fixed point processing, a uniform metric for all 

tangent spaces is appropriate, whereas for floating point processing, a metric 

varying smoothly from point to point is more appropriate. 

This space can be resolved (i.e., partitioned into equivalence classes) 

into disjoint sets, corresponding to different input/output behaviors. For a 

particular realization, the proximity of neighboring sheets will be an indica-

tion for the robustness or sensitivity of this realization. These geometric 

notions are made precise in Section 3, after giving a more philosophical 

introduction in Section 2 on the design problem and its relation with other 

systems problems. This theory is applied to systems design in Section 4. The 

most interesting result is the one relating the minimum sensitivity (under the 

fixed point metric) realizations to the balanced realizations. 

2. SITUATION OF THE PROBLEM 

Consider the phenomenon "linear system" as a mapping a from a suitable 

subset of the cartesian product of input functions (U) and realizations (L) to 

the set of output functions (Y). For continuous linear time-invariant systems, 

the mapping stands lor the convolution operator 

a :UxL 	Y: (u(•),S) 	y(.) 

t 	A(* 	) 
y(t) = f 

-00 

For discrete systems a similar expression results. 	We can now look at the 

marginal maps derived from the linear system operator. 	In particular, if 

S = (A,B,C) is fixed, we define the usual linear input/output map as 

a
s 

: U x IS1 	Y : u(•) 	y(.) 

On the other hand, for a fixed input u(.), the marginal maps 

a
u 

: 	 Y: S+ y(•) 

associate with each realization S, e.g. the impulse response h(t) if u(t) = 

6(t), or the transfer function H(p) characterizing the steady state response to 

a sinusoid u(t) = ePt of complex frequency p. 

The control and decor), 

 in the sense that the fo 

the latter to a left-inve  

is implicit in the prob 

output, invariably "futur 

problem one acts on obs( 

y(•). Similarly, the co 

system identification pro 

or time series, and hence 

finding a right-inverse  

desired "future" behavior. 

In the identification 

ties due to the finite ob 

isolation. Similary, unc 

parameter settings neces 

"uniquely" an "optimal" s 

distance or norm in the do 

3. MAIN RESULTS 

A summary of some kn( 

realizations is first give 

on an abstract level. 

3.1 The Geometric Strui 
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with an affine structure w 

there is an attached vectc 
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nal maps 
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se response h(t) if u(t) 

he steady state response to 

The control and deconvolution problems are inverse problems for the map a s 

 in the sense that the former relates to the derivation of a right-inverse and 

the latter to a left-inverse of the map. Moreover, a certain causal structure 

is implicit in the problem. In designing a control to achieve a desired 

output, invariably "future" actions are understood, while in the deconvolution 

problem one acts on observed data, and thus relates the "past" of u(•) and 

y(.). Similarly, the construction of a left-inverse for a u  pertains to the 

system identification problem, invariably tied to an observation of functions 

or time series, and hence relating the "past" of y(•) to the system. Finally, 

finding a right-inverse of a u  is the problem of "designing" a system with 

desired "future" behavior. 

In the identification problem, the measured data necessarily has uncertain-

ties due to the finite observation time, finite memory effects, and imperfect 

isolation. Similary, uncertainties interfere with the design problem: the 

parameter settings necessarily have finite precision. In order to find 

"uniquely" an "optimal" solution to these problems, one introduces a suitable 

distance or norm in the domain and range spaces [14]. 

3. MAIN RESULTS 

A summary of some known results on the geometry of systems and their 

realizations is first given. The next subsection discusses the robust design 

on an abstract level. 

3.1 The Geometric Structure of the Realization Space  

Let Lm,n,p  be the realization space, i.e. the space of all triples of 

matrices (F,G,H) of dimension n x n, n x m, and p x n over R. Endow this space 

with an affine structure with vector space R n(m+n+ 13) . Hence, at each point S, 

there is an attached vector apace TsL (the tangent apace at 0, isomorphic to 

Rn( m+ n+ P ) . The group Cl n(R) acts differentiably on the right to Lm,n,p , via 

(A,B,C) 	(A,B,C)T 	(TAT-I ,TB,CT-1 ) corresponding to a change of base in the 

state space z . Tx. The quotient space is non-Hausdorff in general. 

Restricted to the completely reachable (or dually, the completely observable) 

systems, the action of Cl n (R) is free (as a consequence of reachability/ 

observability) and the quotient space (set of orbits) M rcs ro,p  LZo,p n  r /G1(R) is 

a smooth (real) analytic manifold (hence Hausdorff) of dimension n(m+p). The 

set of equivalence classes of minimal realizations M c°1cr  are analytic open 
m,n,p 

submanifolds [5]. 	This space, called parameter space, is crucial in 

identification, and is well studied (e.g. in relation to the (non)existence 

of continuous canonical forms [5], and degeneration phenomena [6]). 

Since the isotropy subgroup is trivial for all reachable or observable 

realizations, its dimension is constant on L"' cr , and hence, the orbits of 
m,n,p 
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Cl n(R) form a foliation F of Ly i'l  c ; of dimension n(m+p) [9]. 	The field of 

tangent spaces to the leaves form an n(m+p)-dimensional subbundle r(F) of 

the tangent bundle, called the tangent bundle to F. The quotient bundle v(F) 

TL/T(F) is called the normal bundle to F. 

Our interest is not in the universal parameterization, but in the orbits 

under the action of GI n
(R) itself. These orbits are open, and the boundary 

points of reachable realizations are nonreachable realizations. The explicit 

form of the closure of the orbits was addressed in [8]. We shall endow the 

tangent bundle Tl cc ' cr  with a positive definite metric 
m,n,p 

<• ,•>S ' •T
S
LxT sL + 

R 	for all S in Lco,cr m,n,p 

3.2 The Robust Design Problem: A Geometric Approach  

Before proceeding with our system design, we shall prove a general result on 

sensitivity: 

Definition: 	Let 0 be an N-dimensional open subset of an affine space AN  of 

design parameters (configurations). By an Observable, we shall mean any smooth 

function f : 0 + R which has no critical points. 

Any two configurations 0 1  and 0 2  in the parameter apace are indiscernible by 

observation of f if f(0 1 ) - f(0 2 ). This allows us to regard two parameteri-

zations yielding the same observable value(s) as being the same (or equivalent) 

for some purpose. In a systems context, observables are, for instance, a 

mapping from the realization space to the transfer function (scalar case) 

evaluated at a particular frequency, or the impulse response evaluated at a 

specific instant, i.e., the "system functions" [3]. 

An observable induces a partition of 0 into equivalence classes, known as a 

foliation. 	In this case, the submanifolds are the level surfaces of f, and 

have dimension N-I. 	There exists a vector field normal (in terms of some 

arbitrarily chosen Riemannian metric) to the leaves. 

The whole issue of the sensitivity problem is now to find the points on the 

leaves corresponding to a maximal "separation" of the leaves of the foliation. 

3.2.1 Riemannian Metrics. If 0 is paracompact, then a Riemannian structure 

C can be put on 0 (or, more exactly, on its tangent bundle). This means that 

for each 0 c 0, a symmetric, positive definite bilinear form Ge  is defined on 

the vector space Te0, such that C defines ametric on TO, i.e. is a smooth *  

section of the vector bundle T20. Let : T 0 + TO be the natural isomor- 

phism of each apace T:0 with Te0. If f is a smooth map, the gradient of f is 

defined as the element de of TO (i.e. the vector field corresponding under the 

map # to the differential form df). In the local coordinates, this is given by 

where the summation conver 

metric tensor {g..} 
ij 

The squared norm of the gr 

I V
G 

If 0 is foliated by f, 
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2 
1 
—IV

C 
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V 	ij Bf Gf = g  

ae' 80 3  

where the summation convention is used. The matrix { g il} is the inverse of the 
metric tensor {g ii } 

The squared norm of the gradient is 

IV
G
f1

2 
= G(V f V f) = g '3  af  BE  G  , G 	g 

Be' aei 

If 0 is foliated by f, then the tangent space Ae  to the leaf through 8 is an 
N-1-dimensional subspace of T00. 	 1 

3.2.2 	Extremal Sensitivity Theorem. 	Points of extremal sensitivity 

(with respect to an observable f(0)), are determined by minimization of L(0) = 

2 
 1 

G fi
2 
over the leaf characterized by a particular value of the observable f. 

A worst case analysis leads to the minimization of the gradient norm IV
G 	

= 
G(Oc f,Ve)

1/2
, or equivalently, 

h = IIIV
G 
 fi 2  

2  

This scalar field induces a vector field in the tangent space A e  of the leaf. 
However, note that dh—#  = dG(df

# 
 ,df# )# is, in general, not tangent to the leaf. 

Its projection on the tangent space to the leaf at a yields the tangent vector 

dG(de,df# ) #  - Ade to the leaf through 0, for some A E R. 

Theorem 1: 	If f is an observable for the parameter space (0,G), then the 

points of extremal sensitivity with respect to f are implicitly determined by 

the equation 

dG(de,de) - Ade = 0 

Proof: The stated condition is the Euler-Lagrange equation for the constrained 

optimization problem. 

The gradients of It and f are aligned at the extremal sensitivity points. In 

particular, for the uniform metric, g ij  = 6 ii , the condition specializes to 

(fee (•) - AI)f e (•) = 0 

while for the relative metricg ij  = 6 0 /0 i  0 j , which is useful in connection 

with the floating point arithmetic, the condition is 

[diag(0)diag(fe ) + diag(6 2 )fee ]diag(0 2 )fe  = Ad
. 
 tag(0

2 
 )f 

0 

g.• ,-•( 	a = 1j 	
ae' aei 
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In the latter case, a simpler form is obtained by using the "generalized" 

gradient Vf with components 0 i
3f/2O

i 
instead; corresponding to the generalized 

Hessian H = diag(Vf) + diag(0)fodiag(0). We state what was just shown as an 

important 

Corollary: The extremal sensitivity points of (0,G), where G is the uniform or 

relative metric, are the points where the gradient df .1  is in the eigenspace of 

the generalized Hessian operator H : T 00 + T00, i.e. 

{H(f) - AI)df 4  = 0 

4. APPLICATION TO ROBUST REALIZATIONS 

Express the parameterization in terms of the components of a factorization 

of the system Henkel matrix H = OR, where 0 and R are, respectively, the 

observability and reachability matrices of the realization. The Henkel matrix 

defined as a map with domain Lm,n,p  plays the role of a multidimensional 

observable. The continuous time systems design under the uniform metric is 

discussed, for square (p = m) systems only. 

Definitions: Let L3[0,=) be the Hilbert space of m-vector functions with inner 

product <x(•),y(•)> = f: x(t)'y(t)dt. The reachability operator R : L7[0,=) + 

R n  for a realization (A,B,C) is defined by Ru(t) = f' e At Bu(t)dt. Its adjoint 
1 

R * is the operator R * : Rn + L
m
2

[0
' 	

: R x = B'e% t x. 	The observability 

operator is 0 : Rn  + LP2 [0,=) : Ox = Cet x. Since R and 0 have a finite 

dimensional range and domain, respectively, they are compact, and their 

composition OR is also compact [7). Finally, we introduce the Henkel operator 

H : Lm
2
[0,=) + L P

2
[0,=) : Hu(t) = f=  h(t+t)u(T)dt, where h(t) = Ce At B. It is 

 
readily verified that indeed H = OR. 	An operator A : 12;10,...) + 1.7[0,a) 

* 	* 
satisfying AA = A A * Id (the Identity operator) is called isometric. 	We 

shall also assume that the set le.li=1 is the standard basis for Rn  and that 
1  

the functions ftP iri., form a complete orthonormal basis in q[0,=). 

H - G huvliPti><Ipvl 
uv 

R = 	r..le.><V.I 
ij 	1J 

 O 
= kl nklItPk>'ell 

The matrix representations [hij], 	 and [oijj will be, respectively, 

denoted by Mat(H), Mat(R), and Mat(0). By Vec(M), we mean the vector formed by 

stacking the elements of the matrix M columnwise. 

It is now possible to state our first auxiliary result: 

Lemma: 	Let E : LT[0,=) + L3[0,=) be such that TrAE = 0 for all isometric 

operators A, then E = O. 

Proof: Suppose E has the singular value decomposition [7, p. 261] 

where {u.} and {v.} ar 
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Proof: Observe first that 
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by using the "generalized" 
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[0,=), then 
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1 
 ...0. 	Since the singular values 0. are 

1 
must have all e - 0 and, hence, E = O. i 

In order to apply the theory developed in the previous section, we consider 

the affine space formed by the matrix elements of 0 and R, so that the param-

eter vector is 0' • (Vec(Mat(R)T, Vec(Mat(0))1. Analogous to the discrete 

choosing A as 

nonnegative, we 

case [4], 

m
o
(f

A
) the 

Theorem 2: 
* 	* 

RR = 0 0 

we shall consider the observables: 	f
A
(0) = TrA(H-OR). 	Denote by 

leaf on which f is constant, zero say, then we have the: 

The extremal sensitivity points of M o (fA ) have the property that 

components of a factorization 

nd R are, respectively, the 

alization. The Henkel matrix 

role of a multidimensional 

under the uniform metric is 

Proof: Substitute the bra-ket expansions in the expression for the observable 

f(0), and use the orthonormality of the bases. This reduces the continuous 

time problem to the matrix problem, solved in [4), where it was shown, based on 

the Corollary to Theorem 1, that the extremal sensitivity points satisfy 

Mat(R)Mat(R)' = Mat(0)'Mat(0) 

Expressing Mat(R)Mat(R)' and Mat(0)'Mat(0) in the basis fe i l ni . 1  gives then the 

condition in terms of the original operators: RR *  = 0*0. 
Corollary: 	The minimal sensitivity realizations on the Gl n (R) orbit of a 

minimal realization of H are the essentially balanced (i.e. balanced modulo an 

orthogonal transformation) realizations. 

Proof: Observe first that the condition for an extremum did not depend on the 

choice of A, and therefore, must be true for all isometries, or observables EA. 

 All extremal sensitivity points of fA  belong, therefore, to the intersection 

rIAM0(fA ). By the lemma, the intersection of the manifolds M o(fA ) is the 

submanifold characterized by H • OR, i.e. the orbit of the system with Henkel 

operator H under the action of Gl n (R). Then, by the previous theorem, RR *  = 
0
*
0 so that 

<x,RR y> = <x,0 2y> 	Vx,y c Rn  

which leads to the equality of the Reachability and the Observability Gramian. 

Realizations having this property are essentially balanced, as an orthogonal 

similarity transformation will make them truly balanced (equal and diagonal  

gramians) (10,13]. 	The second variation property shows that the extremal 

solutions obtained correspond to minimum sensitivity solutions. 	Finally, all 

infinitesimal variations in the parameters of the factorizations of the Henkel 

m-vector functions with inner 
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matrix lead to second order variations in H. 	But small (first order) varia- 

tions in the reachability and observability matrices are themselves linked to 

first order variations in the realization parameters. 

As shown by this corollary, it suffices to find an essentially balanced 

realization. The characterization as a factorization of the Hankel matrix is, 

therefore, independent of the size of the Hankel matrix considered, as long as 

it specifies the given input/output relation. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper discusses some aspects of the 
design problem involved in the choice of a 
realization or approximation of a desired system 
behavior (as for instance dictated by the 
analytical solutions to a filtering problem) by 
parameters that can only be approximately 
adjusted, e.g., due to quantization, component 
tolerances (analog case) and finite wordlength 
(discrete case). The paper first addresses the 
mathematical characterization of this robustness 
problem, and its solutions under various criteria 
of optimality. Earlier results are here extended 
to multi-mode systems which can arise in non-
linear approximation problems. The feasibility 
of this approach in multi-mode filtering is 
shown, and is illustrated by an air-to-air 
tracking example. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The air-to-air target tracking problem is 
highly nonlinear because of the nonlinear 
relations between measurements and dynamical 
states, and the different flight regimes that 
occur. Differences in Mach number and or 
geometry of the target induce large changes in 
the dynamical model. A good knowledge of the 
dynamical model is primordial to the design of 
good tracking filters, as the predictive behavior 
of the filters are determined by the dynamics of 
the system. 	Mach number changes with air 
density, hence 	altitude, and velocity, and is 
therefore coupled to the position and momentum of 
the target. These are of course state components 
of direct interest. As the target is maneuvring, 
perhaps beyond the anticipation of the tracker, 
its trajectory is modeled as a smooth stochastic 
process, the statistics of which are clearly 
dependent again on its position and momentum, as 
well as the geometry of the vehicle. 

This paper investigates the tracking problem 
under the assumptions that the data sampling rate 
is sufficiently high. This implies small 
increments (as compared to the sizes of the 
domains in the different flight regimes) in the 
state variables from one sample to another, so 
that the same flight regime can be assumed over a 
large number of samples. Under this condition 
the system is reasonably well approximated by a 
piecewise affine stochastic system [1]. The 
transitions from one flight regime to another is 
determined by the state vector itself. Given 
enough (good) samples, the state estimator will  

have a good performance in each domain. At the 
transients from one domain to another, unmodeled 
uncertainty would be introduced because of the 
mismatches of the updates near the boundaries. A 
good filtering scheme needs likelihood type 
methods as developed in [2-3] to deal with this 
additional uncertainty. This typically leads to 
a filter composed of a parallel bank of Kalman 
filters, together with a likelihood updating 
scheme. In this paper, the assumptions ensure 
that the time spent in these transition regions 
is relatively small statistically speaking. We 
simply propose to artificially reset the state 
covariance whenever a state domain transition 
occurs. This simplifies the filter from the 
parallel bank plus likelihood estimator to a 
simple sequentially switched estimator. 

The new feature of this paper is the optimal 
implementation of such a sequentially switched 
filter from the point of view of parameter 
sensitivity. Section 2 describes some typical 
problems in the implementation of systems, i.e. 
the minimization of the effects of component 
tolerances for analog systems, and the finite 
wordlength effects in digital systems. In 
section 3 the results are extended to a more 
general type of systems: the switched systems and 
piecewise linear systems. Finally in section 4, 
the air-to-air tracking example is discussed. 

2. OPTIMAL IMPLEMENTATIONS FOR LINEAR MODELS 

This work builds on the earlier work on 
robust design problems [4-5]. Consider a linear 
time invariant system (A,B,C) with m inputs, p 
outputs and McMillan degree n. This may be a 
model of a system to be faithfully simulated, the 
implementation of an analog or discrete filter, 
or an observer-controller implementing an optimal 
regulator for a given plant. As in all these 
applications, not the actual state coordinates, 
but the input-output relation is important, they 
are usually implemented by a so- called canonical 
form. The reason for this is that these imp-
lementations minimize the number of parameters, 
and allow a pipelined realization of the 
devices, e.g. the "Direct Form" realizations in 
digital signal processing. A minimal number of 
parameters corresponds to minimal complexity, an 
important quality if operation count becomes 
important. However, a minimal set of parameters 
has no redundancy, and therefore one may expect 
high sensitivity with respect to these para-
meters. It is clear that the freedom of coor-
dinate basis of the implementation should be 

1  This work was supported by the U. S. Air Force under Grant AFOSR-87-0308 
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utilized to determine optimal realizations under 
various criteria for optimality. In particular, 
two issues seem to be important: sensitivity and 
clustering. The sensitivity requirement guaran-
tees robustness of the actual implementation, 
while clustering deals with the parameter ranges. 
It relates to the problem of approximately 
implementing a certain system with parameters 
chosen from a finite sat with fixed values. 

The approach taken in [4] is geometric. The 
realization space Lm.na  is modeled as an 
n(n+m+p) dimensional aline space with an 
Euclidean metric metric defined in the tangent 
space at each point. The Extremal Sensitivity 
Theorem asserts that the minimum sensitivity 
points of an observable are the points where the 
(generalized) gradient is in the eigenspace of 
the (generalized) Hessian. In the case of fixed 
point implementations, the uniform Euclidean 
metric is appropriate, and the gradient and 
Hessian correspond with the the usual notions in 
calculus. 	All results are therefore also 
"infinitesimal". 	One can reasonably so argue 
that in finite wordlength arithmetic, the notions 
of infinitesimal perturbations do not apply, as 
all perturbations are due to the truncation of 
the coefficients. This may indeed invalidate the 
above mentioned method. For this reason, vs 
shall develop the analysis for non-infinitesimal 
perturbations in this paper. It will be shown 
that this approach makes a connection with the 
notion of clustering. In this section, by finite 
we shall mean non-infinitesimal. By L we denote 
a particular realization in Lm n n , and by M the 
equivalence class of all similar realizations 
having a particular input-output behavior, i.e. 
the orbit m-1 (L) under Gln(R). The equivalence 
class will be referred to as "system", the orbit 
space is denoted by Mm.n,p , and the projection 
map from Lm n n  to Mm n  p by v. Two problems 
related to 'tile sensitivity and robustness are 
studied. 

Problem A: Discrimination: How do we choose 
a realization of a given system M0  such that it 
is maximally distant from the orbit v -1 (M), where 
H is another given system. 

Problem B: Worst Case Defects: If the system 
parameters are perturbed over a fixed non-infini-
tesimal amount, and if f is a scalar system 
function (i.e. invariant under similarity) then 
find the realizations L of M0 , for which the 
f-perturbation 

max f(L+6) - f(L) ) where C a 	( 6 I 181 ■ 1 ) 
Ca  
is minimal. 

In both problems, the norm function in the 
realization space will be fixed to be the Rising 
norm (compatible with the uniform metric). 

dR2  ■ Tr ( AA' + BB' + C'C ) 

It follows then that if (A,B,C) is a solution to 
each of the above problems, then also any 
realization obtained from (A,B,C) by an ortho-
gonal similarity transformation is also a 
solution. A third problem, related to problem A, 

is now introduced: 

Problem C: Clustering: Find the realizations 
L of M with minimal system (Eising) norm. 

This has the physical significance that 
cooperatively the components of the realization 
are as small as possible, hence clustered near 
zero. It is a special case of the more general 
(and more significant) clustering problem. Let 
T ■ (y1,...,ym) be a finite subset of R, then we 
formulate 

Problem C's 1'-Clustering: 	Find the realiza- 
tions L of H with component values closest (in 
the Eising-norm induced metric) to the set r 

Problem C corresponds then to r ■ (Oh It is 
also helpful to define a bilinear map on Lm,n.p  

[1 " .]) x  6.11.1) 	
Rnxn 

(((4.11X),(F,G,H)]] • (A',F] - G B' + C' H 

where 1,1 is the usual Lie product: 
[A,F] ■ Al - FA 

Theorem 1: The class of optimally clustered 
realizations coincides with the class for which 
l[L,L]J vanishes. 

Proof: If (A,B,C) is constrained to realize 
H, then if (A0,B0,C0) is a representant for H, we 
get a constrained optimization problem, for which 
the Hamiltonian is 

H ■ Tr 	AA' + BB' + C'C + AA(TAO-AT}' + 
AR(TB0-BP + Ac(C0 -CT) ) 

The optimality conditions lead then directly to 
the stated result. 

Not every system allows an optimally cluster-
ed realization. A counter-example can be found 
which is based on the phenomenon that the orbits 
under similarity are not closed [6]. 

With this solution, we can show the follow- 
ings 

Theorem 2: The realization of M0  which has 
maximal Eising distance to the orbit of H1 is 
implicitly given by L* c v -1 (10 ), satisfying 

([8',411 - 0 
6 optimally clustered 

where i is the perturbation, dR(L
*
,L*) L-4, 

with L c e 1(M1). The maximal distance is then 
the Eising norm of 6. 

Proof: 	This follows easily by solving the 
minimax problem: First 	determine for a given 
realization L, the point L° on the orbit of H1 
for which theEising distance dE(L,L#) is minimal. 
This problem has always a solution, but the 
realization L° may not be unique. The proof is 
similar as in the clustering theorem. The 
condition is ([1,,L-1,]] ■ O. Next we slide L on 
its orbit, the associated realization L° will 
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clearly vary with L, so that we may define a map 
I :  1-1 (140 ) 	1( 1 (H1) 	L ----o 1.4/. 	Now find 
the similar realization L*, for which dg(L*.e) 
is maximal. 	The realization L is the cor- 
responding point (140 ° . 	This constrained 
optimization2roblem yields the additional 
condition [[L-Lf,L-L#]] 	O. 

There remain some open problems. It is not 
clear whether or not the orbits can diverge, in 
the sense that the optimum may be on the closure 
of the orbits, and therefore not attainable. 
Also, if a solution exists, it may not be unique 
(modulo 0(n)). The example of w-1 (0,1,1) and 
T-1 (1,1,1) illustrates that to every L in the 
first, a corresponding LO on the other orbit 
exists, for which the distances are constant and 
equal to 1. It is also natural to look at the 
extension of problem A: 

Problem A': Multimode Discrimination: Given 
the orbits g - i(Li), find the realiiations Li on 
each orbit such that the set (Li ) is maximally 
separated. 

This is of interest for realizing multi mode 
systems. The practical significance of all this 
is that the realizations with the largest 
intraset distance are the most robust with 
respect to parameter inaccuracy, as for instance 
due to coefficient truncation. The problem will 
be discussed in section 3.4. 

As to problem B, we shall just state the 
following results for the 	scalar observable 
f: Lm.n  p 	R , which in fact only gives an 
implicit solution to problem B: 

Theorem 3: 	i) Let the realization L be 
given. The deviation f(L+d) - f(L), is extramal 
if the perturbation A is in the direction of the 
gradient of the observable f, evaluated at L+A. 

ii) If only the system H is given, i.e. the 
orbit 11-1 (L), then the deviation f(L+A) - f(L) is 
extremal at L* if the perturbation A*, 
grad f(L*+A*) and grad (L*) are all aligned. 

Proof: 	Again this follows simply from 
adjoining the constraints IA1 4  ■ 1 and for part 
ii) also f(L) ■ c, with Lagrange multipliers A 
(and p for ii) ) to the performance function 
f(L+A)-f(L). The optimality conditions are 

grad ge+A) + AA 

grad f(c+A) + (p-A) grad f(6) ■ 0. 

Remark: The infinitesimal result of [4] is 
recovered for the uniform metric if the pertur-
bation becomes infinitesimally small. 

3. MULTI-MODE SYSTEMS 

Two types of models with many similarities 
are discussed: Switched parameter linear systems 
and piecewise linear systems. Each "mode" of a 
system E i  will be denoted by a triple of systems 
functions (Ai,Bi,Ci). We shall also assume that 
the number of different modes is finite, N. 

3.1 Switched Systems  

The system is assumed to be modeled by 

xk+l a A[k] xk B[k]uk 

yk 	C[k]xk 

where [k] c (1,...,N) is the funct on determining 
the mode switched on at time k. e assume that 
this switching is state-independ nt, but other- 
wise a purely deterministic x?, :equence, or a 
random time series. A theory fo deterministic 
discrete time periodic systems was developed in 
[7]. Here we allow general time variation, thus 
not necessarily periodically switching sequen-
ces. In the randomly switched case, we assume 
that the statistics are stationary and known. 
The domain of validity of each mode is the entire 
state space. This is in contrast with the next 
class. 

3.2 Piecewise Linear Systems  

This is a multi-mode system as described 
above, but the domains for the validity of each 
mode partitions the state space, i.e. they form a 
"patchwork" which pieces together a single 
"global" system. Clearly, one can think of such 
a system as a switched system with the switching 
completely determined by the state xk of the 
system. Such a model results for instance in the 
approximation of a nonlinear system by a piece-
wise linear one [1]. Despite its local linear-
ity, the dynamical behavior of such a system can 
be very complex and sustain chaotic motion [1]. 

3.3 Robust Design Problems for Multi-Mode Casa 

As usual, the problem is to design an optimal 
implementation of the multi-mode system. 
Characteristic for the multi-mode systems is the 
fact that the state is communicated from one mode 
to the other. This implies that despite the fact 
that each mode separately can be realized in many 
different ways, the total system is only left 
invariant under the action of Gl n(R), and not 
Gln(R)N, where N is the number of modes. Hance a 
straightforward optimization by realizing each 
mode in the optimal way (i.e. essentially 
balanced) will only be valid if a state trans-
formation is performed at each mode transition. 
We formalize this as 

Theorem 4: Defining the observable for the 
multimode system as a weighted average of the 
observables in the single modes, the optimal 
unconstrained realization is obtained by realiz-
ing each mode individually in essentially 
balanced form. 

Proof: The observable is 

f ■ Tr E giAi(Hi-OiRi) 
i 

which is a weighted sum of the observables 
defined in [4-5] for single mode systems. The 
parameterization is with respect to the com-
ponents of the observability matrices 01, and the 
Teachability matrices Ri. The gradients are 
linear in these parameters, and the Hessian 
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eigenproblem therefore decouples into the 
individual components, giving the simple condi-
tion Oi'Oi ■ expressing essential balance-
dness of all mode realizations. 

If all modes communicate, this means that 
N(N-1) transformation matrices need to be stored. 
This additional computation induces also in-
accuracies, and may therefore upset the optimal-
ity for that scheme. We present here the more 
direct approach by choosing the optimality 
criterion as a weighted version of the objective 
in each mode. The weights (mi) are most reason-
ably set equal to the relative time spent in each 
mode. From our assumptions these relative times 
are precomputable. 

Theorem 5: 	Let the relative time spent in 
mode i be t1, then the constrained minimal 
sensitivity realizations are given by the 
essentially balanced multi-mode systems defined 
by the requirement: 

E s 12  01 I01 ■ E •12  

Proof: Follows directly from the EST, using 
the observable 

fi ■ E si  Tr Ai(Hi-OiR) 
i 

with the constraints: 

Oi  ■ Oi°T-1  and Ri  ■ TRi° 

where R i° and Oi° are respectively the reach-
ability and observability matrices for a nominal 
realization, and T is the Glo(R) element to be 
determined, i.e. the parameterization for the 
problem. First the gradients of the observable 
with respect to Ri and Oi are computed, and the 
constraints are substituted. Noting that the 
time Ti spent in mode Ei does not depend on the 
realization of that mode, the gradient components 
are readily obtained, 

Boi ■ siTRi°Ai 

aRi nA10143T-1  

Minimization of the norm of the gradient with 
respect to T yields then the condition 

TPT' ■ T-1QT -1  

where we used the fact AiAi ' ■ Ai'Ai ■ I, and 
defined the generalized gramians, weighted by the 
sojourn-times as 

P ■ E 19_2  Ri°Ri°' 

E m 2 o iolo io 

i 
The optimal T is then simply the balancing 
transformation for P and Q, which can always be 
found [8]. 

3.4 Non-Infinitesimal Perturbations of Multi-Hods 

E/Ettal. 

It is also natural to look at the extension 
of problem A: Given the orbits m -1 (L1), find the  

realizations Li *  on each orbit such that the set 
1) is maximally separated. 	e practical 

significance of all this is t 	the realizations 
with the largest intraset istanca are the most 
robust with respect to arameter inaccuracy, as 
for instance due to 	efficient truncation. We 

unconstrained case, 	.114. when the states do not 
give a constructive Tution of problem A' in the 

necessarily have to communicate directly, and 
transformations are allowable at each mode 
transition. 

1. For each realization L on Ho , determine 
realizations L1 on the orbits of the other 
modes for which dE(L,Li) is minimal. Let the 
minimal distance be AL(Mi). 

2. Determine A(L,(M)) ■ min ( AL(Mi); i■1,...,N 
). 	Note that this disance does no longer 
vary smoothly as L moves on Ho . 

3. Determine Lf on Ho  such that 

A(Le.(m)) - max (6(L,(M)); L realizes Ho ). 

4. Perform steps 1-3 for each of the modes M i , 
to find the optimal realizations Lill. 

Because of the nondifferentiable structure, the 
maximization in step 3 cannot be performed by 
simple differentiation. In the constrained 
problem, we start from the realizations L1,...,L2 
in modes Mi ..... M2 respectively, and solve for 
the transformation T such that (in the notation 
of the unconstrained problem) 

min (A(T(Li),(M)):  i-1, 	N) 

is maximized over T c Glo(R). Many variants of 
the problem can be defined. For instance, the 
wi-weighted average, rather than the minimum of 
the distances A(T(Li ),(M)) may be maximized. 

4. APPLICATION TO FILTERING 

4.1 The Model 

As discussed in the introduction, we shall 
assume that the nonlinear dynamics are satis-
factorilly modeled by a piecewise linear multi 
model stocahstic system, thus a combination of 
the systems discussed in section 3. Each flight 
regime corresponds with one domain, and these 
domains are smoothly patched together. Moreover, 
in each flight regime, we also assume a multi-
-mode model because of the variable geometry. 
The system is assumed to be controlled, the 
control being conditioned on the observations, 
and therefore deterministic. This is super-
imposed on the stochastic inputs, modeling the 
noise in the system as well as the unpredictable 
component of the motion of the craft to be 
tracked. 

The general discrete model is 

Ik+1 ■ A[k]xk + Buodk + Q[k]iuk 

yk ■ C[k]mk + D[k]ek + R[Ovk 

where u and v are white noise processes, modeling 
the measurement and dynamical uncertainties (e.g. 

r 
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the unknown inputs due to the unpredictable 
motion of the craft to be tracked are typically 
modelled by colored noise, the noise shaping 
filter is then included in the dynamical equa-
tion). d is the deterministic input, which is a 
feedback of the filtered signal and some exter-
nally applied known component. Offsets (the 
biases due to an affine approximation of the 
nonlinearities) can be modeled in these terms as 
well. 

4.2 The Steady State Filter  

Under the above assumptions, a steady state 
Kalman filter approximation is implemented in 
each of the domains 

ik+1 - A[k];:ck B[kldk 
K[k]kYk-C[k]xk-D[k]ek )  

where the gains are computed for the steady 
state. This of course requires some assumptions 
on the deterministic signals dk and ek. Typical-
ly such a filter is used in a feedback scheme in 
order to provide the control command, i.e. we 
also have an "output" equation 

dk  = rk - M[k]ik 

which generates the control command. 	The 
combined equations are then 

iik+ 1 = (Aiki-B[kIM(ky-X(k)C[ki)ik + 
B[k]rk - KfkiD[k]ek + K[k]yk 

i.e, a multi-mode system 

ik+1 F[k]ik G[k]wk 

dk = H[k]ik + rk 

with the modes defined by 

Fi = Ai - B iHi - KiCi 

G = [ Bi ; -KiDi ; Xi ] 

Hi = -Mi 

and the input wk is [rks,ekiak s ]'. 

4.3 The Optimal Implementation  

The equations for the filter modes obtained 
in the previous subsection are of the form of the 
multi-mode systems in section 3. The results 
obtained there apply therefore directly. In 
particular, the sojourn-times (t i) can be 
estimated, either via simulation on the exact 
dynamical (nonlinear) system, or in the simpler 
cases, by direct analysis. The Gramians 
Qi - Oi'Oi and 	Pi = RiRi' can be computed by 
solving the Lyapunov equations 

+ GiGli - Pi 

F' iQiF i  + 	e Qi 

The transformation to the minimal sensitivity 
coordinate basis is then obtained by balancing 
(71 the matrices 

P = E t it Pi 	and 
	

Q ■ E vi2  Qi  

Finally, each of the modes of the filter is then 
transformed to the optimal form. We have worked 
out the ideas for discrete time filters. The 
concept works just as well in continuous time 
[5]. The conditions are the same (i.e. essential 
balancedness of the averaged system). 

4.4 Suboptimal Implementations  

While the optimal implementation is based on 
the steady-state filters described in section 
4.2, the applicability of these filters is not 
appropriate for the stochastic transition case 
when the transitions are not known to the 
observer. The reasons for this is that the 
filters were derived for the steady-state case, 
which assumes long sojourn times for such a 
steady-state to be achieved. The results also 
assume that the mode of the system may be known 
so that the appropriate filter can be selected. 
Such an assumption can be justified for long 
sojourn times that allow mode identification. 
Finally, when fast transitions among the modes 
can occur, a steady-state will also never be 
achieved for any of these states. 

In this case a suboptimal choice of the 
filters is considered based on the size of mi. A 
small parameter 6 is selected, and the modes are 
classified into two types: those with ei > 6 
(slow modes) and those with ti < 6 (fast modes). 
A set of filters as shown in section 4.2 is 
designed to run in parallel for all slow modes, 
And the correct one is chosen based on a likeli-
hood function that is based on these steady-state 
filters (the transitions are ignored to avoid the 
exponential rise in complexity). Two alterna-
tives are considered for the fast mode filters. 
The first is to define an average model just 
based on these modes and their sojourn times 
and use this to obtain a filter for these modes 
with corresponding aggregated likelihood func-
tion. The second is to use a separate filter for 
each mode and use a weighted average using the 
lilelihood functions of each mode. 

In these cases the filters will be as given 
in section 4.2 and the likelihood function is 
obtained by standard expressions, which may be 
modified as in [2] when the multi-models result 
from nonlinear approximations. In that case the 
regions in the state space can be approximately 
found from the estimates and combined with the 
statistical expressions. 

4.5 Example: Two-Dimensional Intercept Problem 

In this two-domensional example the states 
represent the relative positions of the missile 
and the target, which may be given as 

i as V, 

21. Vy  

21 d1  — al 

ify d2 a2 
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where x and y are the relative positions in the 
(x,y) plane, d i  are the control forces of the 
missile which will be based on the estimates of 
the states assuming separation holds, and a i  are 
the maneuvering acceleration of the target which 
may be modeled by a first-order Harkov process 

ai ■ -piai + vi , 	i ■ 1,2. 

The objective may be formulated as a quadratic 
control problem except that the observation are 
nonlinear in the states, namely 

ai 
	( x2 .1. y2)4 4, vi 	r 	vi  

z2 ■ tan-1  (y/x) + v2 ■ 8 + v2 

where v is modelled as a white noise with 
covariance dependent on the relative distance. 

The model may be approximated in two possible 
ways. The first is to define new states involv-
ing the angle and the range and these will lead 
to a nonlinear model for the state equations. 
This model is then approximated by a piecewise 
affine multi-mode set of equations. The second 
is to approximate the observation functions by 
piecewise affine multi-mode system with linear 
state model. If we define the set points for the 
approximations as ri and 81 then the observations 
will be given approximately by 

xi ∎  ri + cos O i  (x-xi ) + sin Oi (y-yi) + vi 

z2 ■ e i  + (1/ri) (cos 8i (y-yi) -
sin 8i (x-xi)) + v2. 

The multi-mode filter is then derived using 
the expressions of section 4.2. The control 
command may also be incorporated in the design 
using either given control strategy such as 
proportional navigation or suboptimal implementa-
tion of an optimal quadratic cost state feedback 
control law. The result can be evaluated using 
simulation of the system under several engagement 
scenarios. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The optimal sensitivity properties for the 
multi-mode realizations have been derived. They 
extend nicely the notions of Essentially Balanced 
Realizations derived in [4-5]. These optimal 
realizations have been applied to obtain an 
optimal implementation of a simple multi-mode 
filter, which allows the tracking of a target 
with low-complexity, small wordlength hardware. 
This simple multi-mode model can be justified if 
the sampling rate is sufficiently high. More 
quantitative results are presently under inves-
tigation based on a simple two-dimensional 
tracking example. 

We have restricted our discussion to square 
systems (m-p) and minimal realizations. Exten-
sions of the theory are in progress. It seams 
intuitively clear that one could further exploit 
the redundancy of a realization by deliberately 
using nonminimal realizations. A heuristic 
argument for this possibility is as follows: Let 
N ∎  kn, and let (A,B,C) be a minimal sensitivity  

minimal realization of a system H. Construct now 
k different realizations 

(Ai,Bi,Ci) ■ (TiATi - I,TiB,CTi-1 ; i■1,...,k). 
With these realizations construct the nonminimal 
diagonal realization of order N 

A ∎  diag (Ai) ; A ■ vec(Bi) i C - vec(Ci)/k 

If the Ti's are chosen in a neighborhood of the 
identity, such that the rounding errors in each 
component system are independent, then as k 

lAyx1 2  S IACi  + CiAAil 2  /k 1x(k ) 1 2 	0 

It is possible to overparameteize the system in 
order to obtain minimal sensitivity realizations. 
Finally, the idea in the proof of the main 
sensitivity theorem leads to gradient type 
algorithms for the optimal sensitivity realiza-
tions. This of course is to be performed off 
line, during the design stage, and poses there-
fore no restrictions on the hardware. Prelimi-
nary remarks regarding these appear in [5]. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper addresses some aspects of the design and 
implementation of multi-mode systems, under finite 
precision restrictions. This occurs, for instance, 
when quantization and finite wordlength effects need to 
be incorporated, or when high component tolerances in 
analog designs need to be considered. The freedom in 
the design is exploited in order to obtain the reali-
zations closest to the normal or desired behavior, 
despite the interference of quantization, component 
tolerances (analog case) and finite wordlength 
(discrete case). Our interest is in the mathematical 
characterization of this new type of robustness 
problem, and its solutions under various criteria of 
optimality. Earlier results, linking these optimal 
realizations for linear time-invariant systems to the 
Balanced Realizations are here extended to the multi-
mode and general time-varying systems. The feasibility 
of this approach in multi-mode stochastic problems is 
shown. 

1. 	INTRODUCTION 

This work builds on our previous work on robust 
design problems for single-mode time-invariant systems 
(4,5). Consider a linear time invariant system (A,B,C) 
with m inputs, p outputs, and McMillan degree n. This 
may be a model of a system to a faithfully simulated, 
the implementation of an analog or discrete filter, or 
an observer/controller implementing an optimal regu-
lator for a given plant. As in all these applications, 
not the actual state coordinates, but the input-output 
relation is important, they are usually implemented by 
a so-called canonical form. Reason for this is that 
these implementations minimize the number of param-
eters, and allow a pipelined realization of the 
devices, e.g. the "Direct Form" realizations in digital 
signal processing. A minimal number of parameters 
corresponds to minimal complexity, an important quality 
if operation count becomes important. However, a 
minimal set of parameters has no redundancy, and 
therefore, one may expect high sensitivity with respect 
to these parameters. 	It is clear that the freedom of 
coordinate basis of the 	implementation should be 
utilized 	to determine optimal realizations under 
various criteria for optimality. 	In particular, two 
issues seem to be 	important: 	sensitivity and 
clustering. 	The sensitivity requirement guarantees 
robustness of the actual implementation, while 
clustering deals with the parameter ranges. It relates 
to the problem of approximately implementing a certain 
system with parameter values chosen from a finite set. 

These results will be extended here to multi-mode 
systems. 	These systems have recently become of 
interest as models for multi-rate systems [10], 
nonuniformly sampled continuous systems and as approxi-
mations to nonlinear systems [21. Several interesting 
aspects (e.g. reachability) have been studied for these 

systems, and connections with other fields of study 
(Yang-Mills Theory) have recently been made [9]. The 

next section poses the main design problems in the 
geometric framework. Emphasis is here given to the 
noninfinitesimal perturbations, the results on 
infinitesimal perturbations being presented earlier 
[4,5). The interest is, of course, to problems 
involving quantization and finite wordlength effects 
in digital data processing, where a random variable 
approach to the problem may lead to unsuccessful 
modeling of its behavior, as for instance illustrated 
in [111. 	Section 3 then goes on with the application 
of the geometric theory to multi-mode systems. 	Two 

types are discussed in detail: 	the switched systems 
and the piecewise linear systems. 	The general time- 
varying case is presented in Section 4. In Section 5, 
implementations of approximate filters are discussed, 
based on a piecewise linear approximation of the 

nonlinearity, and their optimal implementation as 
discussed in Section 3. 

2. A GEOMETRIC APPROACH TO OPTIMAL IMPLEMENTATIONS: 
NONINFINITESLKAL THEORY 

	

The approach taken in [4) is geometric. 	The 
realization space Lm n  n  is modeled as an n(n+m+p) 
dimensional affine ipdcre with an Euclidean metric 
defined in the tangent space at each point. The 
Extremal Sensitivity Theorem [4) asserts that the 

minimum sensitivity points of an observable (a smooth 
map from 1,m  ,n  n  to 1) are the points where the 
(generalizedT itradient is in the eigenspace of the 
(generalized) Hessian. 	In the case of fixed point 
implementations, 	the uniform Euclidean metric is 
appropriate, and the gradient and Hessian correspond 
with the usual notions in calculus. 	All results are, 
therefore, also "infinitesimal." 	One can reasonably 
argue that in finite wordlength arithmetic, the notions 
of infinitesimal perturbations of the coefficients are 
meaningless. 	This 	may 	indeed 	invalidate 	the 
application to finite wordlength effects. For this 
reason, we shall develop the analysis for noninfini-
tesimal perturbations in this paper. It will be shown 
that this approach makes a connection with the notion 
of clustering. 	In this paper, by finite we shall mean 

noninfinitesimal. 	By L we denote a particular realiza- 
tion in Lm. ,p , and by M the equivalence class of all 
similar realizations having _f particular input-output 
behavior, i.e. the orbit i (M) under GL n (R). The 

equivalence class will be referred to as "system," the 
orbit space is denoted by Mm n  n , and the projection 
map from Lm n  to M, n  p by WO

. 1

/4e study two problems, 
which are 1-414fed to fh4 sensitivity and robustness. 

Problem A: 	Discrimination. 	How do we choose a 
realization of a given system M o  4uch that it is 
maximally distant from the orbit w (M), where M is 
another given system? 

Problem B: 	Worst Case Defects. 	If the system 
parameters are perturbed over • fixed noninfinitesimal 
amount, and if f is a scalar system function (i.e. 



invariant under similarity), then find the realizations 
L of Mo  for which the f-perturbation 

max ff(L+A) - f(L)} 	where C ■ fAl IBI - 11 
Ca  

is minimal. 

In both problems, the norm function in the 
realization space will be fixed to be the Eising norm 
(compatible with the uniform metric). 

1L1
2 
 - 1(A,B,C)1

2 
 - Tr{AA' + BB' + C'C} 

It follows then that if (A,B,C) is a solution to each 
of the above problems, then also any realization 
obtained from (A,B,C) by an orthogonal similarity 
transformation is also a solution. Before outlining 
the solution to the above problems, we shall introduce 
a third one, to which problem A is related: 

Problem C: Clustering. Find the realizations L of M 
with minimal system (Eising) norm. 

This has the physical significance that cooper-
atively the components of the realization are as small 
as possible, hence clustered near zero. It is a 
special case of the following more general (and more 
significant) clustering problem. Let r - fy . ... . y m  be 
a finite subset of R, then we formulate: 

Problem C': T-Clustering. Find the realizations L of 
M with component values closest (in the Eising norm 
induced metric) to the set r 	{Y1' 	}. 

	

1 1 	M 

Problem C corresponds then to r - {o}. It is also 
helpful to define a bilinear map on 6 00 : 

[[.,.]] : Lm,n,p x L 	
Rnxn 

m,n,p 
 

[[(A,B,C),(F,G,H))) * [A I ,R) - GB' + C'H 

where I.,.) is the usual Lie product: 	[A,F] - AF - FA. 

Theorem 1. The class of optimality clustered realiza-
tions coincides with the class for which ([1„L)) 
vanishes. 

Proof. 	If (A,B,C) is constrained to realize M, then 
if (A0' B0' C0  ) is a representative for M, we get a 
constrained optimization problem, for which the 
Hamiltonian is 

N * Tr{AA' + BB' + C'C + A
A
{TA

0
-AT}' 

+ A BITB 0-B1 1  + A 0 1C 0-CT}} 

The optimality conditions lead then directly to the 
stated result. 	 • 

Not every system allows an optimally clustered 
realization. A counter-example is the system 

A- 
[
1 
 1 0

1
] 

	

B 	[
1
] 
	C- [1 	1) 

Converging sequences of transformations can be found 
which yield equivalent systems with decreasing Eising 
norm, but the limit realization is not a point on the 
orbit of the given realization. It is a known 
phenomenon that the orbits under similarity are not 
closed [6]. 

Remark. A realization is optimally clustered iff there 
exists an orthogonal transformation S c 0(n+m), such 
that [A,B]S - [A',C I ). 

Theorem 2. 	The realization of Mo  which has maximal 
Eising distance to the orbit of M1 is implicitly given 
by L*  c w (M0), satisfying 

[IV,101 	0 

optimally clustered 

* 
where A is the perturbation, d *(1, ,L *) - IL -L*I, with 

L
* 
c w

-1
(M

1 
 ). The maximal disrance is then the Eising 

norm of B. 

Proof. 	This follows easily by solving the minimax 
problem: First *etermine for a gilen realization L of 
M0' the point L on the  w (H 1 ) for which the 
Eising distance dE (L,L') is minimal. This problem has 
always a solution, but the realization L may not be 
unique. The proof is similar as itin the clustering 
theorem. 	The condition is [[L,L-L )) - 0. 	Next w% 
slide L on its orbit, the associated realization L' 
will clearly vary with L, so that we may define a map 

i s 	w -1  (M) 	-1 (M ) : L > Lt . 	Now find * the 
0 	 1 

similar 	realization 	L*,* 	for 	which d E(L*,L ) is 
maximal. The realization L is the corresponding point 
(L* ) . 	This constrained optimizapon problem yields 
the additional condition ([1..-1, ,L-L 	0. 	 • 

There remain some open problems. It is not clear 
whether or not the orbits can diverge, in the sense 
that the optimum may be on the closure of the orbits, 
and therefore not attainable. 	Also, if a solution 
exists, it mly not be uniioe (modulo 0(n)). 	The 
example of w (0,1,1) and w (1,1,1) illustra t es that 
to every L in the first, a corresponding L on the 
other orbit exists for which the distances are constant 
and equal to 1. It is also natural to look at the 
extension of problem A. 

Problem Jr: 	Multi-Mode Discriminatiqp. 	Given the 
orbits w (L i ), find * the realizations L i  on each orbit 
suchthatthesetfL

1
iis maximally separated. 

This is of interest for realizing multi-mode 
systems. 	The practical significance of this all is 
that 	the realizations with the largest intraset 
distance are the most robust with respect to parameter 
inaccuracy, 	as 	for instance due 	to coefficient 
truncation. 	The problem will be discussed in 
Section 3.4. 

As to Problem B, we shall just state the following 
results for the scalar observable f: * R, 
which in fact only gives an implicit s&?r?ion to 
Problem B: 

Theorem 3. 

(1) Let the realization L be given. 	The deviation 
f(L+6) - f(L), is extremal if the perturbation iS 

is in the direction of the gradient of the observ-
able f, evaluated at L+B. 

(2) if  only the system M is given, i.e. the orbit 
w (M), 	then 	the deviation f(L+A) - 	f(L) 	is 
extremal 	at 	L* 	if 	the 	perturbation 	b * , 
grad f(L*+A *) and grad (L.+) are all aligned. 

Proof. 	Again this follows simply from adjoining the 
constraints ILI * 1 and for part (2) also f(L) * cst, 
with Lagrange multipliers A (and u for (2)) to the 
performance function f(L+11) - f(L). 	The optimality 
conditions obtained by nulling the partials, with 
respect to It and L, are 

With this solution, we can show the following: 



grad f(0 4.L) 	as = 0  

grad f(8+6) + (P-1) grad f(8) = 0 
	 • 

Remark. 	The infinitesimal result of [4] is recovered 
for the uniform metric if the perturbation becomes 
infinitesimally small. 

3. MULTI-MODE SYSTEMS 

A multi-mode system is in effect a time-variant 
system. However, the term will be used to designate 
the particular case where the time spent by the system 
in each mode is significantly longer than the dynamical 
characteristic times (e.g. time constants and oscilla-
tion periods), in each mode. Heuristically speaking, a 
multi-mode system behaves locally (in a temporal sense) 
like a time-invariant system. Each "mode" of a system 
Z. will be denoted by a triple (A 0 B0 Ci ) of nxn, nxm, 
and pxn matrices, respectively. We shall also assume 
that the number of different modes is finite, N say. 
(Although the theoretical development remains valid 
with a countable set of modes, its justification in 
finite time data processing is elusive.) 

This is in contrast to fast switching (Section 4). 
In this case it is well known that, for instance, the 
stability properties are not directly determined by 
the individual dynamical interests Ai . Two types of 
models, with many similarities are discussed: switched 
systems and piecewise linear systems. 

3.1 Switched Systems  

The system is assumed to be modeled by 

x 10.1  = A ikl xk  + B ild uk  

y
k 	

C
[k]

x
k 

where [k] r 11,...,N1 is the function determining the 
mode switched on at time k. We assume that this 
switching is state-independent, but otherwise, can be a 
purely deterministic sequence, or a random time series. 
A theory for deterministic discrete time periodic 
systems was developed in [7]. 	Here we allow general 
time variation, 	thus not necessarily periodically 
switching sequences. In the randomly switched case, we 
assume that the statistics are stationary and known. 
The domain of validity of each mode is all of R n , i.e. 
the whole state space. This is in contrast with the 
next class. 

3.2 Piecewise Linear Systems  

This is a multi-mode system as described above, 
but the domains for the validity of each mode partition 
the state space, i.e. they form a "patchwork" which 
pieces together a single "global" system. Clearly, one 
can think of such a system as a switched system with 
the switching completely determined by the state x k  of 
the system. Such a model results, for instance, in the 
approximation of a nonlinear system by a piecewise 
linear one [1]. Despite its local linearity, the 
dynamical behavior of such a system can be very complex 
and sustain chaotic motion Details are presented in 
[3]. 

3.3 Robust Implementation  

The problem is to design an optimal implementation 
of the multi-mode system. As a first approximation to 
the optimal realization, each mode can be realized in 
minimal sensitivity form as presented in [4]. This is 
justified by the following argument. Let H be the pxp 
block Henkel matrix of the Markov parameters in mode i, 
and consider the Hankel matrix formed by the 2k-1  

consecutive samples of the pulse response of the multi-
mode system, given that the input pulse occurred while 
the system was in mode i. If this initial pulse time 
is uniformly distributed in the interval [0,T i ], where 
Ti• is the duty time of mode i, then the two Hankel 
matrices will be equal with "probability" T i -2k+1/T i 

 as long as 2k is less than Ti . Note that t1he above 
probability converges to 1 if I/Ti  decreases. In this 
case, a weighted average of the observables corre-
sponding to each mode is justified, with the weights 
proportional to the duty cycles, or expected sejoura 
times of the system in the respective modes. This 
yields then at once the extension of the sensitivity 
theorem in [4]: 

Theorem 4. Defining the observable for the multi-mode 
system as a weighted average of the observables in the 
single modes, the optimal unconstrained realization is 
obtained by realizing each mode individually in 
essentially balanced form. 

Proof. The observable is 

f = Tr I w.A.(H.-0.R.) 
i 

1 1 

which is a weighted sum of the observables defined in 
[4,5] for single-mode systems. The parameterization is 
with respect to the components of the observability 
matrices O •1 2  1 andthereachabilitymatricesR• '  The 
gradients are linear in these parameters, and the 
Hessian eigenproblem, therefore, decouples into the 
individual components, giving the simple condition 

010. ■ R.R' 
i 

expressing 	essential 	balancedness 	of 	all 	mode 
realizations. 	 • 

There is one problem with the above approach. By 
individually optimizing each mode, there will be no 
common base for the state spaces in each mode. This 
means that if at time T a mode switching occurs from i 
to j, the state existing at time T in mode i, x T , 
cannot be directly used as "initial condition" (at 
time T) for the system in mode j, but needs to be 
transformed first to the proper coordinates. If all 
modes communicate, (i.e. if all mode transitions are 
present or possible), it means that N(N-1) transfor-
mation matrices need to be stored. This set consists 
of pairs of mutual inverses. 	If only cyclic shifts 
occur, N transformations suffice. 	Besides this 
required overhead in memory, the additional computa-
tions induce also inaccuracies, and may therefore upset 
the optimality for that scheme. 

A direct approach exists by solving the problem 
with the same optimality criterion as in Theorem 4 
(i.e. a weighted version of the objective in each 
mode), but with the additional constraint that the 
state is communicated from one mode to the other. This 
implies that despite the fact that each mode separately 
can be realized in many different ways, the total 
system is only left invariant under the action of 
Gl n(R), and not Gl n(R) N , where N is the number of 
modes. 	The weights {id are again set equal to our 
assumptions these relative times are precomputable. 

Theorem 5. 	Let the relative time spent in mode i 
be then the constrained minimal sensitivity 
realizations are given by the essentially balanced 
multi-mode systems defined by the requirement: 

	

I 	
2 	

- I s.R.R' . 

	

i 	
1 1 	. 	1 1 

Proof. 	Follows directly from the EST, using the 
observable 

f ■ I w.TrA.(H.-O.R.) 



P 
E ir 2Ro Ro 

i 1 1 ' 

Q = E Ir
2
0° '0

0 
 

The optimal T is then simply the balancing transfor-
mation for P and Q, which can always be found [8]. 	• 

with the constraints: 

O. = 0°T
-1 
 

R. ■ TR. 
1 

mhereeand 0? are, respectively, the reachability 
1 

and observability matrices for a nominal realization, 
and T is the GL (R)element to be determined, i.e. the 
parameterization for the problem. First, the gradients 
of the observable with respect to R i  and Oi  are 
computed, and the constraints are substituted. Noting 
that the time x. spent in mode E. does not depend on 
the realization 'of the mode, the' gradient components 
are readily obtained, 

3 . = I.TR A 
01 	1 t 1 

a 	x.A 0.o  T -1 
Ri 

Minimization of the gradient norm with respect to T 
yields then the condition 

TPT' = T-TQT -I  

where we used the fact A.A! = A'A. = I, and defined the 
generalized gramians, weighed Iy'the sejourn-times as 

min IA(T(L i ),IMI) ; i = 1,...,NI 

is maximized over T c G1 (R). 	Many variants of the 
problem can be defined. "For instance, the w i -weighted 
average, rather than the minimum of the distances 
A(T(L

1
),IMI) may be maximized. 

4. GENERAL TIME-VARYING SYSTEMS 

Consider now the general time-varying case, with 
realization {(A.,B.,C.) ; iCZ}. The dynamics are 
completely speCified 'by the response matrices H(k), 
whose ij-elements are the response at time k+i to an 
impulse at time k+j-1 

H ij (k) = Ck+i Ak+i _
1
Ak+i _2 ...Ak+j+I Ak+i Bk+j _

1 
 

the optimal implementation will be 
optimal factorization of H(k) into a 
k) observability and Teachability 
R(k), for the time-varying system; 

ck+1 
H(k) ■ O(k)R(k) ■ 

[ 
 

C k.o2Ak+1  

Just as in [4], 
determined by the 
local (at time 
matrix, 0(k) and 
i.e. 

[Bk ,AkBk_ 1 ,...] 

• 

• • 

Defining the observable fk  as TrA k(0(k)R(k)-H(k)), the 
only difference with the development in [4] lies in the 
interpretation (i.e. it is now the local observable for 
a time-varying system). The mathematics carry through 
in a straightforward manner. The extremal sensitivity 
realization is then again determined from the criterion 

R(k)10(k) ■ 0 I (k)0(k) 

3.4 Noninfinitesimal Perturbations  
of Multi-Mode Systems  

It is also natural to look at -4 he extension of 
Problem A: Given the orbits w (M.), find the 
realizations L. on each orbit such that the set (L.) is 
maximally separated. The practical significance of 
this all is that the realizations with the largest 
intraset distance are the most robust with respect to 
parameter inaccuracy, as for instance due to coeffi-
cient truncation. We give a constructive solution of 
Problem A' in the unconstrained case, i.e. when the 
states do not necessarily have to communicate directly, 
and transformations are allowable at each mode 
transition: 

(1) For each realization L on Mo , determine 
realizations L i  on the orbits of the other 
modes for which d E (L,L i ) is minimal. Let the 
minimal distance be A

L  (M.). 

(2) Determine A(L,IMI) ■ minIA T (M.) ; 
i = 1,...,NI. 	Note that 	his distance does 
no longer vary smoothly as L moves on M o  (it 
is not differentiable at the crossovers). 

(3) Determine L#  on M0 such that 

A(L•  ,1M/) 	max IA(L,IMI) ; L realizes Mol . 

(4) Perform Steps 1 to 3 for each of the modes 
Mi , to find the optimal realizations L i . 

Because 	of 	the 	nondifferentiable 	structure, 	the 
maximization in Step 3 cannot be performed by simple 
differentiation. In the constrained problem, we start 
from the realizations L 1 ,...,L 2  in modes M I ,...,M 2 , 
respectively, and solve for the transformation T such 
that (in the notation of the unconstrained problem) 

which means that the realization must be locally (at k) 
essentially balanced. This result leads directly to: 

Theorem 6. A time-varying system has a realization of 
minimal sensitivity which is essentially balanced in 
the time-varying sense [8]. 

Proof. 	Define as the system observable a uniformly 
weighted sum of the local observables defined above, 
i.e. 

1 -1 
L 
r 

f = lim 2N 
	

TrA
i 
 (H(i)-0(i)R(1)) 

N+= 	i=-N 

The parameterization of the realizations is with 
respect to the local observability and reachability 
matrices. By Theorem 4, the optimality conditions are 

0(i)'O(i) - R( i)R'(i) 

i.e. 	equality 	of 	the 	local 	observability 	and 
reachability gramians. 	These local gramians can be 
simultaneously 	diagonalized 	by 	an 	orthogonal 
transformation. The corresponding realization is the 
time variant analog of the balanced realization, and 
its existence is proven in [8]. As the condition only 
expresses equality and not diagonality of the gramians, 
the extended notion of "essential balancedness," i.e. 
the balancedness up to an orthogonal (now time-varying) 
transformation is again sufficient. • 

5. APPLICATION TO NONLINEAR STOCHASTIC CONTROL 

5.1 The Model  

As discussed in the introduction, we shall assume 
that the nonlinear dynamics are satisfactorily modeled 
by a piecewise linear multi-model stochastic system 
[2], thus a combination of the systems discussed in 
Section 3. The system is assumed to be controlled, the 



control being conditioned on the observations, and 
therefore deterministic. This is superimposed on the 
stochastic inputs, modeling the noise in the system as 
well as the unpredictable components of the inputs, due 
to coupling with unmodeled dynamics. 

The general discrete model is 

x k+1 = A(k]xk 	8 (k] d k 	Q1((juk 

1/2 
0 C [k] xk  + 

D[k]ek 
 + R [l]

v
k  

where u and v are white noise processes, modeling the 
measurement and dynamical uncertainties (e.g. the 
unknown inputs due to unmodeled dynamics are typically 
modeled by colored noise, the noise shaping filter is 
then included in the dynamical equation). d is the 
deterministic input, which is a feedback of the 
filtered signal and some externally applied known 
component. Offsets (the biases due to an affine 
approximation of the nonlinearities) can be modeled in 
these terms, d and e, as well. 

5.2 The Steady State Filter  

Under the above assumptions, a steady state Kalman 
filter approximation is implemented in each of the 
domains 

x 10.1  = A [k] x k  + 
B[k]dk 

 + K(y k -C [k] x k -D rkl e k ) 

where the gains are computed for the steady state. 
This of course requires some assumptions on the deter- 
ministic signals d k  and e k . Typically such a filter is 
used in a feedback scheme in order to provide the 
control command, i.e. we also have an "output" equation 

d k  = r k  - M[k]xk 

which generates the command control. 	The combined 
equatins are then 

x k.4.1  = (A [k] -B ik] M iki -K iki C [k] )x k  

+ 
B [k] r k  - 

K[k]D[k]ek 
 + K iki yk  

i.e. a multi-mode system 

	

x k+1 = F (k) x k

• 

	G

• 

(k) wk 

	

d k 	= ii [k( xk 	r

• 

k 

with the modes defined by 

F. = A. - B.M. - K.C. 

	

1 	1 	1 i 	1 1 

C.
1 
 - (B. ; -K.D. ; K.] 

1 	1 

H. 0 -M. 

	

i 	1 

and the input wk  is [q,e le y;( ) 1 . 

5.3 The Optimal Implementation  

The equations for the filter modes obtained in the 
previous subsection are of the form of the multi-mode 
systems in Section 3. The results obtained there 
apply, 	therefore, 	directly. 	In particular, 	the 
sejourn-times {Tr.} can 	be 	estimated, 	either 	via 
simulation on the exact dynamical (nonlinear) system, 
or in the simple cases, by direct analysis. 	The 
gramians Qi  = 0!0. and P 	RJR! can be computed by 
solving the Lyapunov equations 

	

F.P.F! 	C.G! ■ P. 

	

iii 	it 

F'Q.F. + H!H. = Q. 
1 1 t 

The 	transformation 	to 	the 	minimal 	sensitivity 
coordinate basis is then obtained by balancing [7] the 
matrices 	

P 	I *?P i 	and 	Q - I s 2  iQ i  

Finally, each of the modes of the filter is then 
transformed to the optimal form. We have worked out 
the ideas for discrete time filters. The concept works 
just as well in continuous time [5]. The conditions 
are the same (i.e. essential balancedness of the 
averaged system). 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

The optimal sensitivity properties for the multi-
mode realizations have been derived. They extend 
nicely the notions of essentially balanced realizations 
derived in [4,5]. These optimal realizations have been 
applied to obtain an optimal implementation of a simple 
multi-mode filter, which allows the tracking of a 
target with low complexity, small wordlength hardware. 
This simple multi-mode model can be justified if the 
sampling rate is sufficiently high. More quantitative 
results are presently under investigation. 

We have restricted our discussion to square 
systems (m - p) and minimal realizations. 	Extensions 
are straightforward. 	It seems intuitively clear that 
one could further exploit the redundancy of a realiza- 
tion by deliberately using nonminimal realizations. 
A heuristic argument 	for this possibility is as 
follows: 	Let N 0 kn, and let (A,B,C) be a minimal 
sensitivity minimal 	realization of a system H. 
Construct now k different 	realizations 	tA.,B.,C.1 

	

-1 	
i 

 
{T.AT. ,T.B,CT.

1 	
1 ; 	1,...,14}. With these realiza- 

tions i castAct the nonminimal diagonal realization of 
order N 

A 	diag (A i ) ; B 0 vec (S i ) ; C - vec (C 1 )/k 

If the Ti 's are chosen in a neighborhood of the 
identity, such that the rounding errors in each 
component system are independent, then as k —> 

lAy
k

1
2 

4 I6C. + C.AA
i

I
2 

/klx
(k)

1 2 —> 0 
max 

It is possible to overparameterize the system in order 
to obtain minimal sensitivity realizations. Finally, 
the idea in the proof of the main sensitivity theorem 
leads to gradient type algorithms for the optimal 
sensitivity realizations. This, of course, is to be 
performed off line, during the design state, and poses, 
therefore, no restrictions on the hardware. Some 
preliminary remarks regarding these appear in [5]. 
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On Three-Dimensional Rotations, Coordinate 
Frames, and Canonical Forms for It All 

ERIK I. VERRIEST 

Some properties of the eigenproblem for a three-dimensional 
rotation matrix are shown, and related to the geometrical rotation 
parameters. The problem of assigning a unique canonical coordi-
nate frame to a set of three mutually orthogonal axes is consid-
ered. The assignment is such that it corresponds to a minimal over-
all rotation with respect to the reference system. This problem is 
of interest for the unique and consistent labeling of the principal 
axes of various tensors related to physical properties of materials, 
and symmetric matrices that appear in various disciplines of engi-
neering. 

INTRODUCTION 

In the.,,,ai eas of celestial and applied mechanics, robotics, the the-
ory of elasticity, radar and sonar, and in nuclear, molecular and 
solid-state physics, one frequently needs to express preferential 
spatial orientations (attached to a "rigid" body) in terms of some 
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IEEE Log Number 8821052.  

fixed reference system (the "laboratory" system). Coordinate 
transformations are also of interest in expressing material param-
eters such as dielectric tensors, electrooptic tensors, stress ten-
sors, and so on. Any three fixed mutually orthogonal lines inter-
secting in 0 (e.g., obtained by solving the eigenproblem for a real 
symmetric matrix), define 48 possible coordinate frames (of which 
24 are right-handed). As the labeling of the preferential axes is usu-
ally arbitrary, this paper addresses the problem of providing a 
"nice" way to uniquely describe or represent a preferential coor-
dinate frame. 

As our solution relies on some elementary properties of 3-D rota-
tions, some basic properties of such transformations are first 
recalled. 

BACKGROUND AND NOTATION 

A half-line originating in 0 (the origin) will be called an axis. If 
u is an axis, then the axis parallel to u but extending in the opposite 
direction will be denoted by -u. By a (right-handed) coordinate 
frame F, we understand an ordered triple of mutually orthogonal 
axes, following the right-hand rule. A frame consisting of the axes 
u, v, and w in that particular order will be denoted by (u, v, w). F 
is the set of all possible right-handed coordinate frames. 

There are many ways to specify the orientation of a coordinate 
frame relative to another orthogonal coordinate frame with the 
same origin. Denoting the axes of the fixed reference frame by (x, 
y, z), and of the preferential coordinate frame by (x', y', z'), it is stan-
dard to represent the rotation by the direction cosines of the primed 
axes relative to the unprimed ones. One can think of the new 
(primed) coordinate system as the one resulting by operating on 
the original (unprimed) system by some transformation, and it is 
well known that the set of matrices a representing these trans-
formations form the rotation group SO(3). 

Since any rotation can be represented as a global rotation over 
8 E [0, 7], measured counterclockwise about some axis u, a rep-
resentation of the set of three-dimensional rotations can be given 
in spherical coordinates: Longitude rp and latitude tG suffice to iden-
tify the global rotation axis u, and the radius r = B describes the 
angle of rotation. However, SO(3) is not topologically equivalent 
to the open (or closed) ball, since antipodal points on the surface 
of the sphere represent the same rotation. A standard homotopy 
argument shows that the fundamental group contains two ele- 
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me nt s [3]. The covering of SO(3) by S U (2) leads to the Cayley-Klein 
parameterization [1]. 

The eigenproblem for rotation matrices is summarized in the 
following: 

Lemma: i) A rotation matrix 0 has all its eigenvalues on the unit 
circle. If the rotation is nontrivial, only one eigenvalue equals +1. 
The global geometric rotation angle 0 satisfies cos 0 = [tr(0) — 1]/ 
2, and the rotation axis corresponds to the global rotation vector 
(i.e., the eigenvector u, corresponding to the eigenvalue 1). ii) The 
real and imaginary parts of any complex eigenvector correspond-
ing to a nonunity eigenvalue have the same norm, and together 
with the eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue +1 they form 
a mutually orthogonal set. 

Proof: Part i) is shown in [1]. As for ii), let v bethe complex eigen-
vector of 0, corresponding to the eigenvalue X. Expressing u'Ov 
in different ways results in u' Re (v) = u' Im (v) = 0, unless the rota-
tion is trivial. Similarly, the simplification of v'Ov leads to v'v = 0, 
which in turn implies the orthogonality of Re (v) and Im (v), and 
equality of their norms. 

It follows at once that (Re (v), Im (v)) is an orthogonal basis in 
the rotation plane. A canonical parameterization can be shown to 
result. 

Theorem: Any rotation matrix has a (nonunique) eigenvalue 
decomposition 

0 = ru, v, V] diag (1, e 'e, e -0)[u, v, 

where 0 lies in the interval [0, It measured counterclockwise with 
respect to u, and such that [u, Re (v), Im (v)] belongs to F. 

Proof: See [4]. 

LABELING OF FRAMES ASSOCIATED WITH THE REAL SYMMETRIC 

EIGENPROBLEM 

In many problems the rotation matrix 0 is only of intermediate 
interest. In particular, consider the real symmetric eigenvector 
decomposition A = UKU', also known as the Principal Axis (Com-
ponent) Decomposition. K is a diagonal matrix and U is orthogonal. 
If det U = 1, then [u 1 , u2, u 3] is the matrix of direction cosines of 
a new right-handed coordinate system whose coordinate axes are 
aligned with the vectors u 1 , u2, and u3. Clearly, this decomposition 
is not unique: eigenvalues can be permuted, and to each ordering, 
several different choices for the corresponding eigenvectors may 
exist, leading to different onhono rmal coordinate frames. For ref-
erence purposes, a canonical decomposition is desirable. To facil-
itate the search for canonical forms, the problem is characterized 
in terms of its invariants, introducing the following definitions: 

Definition 1: A Symmetric Eigenvalue Decomposition (SED) is an 
ordered pair (U, K) where U belongs to the set F, and K is an ordered 
triple of real numbers (i.e., an element of R 3). 

Definition 2: Two SEDs (U1 , KO and (U2, K2) are called 

i) (Weakly)Equivalent(—)iff U, diag (K1)U; = U2 diag (K2)U; and 
K, is an ordered triple of the permuted elements of K2. 

ii) Strongly Equivalent (s) if they are equivalent and K., = K2. 

The equivalence classes induced by the above equivalences are 
nontrivial. In the nondegenerate case, the equivalence class of all 
frames equivalent to a given frame U is generated by operating on 
U by transformations of the group Ge, consisting of the elementary 
operations: 

Begin  

1) cyclically relabeling of the coordinate axes x', y', z', 
2) changing the directions of any two axes, 
3) changing the direction of one axis, and switching the remain-

ing two. 

It follows that every orbit of this group (equivalence class Fl ) con-
sists of exactly 24 elements. In the restricted case of Strong Equiv-
alence, the frames can only be related by inversion of any two axes, 
thus leaving only 4 elements in each class of Fls. The matrix rep-
resentations of the generators of Ge  are: 

0 1 	 —1 	0 0 

0 0], 5,= [ 0 —1 0], 

1 0 	 0 	0 1 

0 01 	[- 1 0 0 

—1 	0 , Q= 	0 0 1 . 

0 — 1 	 0 1 0 

The generators of the subgroup G„ associated wi h the Strong 
Equivalence are S, and Sb. The action of the group element G e 
Ge (Gse ) on F is defined by G(F) = FG E F: The frame derived from 
F by group operation C is the frame with associated matrix FG. The 
degenerate case is discussed in [4]. 

CANONICAL FORMS FOR REAL SYMMETRIC MATRIX DECOMPOSITIONS 

A selection ofa canonical form for the decomposition means that 
to each element [F] of the equivalence classes FL (or F/9 a unique 
representant is assigned [2]. An obvious choice is the frame obtain-
able by a rotation of the reference frame over the smallest possible 
angle. The ideas are made rigorous by introducing a "correlation" 
metric ( • , ) :F x F --0 R defined by (F„ F2 ) = tr The function 
(•) is not an inner product on the set of frames F, since the latter 
has not been endowed with a linear structure (i.e., addition of two 
frames or scalar multiplication ofa frame are not defined). An inner 
product interpretation is possible by embedding F in a 9-dimen-
sional vector space [4]. As the reference frame is represented by 
the identity matrix, one obtains the "correlation": <1, F) = tr F = 
(1 + 2 cos 0). The frame with the minimal 0 € [0, ir] is the one with 
the maximal correlation. The map f assigning this optimal frame 
to each equivalence class is a complete invariant [2], and it follows 
that the set of frames {F,} = f(F) is a set of canonical forms for F. 

The selection algorithm for the canonical representation of a 
given frame F proceeds then by optimizing tr FG over the elements 
G of the groups G, or G„ generated by P, Sa, Sb, and Q, or Sa and 
Sb alone for the canonical forms, respectively, under Equivalence 
and Strong Equivalence in the nondegenerate case. The pseudo-
code is provided in the appendix. 

APPENDIX 

The Optimal Frame Algorithm for the Nondegenerate Case 

Given a right-handed frame represented by the vectors of the 
direction cosines [x,, xb, x,], the Canonical Form under Equivalence 
is obtained via the following algorithm (for Strong Equivalence omit 
the loops in i and j). 

0 

P= 1 

0 

Sb = 0 

0 

For i := 0 to 2 do 
begin 

Exa , Xb, Xj: =  kJ, Xb, 

For := 0 to 1 do 
begin 

Ex.„ Xb, xr] := Ex,, xb, MCP 
Find diagonal elements (x, x X ) 1, -62, c3.• 
If not all signs are positive, 

then find the two columns whose sign change maximizes the trace. 

xc1 := 	Xd 5, where 5 is one of S., Sb, Sc 
F(2i + j) := [x„ x b, x,] 	{ Store a potentially optimal frame ) 
T(2i + j) := x„ + xb2  + xr3  { Store its correlation with / ) 

end 
end 

maximum -1  ( T(k) ; i = 0 to 5 ) { Search for maximum } 
Frame := F(kin,„) 	 { Output the optimal frame 

End. 
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An Improved Algorithm for Low-Pass to 
Bandpass Transformations 

STEPHEN A. DYER 

An algorithm is presented for computing the coefficients of a 
-ontinuous-time bandpass transfer function, obtained by applying 

e standard transformation to a normalized low-pass prototype. 
he method has all the desirable features of a recently described 

algorithm while achieving increased computational efficiency 
through use of a recursion relation. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

I n a recent letter [1], an algorithm was presented for performing 
the standard low-pass (LP) to bandpass (BP) transformation. The 
method is quite general, being both independent of filter order 
and applicable to prototypes having both poles and zeros. Since 
it is algebraic in nature, it provides excellent accuracy independent 
of choice of scaling factor. 

The algorithm presented in the following shares all the desirable 
traits of that in [1]. However, while the method in [1] requires the 
evaluation of a set of binomial coefficients, the present algorithm 
employs a recursion relation, resulting in decreased computa-
tional effort. 

II. DEVELOPMENT OF THE ALGORITHM 

We wish to obtain the coefficients of the BP transfer function R(s), 
obtained from the normalized LP transfer function P(s) bythe trans-
formation 

R(s) = PCOls•-[(52 + 1.40W51.• + gs -1 	 (1) 

where con  is the desired center frequency, in r/s, of R(s); W is the 
desired bandwidth, in r/s, of R(s); a = 1/W; and 13 = 4/W. 

The LP transfer function P(s) in (1) is assumed to have the general 
form 

0 

The BP transfer function R(s) has the form 

ans" 
R(s) - 	. 

bm sm 
m -0 
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The transformation (1), when applied to (2), yields 

anfas + 

	

R(s) - 
n 0 	

(4) 

E 13„,[as + 

where -y = max (N, M). The factor s''/s' is included to obtain a form 
for R(s) which contains only nonnegative powers of s. 

We concentrate for the moment on the numerator polynomial 
in (4), writing it in the form of a power series, as in (3). We have, 
then, 

N 

Z aks k  = Z an[as + 13S -  l ]"  
k- 0 

= Z a n  Z Ck ,r5 k  
n-0 	k-0 

[ N 

= 	Z a„ck,„isk  

where, from the right-hand sides of (5) and (6), P = y + N. Thus, 
the ak  can be found as 

ak = 	an Ck n, 	k = 0, 1, • • • , V, 	 (8) 

Similarly, the bk of (3) can be found as 
M 

bk  = E bm ck,„„ 	k= 0, 1, • • • , A 	 (9) 
rn.o 

	

where g 	+ M. Actually, the range of n and m in (8) and (9), 
respectively, can be restricted further. This matter is discussed in 
Section IV. 

We need, however, to determine the ck,„ before (8) and (9) can 
be applied. From (5) and (6), 

2-y 

c, S k  = (as + Os -1)" 	 (10) 
k 	

,, 
0 

= (as + Qs - ')(as + 13s -1)" -1 S 7  

= (as + fls -1) Z ck  „ i sk  

2-y 

Z acki s k + ,  „_ 	
2-. E ockm _ sk -1. 	(11) 

k 	 k ■ CI 

Here, the upper limit on the sums is set to 2-y so that (10) can be 
applied to either (8) or (9) as needed. 

After changes of variables, (11) becomes 
27+1 	 2-y-1 

Z Ck n S k  = Z ack _ l ,„_ l s k  + Z 	 (12) 
k..1) 	

k 	Ck +1,n- iS k•  

So, upon equating coefficients of like powers of s in (12), we obtain 
the recursion relation 

	

C k 	ack -1,n -1 + tick +1:n -1, 

	k = 1, - • , 2-y - 1 

n = 1, • • , y.  

For n = 0, (10) gives 

{1, k = 

0, otherwise. 

n = 1 • • , 

n = 1, 	• , 7. 

I I I. THE ALGORITHM 

The BP coefficients a k  and bk  of the R(s) in (3) are computed as 
follows: 

1) Accept N; M; tun; W; a„, n = 0, • • , N; b„„ m 0, • - , M. 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

ans" 
P(s) - 
	 (2) 

	
Ck, 0 = 

bms"' 
Also, (12) yields 

Co,n 

and 

(3) 	
= aC2, 
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Abstract 

Periodic discrete time systems are analyzed. In particular we 
investigate the Invariants, Parametrization, Canonical Forms, 
and Realization from input/output data for such systems. It was 
found that the classical realization theory for time invariant sys-
tems carries over very nicely to such systems. For notational 
simplification, some results are worked out for the alternating 
(i.e. period two) single input single output discrete time system 
only. A novel definition for an Operational 'flansferfunction is 
given, which is useful in studying reductions, realizations and in-
terconnections of such systems. 

1. Introduction 
This paper deals with periodic discrete time systems of period 

N. To fix the ideas, a state space realization of such systems is 
of the form 

= Ai,(k)xk /11,(k)uk 
yk = Ci (k)rk 

p(k) = k mod N 

The N-tuple {Do, Ek, ,EN_k} where E1  is the triple (Ai, Bi , 
CO will refer to such a realization. These systems arise for in-
stance by discretization of periodically, non-uniformly sampled 
continuous time systems, and more general periodically switched 
systems. In order to simplify the ideas, we shall sometimes look 
at the special case of alternating (i.e. period two) single input 
single output discrete time system. The main ideas for the gen-
eral case are not different, but only more complex in notation. 

While these systems are in many ways more complex than or-
dinary time- invariant systems, they have still much more struc-
ture than general time varying discrete time systems analyzed by 
Kamen [3], or even the multi-mode systems described by Stanford 
et al. [2], and Helmke [1], and one can develop a parametrization 
theory for these systems which is in close analogy to the known 
geometric theory for stationary systems (Hazewinkel [4]). 

In particular, the input/output behavior of such systems is 
left invariant by the transformation group 

GL,,(R) x x GL,.(R) (Ncopies) , 

and the orbit space of the controllable systems is • manifold 
which can be decomposed into generalized Kronecker cells which 
form a cellular patch complex. The canonical forms act as local 
coordinate systems. 

Our next main result involves the realization of such a system 
from the knowledge of the impulse response sequences 

hid ;i > 	= 
2. I/O Equivalent Time-Invariant Representations 

for period-N Systems 
Some preliminary definitions and notations will be given in 

this section. Also, the observability, Teachability and stability 
properties will be discussed. The properties and representations 
are the key to the realization given in section 4. We shall discuss 
the general case for N-periodic systems in this section. 

	

Given the N-periodic system {El), 	 let the re- 
sponse of the system to a pulse occurring at instant j < N be 
the sequence hid; i> j. The system response is readily seen to 
be (where (k) indicates k mod N) 

i > j 	(1) 
= 0 	else 

Define the *Hanker Matrices for this Periodic System as the 
matrices H1+1  whose (a, 6)-element is This matrix 
does not have the (block) Henkel structure as in time invariant 
systems. However, it still allows a factorization in an observ-
ability and a Teachability matrix (as defined in the time-varying 
case). 

Elj+2= 0 j+21Zi 	 (2) 

e.g. the a-th block entry in Oi+i and the 6-th block of Ri are 
respectively 

(Rile = Aj,1 AI/-11' • • Afi+ 2-61 Bli+ 1- 61 	(3) 

[0;+11. = Ou+eptii+.- ii • • • Au+ii 
	 (4) 

For fixed j in 1,..., N, the derived sequence hk  = hi+ki; k> 0 
is also the response to a unit pulse, of the following augmented 
time invariant system of order nN. (Note that EN EEG) 

Age = 

0 
Al 
0 

0 

0 
0 
A2 

0 

0 

... AN-2 

AN 
0 
0 

0 

Cgs =[C2 G... 	GI] 
	

(5) 

with read-in matrix [0, ...0, /11,0,...01' where the nonzero block 
B1 occurs in the (j+ 1)-th block position. Such a time invariant 
representation of the pulse response sequence Hu ; i > j will be 
called an Adiabatic representation. The corresponding Adiabatic 
Hankelmatrices Hi with (a, b)-element will have the 
true Henkel structure. The subscript 'ca" refers to 'cyclically 
augmented'. The above representation is in general not minimal. 
A minimal realisation of the adiabatic Henkel matrix Hi will be 
denoted by (Ai, 

In order to treat all h,1  J's at once, an equivalent composite 
system (the Cyclically Augmented System) of Nn states, Nm 
inputs and p outputs, is defined as the realization (A.,,,B,,s ,C“) 
where A.. and C., are as in (2), and defining a B., -matrix as 

BN 0... 	0 
O B1... 	0 

Boa = 

O 0... 	BN-.1 

(6) 
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Letting Ei(s) denote the Zee-transform of the shifted se-
quence hktij : k > 0, then the transfermatrix of the cyclically 
augmented system is simply 

	

Hsa(s) = Pke(s), 	, if -1(41 	(7) 

The iff(s) are the transfermatrices of the ADIABATIC sys-
tems, and it follows from the previous discussion that they are re-
alized in a nonminimal way by (A•‘ , 
the nonzero element in the B-matrix occurring in the (j + 1)st 
block position. 

Remarks 

1. Dually, we can also work with an equivalent (nN,ni,Np) 
system, thus treating the periodic system as an equivalent 
stationary Np-output and tei- input system. 

2. Classical realization theory for multivariable time-invariant 
systems enables us to find a minimal realization (F,C,H) 
for the above Henkel matrix. This minimal realisation is 
then the key to the rest of our development. In particular, 
since the equivalent stationary system captures all of the in-
put/output information of the periodic one, so will its min-
imal realization (F, C, H). A parametrization for the peri-
odic systems follows then directly from the parametrization 
of the multivariable system (F, C, H). At once, we see that 
even a scalar periodic system leads to multivariable equiva-
lent systems. The restriction to scalar systems mentionned 
at the onset is thus not restrictive, but permits simpler 
notation and examples. 

We indicate some particular results which will be usefull in 
the realization problem 

Theorem 1: The minimal realizations (4, 11};,0;) of the adi-
abatic Hankelmatrices Hi  have the property that det(s/ - 
divides det(zN/ - Ao • • • AN -1) 

Proof (for N = 2): The Hankelmatrix fro  is obtained from 
the pulseresponse hip Its Z-transform equals 

fro(z) = Co(z2/ - AiA0) -1A1 B0 + Ci (x3/ - Aok) isBo 

= (No(z') + CON/ det(z 21 - A0,41) 

for some polynomial matrices No and N1. Clearly then the min-
imal realizations of H0 and Pi have the above stated property. 

In fact, it is easy to show that the realizations of Ho and H 1 
 must be very closely related. Indeed, by rewriting H1 in the form 

= ri,col[ z21 —0A°A1  221 _0„41,40 ] 1 [.41] 131  

= ro,c11[ 0z21—  AlA° 	 s1 ] 

B1  221 — AoAil [ A0 '" 1  

The first factors on the left also appear in the expansion of Ho 

	

A° 	0 	AlI 
0 =Eco,c1][ 121  

0 	s2/ - A0441 	sl 
r [  

Bo 

Hence, if we define the following transfermatrix: 

	

s2/ -0441.40 	0 	
-1 	

s/ 

	

s°1 -440,41 	[ 
Aca=po,cii 	

s/ Ao 

then El° = .toi14,01' and Al = A0310, 141 - 
This observation leads directly to the following theorem: 
Theorem I: There exists an observable pair (1,0) and ma-

trices ao and ih such that (A, $o, O), and (A, $40) realise 
respectively the adiabatic transfer matrices fro and 

Proof: Let (1, $, Q) be a minimal (observable is sufficient) 

realization for ft01,  then no  = ItIBIS,01 1 , and Bi  = B[0, Bi]'. 
The importance of this theorem lies in its use to find the 

realizations for an alternating system. Given the pulse response 
sequences ho  and ho , we can use the realization algorithm from 
time invariant systems to determine minimal realizations of either 
sequence. By the theorem, these realizations can be extended by 
addition of uncontrollable states if necessary, to observable real-
izations with the same A and C matrix. 

3. Reachabillty, Observability and Stability 
Definitions: 

• The N-periodic system LEO, E1,. • • ,EN-i) is said to be 
uniformly p•reachable (reachable in p steps), iff every state 
can be reached in p steps, independently of the starting 
event (= initial time and initial state). The system is said 
to be uniformly reachable, iff there exists a p > 0, such that 
it is uniformly p-reachable. 

• The system is said to be uniformly observable in p steps iff 
the initial state xj can be uniquely determined from p con-
secutive outputs yi,..., 	independently of the start- 
ing time j. The system is said to be uniformly observable 
iff it is p-observable for some p. 

Theorem 1: The period-N system (E0,• • • ,EN-1),  is uni-
formly reachable iff the reachability matrices (3) have full rank 
for all j. The system is uniformly observable iff the observability 
matrices (4) have full rank for all j. 

The proof is easily established by a standard argument 151. 
Since the adiabatic systems of at most order nN, provide an 
underlying time-invariant structure in the problem, at most nN 
steps need to be considered for checking uniform reachability and 
observability, by virtue of the Cayley- Hamilton Theorem. Some 
direct corollaries of the theorem are: 

1) The Cyclically Augmented system (A., Bc„,C..) is reachable 
iff the period-N realization (EL Er, .., EN) is uniformly 
reachable. 

ii) 	Eais uniformly observable (reachable) 
iff (ED, £1,..., EN-1) 12 uniformly observable (reachable), 
whence the invariance of uniform observability and reach-
ability under a cyclic shift. 

HI) Using the backward propagation, we can write the output 
at time i in terms of the previous inputs. i.e., we look at 
hid for fixed i, and define the equivalent stationary systems 
with the above A-matrix and C = [0,... 0, C; , 0, .. , 0], the 
nonzero block occuring in the i-th block position, and B = 

,B1N... 1)'. We then have the •dualite-property: 
, 	EN} is unit. observable iff 

(Elo ,E11_1 ,...E1} is unit reachable, where the 'dual* 
system is obtained by time reversal of the sequence of the 
duals Ef of the realizations Ei , where (114,Bi,C4 4  is the 
triple (A:, GI, 	We are thus led to the definition: 

{E1, Ei,...,Eo}dual = (4,4-1,•••,Ef) 

Finally, we remark that if all A i  are nonsingular, as for in-
stance in the important case of the discretisation of • continuous 
system, the criterion of Theorem 1 can be simplified by virtue of 
the following 

Lemma: If the Al are nonsingular for all 5, then the full rank-
ness of one of the Teachability matrices Ri (observability matrices 
O;) implies the full rankness of all others, and hence reachability 
(observability). 

As an example, a sir* alternating system E0,Ei will be uni-
formly reachable iff the stationary systems (.4124o, [bt,Aibo]) and 
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(A0A1. [be, Aebi]) are reachable. If the system is uniformly reach-
able, no more than 2n steps are required to reach any desired end-
state. If the product A0A1 is nonsingular, then (AiAo, Ph, Aibol) 
and (A044.1, [b0,A0bi]) are either both reachable or both non-
reachable. By applying inputs before 0, one gets the reachability 
relation at time 0: . 

zo = Ri[zo,z—i, • • 

where R1= [bl, Alb°, AiAebi,...] is the time varying reachability 
matrix [3]. Observation of the output sequence after time 0, with 
no input applied leads then to the observability relation: 

10041,312, • - = Ooxo 

where Oo = 	 is the time varying observ- 
ability matrix. Similarly, we construct the reachability and ob-
servability matrices, Re and 01, relating to the reference time 1. 
The products 00R1 and 01 R0 are then the alternating (period-2) 
Haakelmatrices defined in (2). 

We also have the following important stability theorem: 
Theorem 4: The N-period system (0) is stable if the eigen-

values of the product AoAi ... AN-1 have modulus less than 1. 
Proof: The convergence properties of the periodic systems 

are determined by the convergence properties of the equivalent 
time invariant system (A., Bc.,C..). The latter is completely 
determined by the characteristic polynomial 
det(eN I - AiAs As . AN) = 0. 

The problem with this approach is that the resulting time-
invariant system has order Nn if it is the order of the individual 
realizations R1 . The original periodic system is only of n-th or-
der, so that a 'hidden modes'-phenomenon occurs. 

4. Canonical Forms, Parametrization and Topological 
Structure 

The first object in this study is to find the transformations 
on the realizations that leave the input-output behavior (i.e. all 
adiabatic transfermatrices and the the periodic system 'Hanker 
matrices (2)) invariant. 

Let {E0,E1, ,Eti-i} be a realization of an N-period sys-
tem. Denote an element of the group C/,,(R)g, denoted by CIZ 
for short, by (P0,P1,..., PN-.1). The group action is defined by 

(11),•••,PN-1) 
(P1A017 1 , PiBo. CoP; 1). (PoAN -1 lc -1  I, PoSN -I, Cif -.IP; —I  1) (9) 

The states transform as 

	

CND; 	POZNi 

	

SNie+1 	AZI a+i 	ti = 1,...,N - 1 	(10) 

The following property is readily shown: 
Theorem 5: Equivalence of State Space Representations. 
The product group Cl„ R)g action on the set of period-N 

systems leaves the I/O properties invariant. 
Once the symmetry group, (Le. the group whose action leaves 

the I/O behavior invariant) is established, we can look at the 
question of canonical forms: Any property of the original system 
can be described as • map from the set of systems E, to same 
suitable set S. After introducing canonical forms, the study of 
the original function f is then replaced by the study of some 
'simpler' function / : C 5, such that f = Jo t, when t 
is the canonical projection 	E 	C on the set of canonical 
forms. 

For notational simplicity, the rest of this section will be re-
stricted to alternating systems. The above development should 
give enough insight to realize that the general principles remain 
the same. Canonical forms for the unifomly reachable systems 
are obtained by the usual Kronecker selection procedure. i.e.  

among the 2n columns of R0, select n linear independent ones, 
which form a basis Pe  for the state space. In particular, a unique 
`nice' selection may be chosen according to the Young or 'crate'-
diagram. Similarly, let pi be another basis, chosen by • nice se-
lection among the columns of R1. Now express the system with 
respect to the basis which is alternating between _Po  and Pi. e.g. 
Ao is represented by the a new matrix whose j-th column is the 
representation in terms of the basis pi  of A0 operating on the 
j-th basisvector from the other basis /30. 

The effect is that the new representation is of the form bo  = 
= [1, 0, ... 0]'. (By assumption of reachability neither be  nor 

el are zero). If vi(k) denotes the position of the k-th basis vector 
from 14, then we refer to the sequences = vi(1),...,vi(n) as 
a multi-index. The k-th column of the new A-matrices are 

4ea = geez(0+1 
Alea = Rieeem+1 	 (11) 

However straightforward the previous extension of the known 
scheme may be, a particular nice form is obtained as follows if Al 
is nonsingular. Search the columns of Re in their natural order, 
i.e. from left to right, and reordered in chains, as in the usual 
'scheme II' search [5]. Now observe that if Al is nonsingular, 
then the result of Al operating on the above basis, is also a basis, 
and in fact each of these new basis vectors will be a column in 
RI, except perhaps for the last new basisvector. In that case, 
it may be substituted for h as new last basis vector. Note that 
this all corresponds to a scheme II search in R I , but STARTING 
AT Alb°. It follows that, unless there was a full length (= is) 
chain Aeb 1 ,...,(A044 1)"-lAeb 1  in R0, (which only happens if bn 
is zero), the operator Al is represented by I. The h vector is full 
in general. The pair (A0, be) has a canonical controllability form 
[5] representation. In the latter special case, it follows that A0 
is represented by a cyclically down shifted identity matrix, and 
Al by a cyclically down shifted right companion (controllability 
canonical form) matrix. The new bo  (obviously) remains zero, 
and the new b i  is a full vector. As the ee and e l  have no particu-
lar structure, there are 4n free parameters in this canonical form. 
By analogy to the stationary realizations, we shall refer to this 
form as the controllability canonical form. Note that because the 
search extends over 2n columns, the new A-matrices will in gen-
eral not be in the usual companion form themselves, unless the 
system is uniformly reachable inn steps, but then this is also the 
case with the time invariant multivariable systems. In fact, it is 
exactly because of such a reduction from the timevarying to the 
multivariable time-invariant case that all the topological proper-
ties of these systems are expected to carry over. In particular, 
for multivariable systems we have: 

Theorem 6: The orbit space of the reachable systems is an an-
alytic manifold, which can be decomposed into generalized Kro-
necicer cells which form a cellular patch complex. The state space 
canonical forms act as local coordinates. 

The number of canonical forms that is required to cover the 
space of all reachable alternating systems is also equal to the 
number of pairs of nice multi-indices that can be chosen. The 
information given here is rather sketchy, but the details will be 
presented in a forthcoming paper [61. 

5. Operational Transfer Function 
Because of space limitations, very little will be said here. The 

essential ingredient is the introduction of a sampling operator 
with tr = t , and which does not commute with the shift operator 
el. In fact, we have stars = 1-w, from which sr+s(1-r) 
The equation Z2k+1 = A0 225+ BOUk is then transformed to s(1- 
s)X(s) = Aor X (s) + 130rI (s). Similarly, the complementary 
equation transforms to erX(s) = Ai(1- ir)X(s)+B i  (1 - r)TI (s). • 
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Adding yields the form X(z) = (z - A(i)) -1  B (IOU (z), where 
A(r) = Aor + A1(1 - r) and B(r) = Box + B1 (1 - w). Defining 
also C(w) = Cox + C1(1- r), we get the Operational Transfer 
function as 

II(x , = C(r)(z1 - A(10) -1  B(w) 

i.e. a transfermatrix with coefficients in the polynomial ring 
R[r]r= = w]. Using the noncommutative relation, this formalism 
is very helpful in deriving all aorta of results and transferfunction 
operations. For instance, defining the odd and even part of G(s) 

w1G (41 = G.(4 - 2 

(1 - w)[G(41 = G .(z) 
2 

then the commutation relation implies for the operators  

G.(s)r = irG .(z) G.(4w = (1 - G .(1g) 

and 

G (4x = IrG "(4 + (1 - JOG 444 

For instance: 

(.21 - M) -lw = [(I - 'Os/ + wM][z 2/ - M2]-1  

This last rule allows to write the OTF of the period-2 system as 

C.[T 2/ - A1A0] -1[AiBow + z.B1(1 - r)) - 
+C1[32/ - A0A1]-1 [TBor + AoB1 (1 - w)] 

The following duality is also very helpful in reduction. 

11 , 	= Ri(z)ir + Bz(Z)(1 — 12) 

= rS1(z) + (1 - w)S2(z) 

where 

Finally, the reachability and observability conditions derived in 
the previous section are also readily obtained with this formalism. 
It can also readily be extended for use with period N systems. 
The commutation relation is different i.e. + ZN -21rZ + 
...+ fri-1  = ZN-1 . 

S. Realization 
In this section we show how the above results can lead to a 

relatively simple realization algorithm for periodic systems. We 
shall assume that the order it of the minimal N-period system is 
known. There is then an underlying uniformly reachable system 
E0,..., V N of order n. The realization is given in 4 steps: 

Step 1: Let the pulse responses hi 	> 1, • • - ka.N -1;i > N 
be collected. With this data, the adiabatic Hankelmatrices #j , 

0,...,N -1 are formed. There are now two possible routes: 
realise each adiabatic system separately, or realize the compositte 
system with transfermatrix [4(x), , if N -1(s)]. 

Step 2: Obtain a minimal realisation 
B.0-11, C.) of the system with composite transfer matrix [ifo(s), 
...,1¢N-1(41, where it (z) is the transfer matrix of the adiabatic 
system Bit et). 

There are two ways in which this can be obtained. The first 
• 

is to reduce the composite transfermatrix, and obtain a minimal 
realization of it, by standard multivariable techniques [5]. The 
second method consists in first obtaining minimal realizations 
(Ai , Pi , di) of the adiabatic systems. These minimal realizations 
may be of different dimensions. However, by the theorem 1, there 
exists a maximal characteristic polynomial, of order g say, in the 
sense that the characteristic polynomials of the other realizations 
divide it, and each non-minimal adiabatic realization can be ex-
tended by adding a non-reachable, but observable subsystem, so 
that all extended realizations of the adiabatic susbsystems have 
the same order (= g), and the same A and C matrix. The com-
posite realization (A., B.x...11, Cm) is then the de-
sired form and is minimal since (A„., C.) is observable, and at 
least one of the B„,,i forms together with A,,, a reachable pair. 

Step 3: Extend the realization of order q obtained in step 
2, to one whose order is a multiple of N, by adding a non-
observable but reachable subsystem. Indeed, since the mini-
mal system (A„., [B,Ap,...,B,,„N-1],C„,) and the cyclically aug-
mented system (A,., B„, C„,,) realize the same transfer matrix, 
and since the cyclically augmented system is uniformly reach-
able by assumption, the latter must be an extension (A., B. , C 
of (A„,, P ao, , B„,,N _11, C.) by • non-observable but reach-
able subsystem of order Nn - q. This implies the existence of 
matrices X, Y, Z N -1 so that 

[

A„„ 0 - • Bm•N ][ Cm  0  X y [ zo, . . . , Z N -1 

is similar to the cyclically augmented system. This augmentation 
must not impair the reachability of the realization. The necessary 
reachability of the subsystem implies that none of the rows of 
the matrix [X,Z0,...,Zti- i] can be zero. This follows easily 
by contradiction. If [X, Zo,..., ZN_1] had a zero row, then the 
realization could be partitioned as 

A,. 0 0 •• ., 
X1 

[ 
X2 Yi Zo, • • • • 

B.,N1 
Z N -1 

0 0 Y3 0, , 0 

which has the un-reachable subsystem [Y2,0, COR] • 

The X, Y, and A are chosen so that the reachability matrices 
R(Al; [BA , A.13.1]), and R(A.2; [8.0, A.B.1]) have rank less than 
rt. 

Step 4: Determine the similarity transformation that trans-
forms the extended system .138,N-11,C.) to • cyclic 
form. For notational convenience, we shall again discuss the lat-
ter for alternating (i.e. period- 2) systems. The ideas for period-
N systems are similar. 

The reachability matrix for the cyclically augmented matrix 
has the structure 

Bo, 0, 	0, 	AoBi, AoAiBo t 	0 
0, B1, 441B0, 	0, 	0, 	A1A0B1 

whereas R. has entries in all positions in general. The desired 
similarity maps R. into T R. = 	Partitioning T into [T1, 
it is seen that the zero locations in the above equation leads to 
the identities: 

TiR(4;1Ba,A.B.01) ;w 0 
TsR(ANBoo,A•Ban := 0 

where the reachability matrices extend to n (block)columns only, 
and are thus square for single input periodic systems. On the 
condition that the test matrices R oo = R(AL [B.0,A.B.1]), and 

= H(A,2 ; [H,o,A,,B. 1]), have rank lees than n, it is possible 
to find n linearly independent rowvectors in the left nullspacss 
of the above Teachability matrices. Since the overall realisations 

S1 (s) 1 _ ( 
S2(s) 	 k r —1 

Ri(r) 1r
R2(r) 	- 1  
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are both reachable, there exists Ti  and T2 such that T = [71,T=]' 
is nonsingular with T1  and 7.2 satisfying the above conditions. 

We summarize then with: 
Theorem 7: An invertible transformation T can always be 

found, bringing the extended system E. of order 2n to the cycli-
cally augmented form E..(5) of the same order if it is reachable 
and if the reachability matrices R(AL[13, 13, A.B.@ and 

R(4; 
1/3.1,A.B„01), both have rank at most equal to n. 

Theorem 8: The realization of [E0(z), k1(s)1 can always be 
augmented so that the extended system satisfies the conditions 
of theorem 4. 

Remarks: 

1. The minimal adiabatic realizations completely specify the 
I/O behavior of the alternating system, and may therefore 
lead to new canonical representations for such systems. 

2. Other identification methods for periodic systems exist. 
One can 'stagger' the impulse responses, by looking at 
every N-th sample, for which the system looks like a time 
invariant one. However, the solution for the individual real-
izations in (E1, ..., EN) require difficult nonlinear equation 
solvers. Furthermore since the data samples with such a 
scheme are not 'convoluted', a large number of data needs 
to be collected (roughly 2nN) before the system starts to 
unfold. The scheme presented here already presents a lot of 
information about the system after 2n steps, and is there-
fore more 'holographic'. 

7.  
Example 

Examples 
 hi3Oi>0  = e, a, ea, al, ca', ..., and kap., = b, eb, 

nb,cab,a 2b,.... The adiabatic systems are realized by 

	

0 1 	b 
[ °a 01  ] ,[ a ] ,[1 0 and 	a 0 	[ d. ] i [ i 0 ] 

If a and b are not both zero and e2  is different from a, then a 
minimal realization of the transfermatrix [i10(z),H1(41 in ob-
servability canonical form [5] is 

1 °8 01 1 '[ ea ea] '[ 1 0
] 

Since the order of this realization is even, we check first the rank 
conditions on the test matrices 

[e 	 e a 
a 66 '1=  [ eb se ] 

Hence chosing 71 from span [—e,11 and T2 from span [—a, el leads 
to a transformation (after introducing suitable parameters) 

[ti 0 [ —e 1 
T t2 	—a e 

which in turn transforms to the above realisation to 

[

0 
—shit' 

[e/[(a 0)tal• —1/[(a — ci)tt] 

The period-2 realisation is now read out by inspection. Suitably 
reparametrked, we find 

(r, t, r/t), (a/r, k/r, e/t) 

If in the above example we have C2  es a, then the adiabatic 
realizations are (c,c,1) and (e,b, 1). This leads to a reachable 
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realization (e, [e, b],1), provided that c and b are not both 0, of 
the [if0(s), t(s)]. As its order is odd, augmentation is required. 
The augmented system is 

[e v0 .[ se asio 

The test matrices are 

	

Ifs= 	
C2 

R.°  = [ 	+ Vsz 	[ Si ex + Pei  

For si = 0,11 = s and y = —e for instance, the rank of both test 
matrices is I. Taking then T1  = 11[0,1], and T2 = t2[—x, e], the 
cyclically 

— fi 

augmented realization 

[ 
—c2ts  0  itt 

 —ti/t2 	[ tax 	0 I 
'Met), —1/(es)]  sh 

results, from which the (reparametrized) period-2 system (r,t, r/t), 

(es/r,btlr,c1t) follows. 

Example 2.  Let /11.00, 1  = 2,2,1 + a, 1 + a, 1 + a2 , 1 + a2 , 1 + as, 
...andhi30,2 =1+6,1+4,1+ab,1+42210,1+a211,1+0,..- 
The adiabatic systems have realizations 

[ ° 1 0  [ 2  

	

0 0 1 	2 	[ 1 0 0 and 

	

—1 a 1 	1 + a 
[ 0 1 0 [ 1 + 6 

	

001 	1 + 	[ 1 0 0] 

	

—a a 1 	1+ab 

Extending with a first order no-observable state, the system 

I 0 1 0 0 	2 	1 + 6 
0 0 

11  110 	1+2  4  I++:5, [ 1 0 0 0 ] 
di—G  

11 12 Zs V 	/3. 	Is 

realizes the augmented adiabatic system rifo(s), //1(41. It can be 
checked that the choice xi = s2 = 13 = 0, y = —1, 1 1 =1,13= 
—1 gives a system for which the matrices R.0 and Rd  have rank 
2 (if a differs from 1). The left nullspace of Rd is spanned by 
la, 0, —1, a — 11 and [0,1, —1,0], while the left nullspace of R.0 is 
spanned by (1,-1,0,0] and [a, 0, —1, 1 — a]. The special choice 
for T: 

1 0 1 a — 1 
0 —2 2 1 	1 
a 0 —1 1— a 2(a —1) 

—2 2 0 

yields then an equivalent cyclically augmented realizaton, from 
which the period-2 system can be identified by inspection as: 

[ 01 40 [ 	[ 	1 	[ 01 Oe  [ 	[ 
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THE OPERATIONAL TRANSFER FUNCTION AND PARAMETERIZATION OF N-PERIODIC SYSTEMS 

Erik I. Verriest 
School of Electrical Engineering 
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Atlanta, Georgia 30332-0250 

ABSTRACT 

Periodic discrete time systems are analyzed. 	In 
particular, we investigate the Invariants, Parameteri-
zations, Canonical Forms, and Realization from input/ 
output data for such systems. It was found that the 
classical realization theory for time invariant systems 
carries over very nicely to such systems. A novel 
definition for an Operational Transfer Function is 
given, which is useful in studying reductions, reali-
zations, and interconnections of such systems. 

1. 	INTRODUCTION 

This paper deals with periodic discrete time systems of 
period N. To fix the ideas, a state space realization 
of such systems is of the form 

xk.6.1  = Ap(k) xk  + B p(k) uk  

y k 	= C p(k) xk 	 (0) 

p(k) = k mod N 

The 	N-tuple {L O ,E 1 ,...,E N_ I } where E. is 	the 	triple 
(A013 1 ,Ci) will refer to such a realization. These 
systems arise, for instance, by discretization of 
periodically, nonuniformly sampled continuous time 
systems, and more general periodically switched 
systems. In order to simplify the ideas, we shall 
sometimes look at the special case of alternating 
(i.e. period two) single input-single output discrete 
time system. The main ideas for the general case are 
not different, but only more complex in notation. 

While these systems are in many ways more complex than 
ordinary time-invariant systems, they have still much 
more structure than general time-varying discrete time 
systems analyzed by Kamen [3], or even the multi-mode 
systems described by Stanford, et al. [2], and Helmke 
Ill, and one can develop a parameterization theory for 
these systems which is in close analogy to the known 
geometric theory for stationary systems (Hazewinkel 
[4]). 

In particular, the input-output behavior of such 
systems is left invariant by the transformation group 
GLn(R) x x GLn(R) (N copies), and the orbit space 
of the controllable systems is a manifold which can be 
decomposed into generalized Kronecker cells which form 
a cellular patch complex. The canonical forms act as 
local coordinate systems. 

Our next main result involves the realization of such a 
system from the knowledge of the impulse response 
sequences {h.;i>j,j=0,1}. 

1 ,J  

Given the N-periodic system {E 0 ,£ 1 ,...,E N_ I }, let the 
response of the system to apulse occurring at instant 
j<N be the sequence {h. .;i>jf. The system response is 
readily seen to be (what d [k] indicates k mod N) 

	

h i,i  = C [i] A [i-1] A [i-2] ...A u4.11 B ul 	i>j 

	

= 0 	 else 

Define the "Hankel" matrices for this periodic system 
as the matrices H j+1  whose (a,b)-element is h. 4.  
This matrix does not have the same (blocidNankel 
structure as for time-invariant systems. 	However, it 
still allows a factorization in an observability and a 
reachability matrix (as defined in the time-varying 
case). 

H. 	• O. R. 	 (2) 
j+1 	j+1 j 

e.g. the a-th block entry in 0 j4.1  and the b-th block of 
• are, respectively Rj  

[R.] 	= 	 [j+2-b][j+l-b] 

	

j b 	 B 	
(3) 

[0 j4.1
]
a  = C [i+a ,A 

J [j+a- 1] 	[j+1] 	
(4) 

For fixed 	j in {0,...,N}, the derived 	sequence 
{h =h. .;k>0} is also the response to a unit pulse of 
the JiOselbwing augmented time-invariant system of 
order nN. 

A
O  

0 

A
ca 
	 A

2
0 	0 

• ' 

0 ....AN_I 	0 j 

Cca  = [C 1  C 2 ... 	C
o

] 

with read-in matrix [0,...0,B",0,...0]' where the 
nonzero block B ;  occurs in the (j41)-th block position. 
Such a time-invariant representation of the pulse 
responsesequence{11 ij ;i>j} will be called an 
Adiabatic representation. The corresponding Adiabatic 

(a,b)-element  
1 4. 4+13 - 1.1° 

have the true HIAel structure. 	The subscript "ca" 
refers to "cyclically augmented." The above represen- 
tation is, in general, not minimal. A minimal realiza- 

tion of the Adiabatic Hankel matrix H. will be denoted 

by (A ,B.,C.). 
J J 

In order to treat all h i  's at once, an equivalent 
composite system (the Cyclically Augmented System) of 
Nn states, Nm inputs, and p outputs, is defined as the 
realization (Aca ,Bca ,Cca ) where. Aca  and Cca  are as in 
(2), and defining a Bca-matrix as 

(1) 

2. 	I/O EQUIVALENT TIME-INVARIANT REPRESENTATIONS 
FOR PERIOD-N SYSTEMS 

Some 	preliminary 	definitions 	and 	notations 	will 	be 
given in this section. 	Also, 	the observability, 	reach- 
ability, 	and 	stability 	properties 	will 	be 	discussed. 
The 	properties 	and 	representations 	are 	the 	key to the 
realization 	given 	in 	Section 4. 	We 	shall 	discuss 	the 
general case for N-periodic systems in this section. 

B
ca 

BO 
0 

0 

0 	.... 

0 

0 

0 

15N-1 

( 6 ) 



writing H I  in the forth 

I
z
2
I

u-A-A 
H I

• 

 = [C
1'

C
0

] 	
1 

O 

[co' c ] 
z
2
I-A0

A
1 
	A0 

 

 1 -1  AOi 
B 

	

z2I-A
1
A
01 	

zI 	
1 

E. 	

- 	-'' 
z2 1-A

1
A
0 	

0 	
-1 

z I 

0 
B

1  

2
IA 1A 0 	0 	

-1 

H O 	[co'  c 1  ] 
A 1  

zI 
B
0 O z 2 I -A -A 

u 1 

Letting H.(z) denote 	the 	2-transform 	of 	the 
sequence fh lo. . 	.;k>0}, 	then 	the 	transformation 
cyclically auitinted system is simply 

H
ca

(z) 	• 	{II
0 
 (z),H1 
	" 
(z),.. 	N-1(z)} 

shifted 
of 	the 

(7) 

Hence, 	if we define 

H
01 	

• 	[C 	C ] 
0' 	1 

the following transfer 

z
2
I-A

1
A
0 	

0 

2 
0 	z I-A0A

1 

matrix: 

-1 	
A l 	zl 

zI 	AO  
The H-(z) are the transfer matrices of the Adiabatic 
systems, and it follows from the previous discussion 
that they are realized in a nonminimal way by 
(Aca ,[0,...,0,B!,0,...,01',Cca ), the nonzero element in 
the B-matrix odurring in the (j+l)st block position. 

Remarks. 

1. Dually, we can also work with an equivalent 
(nN,m,Np) system, thus treating the periodic 
system as an equivalent stationary Np-output and 
m-input system. 

2. Classical realization theory for multivariable 
time-invariant systems enables us to find a 
minimal realization (F,G,H) for the above Hankel 
matrix. 	This minimal realization is then the key 
to the rest of our development. 	In particular, 
since the equivalent stationary system captures 
all of the input-output information of the 
periodic one, so will its minimal realization 
(F,G,H). A parameterization for the periodic 
system follows then directly from the parameter-
ization of the multivariable system (F,G,H). At 
once we see that even a scalar periodic system 
leads to multivariable equivalent systems. The 
restriction to scalar systems mentioned at the 
onset is thus not restrictive, but permits simpler 
notation and examples. 

We indicate some particular results which will be 
useful in the realization problem: 

A . 

Theorem 1. 	The minimal realizations (A i ,B i ,C i ) of the 

Adiabatic Hankel matrices H have the property that 
r N 	1 

det(zI-A i ) divides 	I-A0A1 ...AN_ I ). 

Proof (for N•2). The Hankel matrix II,

• 

 is obtained from 
the pulse response {h i 0 }. Its 2-transform equals 

r 	 \ 1 	 r 	 , 
H 0 (z) • Co (z

2 
 I-A 1 A0) A 1 B0  + C i tz

2 
 I-A0A0

-1 
 zB o  

• [N0 (z2 )+zN
1
(z 2 )1/det(z2 I-A0A 1 ) 

for some polynomial matrices N
0 and N

1 . Clearly then 
the minimal realizations of H 0 and H 1 have the above 
stated property. • 

In fact, it is easy to show that the realizations 

of Ho  and H I  msut be very closely related. Indeed, by 

The first factors on the left also appear in the 

expansion of H0 
 

then H0 •H
01 [B0'  OP and HI =H01[°'1/P1' 

This observation leads directly to the following 
theorem: 

Theorem 2. 	There exists an observable pair ( 7,1T) and 
matrices B0  and 171  such that (X,E,T), and (A,B 1 ,C) 
realize, respectively, the Adiabatic transfer matrices 

H0  and H 1 . 
l' 

Proof. Let (K,17,F) be a minimal (observable is suffi-

cient) realization for H
01' 

then B •B[B' O 	and 
0 0" 

r 
F 	

1 
-B[003'1'. 	 • 

The importance of this theorem lies in its use to find 
the realizations for an alternating system [6]. Given 
the pulse response sequences {h. 01 and {h. 1 }, we can 
use the realizations of eithe? sequence: By the 
theorem, these realizations can be extended by addition 
of uncontrollable states if necessary, to observable 
realizations with the same A and C matrix. 

3. REACHABILITY, OBSERVABILITY, AND STABILITY 

Definitions: 

• The N-periodic system {E 0 ,E 1 ,...,E.... 1 } is said to 
be uniformly p-reachable (reachabVe in p steps), 
iff every state can be reached in p steps, 
independently of the starting event (• initial 
time and initial state). The system is said to be 
uniformly reachable, iff there exists a p>0, such 
that it is uniformly p-reachable. 

• The system is said to be uniformly observable 
in p steps iff the initial state x. can be 
uniquely determined from p consecutivi outputs 
fy.,...,y. _ 1 1,1ndependently 	of 	the 	starting 
tilde j. J+Ble system is said to be uniformly 
observable iff it is p-observable for some p. 

Theorem 3. 	The period-N systemE 
f - O''''' E N-1 1 is 

 uniformly reachable iff the reachability matrices (3) 
have full rank for all j. The system is uniformly 
observable iff the observability matrices (4) have full 
rank for all j. 

The proof is easily established by a standard argument 
[51. Since the Adiabatic systems of, at most, order nN 
provide an underlying time-invariant structure in the 
problem, at most nN steps, need to be considered for 
checking uniform reachability and observability, by 
virtue of the Cayley-Hamilton Theorem. Some direct 
corollaries of the theorem are: 

(1) The 	Cyclicially 	Augmented 	System 
(Aca ,Bca ,Cc .) is reachable iff the period-N 
realization-{E 

l' 12."'' E N 
 1 is 	uniformly 

reachable. 

(2) {E
1' 

1
2" " 

. 1
0 

 } is 	uniformly 	observable 
(reachable) iff {E n ,2 1 ,...,E m  ,} is uniformly 
observable (reachaVle„ whence 	invariance 
of uniform observability and reachability 
under a cyclic shift. 



(3) Using the backward propagation, we can write 
the output at time i in terms of the previous 
inputs, i.e. we look at {h. .} for fixed i, 
and define the equivailblit stationary 
systems with 	the 	above 	A matrix 	and 
C=[0,...,0,C i3 O,...,0], 	the 	nonzero 	block 
occurring 	in 	the 	i-th block position, 
and B=B(B (') ,B; .... . BN-1

1)1. 	We then have the 
"duality" property: 

1 ,...,E N_ I ,E N } is uniformly observable 

iff 

f r
N'
d 

r
d
N-1 	 

E 1 } is uniformly reachable, 

where the "dual" system is obtained by pme 
reversal of the sequence of the duals E. of 
the realizations E., where (A i ,B i ,C i ) is i  the 
triple (A',C',B'). 1  We are thus led to the 
definition: 

E  'dual = /d d 	, d1 
(E

1
,E

2 . 	 0 	
E 

1 	I  0'
E 
 N-1""

E 
 1 1  

Finally, we remark that if all A are nonsingular, as 
for instance in the important case of the discretiza-
tion of a continuous system, the criterion of Theorem 1 
can be simplified by virtue of the following: 

Lemma: 	If the A. are nonsingular for all j, then the 
full rankness of j  one of the reachability matrices R i 

 (observability matrices 0i ) implies the full rankness 
of all others, and hence reachability (observability). 

As an example, a siso alternating system II 0 ,E 1 1 will 
be uniformly reachable iff the stationary systems 
(A I ,A,,[b i ,A„b n ]) and (A0 ,A1 ,[b 0 ,An ,b 1 ]) are 

reachable. 	If the system is uniformly reachable, no 
more than 2n steps are required to reach any desired 
endstate. 	If the product ADA 1  is nonsingular, then 
(A,,A ,[b,,A,,b r ]) and (AA ,A 1 ,[b r ,Ar ,b 1 ]) are 	either 
bah °reaChaBle" or both nenreavchable. 	By applying 
inputs before 0, one gets the reachability relation at 
time 0: 

x
0  = R1 

[u
0' u-1' ...]' 

whereR1=[b1'A 1 b0'A1A0bl'"' ] 	is the time-varying 
reachability matrix [3]. 	Observation of the output 
sequence after time 0, with no input applied, leads 
then to the observability relation: 

= 0 x 
0 0 

where 0=[4,A (') ci,90c 10,...]' is 	the 	time-varying 
observability matrix. Similarly, we construct the 
reachability and observability matrices, Ro  and 0 1 , 
relating to the reference time 1. The products 001Z I 

 and 01 R0 are then the alternating (period-2) HankeI 
matrices defined in (2). 

We also have the following important stability theorem: 

Theorem 4. The N-period system (0) is stable if the 
eigenvalues of the product A DA I ...AN_ I  have modulus 
less than 1. 

Proof. 	The convergence properties of the periodic 
systems are determined by the convergence properties of 
the equivalent time-invariant system (Aca ,Bca ,Cca ). 
The latter is comple4ly determined by the character-
istic polynomial det(z • 

The problem with this approach is that the resulting 
time-invariant system has order Nn if n is the order of 
the individual realizations E l . The original periodic 
system is only of n-th order, so that a "hidden modes" 
phenomenon occurs. 

4. CANONICAL FORM, PARAMETERIZATION 
AND TOPOLOGICAL STRUCTURE 

The first object in this study is to find the transfor-
mations on the realizations that leave the input-output 
behavior (i.e. all Adiabatic transfer matrices and the 
periodic system "Hankel" matrices (2)) invariant. 

Let 11 0 ,E 1 ,...,E N-1 1 be a realization of an N-perid 
system. 	Denote an element of the group Gl n(R) 1% 

denoted by G1 14 	 ( for short, by -P0'151,"''PN-1)* 	The 
group action is  defined by 

(P0 ,...,PN_I ) : 1(A0 ,80 ,C0 ) . 	(AN_ I ,BN_ I ,CN_ 1 )1 

(9) 

.-01 	r  p-1 ) 	r. A -1  .-1 	 .-1  )1 {(pro . 

The states transform as 

xn 	P
o
xn  

xNk+1 	PixNk+i 

The following property is readily shown: 

Theorem 5. Equivalence sf State Space Representations. 
The product group Gl n (R) action on the set of period-N 
systems leaves the I/O properties invariant. 

Once the symmetry group (i.e. the group whose action 
leaves the I/O behavior invariant) is established, we 
can look at the question of canonical forms: Any 
property of the original system can be described as a 
map from the set of systems E, to some suitable set S. 
After introducing canonical forms, the study of the 
original function f is then replaced by the study of 

some "simpler" function f:C > S, such that f-f o T, 
where w is the canonical projection w:E C on the 
set of canonical forms. 

For notational simplicity, the rest of this section 
will be restricted to alternating systems. The above 
development (N=2) should give enough insight to realize 
that the general principles remain the same. Canonical 
forms for the uniformly reachable systems are obtained 
by the usual Kronecker selection procedure, i.e. among 
the 2n columns of R0, select n linear independent ones, 
which form a basis {8 0} for the state space. In 
particular, a unique "nice" selection may be chosen 
according to the Young or "crate" diagram. Similarly, 
let 4 1 1 be another basis, chosen by a nice selection 
among the columns of R 1 . Now express the system with 
respect to the basis which is alternating between {B A } 
and {0

1' 
 1 e.g. AO  is represented by the new matrix 

whose3-th column is the representation in terms of the 
basis t8 I  1 of A0  operating on the i-th basis vector 
from the other basis {8 0 }. 

The effect is that the new representation is of the 
form b0=b1=11,0,...,OP. (By assumption of reach-
ability, neither b0  nor b 1  are zero.) If v i (k) denotes 
the position of the k-th basis vector from R i , then we 
refer to the sequences w.=tv.(1); .... v.(n)1 as a multi- 
index. The k-th column of the new A matrices are 

A
0
e
k 

B  R
O
e
vl(k)+1 

A l ek 
= R

l
ev0(k)+1 

However straightforward the previous extension of the 
known scheme may be, a particular nice form is obtained 
as follows if A l  is nonsingular. Search the columns of 
Ro in their natural order, i.e. from left to right, and 

(8) 
	N-1 
	

(10) 



-Nk -1 
= 0 

z 
-Nk 	

if i = 0 

reordered in chains, as in the usual "scheme II" search 
[5]. Now observe that if A I  is nonsingular, then the 
result of A l  operating on the above basis is also a 
basis, and in fact, each of these new basis vectors 
will be a column in R 1, except perhaps for the last new 
basis vector. In that case, it may be substituted for 
b 1  as new last basis vector. Note that this all corre- 
sponds to a scheme II search in R 1 , but STARTING AT 
Albo. 	It follows that, unbar there was a full length 
(=n) chain {A ob 1 ,...,(A 0A 1 ) 	Aob l } in Ro  (which only 
happens if b0  is zero), the operator Al is represented 
by I. The b l  vector is full in general. The pair 
(A0,b0) has a canonical controllability form [5] 
representation. In the latter special case, it follows 
that AO  is represented by a cyclically down shifted 
identity matrix, and A l  by a cyclically down shifted 
right companion (controllability canonical form) 
matrix. 	The new b0 (obviously) remains zero, and the 
new b l  is a full vector. 	As the c0  and c l  have no 
particular structure, there are 4n free parameters in 
this canonical form. By analogy to the stationary 
realizations, we shall refer to this form as the 
controllability canonical form. 

Note that because the search extends over 2n columns, 
the new A matrices will, in general, not be in the 
usual companion form themselves, unless the system is 
uniformly reachable in n steps, but then this is also 
the case with the time-invariant multivariable systems. 
In fact, it is exactly because of such a reduction from 
the time-varying to the multivariable time-invariant 
case that all the topological properties of these 
systems are expected to carry over. In particular, for 
multivariable systems, we have: 

Theorem 6. The orbit space of the reachable systems is 
an analytic manifold, which can be decomposed into 
generalized Kronecker cells which form a cellular patch 
complex. The state space canonical forms act as local 
coordinates. 

The number of canonical forms that is required to cover 
the space of all reachable alternating systems is also 
equal to the number of pairs of nice multi-indices that 
can be chosen. 

5. OPERATIONAL TRANSFER FUNCTION 

The essential ingredient is the introduction of a 
sampling operator, " N, taking sequences into sequences, 
defined via 

T N {ui  ; i0} 	fyi  ; i>01 

YNk = uNk 
= 0 	for i 	{1,...,N-1} y

Nk+1. 

ir
2
• m  so that 

"N 
 is a projection operator. 

UIz)" denote the usual 2-transform of the 
u(z), then N induces an operator in the 

which we shall denote, with a slight abuse, by 
notation m N . Note that then 

The space of formal power series in z -1  can then be 
decomposed into N orthogonal subspaces, each of which 
induces in turn another projection operator. The set 
of subspaces and the set of projection operators are 

( 
isomorphic structures. 	Thus, define I N

i) 
 by z'NE

i 

for i e 11,...,N-11. 	It follows at once that these 
operators are all generated by z and T N , clearly 

though, the operator algebra will be a noncommutative 
one. The union of all these subspaces is the whole 
space, so that we have the relator 

-1 	-2 	2 	 -N+1 	N-1 
11 N 	z zNz 	z TNz 	 z 	1 NZ  

or, equivalently 

N-1 	N-1 	N-2 	 N-2 	N-1 
z 	= z w N  + z wNz + 	+ zm Nz 	+ 

Thus the above can be formalized as follows: Period-N 
systems of order n can be represented by an n-th order 
realization (A(w N ),B(m N ),C(w N)), whose coefficients are 
in the multivariable polynomial quotient ring 

R
( 

[ Ni) w 	; 
N 	ij 

The periodic state space realization equations (0) are 
then transformed to 

w(i+1)

• 	

x = A.w
N
(i) x +.B

N  m
(i)

u 	 for i * N-1 

	

(N - 1) 	 N-1) 
= AN-1 7N 	

x + BN-11Nu 

= C.w (i)x 
N 

Upon Z-transforming, we find 

	

zm
(i+1)

X(z) = A.m
N

X(z) + B.m1.1(z) 	for i * N-1 N 

( 	 ( 
zm

0)
N  X(z) - z

N
x 0 = AN-lm N

N-1)
X(z) + BN-lmN

N-1)
U(z)  

	

itN(0 	
1

Y(z) = C.m ( )
X(z) 

Note the appearance of the initial condition (x 0 ) term. 
Adding the left hand sides, taking account of the above 
relation between the projection operat or,  

, 
zX(z) - z

N 
 x
0 

= A(w
1(i
1) 

 ' 
4.  s(T(1) 	w

14(

N))U(z) 

	

N 	 N 

Y(z) = C(w
(
N
1) 

' .
( 

*" N
N)

)X(z) 

Hence, we get, assuming zero initial conditions, and 

substituting w m  by the combination zm Nz, the 
Operational Transfer Function (OTF) 

— 11(z,w N) = C(z,w N )[zI—A(z,m N )) 
1

B(z,w N )) 

where now very simply: 

A(z,wN ) = AOxN  + A l z
-1

it N z + 

B(z,W N ) = BOON + B l z_ iw Nz + 

C(z,w N ) = C OI N  + C l z_iw Nz + 

for i e {1,...,N-1} 
In order to illustrate the ideas for period-2 systems 
(N=2), we have: 	zw+z(1-1)'z. 	The equation x210.1' 

Aox2k+B ouk  is then transformed to z(1-0X(z)=A0mX(2)+ 

B 1wU(z). 	Similarly, 	the 	complementary 	equation 

transforms 	to 	swX(z)=A
1 
 (1-10X(z)+B

1 
 (1-w)U(z). 

Addition yields 	the 	form 	X(z)=(zI-A(w)) -- B(w)U(z), 

where A(m)=Anw+A,(1-w). 	Using 	the 	noncommutative 
relation, Oils formalism is very helpful in deriving 
all sorts of results and transfer function operations. 

Clearly, 
Letting 
sequence 
2-domain 
the same 

1 

• AN _ I z_N+Im N zN_ I  

-N+1 	N-1 
. BN_ l z 	wNz 

. C
N-1

z_N
+1

m
N
z
N-1 



For period-2 systems, some of the ideas on Operational 
Transfer Matrix Reductions were explored. For 
instance, connections (parallel, series, and feedback) 
can be performed with the same formal rules as for 
stationary systems, as long as the noncommutativity is 
taken into account during the reduction. 

We shall here also explore the possibility of connect- 
ing systems of DIFFERENT periodicity. 	So one system 
may have the OTF H i (z,7 N ) and another G(z,7). 	The 
series connection is then simply G(zor N TH(z,I N ). 
Clearly, the combination involves now three generators: 
z, 7N , and IN . So one needs to define the composite 
transfer matrix as a rational division ring (Noncommu-
tative Field) extension of the polynomial ring with 
three generators (z,7 N ,7 N ). Clearly additional commu-
tation rules (relators in the division ring) need to be 
invoked. This work is, as of this writing, in progress 
and will be reported in the final version of this 
paper. 

Finally, we report that some interesting realization 
related properties can be developed from within the OTF 
framework as well. In particular (for N=2): 

5.1 Reachability Problem via the OTF  

With zero initial conditions, and input sequence {il k }, 
the Z-transform of the state sequence is given by 

X(z) = [zI-A(7)] -1 B(7)U(z) 

= z -I [I-A(7)z -1 ] -1 B(7)U(z) 

= z-1 [I+A(7)z -1 +...+(A(7)z-1 ) k B(7)z -k +...]U(z) 

Noting that the commutation of w and z-1  involves an 
involution, i.e. 

z -1 A(7 ) = A(1-7)z
-1 

, 

we get the series expansion 

zX(z) = [B(7)+A(7)B(1-7)z -1 +A(7)A(1-7)B(7)+...]U(z) 

= [B(7),A(7)B(1-7),A(7)A(1-7)B(7),...] r U(z) 

z -I U(z) 

z -2 U(z) 

= R(7)U( z ) 

The operator reachability matrix decomposes into two 
parts: 

R(7) = 7R
0 

+ (1-7)R
1  

where, in terms of the system components: 

R
0 

= [B
l'

A
i
B
0'
A

1
A
0
B
11
A

l
A
0
A

1
B
0' ...] 

R
1 
 = [B

0' 
A
0
B
l' 
A
0
A

1
B
0' A0A1A0Bl' ...] 

As the operators w and 1-ir select complimentary parts 
of the vector U(z), we find for the condition of reach-
ability that both R0  and R 1  should have full rank. We 
shall say that then the operational reachability matrix 
R(7) has full rank, so that the usual criterion for 
reachability is retrieved. 

For instance, upon identifying the coefficients of z-3 , 
we obtain 

x4  = +AABuu +ABu +Bu 
u 0 	1 0 1 1 1 	1 0 2 	1 3  

5.2 The Observability Problem via the OTF  

Here, the inputs are zero, and a nonzero initial condi-
tion x0  is assumed. The system output is given in the 
transform domain by 

Y(z) = C(7)[zI-A(7)] -1 x0  

C(7 ) [ I—z
-1

A ( 7 )]
-1

z
-1

x0  

= C(7)[I+z -I A(7)+[2-1 (A7)] 2 +...]z -1 x0 

 - 
= C(7)z I x0  + C(7)A(1-7)z

-2
x 0  + 

= 0(7)X o (z) 

where 0(7)=00  7+01 	' 
(1-7) 	As 	for 	the 	reachability .   

problem, the matrix 0(7) is said to have full rank if 
both On  and 0 1  have full rank. The condition for 
observability follows them as from the full rankness 
of 0(7). 

6. REALIZATION 

In this section we show how the above results can lead 
to a relatively simple realization algorithm for 
periodic systems. We shall assume that the order n of 
the minimal N-period system is known. There is then an 
underlying uniformly reachable system {E...,E } of 0' 
order n. The realization is given is 4 steps: N-1  

Step 1.  Let the 	pulse responses 	{h. 0 ;i >11,..., 
fhiwci>N1 be collected. 	Wih this data, 

. the'7Zabatic Hankel matrices H. j= 0 I. 1 N-1 
are formed. 	There are now two possible 
routes: realize each Adiabatic system 
separately, or realize the composite system 
with transfer matrix [H

0 "." 
(z) H

N-1 
 (z)] 

Step 2.  Obtain a minimal realization (A ,[13. ,B 1 , 
...,Bm N_ J ],Cm) of the system wrth Tbm

0
pAlte 

transfer matrix [H0 (z),...,HN_,(z)], where 
H i (z) is the transfer matrix of the Adiabatic 
system (A i ,B i ,C i ). 

There are two ways in which this can be 
obtained. The first is to reduce the compo-
site transfer matrix, and obtain a minimal 
realization of it, by standard multivariable 
techniques [5]. The second method consists 
in first 	obtaining 	minimal 	realizations 
(ApBoCi) of the Adiabatic systems. These 
minimal realizations may be of different 
dimensions. However, by Theorem 1, there 
exists a maximal characteristic polynomial, of 
order q say, in the sense that the character-
istic polynomials of the other realizations 
divide it, and each nonminimal Adiabatic 
realization can be extended by adding a 
nonreachable, but observable subsystem so that 
all extended realizations of the Adiabatic 
subsystems have the same order (=q), and the 
same A and C matrix. The composite realiza-
tion (A ,[15 n ,...,B „ ,],Cm) is then the 
desiredm foAr"and is mhanimal since (Am ,C ) is 
observable, and at least one of the Bm,i  lorms 
together with Am  a reachable pair. 

Step 3.  Extend the realization of order q, obtained in 
Step 2, to one whose order is a multiple of N 
by adding a nonobservable but reachable 
subsystem. Indeed, since the minimal system 
(Am ,[8m 0 , B m N_ ],Cm) and the cyclically 
augmented systeel kAcm ,Bca  ,C ca) realize the 



same transfer matrix, and since the cyclically 
augmented system is uniformly reachable by 
assumption, the latter must be an augmentation 
(Ae ,Be ,Ce ) of (A ,[13 n ,...,B , 

]
],C ) by a 

nonobservable but lieajPille subsystem oWf order 
Nn-q. This implies the existence of matrices 
X,Y,Z 0 Z N_ 1  so that 

IAm  0 f Illmo ,...,Bm,N_, 1 
..., 	1 	[C 	0] 

X 	Y I 2 
0' 	ZN-1 	! 	m 

 is similar to the cyclically augmented system. 
This augmentation must not impair the reach-
ability of the realization. 	The necessary 
reachability of the subsystem implies that 
none of the rows of the matrix [X,Z 0 ,...,ZN_ I ] 
can be zero. 	This follows easily by 
contradiction. If [X,Z 0 ,...,Z_1 ] had a zero 
row, then the realization could be partitioned 
as: 

B 	..,B 
m0

.  
' 	mN -1 

2 	, Z 
0 '''' 	N-1 

0,...,0 

which has the unreachable subsystem [Y 2 ,0,Cm ]. 

The X,Y, and Z are chosen so that the 
reachability matrices 

N r 	 N-1 
kAe ;LBeo ,Ae Bel ,...,Ae  Be,N_ 1 1), 

R(A:; [Rel' Ae Re2'"" A:-1Re,0 ]) "*" 

r 
Re,N-2 1)  

all have rank less than n. 

Step 4. Determine the similarity transformation that 
transforms the extended system (A ,[B 
B
e -1 ] ' Ce ) to a cyclic form. For e  notational

coftv
N
enience, we shall again discuss the latter 

for alternating (i.e. period-2) systems. The 
ideas for period-N systems are similar. 

The reachability matrix for the cyclically 
augmented matrix has the structure 

B 0 , 0, 0, 	A 08 1 , A0A 1 8 0, 0 

0, 	0, 	A
I

A
0

B
1 

Rca 	B
1 , Al  BO

, 

whereas Re has entries in all positions in 
general. The desired similarity maps Re  into 

Partitioning T into [TI,T;]' s  it is 
seen that the zero locations in "the above 
equation leads to the identities: 

TI R(Ae2 ;[Be1 ,Ae Be0 ]) 	0 

T2R(Ae2;[15
e0 ,Ae lle1 1)  

where the reachability matrices extend to n 
(block) columns only, and are thus square for 
single input periodic systems. On the condi-
tion that the test matrices 

2 
R mlqA - [B 	A B ]) e0 	e' e0' e el ' 

and 

f 2 
R ukA '[I A B ]) el 	e' el' e e0 ' 

have rank less than n, it is possible to find 
n linearly independent row vectors in the left 
nullspaces of the above reachability matrices. 
Since the overall realizations are both 
reachable, there exists T 1  and T2  such that 
Ts [T:,T;] I  is nonsingular with T 1  and T 2 

 satisfying the above conditions. 

We summarize then with 

Theorem 7. An invertible transformation T can always 
be found, bringing the extended system (F,g) of order 
2n to the cyclically augmented form I 	(5) of the same c  
order if it is reachable and if the reachability 
matrices F(F, [gn ' Fg 1 ]) and F(F 2 ,[g 1 , Fg 0 ]) both have 
rank at most equal to 

Theorem 8. The realization of [11 n (z),11 1 (z)] can always 
be augmented so that the extended system satisfies the 
conditions of Theorem 4. 

Some simple illustrative examples are given in [6]. 

Remarks. 

1. The minimal Adiabatic realizations completely 
specify the I/O behavior of the alternating 
system, and may therefore lead to new canonical 
representations for such systems. 

2. Other identification methods for periodic systems 
exist. 	One can "stagger" the impulse responses, 
by looking at every N-th sample for which the 
system looks like a time-invariant one. However, 
the solution for the individual realizations in 
(E ,...,£ N ) require difficult nonlinear equation 
solvers. Furthermore, since the data samples with 
such a scheme are not "convoluted," a large number 
of data needs to be collected (roughly 2nN) before 
the system starts to unfold. The scheme presented 
here already presents a lot of information about 
the system after 2n steps, and is therefore more 
"holographic." 
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